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PREFACE 

As is generally known, vernacular literary sources having to do with the ar
chitecture and visual arts of the Islamic world are notable for their scarcity, and 

. those texts that do exist have attracted considerable interest. It is this circumstance 
that first drew my attention to the Risale-i Micmariyye and subsequently prompted 
me to translate it in order to make the text more widely accessible to art and ar
chitectural historians. In doing so I make no claims to special expertise as an Ot
tomanist. It is my hope, nonetheless, that my efforts will be of some value to those 
persons interested in the visual arts of the Islamic peoples. 

In this connection I wish to express my sincere gratitude to all those persons who 
have given me their time and assistance in the completion of this work: Dr. Filiz 
Qagman and the Topkapl SaraYI Miizesi, Istanbul, for supplying me with a 
microfilm of YY 339; Dr. Bahaeddin YediYlldlz for assistance with transcription 
of the Ottoman; Ms. Miige Galin for patiently listening to my reading of long 
passages of translation and giving numerous invaluable suggestions; Mr. Nima 
Shafaieh, Dr. Walter Andrews and Dr. Barbara Groseclose for reading parts of 
the manuscript and offering valuable criticisms and suggestions; Mrs. Margaret 
Sevcenko of the Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture for assistance in in
numerable ways in preparing the manuscript for publication; Ms. Marty Marlatt 
for patiently typing various drafts of the manuscript. I need hardly add that I am 
fully responsible for all of its shortcomings. 

Ohio State University, Columbus 
October, 1984 

HOWARD CRANE 



NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 

The transliteration of Ottoman Turkish used here 
follows the system adopted by the islam Ansiklopedisi. 
Arabic and Persian terms and passages are trans
literated according to the system used in the International 
Journal oj Middle East Studies, with the exception that !
rather than q is used for the J, in order to keep Ot-
toman Turkish, Persian and Arabic cognates as close to 
one another as possible in their transliterated forms. 

Ottoman Turkish contains a vast number of terms of 
Arabic and Persian origin. These will be transliterated 
as Ottoman unless the text identifies a particular term 
or passage as actually being Arabic or Persian. In other 
words, only those terms specifically designated as 

Arabic, personal names and place names, Arabic book 
titles, and passages taken from the ~ur)an, badith or 
other Arabic literary sources will be transliterated as 
Arabic. Likewise, only terms designated as Persian will 
be given in Persian transcription. 

Except for names not commonly known, place names 
are rendered in accordance with generally accepted 
English forms. Terms and titles of Turkish, Persian, or 
Arabic origin which have gained general acceptance in 
English will be spelled in accordance with the angli
cized forms found in Webster's Third New International 
Dictionary . 



INTRODUCTION 

Some years ago the late L. A. Mayer noted that one 
of the most striking features of Islamic civilization is 
that, rich as it is in monumental architecture, it has left 
us but scanty information, either historical or legen
dary, about the architects who erected its buildings. 1 In 
contrast to the Romans or High Renaissance architects 
in Europe, Islamic architects have for the most part 
been relegated to the same anonymity as their counter
parts in the medieval West. 

To be sure, various types of administrative officials 
assigned to the supervision of official building projects 
are known to us by title as well as by name. "Clerks of 
Works" and "Superintendants of Building" are well 
attested in Mamluk Egypt and Syria where they bore 
the title shadd al- cama'ir;2 in Umayyad Spain, where 
they were called ~a~ib al-mabani;3 and in the Seljuk and 
Ottoman states, where they were designated amir-i 
micmar and bina' emfnf. 4 For the most part they can be 
assumed to have performed the duties of supervisor and 
business manager in charge of the construction of state 
projects. Although in some instances they no doubt also 
possessed a certain amount of technical knowledge and 
were, along with the patron, involved in the planning 
of a particular building, they would not have had the 
training, experience or technical knowledge of a skilled 
architect-craftsman. But it is precisely these officials 
who are most often commemorated in epigraphy, and 
occasionally mentioned in literary sources and legends 
as well. The actual architect, who possessed at least 
some formal training and theoretical knowledge of 
engineering and geometry, was consigned to almost 
total obscurity. 

Occasional epigraphic testimony to the activities of 
particular architects does of course exist, although as 
compared to the prominence given the names of 

I L. A. Mayer, Islamic Architects and Their Works (Geneva: Albert 
Kundig, 1956), p. 20. 

2 See L. A. Mayer, "The Inspector of Buildings in the Mamluk 
Period," Bulletin of the Institute for Jewish Studies of Hebrew University, I 
(1925), pp. 87-91; also L. A. Mayer, Saracenic Heraldry (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1933), pp. 54 and 67-68. 

3 Mayer, Architects, p. 19. 
4 For the title amir-i mi'mtir, see M. Th. Houtsma, Recueil de textes 

relatifs Ii l' histoire des SeldJoucides, vol. IV (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1902), p. 
14 7. The office of binti) emini is described by H. A. R. Gibb and 

patrons and superintendants of building in texts of this 
. sort, it is not only infrequent but almost always 

inconspicuous-situated at the end of an epigraph as if 
the result of an afterthought, for example, or placed 
separately in some out-of-the-way spot in a building. 
Mayer notes that "the hundreds of Mamluk inscrip
tions of Cairo, Aleppo and Damascus do not reveal 
more than half a dozen names of architects for each 
town, but they are thickly set with names of officials of 
all kinds, most of whom had nothing to do with the 
building operation proper." 5 

In large part, of course, this circumstance is to be ex
plained by the fact that the Islamic architect functioned 
not as an independent professional, but as a client, or 
intisiib, in the service of a ruler or official. He thus be
longed to the retinue of a particular patron with whom 
his activities were intimately identified and in whose 
service he often remained for long periods of time, if 
not for his entire professional life. This close and con
tinuous association is made clear in the epigraphy of the 
Seljuks of Anatolia, where the same architects' names 
appear repeatedly in the construction inscriptions of 
particular patrons. Perhaps the best known examples 
are those of KalUk ibn cAbd Allah and Kaluyan al
l).unawI, found on several buildings of Fakhr al-Dln 
CAlI, the ~a~ib-Catii. A certain Abu CAlI ibn Abi aI-Raja 
al-I:IalabI is also known from epigraphy to have acted 
as architect for several of the military foundations of 
Sultan Kayka'us I. 6 

It appears, then, that in most Islamic societies 
throughout their history, the architect had little in the 
way of what we might call an independent professional 
existence. Moreover, his training was frequently defi
cient in formal education, and he appears often to have 
possessed little in the way of theoretical knowledge of 

Harold Bowen in Islamic Society and the West, I, 1 (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1963), pp. 356-357, and by I. H. Uzun~ar~lh, 
Osmanlz Devletinin Saray Tefkilatz (Ankara: Turk Tarih Kurumu 
Baslmevi, 1945), pp. 375-378. 

5 Mayer, Architects, p. 21. 
6 See Et. Combe, J. Sauvaget and Gaston Wiet, Repertoire 

chronologique d'ipigraphie arabe, XII (Cairo: Institut fran~ais d'ar
chcologie orientale, 1931-), nos. 4430, 4431, 4432, 4494 tes, 4646; 
also ibid., X, nos. 3761, 3774; and ibid., XI, no. 4031. For a full 
discussion of bibliography, see Mayer, Architects, pp. 35-36, 77-79. 
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engineering, if the massively overbuilt and irregular 
planning of so much of Islamic monumental architec
ture can be taken as any indication. In truth, the 
distinction between the architect and the foreman 
mason can often hardly be made, and it is likely that 
they frequently sprang from similar backgrounds. 

The training and status of the Ottoman architect 
were in some ways strikingly different from those of ar
chitects in most traditional Islamic societies. In part 
these differences had to do with the bureaucratic cen
tralization of construction and restoration of state and 
official monuments under the auspices of the ba$$a 
mi'marlarz ocagz (Corps of Imperial Architects), a sort of 
ministry of public works headed by a professional ar
chitect with the title ser-mi'maran-t ba$$a or ba$$a mzcmar
bait (Chief Imperial Architect) and staffed by a number 
of subordinate architects and skilled workmen 
specializing in particular crafts. Different also was the 
education afforded members of the b~$a mi'marlar ocagt, 
who generally began their training as cacemi oglans or 
Janissary recruits specializing in a particular manual 
skill in the imperial palace or in the household of a 
high-ranking Ottoman official, with architects in par
ticular receiving instruction in the science of geometry 
and in surveying before being apprenticed to the oca~. 

Although better understood than is generally the case 
for Islamic architects, the training and activities of the 
Ottoman architect, as well as the specific character and 
historical evolution of the bureaucratic framework 
within which he worked, are still only poorly known. 7 

The research that has been done has been based in part 
on literary sources-histories, travel accounts, 
biographies-and in part on archival materials in the 

7 For the most systematic description of the biiua mi'miirlan ocagl, 
see ~erafettin Turan, "Osmanh Te~kilatmda Hassa Mimarlan," 
TarihArtlftlrmalarDergisi, 1,1,1963, pp. 157-202. 

8 For a description of some of these types of materials, see Muzaf
fer Erdogan, "Osmanh Mimansl Tarihinin Otantik Yazma 
Kaynaklan," VakiflarDergisi, VI, 1965, pp. 111-136; alsoTahsinOz, 
"Sultan Ahmet Camii," Vakiflar Dergisi, I, 1938, pp. 25-28. 

9 Seliinlki Mu~tafii, Ta'n1J-i Seliinfki MUilafo (Istanbul: MatbaCa-l 
cAmire, 1281); Mu~tara Nacimii, Ta'n1J-i Nacimii (Istanbul: 
Matbaca-J cAmire, 1283); Mel:tmed Rii~id, Ta'n1J Ra,id (Istanbul: 
MatbaCa-l cAmire, 1282). For references to some of the lesser known 
histories of interest to the architectural historian, see Erdogan, 
"Kaynaklar," pp. 113-115. 

10 Evliyii Celebi, Seyiihatniime, vols. I-VI (Istanbul: I~dam 
MatbaCasl, 1314-1318); vol. VII (Istanbul: Devlet MatbaCasl, 1928); 
vol. VIII (Istanbul: Orbiiniyye MatbacasJ, 1928); vols. IX-X (Istan
bul: Devlet Matbaasl, 1935-38). Hiifi; Huseyin Efendi ibn Hiici 
Ismiicn al-Ayviinsariiyi, Hadi!cat al-Ceviimic (Istanbul: MatbaCa-l 
cAmire, 1281). 

II The te;kms on the life of Siniin have been published in a critical 
edition by Rillu Melul Meri~, under the title, Mirnar Sinan Hayatl, 

Ba~bakanhk Ar~ivi, the Topkapl SaraYI Ar~ivi and 
other Turkish archival repositories. Archival sources of 
value range from imperial and bureaucratic commands 
(~iikiim) to account books of various sorts (ta )mfrat 
defter/eri, kelif defterleri and inlaat defter/en), deeds of trust 
for pious foundations (va~fiyyes), and judicial records of 
religious courts (jercf mah~eme sicillerz). 8 Literary sources 
include Ottoman court histories-Naclma, SelanlkI, 
Ra~id and others9-travel accounts, and descriptive
works such as Evliya Qelebi's Seyahatname and I:Iarl~ 
Hiiseyin al-AyvansarayI's Hadf~at al-Cevamic.1o Perhaps 
the most famous literary sources dealing with a specific 
architect are the Te~kiret al-Ebniye of Na~~a~ SacI 
Mu~tara Qelebi and the other te~keres that recount the 
life of the sixteenth-century architect Sinan.l1 

Using these materials, scholars have begun the task 
of researching the lives and identifying the works of 
specific Ottoman architects. One of the earliest writers 
to work in this vein was Ahmet Refik, \:Vhose Turk 
Mimar/arzl2 contained chapters on the imperial ar
chitects Sinan, Daviid Aga, I>.aslm Aga and Mu~tara 
Aga, as well as the transcribed texts of a number of 
sixteenth-century ~iikiims having to do with architec
ture. Another series of important studies of individual 
imperial architects wa~ published by Muzaffer Er
dogan, who wrote on Daviid Aga, Kayseri'li MeQmed 
Aga and MeQmed TaQir Aga. 13 ~ehabeddin Akahn 
published an important study of the Chief Imperial Ar
chitect AQmed DaIgIc Pasha,14 and Semavi Eyice did a 
similar study of Micmar I>.aslm. 15 For Sinan, the best 
known of the Ottoman imperial architects, accounts 
have been published by a number of writers, including 
i. H. Konyall, Aptullah Kuran and Ernst Egli. 16 But 

Esm. I. Mirnar Sinan'in Hayatma Dair MetinLer (Ankara: Turk Tarih 
Kurumu Baslmevi, 1965). 

12 Ahmet Refik, Turk Mimarlan (Hazine evrak vesikalanna gore). 
(Istanbul: Hilmi Kitaphanesi, 1936). 

J3 Muzaffer Erdogan, "Mimar Davud Aga'mn Hayatl ve 
Eserleri," Turkiyat Mecmuasl, XII, 1955, pp. 179-204; Lale Devri Baf 
Micman Kayseri'li Mehmed Aga (Istanbul: Baha Matbaasl, 1962); 
"Onsekizinci aSlr sonlannda bir Turk sanCatkan, Hassa Ba~miman 
Mehmed Tahir Aga. Hayatl ve mesleki faaliyetleri," Tan·h Dergisi, 
VII, 10, 1954, pp. 157-180; VIII, 11-12, 1955, pp. 159-178; IX, 13, 
1958, pp. 161-170; XI, 15, 1960, pp. 25-46. 

14 ~ehabeddin Akalm, "Mi'mar Dalgt~ Ahmed Pa~a," Tarih 
Dergisi, IX, 1958, pp. 71-80. 

J5 Semavi Eyice, "Mimar Kaslm Hakkmda," Bel/etm, XLIII, 
1979, pp. 767-808. 

16 Ibrahim Hakkl Konyah, Mirnar Koca Sinan. VakflJyeleri-haYIT 
tSerlm-hayatl-Padifaha vekaleti-azadllk kag,d,-al,m, satlm huccetlm 
(Istanbul: Nihat Topcuba~l, 1948); Aptullah Kuran, "Mimar 
Sinan'in ilk Eserleri," Bel/etm, XXXVII, 148, 1973, pp. 533-556; 
also Ernst Egli, Sinan, tier Baumeister osrnanischen Glanzzeit (Zurich: 
Verlag fUr Architektur, 1954). 
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despite these pioneering endeavors, our knowledge of 
the activities and careers of the great Ottoman imperial 
architects remains at best vague and fragmentary. In 
large part this reflects the nature of the sources with 
which the historian must work: they are few, usually 
brief and cryptic, scattered, and often poorly known to 
scholars. 

One of the most extensive and detailed sources 
devoted to a particular architect is the Risale-i 
Micmariyye, written by a certain Cacfer Efendi. An ac
count of the life and works of the imperial architect 
Mel;1med Aga, builder of the Sultan Ahmed complex in 
Istanbul, it not only gives specific information on his 
life and activities, but serves as well to suggest some
thing of the general character of career evolution of the 
entire class of Ottoman imperial architects. With the 
exception of the far more abridged te~keres dedicated to 
Sinan, the Risale-i Micmariyye is the only systematic Ot
toman account of the life of an imperial architect known 
to exist. It is extant in a manuscript copy in the 
Topkapi SaraYI Miizesi Kiitiiphanesi in Istanbul, 
catalogued Yeni Yazma 339 dating to the second 
decade of the seventeenth century. 

The earliest published reference to Cacfer Efendi's 
Risale-i Micmariyye of which I am aware occurs in a com
munication dated 17 April 1918 to the Hungarian 
Scientific Institute in Constantinople by Arminag Saki
sian Bey and published in the Hungarian journal 
Turan. In it the author enumerates the manuscript 
sources for the study of Ottoman art and architecture 
and includes among them the Risale, the contents of 
which he describes in brief summary. 17 

Bursall Mel;1med Tahir also mentions the Risale in his 
cOlmanlz Mu cellifleri,18 where he ascribes it to the Ot
toman historian Cacfer CiyanI Bey (late sixteenth-early 
seventeenth century),19 an attribution repeated in an 
equally brief reference by Franz Babinger in his study, 
Die Geschichtsschreiber der Osmanen und ihre Werke. 20 

Reference was again made to the Risale in a series of 
five articles published in February and March 1926, in 
the Istanbul newspaper i{cdam, by the paper's owner, 

17 "Mitteilungen des Ungarischen Wissenschaftlichen Instituts in 
Konstantinople," Turan. Fo/yoirat Ktltteuropai, Elo-is Btlsoazsiai 
Kutattisok Szarrulra. A Magyar Ktltti Kulturkozpont (Turani Tarsasag) , 
1918, p. 238. 

18 Bursall Mebmed Tiihir, cOlmanlz Mu)ellijltri, III (Istanbul: 
MatbaCa-l CAmire, 1343), pp. 42, 192. 

19 See below, p. 6. 
20 Franz Babinger, Dit Gtschichtsschrtiber der OSTTUlnen und ihrt Werke 

(Leipzig: Otto Harrassowitz, 1927), p. 123. 

Ahmed Cevdet Bey. In the first of these articles (26 
February 1926; i{cdam, no. 10373), under the title 
"Kitab al-MiCmariyye ve Safli'-name" ("The Book of 
Architecture and Book of Pleasure"), Ahmed Cevdet 
Bey alerted his readers to the existence of the manu
script and stated that useful and interesting selections 
from it would be printed in subsequent numbers of the 
newspaper. This was followed on March 3, 10, 20, and 
28 (i{cdam, nos. 10378, 10385, 10395 and 10405) with 
excerpts from chapters one, two and three of the Risale, 
detailing the life of Mel;1med Aga, and in particular his 
early training in music, geometry and the working of 
mother-of-pearl, his appointments as {caplcz and mu~izr 
bal" and his travels in the Arab lands of the Ottoman 
Empire and in Rum-iii. 

Celal Esad Arseven also noted the existence of the 
Risale in his Turk Sanatz Tarihi and published informa
tion taken from it defining the terms arlun, bogun and 
parma{c.21 Elsewhere, while discussing Mel;1med Aga, he 
again mentions the Risale, and states, following Cacfer 
Efendi, that 

at that time [i.e., at the time of Sinan and Mebmed Aga] 
because it was customary to write a manakibname [that is, 
a biography] for each important architect, one of his 
[Mebmed Aga's] friends who was his constant com
panion, Ca'fer Celebi [sic] also wrote a Risale about this 
master excelling in architecture, entitled Risale-i Mimanye, 
having to do with Mebmed Aga's biography and the 
works that he brought into existence with his skill in his 
art. And he added to this a glossary of technical terms 
[technical vocabulary] and principles used in architecture 
at that time. 22 

In another of his works, L'Art turc,23 the same author 
again makes brief reference to the Risale (' 'un menakib
name [biographie] de l' architecte de la mosquee 
d' Ahmediye") in the course of his discussion of 
Mel;1med Aga's life and the construction of the Sultan 
Ahmed Mosque. 

Portions of the Risale were published in a rather 
defective transcription along with a brief introduction 
and notes, by Tahsin Oz in several numbers of the 
journal Arkitekt in 1943 and 1944.24 Oz radically 

21 Celal Esad Arseven, Turk Sanatl Tarihi; Mtnftindtn Bugunt Kadar. 
MiTTUlTZ, Heykel, Rtsim, Susleme Vt Ttzyini Sanatlar (Istanbul: MiIIi 
Egitim Baslmevi, 1955-1959), p. 374. 

22 Ibid., pp. 767 ff. 
23 Celal Esad Arseven. L 'Art ture, dtpuis son origine jusqu 'ii nos jours 

(Istanbul: Devlet Baslmevi, 1939), p. 172. 
24 Tahsin Oz, "Mimar Mehmet Aga ve Risalci-Mimariye," 

Arkittkt, 139-140, 1943, pp. 179-186; 141-142, 1943, pp. 228-234; 
143-144, 1943, pp. 276-282; 145-146, 1944, pp. 37-41. 
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abridged the text, but included in his published selec
tions parts of the introductory chapter, as well as of 
chapter one, recounting Mel}.med Aga's arrival in 
Istanbul from Rum-iIi, his early enthusiasm for music, 
and his subsequent training in geometry and mother
of-pearl inlay; of chapter two on his relations with 
Micmar Sinan, his presentation of gifts to Sultan 
Murad III and his appointment as a !caplet and later as 
a mubzlr bafl; and of chapter three, describing his tour 
of inspection in the Balkans, his service in Diyarbaklr 
and Damascus, and his appointment as $U na?lrl and 
micmar bafl. Oz follows this with brief selections from 
chapter four dealing with Cacfer Efendi's origins, from 
chapters five and six describing Mel}.med Aga's repairs 
of the holy shrines of Mecca and Medina and his con
struction of the Sultan Ahmed Mosque, of chapters 
seven through fourteen on technical terms, and of 
chapter fifteen's benediction. 

A brief reference to the Risale is made by ibrahim 
Hakkl Konyah in his Mimar Koca Sinan. There he 
remarks on the publication of selections from the text 
in i!cdam and goes on to assert that copies of the Risale 
had once been in the possession of the bookseller Raif 
Yelkenci, Ali Emiri Efendi, Fuat Re~ad Bey, and Ah
med Cevdet Bey. All, he claims, were copied from an 
original manuscript of the Risale found in the Topkapi 
Sarayl Museum Library. 25 A detailed description of the 
appearance and content of this manuscript (YY339) is 
given in Fehmi Edhem Karatay's catalogue of the 
Turkish manuscripts in the Topkapi SaraYI Museum 
Library. 26 Muzaffer Erdogan, in his "Osmanh 
Mimarisi Tarihinin Otantik Yazma Kaynaklan" 
(" Authentic Manuscript Sources for the History of Ot
toman Architecture' '), describes the manuscript and 
states that the Topkapl text is the unique manuscript 
copy of Cacfer Efendi's work. 27 

~erafettin Turan mentions the Risale in his article 
"Osmanh Te~kilatmda Hassa Mimarlan" ("Imperial 
Architects in the Ottoman State Organization"), and 
briefly describes its contents. 28 Kemal Qig, former 
director of the Topkapi Sarayl Museum, also referred 
to it in a paper delivered at the Third International 

25 Konyah, Sinan, p. 39, note 4. 
26 Fehmi Edhern Karatay, Topkapl SaraYI Miiztsi Kutuphanesi Turkfe 

Yazmalar Katalogu, 1, Din, Tarih Bilimler (Istanbul: Topkapl SaraYI 
Muzcsi, 1961), pp. 632-633. 

27 Erdogan, "Kaynaklar," pp. 112-113. 
28 Turan, "Mimarlar," pp. 177-178. 
29 Zeynep Naylr, Osmanlz Mimarllgmda Sultan Ahmet Kul/iyes; ve 

Congress of Turkish Art, held at Cambridge University, 
24-29 July, 1967. Entitled "Mimarinin Muzikle ilgisi 
konusunda Sultan Ahmet Camii ile alakah bir Vesika" 
(" A Document concerning the Sultan Ahmet Camii on 
the Subject of Architecture's Relationship with 
Music"), he provided a short description of both the 
manuscript and its contents, and a more detailed 
discussion of those parts of chapter six concerning the 
acoustic properties of the various marbles used in the 
construction of the Sultan Ahmed Mosque. 

Zeynep N aylr made extensive use of the Risale in her 
published doctoral dissertation, Osmanlz Mimarllgmda 
Sultan Ahmet Kiilliyesi ve Sonrasl (1609-1690) (The Sultan 
Ahmet Complex and Its Aftermath in Ottoman Architecture 
[1609-1690]),29 particularly for the life and activities of 
Mel}.med Aga, for the history of the building of the 
Sultan Ahmed complex, and for the information it con
tains on building materials and technical terms relating 
to the construction trades. 30 

Finally, approximately two-thirds of the Risale was 
published in modern Turkish translation along with 
notes and a brief introductory essay entitled "Risale-i 
Mimariyye-Mimar Mehmed Aga-Eserleri" by 
Orhan ~aik Gokyay in the commemorative volume for 
Professor ismail Hakkl Uzunc;ar~lh.31 In it Gokyay 
remarks that, "After a book, the Tezkiretii 'I-Bunyan 
written about the life and works of Mimar Koca Sinan, 
the Risale-i Mimariyye describing the life of Mimarba~l 
Mehmed Aga is a second valuable source of this type, 
and is useful in several respects.' '32 These include its 
significance as a reference for the life of Mel}.med Aga 
and its extensive Turkish architectural vocabulary. 

In presenting the Risale, GokyaY'reorganized the fif
teen chapters of its text into four broad sections. The 
first of these (pp. 11 7 -122) consists of excerpts from the 
fihrist; the second (pp. 122-147) is made up of parts of 
chapters one through four and deals with the life of 
Mel}.med Aga; the third (pp. 147-173) contains extracts 
from chapters five, six and fifteen and brings together 
those parts of the Risale having to do with Mel}.med 
Aga's architectural works; and finally, the fourth (pp. 
173-215) pulls together those parts of the text, in-

Sonrasl (1609-1690) (Istanbul: Istanbul Teknik Universitesi Mirnarhk 
Fakultesi Baskl At6lyesi, 1975). 

30 Ibid., pp. 38-41, 88-112. 
31 Orhan ~aik G6kyay, "Risale-i Mirnariyye-Mirnar Mehrnet 

Aga-Eserleri," ismail Hakkl Uzunfar/zl,'ya Armagan (Ankara: Turk 
Tarih Kurumu Baslmevi, 1976), pp. 113-214. 

32 Ibid., p. 113. 
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cluding portions of chapters six through fourteen, 
devoted to technical terminology. To this Gokyay ap
pends notes and a commentary describing the manu
script and referring to some of the earlier literature in 
which the Risale is discussed. He also attempts to clarify 
the identity of its author, Cacfer Efendi, and he 
enumerates the other buildings attributable to Mel).med 
Aga but not mentioned in the Risale. 

THE MANUSCRIPTS OF THE RISALE 

Both OZ33 and Erdogan34 state that only a single 
manuscript of the Risale exists, YY339 in the Topkapl 
Sarayl Museum Library. However, other authors 
report the existence at one time or another of several 
other copies of this text. It appears from Ahmed Cevdet 
Bey's account in the newspaper i(cdam, for example, 
that he himself had a copy of the Risale in his private 
library.35 Both Arseven36 and Gokyay37 make reference 
to the existence of this manuscript, but state that its 
whereabouts is no longer known. Gokyay, however, 
cites a notice in the newspaper Son SaCat (29 Haziran, 
1928) reporting that at a certain point Ahmed Cevdet's 
books had been stolen and sold by an unnamed book 
dealer, and that legal action had been taken. KonyalI38 
writes that at one time the book dealer Raif Yelkenci 
had a copy of the Risale in his possession, but that it had 
been borrowed by a certain Selim Niizhet, who had 
sold it to some unnamed Americans, and it had since 
been lost sight of. Konyah also reports that there were 
copies of the Risale in the libraries of Ali Emiri Efendi 
and Fuad Re~ad Bey, both made from the Ahmed 
Cevdet manuscript. 39 

Konyah40 asserts that the text of the Risale in the 
Topkapi SaraYI Museum Library was the original from 
which all other copies were derived. Because of that and 
because it has in any case been impossible to trace any 
of the privately held copies of the Risale mentioned by 
Gokyay or KonyalI, if they in fact exist, YY339 re
mains the single available version of Cacfer Efendi's 
text, and therefore the one from which the translation 
presented here was made .. 

33 Oz, Arkittkt, p. 180. 
34 Erdogan, "Kaynaklar," p. 112. 
35 Ahmet Cevdet, l~dam, no. 10373, 26 February 1926. 
36 Arseven, Turk Sanatz Tarihi, p. 374. 
37 Gokyay, Armagan, p. 115. 
38 Konyah, Sinan, p. 39. 
39 See ibid., p. 39, and Gokyay, Armagan, p. 114, who bases his 

assertion on the letters (location not noted) of a certain Muhittin, ad-

YY339 is a narrow, rectangular codex measuring 
415 mm x 150 mm, and consisting of87 folios of sized 
cream-colored unwatermarked Turkish paper. Bound 
in brown leather, it is penned in black ink, with chapter 
headings, some marginal notes, IS-ur'anic verses and 
the badith written in red. Each page contains twenty
five lines of taClfk script, occasionally with short vowels 
pointed. The colophon at the end of the text gives the 
date of its completion as 1023 (1614-15). 

Although the copyist of the manuscript is not iden
tified in the colophon, it seems probable that he was, in 
fact, the author of the Risale and that YY339 is thus an 
autograph copy of Cacfer Efendi's text. This is sug
gested in part by the repetitive content of certain parts 
of the text (chapters nine and ten in particular), which 
appear to be unedited drafts, in part by the several 
blank folios at the end of chapter five (4 7v through 51 v) 
which were presumably meant to be used for a com
plete enumeration of Mel).med Aga's works when he 
had ended his tenure as ChiefImperial Architect, much 
in the manner ofNa~~a~ SacI Mu~tara Qelebi's account 
of Sinan's buildings as found in the Te~kiret al-Ebniye. 41 

Whether or not scribe and author were the same per
son, we know very little about him. At several points 
in the text the author identifies himself as Cacfer 
Efendi42 or simply as Cacfer. 43 Elsewhere he states that 
he was the son of the pious Shaikh Behram, concerning 
whom he writes, 

... in our province there was no one more righteous and 
pious, and ascetic and visibly devout. ... His pious works 
were a legend among the people in our region and his ad
mired virtues and even sainthood, being manifest and ap
parent, the tales [about him] in the mouths [of the people] 
were without number or end. H 

Although Cacfer does not identify his place of origin in 
the Risale, he does say that it was a month's travel away 
from Istanbul and that as a young man he journeyed to 
the capital from his home in order to study the sciences 
(Cilm). Having been given very little money by his 
father for the trip and for living in Istanbul, he soon, 
probably around the year 1000/1591-92, seems to have 
become a client of Mel).med Aga, for he states in the 

dressed to Ahmet Cevdet, and to the Director of Culture, Hamit 
Ziibeyr (Kosay). 

40 Konyah, Sinan, p. 39. 
41 For a discussion of the date at which Mehmed Aga's tenure as 

str-mi'maran-z oaua ended, see pp. 10-11, below. 
42 For example, Risalt, 27v, 28r, 56r. 
43 For example, Risalt, 4r, 5r, 5v, 22v, 32r, 41v. 
H Risiilt, 27r. 
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text of the Risale that, "the Aga has always been thus 
generous and benevolent to us for more than twenty 
years. "45 Beyond this rather bald outline, however, the 
author has very little to say about himself in the Risale. 

Nonetheless, beginning with Bursall Mel;1med Tahir, 
several authors 46 have suggested that Cacfer Efendi is 
to be identified with Tezkereci Cacfer Ciyan! Bey, the 
author of several histories, including the Gazavat-z 
Tiryaki Hasan Paja, the Zubdet al-Na$a'ih ve cUmdet al
TevarflJ and the Ta'rflJ-i Cedfd-i UngurUs, who was born 
in Pe!; in Hungary, was active around the year 
1000/1591-92, and was for a time the dejterdar or direc
tor of the financial administration of Temesvar in Ot
toman Hungary.47 

Oz, referring to the author of the Risale as "Cacfer 
Qelebi," rejects Bursah Mel;1med Tahir's suggested 
identification, stating-although without source 
reference-that he came from Anatolia, not Pe~, the 
home of Cacfer CiyanI Bey.48 Furthermore, he notes 
that nowhere in the Risale is reference made to any of 
Cacfer CiyanI Bey's other works. Gokyay adds that if 
the Cacfer Efendi of the Risale had been identical with 
Cacfer CiyanI, we might have expected that he would 
have used his malJl~ (pseudonym) CiyanI in some of the 
many poems in the work, and that he would somewhere 
have made reference to his origins in Pe!; and his ap
pointments in the Ottoman state bureaucracy. But in 
fact, no information whatsoever is given in this regard. 
Moreover, Cacfer CiyanI is referred to by the title bey, 
whereas the Cacfer of the Risale speaks of himself as 
ejendi. 49 

It appears doubtful that the author of the Risale is the 
same as the Cacfer Ciyan! Bey of Bursall Mel;1med 
Tahir. On the other hand it is clear from the Risale's 
text that Cacfer Efendi had gained a certain familiarity 
with architecture and the science of geometry from his 
long years of association with Mel;1med Aga, and one 
wonders if he were not possibly one of Mel;1med Aga's 
assistants in the lJaHa micmariarz ocagz. Whatever his cir
cumstance, Cacfer cannot be considered an outstanding 
literary figure, for his poetry is undistinguished, and 
his mastery of Arabic and Persian is at best imperfect. 50 

45 Risale, 27r-27v. 
46 Biirsah Mel)med Tahir, cOrmanll Mu)ellijltri, III, pp. 41-42. 
47 See also Babinger, Geschichtsschreibtr, pp. 122-123; Karatay, 

Katalog, I, p. 633. 
48 Oz, Arkitekt, p. 180. 
49 Gokyay, Armagan, pp. 115-116. 
so Curiously, Naylr, Sultan Ahmet, p. 39, refers to the author of the 

We know little, then, about the life and identity of 
Cacfer Efendi beyond what he tells us himself in his 
text. There can be little doubt, however, that he was 
Mel;1med Aga's client of long standing, his service 
extending from the period before the latter's appoint
ment as $U na-?ZTZ until at least 1023/1614-15. Whether 
the text of the Risale remained incomplete because its 
author died or because he parted company with Mel;1-
med Aga before the latter relinquished the office of 
ser-mi'maran-z bri$$a (probably c. 1623) is unclear. 

THE RISALE'S PURPOSE AND CONTENT 

The Risale-i Micmariyye belongs to that genre of 
Islamic literature known as te~kere (biographical 
memoirs) and immediately calls to mind the eulogistic 
biographies of the architect Sinan, the Tuhfet al
Mi'mriran and the Te~kiret al-Ebniye by Na~~a~ Saci 
Mu~taIa Qelebi. 51 The relationship between the Risale 
and these earlier accounts is made specific by Cacfer 
Efendi, himself: " ... before this, menakib-names [books 
of deeds] were written and composed about some of the 
chief architects [mi'mar agalarz]. As menakib-names were 
written down for them, it is necessary for us to write ... 
a menakib-name on our generous Aga. "52 

At the same time, however, the Risale-i Micmariyye is 
not simply a te~kere of Mel;1med Aga. It is also, in 
substantial part, a treatise on the science of geometry, 
or at least that aspect of the science related to survey
ing, and a compilation of terms having to do with ar
chitecture, the building trades and music. This 
material, says Cacfer Efendi, derived from the author's 
longstanding intimacy with Mel;1med Aga: 

Because we have been connected with him [Mel)med 
Aga], for the most part closely, for many years until the 
present time, when certain subjects concerning the science 
of geometry were being discussed this humble servant took 
and wrote down everything. In accordance with this, [I] 
set down and composed a treatise [risale] concerning the 
science of geometry. 53 

Specifically, the Risale-i Mi'mariyye consists of a detailed 
preface, which explains the circumstances of the 
writing of the Risale and contains an index of its 

Risale as ,acir (poet) Ca(fer Efendi, but cites no authority for this 
epithet. 

S! Both published, as noted above, in critical edition by Meri~ (see 
above, note 11). 

52 Risale, 6r. 
53 Risale, 6r. 
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chapters and poems. This is followed by fifteen 
chapters which in terms of subject matter can be 
grouped into five sections. The first (chapters 1 through 
4) deals with Mel)med Aga's life and character; the 
second (chapters 5 and 6) with some of his architectural 
works; the third (chapters 7 through 10) with units of 
linear and surface measurement used in surveying and 
in geometry; the fourth (chapters 11 through 14) is a 
trilingual (Arabic, Persian and Turkish) glossary of 
terms for architecture, the building trades and music. 
Chapter 15, the benediction, comprises the fifth. 

Interspersed throughout the narrative text are 
numerous poetic passages, /ct.tea, gazel and /ca$fde. From 
a literary and stylistic point of view, none is of any par
ticular significance, although their subject matter is of 
occasional interest as a supplement to the narrative. 
For the most part, however, both narrative and verse 
use the typically complicated and elaborate style of 
literary Ottoman. The large numbers of terms and 
passages in Arabic and Persian that Cacfer Efendi in
cludes contain numerous grammatical and or
thographic errors and display an ignorance of idiomatic 
usage, but are nonetheless valuable for the insight they 
provide into seventeenth-century Ottoman. 

THE LIFE OF MEI;IMED AGA 

The first section of the Risale, which recounts Mel)
med Aga's life and deeds, tells us that Mel)med Aga, 
whose full name is given by Cacfer Efendi as Mul)am
mad ibn cAbd al-Mucln,54 was brought from Rum-iIi to 
Istanbul as a Janissary recruit (deufirme caeemi oglan) in 
the last years of the reign of Sultan Siileyman KanunI, 
(970/1562-63).55 As a deufirme it is clear that Mel)med 
Aga must have been born a Christian, but the Risale 
records nothing of his date of birth, his family origins,56 
or from what town or city in Rum-iIi he came. 
Erdogan57 states (without citing his authority) that 

54 Risiile, 6r. 
55 Risiile, 8v. 
56 Franz Babinger (' 'Quellen zur osmanischen Kunstler

geschichte, " Jahrbuch der asiatischen Kunst, I, 1924, p. 37) gives the 
date of Mebmed Aga's birth as c. 1540. This seems reasonable 
enough if we assume he was conscripted as a devlirme sometime be
tween the age of 14 and 18 years, as seems to have been normal prac
tice in the sixteenth century, and that he subsequently spent the 
customary five to seven years in the service of a sipiihiin Anatolia. For 
the devlirme system, see Albert Howe Lybyer, The Government of the Ot
toman Empire in the Time of Suleiman the Magnificent (Cambridge: Har
vard University Press, 1913), p. 48; and H. Bowen, "Adjami 
Oghlan," E./.2, I, pp. 206-207. 

Mel)med Aga was from Kalkandelen in western 
Macedonia. NaYlr,58 on the other hand, noting the 
large number of fountains in Ilbasan in central Albania 
which Evliya Qelebi59 records Mel)med Aga as having 
built, speculates that this remarkable interest in a 
rather remote Albanian town indicates Mel)med Aga 
might have had his antecedents there, or that he was 
conscripted in that region. 

Cacfer Efendi also tells us that Mel)med Aga was 
trained as an caeemi oglan between 970/1562-63 and 
975/1567-68, and then enrolled as a paid (Culiifelt) 
member of the oea/c or corps of bostanet (gardeners) of the 
imperial household. His first assignment was as watch
man of the garden (bag(e bekp'sz) around the tomb of 
Sultan Siileyman 1,60 located immediately to the south 
of Sinan's newly completed Siileymaniye Mosque. A 
year later Mel)med Aga was sent to the oa$$ bag(e (Im
perial Gardens) to be trained for the imperial service in 
a particular craft. 61 

As he entered the oii$$ bag(e, Cacfer reports Mel)med 
Aga encountered a musician, and was so captivated by 
his performance that he immediately determined to 
learn the art of music. Under the musician's guidance, 
he progressed rapidly and applied himself to his studies 
with such zeal that he denied himself sleep for many 
nights in order to practice. Finally, overcome by 
weariness Mel)med Aga fell asleep and dreamed he saw 
a band of gypsy musicians. 62 Awakening from his 
dream, Mel)med Aga went to his teacher for an ex
planation of its meaning. The musician answered that 
the art of music was in truth a gypsy art,63 but promised 
to teach Mel)med Aga all that he knew about it. 64 The 
Aga remained troubled, however, and turned for ad
vice to the great IjalvetI shaikh of the period of Sultan 
Murad III, Vi~ne Mel)med Efendi, one of the most 
renowned savants and mystics of the age,65 who told 
him: 

57 Erdogan, "Kaynaklar," p. 112. See also izzet Kumbaracllar, 
"Turk Mimarlan," Arkitekt, VII, 1937, p. 60, who also identifies 
Mehmet Aga as from Kalkandelen. 

58 Naylr, Sultan Ahmet, p. 40. See also Ramadan Sokoli, "Sur les 
traces de artistes albanais anciens: l'architecte d'Elbasan," L 'Albanie 

nouvelle, XXVI, 1972, pp. 34-35. 
59 Evliya Celebi, Seyiihatniime, VIII, pp. 723-724. 
60 Risiile, 8v. 
61 Risiile, 8v. 
62 Risale, lOr. 
63 Risiile, 1 Ov. 
64 Risiile, 11 v. 
65 Risiile, 12v. 
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My son, it is necessary for you to renounce that art. If that 
art were a good art, it would be practiced by righteous and 
virtuous [persons). It would not have fallen like this into 
the hands of the tribe of Satan, who are evil men. '" If 
your nature inclines toward another art, consult with us 
again. If one is encountered which is useful in this and the 
other world, let us give you permission and blessing to 
follow it. 66 

As a result of this advice, Ca'fer concludes, Mel;1med 
Aga turned away from music with regret for the days 
and hours he had wasted at it.67 

Filled with remorse, the Risale continues, the Aga 
noticed in the workshop of the mother-of-pearl workers 
($edefkarlar) in the ba$$ bagfe a youth reading aloud to the 
craftsmen from a book on geometry. Listening, he soon 
became interested in that science and attracted the at
tention of the workers in mother-of-pearl. 68 Their balife 
(master) Ustad Mul;1ammad then tested the Aga's 
strength and sureness of hand and concluded, "The ap
propriate thing is this, from now on [for Mel;1med Aga] 
to enter our brotherhood [and] learn [and] grow in this 
art. ' '69 Returning subsequently to Vi~ne Mel;1med 
Efendi, Mel;1med Aga received the saint's blessing to 
apprentice in the arts of architecture and the working 
of mother-of-pearl. 70 

From 977/1569-70, when he took up the arts of 
architecture and the working of mother-of-pearl, until 
the death of Sinan, "chief of the world's engineers" 
(ser-i miihendisan-z cihiin), in 996/1587-88, Mel;1med Aga 
studied in the bii$$ bagfe under the supervision of Sinan 
himself and of Ustad Mul;1ammad, master of the 
mother-of-pearl workers. 71 That he must have made 
rapid progress and shown an unusual talent is attested 
by Ca'fer Efendi's statement that 

66 Risiile, 12v. 
67 Risiile, 13r. 
68 Risiile, 13r-17r. 
69 Risiile, 17v. 
70 Risiile, 17v-18v. 
71 Risiile, 19v. ThehistorianSelanikIMu~tara(Ta'ri'b, pp. 120-121) 

states that at the time Sinan was building the Selimiye, he had among 
his assistants DaIglc Al;1med, Daviid Aga and Mel;1med Aga. Akahn 
("Mimar Dalgt~," p. 76) notes that Mel;1met Aga and DaIglc Al;1med 
were contemporaries in their apprenticeships as iedeJkiir, but incor
rectly identifies their teacher as Al;1med Usta. 

72 Risiile, 19v. 
73 For the text of the huldim, see Refik, Tilrfe Mimarlan, p. 118, 

no.51. 
14 Listed as Sinan's fifty-ninth mosque by Sael Mu~tara in the 

Te;kiret al-Ebniye; see Meri~, Sinan, p. 82. 
75 This is the date given in the inscription over the entrance to the 

Muradiye; see Rudolf M. Riefstahl, Turkish Architecture in Southwestern 

'" each time he [Mel;1med AS-a] executed some artistically 
fashioned work of art, he showed it to the above
mentioned deceased Siniin AS-a. And Siniin AS-a said now 
and then, "Bravo, apprentice! You have created a work 
without equal. There is no one who can create works [as 
fine as] these works of yours. "72 

MelJ.med Aga also soon showed skill as an architect, for 
according to a biikiim dated 10 Safer 994 (10 January, 
1586) he was appointed by Sinan to complete the con
struction of the Muradiye Mosque in Manisa. 73 This 
was an important imperial commission, the last of 
Sinan's sultan's mosques, and was almost certainly 
designed by the Chief 1m perial Architect himself. 7+ The 
construction of the mosque appears to have been 
started by the architect Mal;1mud, mentioned in Sinan's . 
biikiim, probably in 991/1583. 75 But, Sinan continues, 
addressing the Lala Pasha who was residing at that 
time in Manisa with the ;ehziide MelJ.med, Mal;1miid 
having died, Mel;1med Aga was appointed in his place 
at 30 afcfc per diem. 

The identification of the Mel;1med in Sinan' s biikiim 
with Mel;1med Aga the future Chief Imperial Architect, 
although accepted by Aslanapa and Goodwin, 76 is open 
to question, especially in view of the fact that Ca'fer 
Efendi makes no mention of Mel;1med Aga's involve
ment in the construction of the Muradiye. On the other 
hand, a linkage does seem to be supported by the fact 
that the Mel;1med of the biikiim appears to have been a 
decorator (nafcfca;) as well as an architect. This is sug
gested by an inscription on the ornamented ceilings of 
the Muradiye, which states that the ceilings were the 
work of the Imperial Decorator (b~$a nafcfca;z) Mel;1med 
I:Ialrfe, who completed work on them with the help of 
a few assistants in the last lustrum of the tenth century 
(1587-92).77 

Anatolia (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1931), p. 17; also 
Godfrey Goodwin, A History oj Ottoman Architecture (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1971), p. 317. 

76 Oktay Aslanapa, Turkish Art and Architecture (New York: Praeger, 
1971), p. 226; Goodwin, History, p. 317. Mayer, Architects, p. 89, on 
the other hand, does not venture an opinion one way or another. 

77 See Tahsin Oz, "Tavanlanmlz," Giizel Sanatiar, V, 1944, p. 33, 
figs. 3-6; also L. A. Mayer, Islamic Woodcarvers and Their Works 
(Geneva: Albert Kundig, 1958), p. 57. For photographic views, see 
Riefstahl, Turkish Architecture, pis. 22f and 22g. In connection with the 
assertion of Mel;1med Aga's early aptitude as an architect, note should 
be taken of the attempt by Konyall (Sinan, p. 66) to link him with the 
Mel;1med Suba~l who served as a witness to Sinan's second valcfzyye 
and was appointed as the Chief Imperial Architect's temporary 
replacement, or kii'im-i ma~m, at the time of Sinan's hajj in 
992/1584. (For the text of the hukum of appointment dated 16 Safer 
992 [28 February 1584], see Refik, Turk Mimarlan, pp. 114-115, no. 
47.) Caution is suggested with regard to this linkage; nowhere is 
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The Risiile tells us that Sinan urged Mel)med Aga, 
because of his skill in the working of moth~r~of~pearl, 
to fashion a gift and present it to the sultan. 

"Sultan Murad [Sinan is quoted as saying] is an ap~ 
preciative padishah. You would be the object of his favor, 
would receive his benevolence and become a member of 
the imperial household staff if you were to present him 
with a rare gift. " And in the end, the command producing 
an effect, the aforementioned Aga, on the advice and 
counsel of the late Great Aga [Sinan] fashioned a lectern 
[tz"lauet Iskemlest1 in the form of a reading desk [Tab!] of a 
type which was the rarity of the age. 78 

This he presented to Murad two years after Sinan's 
death, in the year 998/1589~90, through the agency of 
the siliibdiir Al)med Pasha Damadl. The sultan is 
recorded as being much pleased and in return ap~ 
pointed Mel)med Aga a (capua of the imperial court 
(dergiih~t ciilf bevviibt) with the rank of (culle $Ojisi (harem 
guard). 79 

As a kulle $Ojisi Mel)med Aga conveyed a certain 
~ehla Mal)mud to Egypt in fetters as a prisoner and 
delivered him to the beglerbegi Dveys Pasha in Cairo, 
probably in the year 998/1589~90 or 999/1590-91. On 
his return to Istanbul, the Risiile continues,80 he trav
eled "through all of Arabia," visiting "the blessed 
tombs of most ofthe saints and prophets. " That he did 
not journey into the Hijaz and visit Mecca and 
Medina, however, is clear from the fact that nowhere 
is Mel)med Aga given the title hajji. It is probable, 
rather, that he visited the shrines of Jerusalem, 
Hebron,' Damascus and other towns in Palestine and 
Syria, before returning to Rum and Istanbul. 

As soon as Mel)med Aga returned, he was commis
sioned by the sultan to inspect the fortresses and gar
risons of Rum-iIi. He therefore journeyed through 
Salonika to Albania, Bosnia and the frontier forts on 
the borders of Austria, Hungary, Croatia, Italy, 
France, Spain, and Malta. In each, states Cacfer Efen
di, he collected news of the infidels' plans. He then pro-

Mel:uned Aga mentioned as having the title ,ubaf' (troop com
mander), which in Ottoman times had come to be used to designate 
the police chief of a ~aiii charged with carrying out a kadi's sentences. 
(See Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Socitly, I, 1, pp. 154-155.) It is true, 
of course, that eight years later, in 1000/1591-92, Mebmed Aga was 
appointed to the related post of mu/;lilr-bafl of the four kadis of Istan
bul (see below), but Konyah's identification of the two offices, one 
with another, if indeed this was his intent, is an anachronism. 
Curiously, Konyah's suggestion is accepted by Goodwin (History, 
p. 342); it is ignored by other authorities. 

78 Risiilt, 19v. 

ceeded into Turkish Hungary, inspecting the fortresses 
of Buda and Temesvar, and traveled secretly through 
Transylvania, Walachia, Poland, and Moldavia, all at 
that time on the verge of war or rebellion against the 
Ottoman sultan. 81 Then, visiting the Crimea, in
cluding the Ottoman garrison at Kaffa, he returned via 
a circuitous route along the Danube, passing through 
Silistre, Nicopolis, Fetl)-i islam, Golubac, Smederovo 
and Belgrade, before actually reporting to the sultan in 
Istanbul. 82 

In spite of all these travels, Mebmed Aga apparently 
managed to keep up with his craft, for under the year 
1000/1591-92 it is recorded that he fashioned a second 
gift for Murad III, ajeweled and gold-inlayed bow case 
(yaylt(c, kemandan), "like the first [gift] without peer or 
equal.' '83 This he presented to the sultan through the 
agency of the bab-t sacadet agast. Sultan Murad, states 
Cacfer Efendi, was much pleased with the present, and 
at the suggestion of the bab-t sa Cadet agaSt, he issued an 
imperial edict (ferman~t hiimayiin) promoting Mebmed 
Aga to the office of mubztr baft or chief summoner of the 
four kadis of Istanbul. 84 Whether this appointment was 
purely honorific or bore real responsibilities is unclear. 
The former is the more likely, however, since in 
1002/1593-94, shortly after his appointment as mubitr 
baft, Mebmed Aga was made the miisellim of ljusrev 
Pasha, at that time governor in Diyarbaklr. As miisellim 
Mebmed Aga administered Diyarbaklr for six months, 
according to the Risale, and "as a result of his justice, 
the wolf and the sheep became companions to one an
other in that region. "85 After ljusrev Pasha's arrival in 
Diyarbaklr, however, he relinquished administrative 
responsibility and was made-probably late in 
1002/1593-94 or 1003/1594-95-the pasha's (capu 
ketbiidiist in the Ottoman capital. 

Two years later, in 1004/1595-96, when ljusrev 
Pasha was appointed for a second time beglerbegi of 
Damascus, Mebmed Aga again served as his miisellim 
and administered Damascus pending the pasha's ar-

79 Risiilt, 20r-20v, 22v. 
80 Risiilt, 23r. 
81 The Ottoman-Hapsburg war of 1593-1606 must have broken 

out just a few months after Mebmed Aga's journey. For details, see 
below, chapter 5, note 60; also Stanford Shaw, History oj tht Ottoman 
Empirt and Mo(um Turkry, I (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1976), pp. 184-188. 

82 Risiilt, 23r. 
83 Risiilt, 20v. 
84 Risiilt, 21r, 23r. 
85 Risiilt, 23v. 
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rival. Subsequently designated bakim of the nabiye 
(district) of I:Iawran in south Syria, Me1}.med Aga is 
described in the Risale as fighting the Arab bandits in
festing the pilgrimage road and restoring security to it 
after the capture of the bandit chief Shaikh Cumca 
Kasib and his band. 86 But the jealousies of Me1}.med 
Aga's rivals in tIusrev Pasha's entourage turned the 
beglerbegi against his bakim and resulted in Me1}.med 
Aga's return to Istanbul, probably sometime in 
1005/1596-97 or 1006/1597-98. 87 

Along with these administrative duties, Mel).med 
Aga appears to have maintained his connections with 
the craft workshops in the ba~~ bagfe and with the b~~a 
micmarlar ocagz or Corps of Imperial Architects. For 
Cacfer states, 

.. , until the Great Architect, the late Sinan Aga, died 
[996/1587-88] he [Meb.med Aga] studied the art [of ar
chitecture] with him. Then he worked with the architect 
Daviid Aga, who took his [Sinan's] place as mi'miir-fbafIJ. 
And the late Daviid Aga dying [in 1007/1598-99], he 
became an apprentice of the master of the art of working 
mother-of-pearl in the bii~~ bag~e, the late Dalgic Al,1med 
Aga, who took his [Daviid Aga's] place as mi'miir-[ baf" 
from 1007/1598-99 to 1015/1606]. And in his time, how
ever many public buildings he [Dalgic Al,1med] created, all 
of them were the work of the above-mentioned Meb.med 
Aga. 88 

On his return to Istanbul from Damascus, Me1}.med 
Aga was appointed ~U na?tTZ (na?zr-z ab) of the city of 
Istanbul. This, according to the Risale, occurred in the 
year 1006/1597-98,89 a date which would seem, how
ever, to contradict evidence that Dalglc A1}.med Aga re
mained ~U na?tTZ until Davud Aga's death from the 
plague in the first ten days of Safer 1007 ISeptember 
1598. 90 

Whatever the actual date, by his appointment to the 
post of $U na?tTZ Me1}.med Aga became the second rank-

86 Risiile, 23v-25r. 
87 Risiile, 25r-25v. 
88 Risiile, 22r. Among the buildings which have been credited to 

Mebmed Aga in the period before 1015/1606 are the Ni~ancl 

Mehmed Pa~a Camii in Istanbul (begun 992/1584), the Mesih Pa~a 
Camii, also in Istanbul (dating to 994/1585-86), and the Yeni Cami 
in Tosya (982/1574-75); see Goodwin, History, pp. 270, 311 and 336. 
None of these attributions is confirmed by epigraphy or in other con
temporary documents, however. 

89 Risiile, 26r. 
90 See Akalm ("Mimar Dalgl~," p. 73) who cites a document 

dated 1006/1597-98 (Maliye Dejtm, no. 1779, p. 134) transferring 
funds to DaIgic Abmed for repair of the aqueducts of Istanbul. For 
the date and cause of the death of Diiviid Aga, see Erdogan, "Mimar 
Davud," p. 185. 

91 Risiile, 26r. 
92 See Nurhan Atasoy, ibrahim Pafa Sarayz (Istanbul: Istanbul 

ing official in the b~$a micmarlarz ocagz after the ser
micmiiran-z b~~a, and the prospective successor to that 
latter office. The Risale91 states that Me1}.med Aga held 
the office of ~u na?tTZ for eight years, that is, throughout 
Dalglc A1}.med's tenure as Chief Imperial Architect. 
Although we have very little in the way of specific infor
mation about his activities during these years, entries 
in kefif and masraj difters in the Topkapi SaraYI Ar~ivi 
(D205 and 4411 respectively) refer to repairs carried 
out by Mel).med Aga along with a certain I:Iasan U sta 
on the ibrahim Pa~a SaraYI on the At Meydam in 
Istanbul and to the tiles of the minaret and spire of the 
Enderun Mosque and adjacent Kasr-I Humayun in the 
Topkapi Sarayi. 92 In addition, an inscription in the 
Turk ve islam Eserleri Muzesi, dated 1013 (1604), 
states that it belonged to a fountain (today no longer ex
tant and of uncertain location) known as the Me1}.med 
Aga Qe~mesi, presumably a private endowment of the 
$U na?tTZ. 93 

After Dalglc Al).med Aga's promotion to the rank of 
pafa and his designation as beglerbegi of Silistre in Rum
iii, Mel).med Aga was appointed ser-micmaran-z b~$a, ac
cording to the Risale, on Wednesday, 8 Cemazlyelahlr 
1015 (11 October 1606).94 As such, he was responsible 
for the construction of the Sultan Ahmed complex, 
begun in the year 1018/1609-10,95 as well as numerous 
other monuments both in Istanbul and elsewhere. 

Little is known of his life during that period, and 
even the date of his death remains uncertain. It is like
ly, however, that as was the custom at the time, he con
tinued in office for the remainder of his life. Certainly, 
he was active at the time of the composition of the Risale 
(1023/1614-15)96 and still alive when the Sultan Ahmed 
Mosque was finished in 1026/1617.97 Although 
Mayer98 and Goodwin99 state that he died shortly there-

Universitesi Edebiyat Fakiiltesi Baslmevi, 1972), p. 30. Also Oz, 
Arkitekt, p. 228; Gokyay, Armagan, p. 173; and Arseven, Turk Sanatz 
Tarihi, p. 769. With regard to the repair of the tiles of the minaret and 
spire (kuliih) of the Enderun Camii and of the adjacent Kasr-l 
Hiimayun, the entry states that Mebmed Aga ordered the faience 
tilemaker (k~i'ci) I:Iasan Usta to produce the necessary tiles after pat
terns which Mebmed Aga himself had drawn. 

93 Gokyay, Armagan, p. 173; ibrahim Hilmi Tanl~lk, istanbul 
9qmelm, I (Istanbul: Milli Egitim Baslmevi, 1943), p. 56. 

94 Risiile, 26r. 
9~ For a chronology of the construction of the Sultan Ahmed 

Mosque with notes on sources, see Naylr, Sultan Ahmet, p. 46. 
96 Risiile, 54v-55r, 56r-57r. 
97 For a description of the completion of the Sultan Ahmed 

Mosque, see Nacima, Ta'rfh, II, pp. 150 fT. 
98 Mayer, Architects, p. 91. 
99 Goodwin, History, p. 342. 
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after, there is no evidence that he did not survive until 
1032/1622, the year of Kaslm Aga's appointment as 
Chief Imperial Architect. 1oo Thus it would appear that 
Mel}.med Aga, lived about eighty years and that he was 
Chief Imperial Architect probably from 1606 to 
c. 1623. 101 

ARCHITECTURAL WORKS 

In the Te~kiret al-Ebniye and the Tuhufet al-Micmaran, 
Na~~a~ Sa.'I Mu~tala Qelebi gives long, though slightly 
differing, lists of the monuments built by Sinan. 102 

Although no such list is provided in the Ris5le-i 
Mi'mariyye, the several blank pages at the end of chapter 
five suggest that Cacfer Efendi intended to provide a 
similar tabulation of buildings constructed by, or under 
the supervision of, Mel}.med Aga during his tenure as 
ser-mi'maran-z 05ua, but never actually did so. As a 
result, the Risale mentions only very few of Mel}.med 
Aga's architectural works. 

From a pious Muslim's point of view, the most im
portant of them were surely the repairs and restorations 
of the sanctuaries in the two Holy Cities, Mecca and 
Medina, described in chapter five. In Mecca these con
sisted of the constr,uction of braces to shore up the 
crumbling fa~ades of the Kacba, the replacement of the 
Golden Gutter (altun olulc) overhanging its northwest 
side, and the erection of a minbar on the Ma~am 
ibrahIm, opposite the Kacba in the Great Mosque of 
Mecca. In addition, for the Tomb of the Prophet in the 
southeast corner of the Great Mosque of Medina, 
Mel}.med Aga fashioned window grills and locks of pure 
gold. 103 

Following his description of Mel}.med Aga's work on 
the sanctuaries of Mecca and Medina, Cacfer Efendi 
devotes a second chapter to what from an architect's 
point of view was unquestionably Mel}.med Aga's 
greatest work, the Sultan Ahmed Mosque in Istan
bul. 104 Construction of the mosque was still in progress 
when the Risale was written in 1023/1614-15: Cacfer 
Efendi tells us that when he visited it in that year, "this 

100 Kumbaracllar, ("Tiirk Mimarlan," p. 60) gives this as the 
date of Mel,tmed Aga's death but includes no citation. For a discus
sion of the date of Kasim Aga's appointment as ChiefImperial Archi
tect, see Eyice, "Mlmar Kaslm," pp. 773-780. 

101 These dates are also accepted by NaYlr, Sultan Ahmet, p. 41. 
102 Meri~, Sinan, pp. 24-50, 74-129. 
103 Risale, 7r, 31v-47v. 
104 Risale, 52r-61v. 

noble building had risen to the zone of its high 
dome. "105 The Risale does not, however, refer directly 
to any of Mel}.med Aga's other architectural works, 
though Cacfer Efendi makes it clear in several passages 
that the architect's fEuvre was not limited to these three 
projects. In the introduction to chapter five, he writes 
that the chapter will describe, 

. .. how many noble Friday mosques [cami C], and how 
many delightful quarter mosques [mescid], and how many 
medreses, and how many baths [bammam] and how many 
palaces [saray] , and how many pavilions [kojk], and how 
many footways [kaldmm], and how many bridges [kOpri], 
and how many fountains ["qme], and altogether how many 
pious foundations the Aga has built up to the present 
time. 106 

Although no such accounting was made, it is apparent 
that Mel}.med Aga must have supervised the construc
tion of monuments belonging to all of the listed 
categories. 

That he was involved with work on other projects at 
the same time as he was supervising the building of the 
Sultan Ahmed complex is also clear from a passage in 
the Risale, where its author has a fatigued and harried 
Meb.med Aga ask him: 

o CaCfer Efendi, why should our nature not be downcast 
and weary? Observe how the heavy burden of a noble 
building like this [the Sultan Ahmed Mosque] bears down 
upon me! If it were only this, persisting in my devotions 
and litanies, distress would not be suffered. But in addi
tion to this noble building, there are other buildings scat
tered in many places. It is necessary to undertake to pay 
attention to each one .... Now this is the reason for the 
uneasiness and dejection which you have observed in our 
spirit. [For] I am also anxious about those scattered 
buildings." And in fact [CaCfer Efendi continues] this 
humble servant, counting the scattered buildings with 
which he was busy and preoccupied, had pity [for Mel).
med Aga].107 

Although a precise enumeration of the entire corpus of 
Meb.med Aga's architectural monuments will probably 
never be feasible, it is possible, using a variety of 
sources, to identify a number of his works with certain
ty. These include: 

1. The Mimar Aga Mescidi in the district of Vefa in 

105 Risale, 52r; for a description and literature, see Wolfgang 
Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon zur Topographie Istanbuls (Tiibingen: Ernst 
Wasmuth, 1977), pp. 470-474. 

106 Risale, 32r; see also 7r. On 6r, Ca'fer Efendi also gives a part 
of this list, specifying in particular that Mel:tmed Aga erected more 
than a hundred fountains (ftfme). 

107 Risale, 56r-56v. 
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Istanbul. Originally built in the second half of the fif
teenth century by Zeyni Mebmed Efendi, vaif ruz
namfeci (clerk accountant of pious endowments) of Fatib. 
Sultan Meb.med, as the classroom of a medrese, it was 
located opposite the house of Meb.med Aga. According 
to Ayvansarayi, the mosque was destroyed in the Cibah 
fire, and subsequently both mosque and minaret were 
rebuilt by "Koca Micmar Meb.med Aga. "108 

2. The istavroz Mescidi, located in the istavroz 
SaraYI, built for Sultan Abmed I in Beylerbeyi on the 
Asian side of the Bosphorus to the north of Istanbul, no 
longer extant. 109 

3. The Sultan Ahmed Qe~mesi on the shore at 
Tophane in Istanbul, no longer extant. 110 

4. Forty fountains in the town of Ilbasan in Albania, 
built, according to Evliya Qelebi,l11 by "the Chief Ar
chitect (miCmar hafl) who built the new mosque of Sultan 
Al)med Khan on the At Meydam in Istanbul. " He fur
ther notes that the dates of all the fe/mes are written in 
verse in faience (ka;f-i ffn) on the fountains' arches, and 
gi~es a fragment of one of these poems in the 
Seyahatname. 112 

In addition, as Cacfer Efendi states, during Dalgic 

108 Ayvansarayi, Hadi~at, I, pp. 195-196. The great Cibali fire oc
curred in 1633; see Mustafa Cezar, "Osmanh Devrinde Istanbul'da 
Yangmlar ve Tabii Afetler," Turk San'atl Tarihi Art¥tmna ve 
incelemeleri, I, 1963, p. 333. Presumably, Ayvansarayi refers to an 
earlier fire of uncertain date in the same district. The mosque itself 
is located on the present-day Kitap~e1ebi Caddesi, and was restored 
in 1960; see Tahsin Oz, Istanbul Camileri, I (Ankara: Tiirk Tarih 
Kurumu Baslmevi, 1962), p. 105. 

109 For the istavroz SaraYI, within which the mosque was located, 
see Uzun~ar~lh, Saray' Tqkilatl, p. 14. According to Katip Qelebi 
(Fegleke-i Ta'ri/J, I [Istanbul: MatbaCa-1 CAmire, 1287], p. 353), the 
mosque was built in forty days at the order of Sultan Abmed I for the 
use of the ~apu~ullan and the retinue of the vezir-i aCiiim. On the 
istavroz Mescidi, see also Nacima, Ta'rib, II, p. 109, who draws on 
Katip Qelebi; also, Gokyay, Armagan, p. 173. 

110 Nacima, Ta'ri/J, II, p. 91; also Gokyay, Armagan, p. 173. 
III Evliya Qelebi, Seyiihatniime, VIII, pp. 723-724. 
112 The next to the last line of the verse as given by Evliya Qelebi 

reads in part, "Its date falling on ten ... " (Deh dii!ub ta 'ribini ... ). One 
wonders if this is to be taken as dating the fountain or fountains to 
1010/1601-02. 

113 Risiile, 22r. 
114 See p. 10 above. 
m Gokyay, Armagan, p. 173; AyvansarayI, Hadi~t, I, pp. 

110-111. 
116 Aslanapa, Turkish Art, pp. 242-243. 
117 NaYlr, Sultan Ahmet, pp. 42-44. Her list includes: 

(1) Mosques: In addition to the Sultan Ahmed Mosque, repair of 
St. Sophia (1609); addition of a dome to the Haseki Camii (1611); the 
Kurt Qelebi Camii (1611); the Sultan Ahmed Mescidi in the Edirne 
SaraYI (1612); the Osman Aga Mescidi in Kadikoy (1612); the 
istavroz Mescidi (1613); the Kiirkciiba~1 Mescidi (1613); the 

Al)med's term as Chief Imperial Architect, "however 
many public buildings he [DaIgic Ab.med] created, all 
of them were the work of the above-mentioned Mel)
med Aga. "113 Extant documents attest to the probabili
ty of his completion of the Muradiye Mosque in 
Manisa and his repairing of the ibrahim Pa~a SaraYI 
and the Enderun Mosque and Kasr-I Hiimayun in the 
Topkapl Palace; an epigraph in the Tiirk ve islam 
Eserleri M iizesi identifies Meb.med Aga as the builder 
of a fountain, no longer extant. 1H 

A number of authors have speculated on Meb.med 
Aga's responsibility for other important foundations 
built during his tenure as Chief Imperial Architect. 
G6kyay,115 for example, asserts that he was the builder 
of the Dar al-~ifa Mosque, founded by Sultan Al)med 
for the Muslim workers involved in the construction of 
his imperial mosque on the At Meydam. Aslanapa116 

suggests that he may have been responsible for the 
completion in 1608 of the tomb of Meb.med III, begun 
by DaIgic Ab.med Aga, as well as for that of Sultan 
Al)med I himself, built in 1619. But the longest list of 
works ascribed to Meb.med Aga is that given by 
NaYIr. 117 Compiled from contemporary sources, it con-

Arabacllar Mescidi (1614); the Kara imam Mescidi (1615); the Halil 
Pa~a Camii (1617); the Gedik Abdi Mescidi (1621); the Giil~eni Tek
kesi Mescidi (1622); and the Sormagir Odalan Mescidi (1622). (2) 
Turbes: The Kuyucu Murad Pa~a Tiirbesi; Ekmekcioglu Ahmed Pa~a 
Tiirbesi; Sultan Ahmed Tiirbesi; Sultan Mehmed III Tiirbesi; 
Sadrazam Halil Pa~a Tiirbesi; Nakka~ Hasan Pa~a Tiirbesi; Giizelce 
Ali Pa~a Tiirbesi; Destan Mustafa Pa~a Tiirbesi. (3) MedrCSts: The 
medreses in the Kuyucu Murad Pa~a and Ekmekcioglu complexes. 
(4) Hamams: Hamam in the Sultan Ahmed Complex. (5) Sarays and 
Ko!ks: The Sultan Ahmed I Odasl in the Harem of the Topkapl 
SaraYI (1608); the Kasr-I Ali in the Tershane Bah~e on the Golden 
Horn; the istavroz SaraYI; Beylerbeyi. (6) Bridges: The Ekmekcioglu 
Ahmed Pa~a Kopriisii over the Tunca at Edirne; a four-arched bridge 
on the road to Silivri (1618, name and location unknown, mentioned 
in Defter 5112 of the documents relating to the construction of the 
Sultan Ahmet Complex, in the TopkapI SaraYI Miizesi Ar~ivi. (7) 
Fountains ((:qme): Those located as follows: before the entrance to 
Giilhane in the TopkapI SaraYI (1606); before the Haydarpa~a 
Bah~esi in Kadikoy; before the ~ahr iil-Revvan Ahrevi (?); before the 
imperial bake oven (baujin-n) in the Uskiidar Bahcesi; and before the 
TazIcIlar Odalan near the Uskiidar Bah~esi. Also the Sultan Ahmed 
Qe~mesi in Tophane (1611); the Aziz Mahmud Hiidayi Qe~mesi in 
Uskiidar (1610); the Esad Mehmed Efendi Qe~mesi in Kabata~ 
(1613); the Mehmed Pa~a Qe~mesi between EdirnekapI and Rami 
(1617); and forty fountains in Ilbasan in Albania. (8) Fountains (Sebil): 
The fountain on the northeast side of the outer court of the Sultan 
Ahmed Mosque (with inscription giving Mehmed Aga's name); also 
the Kuyuca Murad Pa~a Sebili in Vezneciler; the Halil Pa~a Sebili in 
Uskiidar; the Canfeda Kadm Sebili in Sara~haneba~I; the Sultan 
Ahmed Sebili near the tomb of Eyiip Sultan (1613); the Qinili Sebil . 
(1607), Ayse Sultan Sebili (1618), and Evliya Qelebi's (Seyiihatniime, 
II, p. 98) "artistically fashioned ubil" (1606), all in Istanbul. (9) 
Caravanserais: The Ekmekcioglu Kerv~msarayl at Edirne (1609). 
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sists of foundations, both imperial and those of high 
state functionaries, dating to Mel}.med Aga's tenure as 
Chief Imperial Architect. The monuments enumerated 
by Naylr include not only those for which there are at
tested attributions to Mel}.med Aga, but others whose 
dates would suggest such an attribution. Certainly it is 
likely that many of these were in fact Mel}.med Aga's 
work. 

WORKS IN MOTHER-OF-PEARL 

Mel}.med Aga was instructed in the ha~~ bagfe not only 
in architecture and the science of geometry, but also in 
the art of mother-of-pearl inlay (~adeJkarlzl:c). His skill in 
the craft is mentioned repeatedly in the Risale, and 
Ca'fer Efendi has both Sinan and Sultan Murad III 
lavish praise upon his workmanship}l8 According to 
the Ri~ale he was trained under the supervision of a cer
tain Ustad Mul}.ammad,119 and it was through the 
agency of gifts fashioned in this craft and presented to 
Murad III that he was appointed a I:capucz of the im
perial palace (dergah-z calf bevvabz) in the year 
998/1589-90, and muMzr bafz of the four kadis of Istan
bul in 1000/1591-92. 120 Because of his skill, Mel}.med 
Aga is often referred to with the lal:cab, ~edeJkar.121 

Although it is clear that Mel}.med Aga must have 
been one of the foremost craftsmen in the art of mother
of-pearl inlay of his time, we have only fragmentary in
formation concerning specific works, some deriving 
from the epigraphs on surviving pieces of mother-of-

. pearl inlay; the rest given in the Risale itself. One of 
these latter is a reading desk (ra~l) or lectern (tilavet 
iskemlesz) fashioned in 998/1589-90 by Mel}.med Aga at 
the suggestion of Sinan for presentation to Sultan 
Murad III. According to Ca'fer Efendi, 

From top to bottom [it was covered with] the interlocking 
sides of triangles and quadrangles and the sides of pen
tagons and hexagons and heptagons, and the patterns 
were possessed of various forms. That is, looking from one 

lI8 Risiile, 19v-21r. 
119 Risiile, 19v. 
120 See p. 9 above. 
121 For example, Naylr, Sultan Ahmet, p. 39. 
122 Risiile, 20r. 
123 Risiile, 20v. 
124 Risiile, 21r. 
J25 Risiile, 22r. 
126 Risiile, 7r, 32r, 41r, 42r. 
127 See Kemal ylg, Treasury, Guide, Topkapl Palace Museums (Istan

bul: Milli Egitim Baslmevi, 1966), pp. 27, 29; Goodwin, History, p. 
342; Fanny Davis, The Palace oj Topkapl in Istanbul (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1970), p. 127. For plate, see Davis, Palace, 
p. 128. Curiously, Celal Esad Arseven, Les Arts decoratifs turcs (Istan-

corner one type of form and circle was seen, and when one 
looked again at that place from another corner, other 
types of designs and patterns forming, other designs ap
peared. However much the point of view was changed, 
that many forms were transformed into other shapes. 122 

In addition, Ca'fer Efendi states that two years later 
Mel}.med Aga created a jeweled and gold-inlaid bow 
case (yaylzl:c, kemandan) for the sultan which, like the 
earlier gift, was "without peer or equal."123 

... it was so esteemed and beautiful, and so polished like 
a mirror, that like the surface of the Mirror of Alexander, 
every piece of mother-of-pearl was here and there always 
visible from a great distance [when it was worn] on the 
back of His Majesty the Padishah. m 

Finally, briefly mentioned are "an artistically made 
small table (pif-tahta) fashioned by Mel}.med Aga as a 
means of purchasing a rare IS-ur'an in order to make it 
wakf,125 and an "elegant minbar" executed for the 
Ma~am ibrahlm in the courtyard of the Great Mosque 
of Mecca. 126 

None of the objects described in the Risale still exist, 
but a number of other works in mother-of-pearl inlay 
attributable to Mel:Imed Aga are extant. They include: 
the 'Arife TabtI, dated 1016/1607-08, fashioned for 
Sultan Al:Imed I, and housed today in the Hazine of the 
Topkapi SaraYI; 127 the ornamented wooden ceiling of 
the Muradiye Mosque in Manisa, signed Mel:Imed 
lJalife, one ofthe decorators of the imperial court (hiil~a 
nal:cl:caflarzndan) and dated to the last lustrum of the tenth 
century of the Hegira (1587-92);128 and a IS-ur'an box 
dated 1025/1616, with mother-of-pearl inlay, fashioned 
according to its inscription by Mel}.med, the doorkeeper 
of the imperial palace (bevvab bider-gah-z 'aiD, formerly 
in the tomb of Al:Imed 1. 129 In addition it seems 
reasonable to speculate, as Aslanapa does,130 that the 
elaborate wooden doors and shutters of the Sultan 
Al:Imed Mosque,131 if not Mel}.med Aga's own work, 
were at least created under his supervision. 

bul: Milli Egitim BaSlmevi, n.d.), p. 213, pI. 519, attributes the 
throne to DaIgle Abmed Aga. 

128 See Oz, Tavanlanmlz, p. 33, figs. 3-6; Mayer, Woodcarvers, p. 
57 (where the craftsman's name is transcribed Mul:tammad I:Ialifa); 
Riefstahl, Turkish Architecture, pIs. 22f and 22g. 

129 See Ernst Kiihnel, Die Sammlung turkischer und islamischer Kunst 
im Tschinili Koschk (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1938), p. 20, pI. 19; 
Mayer, Woodcarvers, p. 52 (where the craftsman's name is transcribed 
Mubammed). 

130 Aslanapa, Turkish Art, p. 230. 
131 For a discussion and views of the wooden doors and shutters of 

the Sultan Ahmed Mosque, see Tahsin Oz, "Sultan Ahmet 
Camii'nin tezyini hususiyetleri," Vakiflar Dergisi, II, 1942, pp. 
209-212. 
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MEl:lMED AGA'S CHARACTER 

Considerable attention is devoted by Cacfer Efendi 
in the Risiile to the description of Mel}.med Aga's char
acter, since one of the main purposes of the text is to 
delineate and portray the Aga's qualities and at
tributes. These include, according to the author, 
modesty, piety, generosity, courage, charity, 
benevole'nce, mildness and incorruptibility, a veritable 
catalogue of pious Muslim virtues. 

Of these it is perhaps Mel}.med Aga's charity and 
generosity which are most strongly stressed by Cacfer 
Efendi. He writes, "Our Aga keeps the gates of 
generosity and kindness open and full at all times, like 
the hands of I:Hitim Ta'r." 132 

Many times his noble person experienced hardship. Yet at 
those times of want he did not act stingily in any way. At 
those times even more than at times of prosperity, his 
house becoming a public kitchen [Cimaret] for travelers, for 
free and slave and equally for the great and humble, [and] 
for neighbors and strangers, various delectables and foods 
were set out day and night. And like those excellent foods, 
his purse remaining open before him, he would honor the 
banqueters with abundant favors and would show great 
kindness and respect to those who took his gifts and 
favors. 133 

Not only was Cacfer Efendi himself the object of 
Mel}.med Aga's largess,134 but his generosity was so 
widespread that "if all the persons upon whom the Aga 
bestowed gifts and kindness were sought out, a man 
becoming aware [of them] would be astounded. "135 

The Risiile also emphasizes Mel}.med Aga's mildness 
and good nature. "In his noble temperament," writes 
Cacfer Efendi, "there is such a level of kindness and 
munificence that he would not [even] let an ant be hurt 
by him."136 Yet at the same time, Mel}.med Aga is 
depicted as courageous and incorruptible in the defense 
of state and religion. He attacked Arab rebels in Syria 
despite the numerical disadvantage of his forces, 
cleared the pilgrimage road to the Holy Cities of the 
Hijaz of predatory bands, and refused the bribes of
fered to him by the bandit chieftain Shaikh Cumca 
Kasib. 137 

Mel}.med Aga's activities as a builder of pious foun
dations and an endower of wakfs are lauded in the 

132 Risiilt, 26v. 
m Risiiit, 26v-27r. 
IH Risiiit, 27r-28r, 57r. 
m Risiiit, 28v. 
136 Risiiit, 27v. 
137 Risiiit, 23v-25r. 

Risiile as well. Cacfer Efendi states that Mel}.med Aga 
, 'continuously built and erected noble Friday mosques 
(ciimi') and .. exalted small mosques (mescid) as well as 
medreses and many bridges (kijprii) and more than a 
hundred fountains (fe;me) , some with other people's 
wealth (mii!), some with his own wealth. "138 That this 
was in fact the case finds confirmation in Evliya 
Qelebi's Seyiihatniime, where Mel}.med Aga is described 
as having erected forty fountains, presumably as his 
own pious foundation, in the town of Ilbasan in 
Albania. 139 Cacfer Efendi elsewhere describes Mel}.med 
Aga's making wakf a particularly fine ~ur'an. 140 

With all these virtues, Me1,1med Aga still retained his 
modesty. Cacfer Efendi notes, for example, "It is his 
noble wish and exalted habit that only the transcendent 
God ... know of his benevolence and charity, [and] that 
it not be known to anyone else. "141 With respect to his 
craft, Mel}.med Aga 

did not care to show off his learning and accomplishments. 
... And if an outsider came and was associated with him 
for years, it would not be possible [for the outsider] to be 
aware of his ability, his work and skill in the science of 
geometry until he had taken up [and] worked at one of the 
crafts, because he [the Aga] does not praise himself like 
others. H2 

In sum, says Cacfer Efendi, Mel}.med Aga is to be 
likened to a peerless KirmanI sword which is kept in its 
scabbard. For just as the Aga avoided public praise and 
carefully hid his good works from public view, so to, 
asks Cacfer rhetorically, "who knows how sharp is a 
sword remaining in its scabbard or with what kinds of 
jewels it is set?"143 

In broad outline, Me1,1med Aga's career in Ottoman 
service is paradigmatic of the lives (insofar as we know 
them) of many of the Ottoman imperial architects. Like 
other members of the !;~$a micmiirlarz ocagz until the 
middle of the seventeenth century, he was of dev;irme 
origin. Formal instruction in his crafts was given in the 
context of the bostiincz ocagz of the Janissary corps. His 
official career, however, was characterized by appoint
ment in the vast and complex Ottoman bureaucracy to 
a variety of offices, more often than not having little to 
do with his formal training. In all these respects, his life 
is wholly unexceptional for an occupant of the office of 

138 Risiiit, 6r. 
139 Evliyii Qelebi, Styiihatniimt, VIII, pp. 723-724. 
140 Risiiit, 21v-22r. 
141 Risiiit, 26r. 
142 Risiilt, 19r. 
143 Risiiit, 22v. 
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ser-mi'maran-z baua and finds close parallels in the 
careers of Sinan, Dalglc Al)med Aga, Kayseri'li 
Mel)med Aga and Mel)med Tal)ir Aga, among 
others.1H 

What makes the account of Mel)med Aga's life and 
work unique is the detail available to us in the Risale. 
While we would like to know more-the corpus of his 
works surely exceeded those we can at present attribute 
to him, and Mel)med Aga's later life remains largely a 
blank-the information given in the Risale concerning 
the career of this one Ottoman architect finds no 

144 The dev!irme origins of both Sinan and DaIglc Abmed are well 
attested. Mebmed Tahir's connection with the Janissary corps seems 
probable in view of his participation while still a youth in the military 
campaigns against Austria and Russia in the reign of Sultan 
Mabmiid I. Almost nothing is known of the origins of ~ayseri'li 
Mebmed Aga. In later life, however, all four led varied careers in the 
Ottoman bureaucracy, holding at different times offices little con
nected with their professional training. Sinan, for example, had a 
career as a military officer in the Janissary corps; DaIgle Abmed was 

counterpart for any other single Ottoman builder with 
the exception, perhaps, of Sinan. This fact alone would 
be sufficient to mark the Risale as an important literary 
document for the history of Ottoman architecture. 
When combined with the technical information found 
in the text, however, it is clear that Cacfer Efendi's ac
count is a key source not only for the human context 
but also for the technological environment which pro
duced the great monuments of the Ottoman classical 
age. 

appointed to the rank of pa!a and made beglerbegi of several districts 
in the Balkans, Anatolia and Syria; ~ayseri 'Ii Mebmed Aga was 
designated su"e emfnf (the official charged with the delivery of the 
sultan's annual gift to the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina); and 
Mebmed Tahir was made cizye ba!bii~f ~ulti (chief inspector for the col
lection of the cizye tax) in the district of Fetb-i tslam in the Balkans. 
See Meri~, Mimar Sinan, pp. 5, 16-17, 69-71; Akalm, "Mimar 
Dalgl~," pp. 71-74; Erdo~an, Kayseri'li Mehmed, pp. 1-3; Erdo~an, 
"Mehmed Tahir," VII, pp. 158, 161-162. 
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[tr] IN EXPLANATION OF THE INDEX OF THE 
FIFTEEN CHAPTERS FOUND IN THIS BOOK 

The first chapter begins on the seventh folio .... 7. It 
describes who the master architects were and from 
whom His Excellency the Aga, with the blessing of his 
noble shaikh, learned the arts of architecture [micmarlz(c] 
and the working of mother-of-pearl [~edefkarlz(c]. 

The second chapter begins on the eighteenth 
folio .... 18. It describes how skillful the Aga became in 
his art and how, as a reward for the works which he 
created, he became the object of the Padishah's favor. 

The third chapter begins on the twenty-first 
folio .... 21. It describes how many provinces His Ex
cellency the Aga visited and how with the help of 
God-whose name be exalted-he destroyed with a few 
soldiers the many thousand rebel Arabs who prevented 
the passage of pilgrimage caravans along the roads, 
obstructing the routes to the Revered Kacba, and how 
he cleared the roads to the noble Kacba. 

The fourth chapter begins on the twenty-fifth 
folio .... 25. It describes the natural kindness, 
benevolence and munificence of His Excellency the 
Aga. 

The fifth chapter begins on the thirty-first folio .... 31. 
It describes the beautiful works laid out by the hand of 
His Excellency the Aga for the structure of the Revered 
Kacba-honored by God, whose name be exalted-and 
for the Noble Sanctuary1 and Illuminated Medina
may the blessings of God, whose name be exalted, be 
upon he who illumines it-and the exalted, illustrious 
Tomb of the Prophet, and all of the buildings created 
to the present time by the noble hand of His Excellency 
the Aga. 

1 l:Iaram-i ~erif: the term is usually used to designate the building 
complex on Mt. Moriah in Jerusalem, including the Dome of the 
Rock, the AJ.<.sa Mosque, and associated structures; see "al·l:Iaram 
al-Sharif," by Oleg Grabar, E./.2, vol. II, pp. 173-175. Here, how
ever, the term is used to describe the Great Mosque of Mecca, at the 
center of which is situated the Kacba. 

The sixth chapter begins on the fifty-first folio .... 51. 
It describes the noble mosque of His Majesty, the 
shadow of God, the felicitous Padishah, refuge of this 
world, being built at the present time by His Excellency 
the Aga in the city of Istanbul, which noble building 
has attained the height of the dome, and the extra effort 
and zeal expended by His Excellency the Aga on that 
building. 

The seventh chapter begins on the sixty-first 
folio .... 61. It describes the dissimilarity and inequality 
between the benna' ~iracz [architect's cubit] and the 
camme ~iracz [common cubit] and the total number of 
parma(c [fingers], in each, and the reason for each of 
these two cubits' being so defined. 

The eighth chapter begins on the sixty-third 
folio .... 63. It describes the mfl and the fersenk and the 
(cartf and the dirsek and the (culaf and the aya(c and the 
adzm and the o(c atzmz and things related to these. 

The ninth chapter begins on the sixty-fourth 
folio .... 64. It describes in the Arabic, Persian and 
Turkish languages the dijniim and the evlek and the fzbzk 
and the nifan and all things related to these. 

The tenth chapter begins on the sixty-fifth 
folio .... 65. It describes in accordance with the science 
of geometry the doniim and the fzbz(c and the ntlan, the 
reason why each one of these is defined in several dif
ferent ways, and the rules having to do with the 
measurement of the doniim and the nifan as inscribed in 
wakf registers, 2 for surveying and for the various 
qualities [of land] in the inhabited quarter of the earth. 

The eleventh chapter begins on the seventy-first 
folio .... 71. It describes the names of [various types of] 
buildings and the things connected with buildings in 
the Arabic language, the Persian language and the 
Turkish language. 

2 Registration books of the properties of pious foundations . For an 
example of such a survey, see O. L. Barkan and E. H. Ayverdi, 
Istanbul Vakiflar Tahrir Difteri; 953 (1546) tarihli (Istanbul: Baha Mat
baasl, 1970). which contains the Istanbul section of the general 
registration of wakf property in the Ottoman Empire carried out in 
1546 at the order of Sultan Siileyman I. 
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The twelfth chapter begins on the seventy-fourth 
folio .... 74. It describes the building materials of a 
house and the things connected with a house in the 
Arabic, Persian and Turkish languages. 

The thirteenth chapter begins on the seventy-seventh 
folio .... 77. It describes the names of carpenters' tools in 
the Arabic, Persian and Turkish languages. 

The fourteenth chapter begins on the eighty-first 
folio .... 81. It describes how all craftsmen's tools are 
made in conformity with geometric forms. 

The fifteenth chapter begins on the eight-second 
folio .... 82. It is the benediction. 

[2r] IN EXPLANATION OF THE ODES (¥ASiDE) 
OCCURRING IN THIS BOOK 

Some parts of this book are in prose and some parts 
are in verse. And some of the poems found in it are 
single couplets [ebyaH mil/Ted] and some are short poems 
[~zJ'a] and some are lyric poems [gazel] and some are 
odes [~~fde]. And the total of the odes found here and 
there [in this text] is ten. 

2. The first ode rhymes in elif and lam. It is in praise 
of Divine creation-may His fame be exalted. It is on 
the second folio. 

3. The second ode rhymes in Tii. It is an ode in praise 
of the Messenger of God-may God, whose name be 
exalted, commend and salute him. It is on the third 
folio. 

4. The third ode rhymes in elif and mfm. It is an ode 
in praise of the exalted family and noble Companions 
of the Prophet-may the blessings of God, whose name 
be exalted, be upon them all. It is on the fourth folio. 

42. The fourth ode also rhymes in elif and mfm. It is 
an ode in celebration and praise of the Revered 
KaCba-may God, whose name be exalted, honor it. It 
is on the forty-second folio. 

45. The fifth ode rhymes in bii. It is an ode in 
celebration and praise of Illuminated Medina-may 
the blessings of God, whose name be exalted, be upon 
he who illumines it. It is on the forty-fifth folio. 

3 Sultan Ahmed Khan (Ahmed I): fourteenth sultan of the Ot
toman dynasty; reigned 1012/1603 to 1026/1617. 

• Bahiiriyye: a type of !;tli,de in praise of an important personage be
ginning with a eulogy to spring. 

~ cldiyye: a type of congratulatory !;tlifde composed for and offered 
to important personages at the end of Ramazan. 

6 biidim al-!wrameyn (' 'Servitor of the Two Holy Cities," Mecca and 

46. The sixth ode rhymes in viiv and Tii. It is an ode 
in praise of all of the Holy Places. It is on the forty-sixth 
folio. 

51. The seventh ode rhymes in elif and Tii. It is an 
ode named Esiisiyye about the noble mosque of His Maj
esty Sultan Al:Imed Khan. 3 It is on the fifty-first folio. 

59. The eighth ode also rhymes in elifand Tii. It is an 
ode entitled Bahariyye4 in praise of the noble mosque of 
His Majesty Sultan Al:Imed Khan. It is on the fifty
ninth folio. 

83. The ninth ode rhymes inyii and dal. It is an ode 
entitled cldiyye5 about the noble name of His Excellency 
the Aga. It is on the eighty-third folio. 

86. The tenth ode rhymes in elif and bii. It is the ode 
concluding and dating the book. It is on the eighty
sixth folio. 

IN EXPLANATION OF THE LYRIC POEMS 
(GAZEL) OCCURRING IN THIS BOOK 

And in this book there are exactly four lyric poems. 
And each of them is concerned with a different subject. 

21. The first lyric poem concerns His Excellency the 
Aga's courage and his expertise in his art. It is on the 
twenty-first folio. 

30. The second lyric poem concerns His Excellency 
the Aga's kindness and benevolence and generosity. It 
is on the thirtieth folio. 

40. The third lyric poem concerns His Excellency 
the Aga's possession of the noble title of Architect of the 
Servitor of the Two Holy Cities [miCmiiT-z oadim al
baramryn] .6 It is on the fortieth folio. 

82. The fourth lyric poem reproaches the revelry of 
this world and concerns special preparations for the 
next world. It is on the eighty-second folio. 

[2v] THIS IS THE TREATISE ENTITLED 
ARCHITECTURE [AL-MlcMARIYYE] 

IN THE NAME OF GOD, 
THE COMPASSIONATE, THE MERCIFUL 

Let there be endless thanks and numberless praises 
of that God who created men, who opened the door of 

Medina): title first given to Sultan Sellm I in 1517 by the Sharif of 
Mecca, who sent the Ottoman ruler the keys of these cities, it was 
subsequently part of the standard protocol of the Ottoman sultans. 
See A. D. Alderson, The Structure oj the Ottoman Dynasty (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1956), p. 115. It is clear from its use here that it was 
employed as an alternative means of designating the Chief Imperial 
Architect. 
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the palace of wisdom and who in accordance with the 
command "Be! And it is,''7 and the glorious J>.ur'anic 
verse, wa rna khala~tu al1'inna wa al-insa illa li-ya 'budiini, 8 

with the holy meaning, "I created jinn and mankind 
only that they might worship Me," created in the pale 
of existence and conferred on each of the above
mentioned two classes of beings, this sanctuary [Le., 
the universe] of the tribe ofjinns and the sons of Adam, 
this great workshop, perfect in form as an ideal of the 
mind, containing and comprising seven lower levels 
and seven upper levels, in order that there be every
where places of worship, and tekyes and biin~iihs. Before 
the creation of the earth and the heavens, when this 
developing world was passing from the state of nonex
istence into the province of existence, when due to 
[God's] divine majesty and infinite power, the ocean of 
the primeval world became rough and turbulent, .when 
it boiled up, a vapor rose from that wild sea and mist
shrouded ocean to collect in the cloud-filled heavens. 
[Then] in accordance with God's wisdom and divine 
power, the sea froze and the high void of water vapor 
became dense. From the foam of the frozen sea the 
world was created, and from the water vapor, the 
heavens_ While remaining suspended in the void like a 
single cloud, each of them separated into seven levels, 
the levels being separated from one another by a 
distance of five hundred years. The earth became 
seven levels and the heavens became [3r] seven levels. 
The first region of the lower levels was [named] 
Demga, the second region ljulde, the third region 
cArfe, the fourth region Cerba, the fifth region Meba, 
the sixth region SiceIn, and the seventh region, cAeIba 
cAciba; and the seven suspended lower levels were ar
ranged one beneath the other in this order. And the up
per arches of the firmament and superior levels of the 
vaults of heaven rose one above the other like seven 

great tents in the high upper reaches of space, without 
support and without prop, the first being the sphere of 
the moon which is the beryl-green lower heaven called 
Ber~I'a, the second being the ruby-yellow sphere of 
Mercury called J>.aydiim, the third being the ruby-red 
Maciin which is the sphere of Venus, the fourth being 
the silver-white sphere of the Sun called Er~aliit, the 
fifth being the red-gold sphere of Mars called Ret~a, 
the sixth being the pearl-white sphere of Jupiter called 
Ra~I'a, and the seventh being the sphere of Saturn 
called Garlba of pure light. And when the seven revolv
ing spheres of heaven were created in accord with 
[God's] wonderful wisdom and awful power, it being 
necessary, in conformity with [His] decree, that these 
have spreading bases and cushions, a faithful angel, 
descending on divine command from the exalted 
throne, took all of these seven created terrestrial planes 
and seven created heavens on his exalted shoulders like 
an ornament, becoming himself one story of the foun
dation of this, and his legs remained suspended in air. 
And the second level was supported by the paradise of 
the green ruby, the third level by the paradise of the 
constellation Taurus called the Lions, the fourth by the 
vast wilderness, the fifth by the constellation Pisces 
called the Lamb, the sixth by water, the seventh by 
cruelty and carnal passions. These various immense 
things [3v] are situated in seven levels in this order. 
The region beneath this is not known to mankind. 9 

They are all in the glorious presence of that Lord 
God-whose name be exalted-the Veiler of Sins, the 
Omniscient, with knowledge of the truth. He is God
whose name be exalted-knowing of His truth and able 
to create that which He wants to create of His 
creatures. And He is the God who created the heavens 
and the earth. And praise be to God, the best of 
creators. And praise be to God, the Lord of the Worlds. 

In Praise of Divine Creation lO 

What is this exalted mosque and retreat for witnessing? 
What is this lofty vault and lamp ornament? 

What is this bright window, what is this luminous taper? 
What is this wonderful creation, and what is this beauteous form? 

What is this vault of heaven, and what is this surface of the world? 
What is this lofty arch, and what is this great pavilion? 

What is this? Who made such an edifice 

7 IS.ur'iin, II: 117; 111:59. 
8 IS.uriin, LI:56. 
9 For an analogous account of the Creation, see Mubammad ibn 

CAbd Alliih al-Kisii'j, The Tales of the Prophets of al-Kisii'~ trans. W. M. 
Thackston, Jr. (Boston: Twayne, 1978), pp. 5-12. 

10 Marginal note gives meter of verse, and reads, mefii ciliinfe cilatiin 
mejaCiliin feCi/at. "This is the beautiful miictel1 meter." 
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Without drawings and without mathematics and without analogy? 
How can a person describe this pure creation? 

Could that complete description be contained in the pages of documents? 
o God! Your great strength and wisdom are vast! 

If one goes on a hundred thousand years one does not reach its end. 
Finally we understood Your existence and uniqueness. 

So that in this the Way became most clear to everyone. 
All the universe is witness to Your being. 

Proof and evidence of the unique truth are not necessary. 
[4r] Your blessed, noble Name is the One, God. 

And in its uniqueness how it stands apart from the mundane! 
We say, I bear witness that there is no God but God, 

So that this witnessing of ours is thus recorded. 
This is what will be necessary for all on the Day of Judgment. 

This is the delightful saying and sheltering tree. 
For whomsoever the tree of this saying is a shelter, 

This is our hope, that he not remain a most miserable sinner. 
This is what will be humanity's salvation on the Day of Judgment. 

If God's help and bountiful reward are to be granted, this will be the reason. 
Help us to be constant in our duty to this sacred word, 

Since the hastening hour of death inexorably approaches from every side. 
Our sins for which we shall be called to account are many. 

How would it be if there were not a pardoning or all-forgiving God, 
So that if all crimes and felonies were brought to light, 

The long record would contain disasters from end to end? 
o God! If we are called to account, save us, 

Because there is no other guarantor for us save You. 
Cacfer commits his affairs to You, 

Because You are again the protector and guardian of all the universe. 

In praise of our exalted Prophet-peace be upon 
him-and may praise and peace be upon that beloved 
of God who is lord of mankind and most noble of the 
glorious prophets, for whose brilliant, divine ardor the 
seven heavens were created in accordance with the 

beautiful thought expressed in the noble Tradition, 
lawlaka lawlaka lama khala~tu al-aflak, "But for you, but 
for you, 0 Muhammad, I would not have created the 
heavens. "11 

[4v] What a lustrous gem is that jewel (Muhammad]! 
May he illumine the world like the sun! 

That light was the ultimate cause! 
Out of yearning for him the heavens were created. 

He laid the foundation for this world. 
May the heavens glorify and the earth thank him! 

All day a cloud sheltered him, 

II Marginal note gives meter of verse, and reads, mtjii 'ilun mtjii 'ilun 
ft'uliin "All persons come into existence through knowledge." 
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So that the luminous sun might light the universe. 
The sun had made that cloud a curtain [for itself]. 

So that the radiance of the Prophet would not overwhelm its radiance. 
You ask, why do they call him the glory of the two existences? 

Because he is the crown of the two worlds. 
Is it a wonder that he is the Seal of the Prophets? 

For [his] sublime nature won most the hearts [of mankind]. 
You are the beloved of the Lord, the Prophet of God. 

The waters of paradise are your possession. 
With the Bura~12 you journeyed to the summit of the heavens. 

By you alone was that Rakhsh13 subdued. 
Yours is the Abode of the Two Bowshots. 

From that place Gabriel drew back his wing. 14 

o Prophet! What nearness [to God] this is that 
Your place is not permitted [even] to a spirit [i.e., Gabriel]. 

[5r] The dust of your feet is like fresh ambergris. 
The dust of your path is like sweet-smelling musk. 

What is this ultimate wisdom such that the world 
Is perfumed by the dust of your feet? 

The flowers blossomed at your smiling countenance. 
Your blessed blossom became a red rose. 

From head to toe your noble person's self 
Is embellished with radiance. 

The water which fell to earth from your ablutions 
Is that which made the world pure. 

All the world hopes for your intercession. 
o King! You are the intercessor of the Day of Judgment. 

Be kind! Do not leave the Muslim Community wanting! 
Let not so m'any of their corpses turn to dust! 

Ask this from God-whose name be exalted-
May your servants be the objects of Your mercy. 

Be kind! Cacfer's sins are many. 
Without intercession his state would be sad. 

21 

In praise of the Companions15 and family of the 
Prophet Muhammad-may the blessings of God, 
whose name be exalted, be upon them all. And praise 
and peace be upon the family and associates of His 

Majesty, the prince of creation and the glory of the 
universe, whose noble persons are the ornaments of the 
world like the stars of heaven, and manifest the Islamic 
religion through their virtue and glorious learning. 

12 Bur~: the mythical creature on which the Prophet Muhammad 
is supposed to have ridden on his Night Journey, usually described 
as a winged cross between a mule and an ass with a human head. See 
R. Paret, "al-Bura~," E.l.2, I, pp. 1310-1311; for visual representa
tions, R. Ettinghausen, "Persian Ascension Miniatures of the Four
teenth Century," Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, XII Convegno, "Volta" 
promosso della Classe di Scienze Morali, Storiche e Filologiche (Rome: Ac
cademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 1957), pp. 360-383. 

IS Rakhsh: the horse of the hero Rustam in the Shah Nama, the Ira
nian national epic written by Firdawsi. The horse was renowned for 
his great strength and intelligence. 

14 The distance from the Throne of God to which the angel Gabriel 
conducted Muhammad on the night of the MiCraj. 

15 Companions of the Prophet: those Muslims who were contem
poraries of and were closely associated with the Prophet Muhammad; 
see I. Goldziher, "A~bab," E.l.l, I, pp. 477-478. 
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Verse16 

And peace be upon the four Orthodox Caliphs! 
Because with them the Community of Islam attained greatness. 

[5v] [Abu Bakr] ~iddI~, cUmar, CUthman and cAll,17 
These are the imams of the Community of Muhammad. 

In their ordinances there was not the slightest defect. 
They showed the true holy law to the Muslim Community. 

Many greetings also to the other Companions of the Prophet, 
Who showed great respect to the Pure Religion. 

In support of religion how vigorously they pursued holy war! 
What perseverence and care were shown by each one! 

They put the enemies of religion to the sword. 
Instantly the bodies of the infidels became the sheaths of swords. 

Those swords were wielded to destroy the enemies [of Islam]. 
And until [the enemies] were destroyed, the scabbard was forbidden to them. 

The infidels thought the shouts of the Prophet's Companions to be thunder. 
With every breath they were made hopeless with perpetual fear. 

And we hope for kindness and mercy from the Companions of the Prophet, 
For all mankind has recourse to them. 

What would be Cacfer's [fate] on the Day of Judgment, if to our condition 
They showed no compassion? May this noble group shelter us! 

Now to our subject. In this noble century and 
pleasant age, that is in the year of the Hegira of the 
Prophet-may the highest peace be upon him-one 
thousand and twelve,18 in the prosperous reign and 
[period of] glorious power of His Majesty the great 
King of Kings, exalted with dominion over the seven 
climes, the most noble khakan who unites the virtues of 
goodness and natural habits, the caliph of God in the 
world, the defender of the Muslim lands, the an-

~.-. "'~" .nihilator of the infidels and rebels, the builder of 
~ .. -: ll!osques and medreses, [6r] the extirpator of churches 

an~:rsynag6gues, lord of the reigns of the great artery 
linking past and present, sultan of the two continents 
and the t~o seas: Servitor of the Two Holy Cities [Mec~ 
ca and Medina] ,the one who holds in his hands the 
countries of the Greeks and the Crimea, and the lands 
of the Arabs and of the Persians, the Shadow of God 
over all the protected nations of the world [i.e., the 

16 Marginal note gives meter of verse, and reads, mifiilii flCiliitii 
mefiicilii flciliit "Mankind animates the muzaric meter." 

17 The first four caliphs, often referred to as the Orthodox or 
.Rightly Guided Caliphs (al-khulafo> al-riishidiin), Abu Bakr (11/632), 

"" . :c.Umar,; ibn al-Khattab (13/634), CUthman ibn cAffiin (23/644), and 
:~":. "" ·~AlI. \prroJ\:~jr.a~ib (35-40/656-661), who were the immediate suc

cessors-of.th<; Prop net Muhammad to leadership of the Islamic Com
munity. See C. E. Bosworth, The Islamic Dynasties. A Chronological and 

lands of Islam], the one who raises the banner of the 
bright religion, the illuminator of the sign of God's 
sacred law, the fourteenth sultan of the house of the 
masters of the holy war and of conquest, Sultan A1).med 
Khan Ghazi-may God, whose name be exalted, 
glorify with his being the throne of his country and 
shower down the signs of His munificence and justice 
on mankind-His Excellency the Aga of the Imperial 
Architects [Oa,s-:ra-z micmaran agasz] , the honorable and 
dignified Mu1).ammad Aga ibn cAbd al-MucIn, con
tinuously built and erected noble Friday mosques 
[camiC

] and exalted small mosques [mescid] as well as 
many medreses and many bridges [koprn] and more 
than a hundred fountains [fqme], some with other peo
ple's wealth, some also with his own wealth. And he 
showed perfect good will to this humble servant 
[CaCfer]. Because we have been connected with him for 
many years until the present time, for the most part 

Genealogical Handbook (Edinburgh: The University Press, 1967), pp. 
3-4. 

18 Curiously, Cacfer Efendi seems here to have written the date er
roneously, for the year given in the colophon at the end of the Risiile 
is 1023, ~nd from references made to the construction of the Sultan 
Ahmed Mosque in the introduction, it is clear that the entire text is 
coeval with this latter date. 
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closely, when certain subjects concerning the science of 
geometry were being discussed, this humble servant 
took and wrote down everything_ In accordance with 
this, he set down and composed a treatise concerning 
the science of geometry. However, previous to this, 
books of deeds [menalcib-name] were written and com
posed about some of the chief architects [miCmar aga ].19 
As books of deeds were written down for them, it was 
necessary for us to write, in addition to that treatise on 
the science of geometry, a book of deeds about our 
generous Aga, and it was written with the help of the 
Lord God-may His name be exalted, His glory be 
enhanced and His blessings universal. [6v] In all, it 
consists of fifteen chapters, and as every chapter is con
cerned with His Excellency the Aga, it is entitled Risale-i 
M iCmariyye. 

FIRST CHAPTER 

It describes how His Excellency the Aga came from 
Rum-iIi as a Janissary recruit, entered the [service of 
the] Imperial Gardens, took a fancy to a certain art, 
and saw a dream concerning that art to which he had 
taken a fancy. And how he caused a saint to interpret 
that dream and how that saint caused the Aga to give 

. up that fancied art. And then, how the Aga, when he 
wished to learn the arts of the working of mother-of
pearl and architecture, mastered them with the permis
sion and blessing of that saint. And in addition it 
describes who it was who first built the stone Beyt Allah 
[KaCba] and who the master stonemasons and 
carpenters of ancient times were. 

SECOND CHAPTER 

It describes in detail how skillful and expert in his 
arts the Aga was after learning the working of mother
of-pearl and architecture, and how, in reward for the 
works he created, he became the object of the 
Padishah's and viziers' favor, and how His Majesty the 
deceased and divinely forgiven Sultan Murad Khan, in 
reward for the rare works which the Aga created, 
honored him with the office of Gate Keeper of the 
Sublime Porte [dergah-l Calf ~aPUftllgl]. And how, by a 
felicitous imperial decree, he became the Chief Sum
moning Officer [ muMzr bafl] of the four kadis of 
Istanbul. 

19 The mtnii#b-niimts of the architect Sinan (IS.oca Mi'mar Sinan, 
895-996/1489-1588) including the so-called Ads,z Risiile, the Risiilet aI
Mi'miiriyye, the Tuhfet al-Mi'miiriin, and the Te;kiret al-Ebniye of Na~
~a~ Sa'i Mu~taIa Qelebi have been published in a critical edition by 
Meri\;; see Introduction, note 11 above. 

[7r] THIRD CHAPTER 

It describes the many places in the Arab lands, 
Anatolia, the Balkans and the Crimea to which His Ex
cellency the Aga traveled before he became water in
spector [~u na?lTZ] and architect [miCmar] in the imperial 
capital. And it describes how, being lieutenant
governor [vezfr musellimi] in various provinces, he gov
erned those provinces with justice, and how, with but 
a few soldiers, he crushed many thousands of rebel 
Arabs who had cut the pilgrimage roads [to Mecca], 
clearing and making safe the caravan routes to the 
Revered Kacba. 

FOURTH CHAPTER 

It describes the goodness, benevolence, kindness and 
benefactions of the aforementioned Aga. 

FIFTH CHAPTER 

It describes how the steel braces covered entirely with 
gold and silver fittings and the Golden Gutter [altun 
olu~] fixed to the Revered Kacba, and the minbar of the 
Sanctuary of the Prophet Abraham-peace be upon 
him-and the locks of pure gold for the Tomb of the 
Prophet were made. And it describes how many noble 
Friday mosques [camiC], and how many charming small 
mosques [mescid] , and how many medreses, and how 
many baths [bammam], and how many palaces [saray] , 
and how many pavilions [kofk], and how many bridges 
[koprii], and how many fountains [fCfme], and altogether 
how many pious foundations he built. 20 

SIXTH CHAPTER 

It describes the present state of the structure of the 
noble Friday mosque of His Majesty, the Padishah, 
refuge of the universe, located on the At Meydam in 
the Protected City of Istanbul, the completion of which 
will be facilitated with the help of God-whose name be 
exalted-in the near future. And it describes how, by 
the grace of God-whose name be exalted-the Aga at
tends diligently to this noble building and how he ex
pends on it all zeal humanly possible. [7v] And it 
describes how much effort and care he lavishes on it at 
present. 

20 In the actual body of the text, the list of Mebmet Aga's 
monuments is incomplete, folios 47v through 51v having been left 
blank, presumably to provide space for subsequent additions; for fur
ther details, see Fifth Chapter. 
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SEVENTH CHAPTER 

It describes how many barma/s both the architect's 
cubit [benna' &,iraCt] and the common cubit [Camme &,iraCt] 
contain and what the barma/s is defined as, and what the 
reason is for the architect's cubit being defined as 
thirty-four barma/s and for the common cubit being one 
hundred barma/s, that is thirty-two girih. 

EIGHTH CHAPTER 

It describes what an aya/s, and an adtm, and an o/s 
attmt, and a mfl, and afersenk, and a berfd, and a /sarti, 
and a dirsek, and a /sulaf are, and how much each one 
of the things connected with these are. And it describes 
all their names in three languages-that is, Arabic and 
Persian and Turkish. 

NINTH CHAPTER 

It describes what [the terms for] diinum, and evlek, and 
ftbt/s, and nijan are in the Arabic, Persian and Turkish 
languages, and it defines them. 

TENTH CHAPTER 

It describes the details of the diinum, and the ftbt/s, 
and the nijan, in accordance with the science of 
geometry, and also the three ways in which the dijnum 
is fixed, the reasons for its being defined in three ways, 
and how many &'irac each of these three types is in terms 
of the architect's &'irac. 

ELEVENTH CHAPTER 

It describes the terms for palace [saray] , and house 
[ev] , and cell [huere] , and stone bench [,roffa] , and en
trance hall [dehlfz] , and terrace [satb] , and roof [sa/s}] , 
and dervish lodge [tekye] , and dervish monastery 
[ban/sah] , and caravanserai [karban-saray] , and things 
connected with these [8r] in the Arabic language, the 
Persian language and the Turkish language, and which 
terms are Arabic, and which ones are Persian and 
which ones are Turkish. 

I Siileymiin I Kiiniini ("the Lawgiver," referred to in Western 
usage as "the Magnificent"): tenth sultan of the Ottoman dynasty; 
reigned 926/1520 to 947/1566. 

2 Riim-ili: tyiilet or province of the Ottoman Empire in the 
Balkans, including in the sixteenth century Thrace, Macedonia, 

TWELFTH CHAPTER 

It describes in three languages, namely Arabic, Per
sian and Turkish, the terms for all the materials [kar
araste] used in building. 

THIRTEENTH CHAPTER 

In the same way, it gives the names of the tools and 
implements of the stonemason [baeear] and carpenter 
[neeear] in the three languages. , 

FOURTEENTH CHAPTER 

It describes how all craftsmen's tools and im
plements, even musician's instruments, are fashioned 
in conformity with the science of geometry, some of 
them [the latter] in imitation of the tools of 
stonemasons and carpenters. 

FIFTEENTH CHAPTER 

It is a benediction which is, indeed, more blessed 
and beneficial than all else. 

FIRST CHAPTER 

It describes how His Excellency the Aga came from 
Rum-iii as a Janissary recruit, entered the [service of 
the] Imperial Gardens and, taking a fancy to a certain 
art, saw a dream concerning that art to which he had 
taken a liking. And how he caused a saint to interpret 
that dream, and how that saint caused the Aga to give 
up that fancied art. And then how the Aga, resolving 
to learn the arts of the working of mother-of-pearl and 
architecture, [8v] with the permission and blessing of 
that saint, mastered the arts of mother-of-pearl working 
and architecture. And in addition it describes who it 
was who first built the stone Beyt Allah [KaCba] and 
who the master stonemasons and carpenters [of ancient 
times] were. 

His Excellency the aforementioned Aga, in the last 
years of His Majesty the late Sultan Siileyman 
Khan1-God's most generous pardon be upon him-in 
the year nine hundred seventy [1562-63] came to Istan
bul from Rum-ili2 as aJanissary recruit [devjirme caeemi-

Epirus, Thessaly, Albania, southern Serbia and western Bulgaria. 
The term was also used loosely to describe the Balkan provinces of the 
Ottoman Empire as a whole; see D. E. Pitcher, An Historical Geography 
of the Ottoman Empire (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1972), pp. 137-138, and 
maps 26 and 27. 
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oglan].3 Remaining unpaid [CulUJesiz] for five years, he 
then in the sixth year, after being enrolled as a paid 
Janissary [CulUJe], became for a year the watchman of 
the garden [bagfe bekfisi] of the exalted tomb [turbe] of 
His Majesty the late Sultan Siileyman Khan-may he 
rest in peace. 4 After a year he entered [the service of) 
the imperial gardens [ba,s-,s- bagfe].5 When he arrived and 
went inside he saw groups of recruits gathered in a 
place. And in their midst a tall man from among the 
aforementioned troops had arranged before himself 
several types of saz. 6 In order to show off his skill and 
attainment, he was taking them into his hands one by 
one and playing them. When he demonstrated various 
melodic modes and melodies and diverse trills and im
provisations, when he brought forth laments like the 
nightingale and passions like the butterfly, every 
member of that above-mentioned troop and group ex
claimed, "0, bravo! 0, bravo! It is not possible that 
there be a rarer pleasure, a greater happiness and 
greater felicity than this [our pleasure] from this art." 
They applauded the above-mentioned musician in 
diverse ways and lauded him from various sides with a 
thousand cheers. [9r] When the above-mentioned Aga 
witnessed this state of affairs, he thought that this ap
peared to be the largest garden of His Majesty, the for
tunate Padishah, shadow of God, the refuge of the 
universe, ruler of the Arabs and Greeks and Persians 
and the Crimea-long may he live and may his wishes 
be realized. And [he thought] it is certain that the work 
and art of this musician are the best of works and arts. 
If of all the arts this were not the best, and were this 
work not more exalted than other arts, this manner of 
crowd, gathering in groups, would not have con
gregated in this place to listen to the saz. And they 
would not be envious of the great happiness and 
pleasure of the musician. And they would not 
unanimously have shown this esteem for his art. There
fore, from now on, this is the suitable thing to do: It is 
necessary for this lonely, wretched soul to master this 
work, which is longed for with all his heart and soul. 

3 Christian youth conscripted for training for posts in the imperial 
palace, the Ottoman bureaucracy or the /sapl /sulu (slave) military 
corps; see Bowen, "cAQjami Oghlan;" also V. L. Menage, "Dev
illirme," E.l.2, II, pp. 210-213. 

4 Located on the south side of the Siileymaniye Mosque built by 
Sinan in Istanbul. See plan in Goodwin, History, p. 217 (numbered 
13 on plan), and plates 215 and 226. 

5 bi4i bag{e: The gardens of the imperial palace. 
6 siiz: general term used to designate a variety of types of musical 

Couplet7 

Though seemingly but a sound and echo, 
Yet for the oppressed heart it is a rare delight. 

Saying, "Ah, if only I could find a way to be alone 
with that master and could beseech him, perhaps he 
would share with me that beautiful art and desired 
work," he began to pray that the musician remain 
alone. At once his prayer was answered and the 
Janissary recruits in that crowd all went back to their 
work. The musician remained alone in that spot. And 
the above-mentioned Aga, trembling, beseeched the 
musician'[to instruct him in his art]. 

CoupletS 

Deign to look at me, 0 perfect master! 
Make me joyous with this art! 

[9v] In this manner, he begged and implored the 
musician and showed his steel-melting anguish. And 
the musician saw that his longing for this art was over
whelming and that on the face of the earth there had, 
perhaps, never been one so desirous. He said, "The fit
ting thing is this, that I exert and expend my best ef
forts for this wretch and not conceal [from him] a single 
detail of the science of my art. Therefore, 0 you who 
are desirous and longing and are completely devoted to 
learning this art, it is necessary first that you should ex
ercise your hand in order to make it strong. Then you 
should come and begin to play the saz. " Saying this, he 
brought forth a plectrum for exercise and put it in his 
hand. And the above-mentioned Aga took the plectrum 
in his hand and kissing [the musician's] hand, drew 
eighty or ninety florins [Flori], 9 which was all that he 
possessed, from his breast pocket and gave it to the 
musician. He said, "However many types of musical 
instruments there are, buy me one of each of them, and 
however many florins are left over, let that be your 
commission. And let the musical instruments be ready 

instruments. Used in its specific sense it refers to a type of long
necked lute; see K. L. Signell, Makam: Modal Practice in Turkish Art 
Music (Seattle: Asian Music Publications, 1977), pp. 177, 182. 

7 Marginal note gives meter of couplet, fiiciliitun feciliitun feciliitun 
feclun. 

8 Marginal note gives meter of couplet, mefii cilun mefii cilunfe ciilun. 
9 filori: Ottoman name for the standard gold coins of Europe, it 

derives from the Italian fiorino or florin; see H. Inalcik, "Filore," 
E.l.2, II, pp. 914-915. 
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when I exercise." And the musician took these florins. 
With a portion of them he bought one of every type of 
instrument and turned them over to the above
mentioned Aga. As for His Excellency the Aga, as soon 
as he left that place, he went to his room and, shutting 
himself up in it and taking the plectrum which the 
musician had given him in his hand, morning and 
evening, day and night, without rest he exercised his 
hand. His skill increased such that when he exercised 
his hand even its shadow could not be seen. Observe, 
however, the wisdom of God-whose name be 
exalted-as later, in the arts of architecture and the 
working of mother-of-pearl, the exercising of his hand 
was a prerequisite to his manipulating the adze. As a 
matter of fact, God-whose name be exalted-willing, 
this will be described in the second chapter. [lOr] In 
short, the above-mentioned Aga, forbidding himself 
sleep for many nights and many days while exercising 
his hand, was [finally] briefly overcome by sleep. In his 
dream what should he see but a group of musicians rise 
up and appear in the form of a band of gypsies. In their 
hands some of them held tambourines [dq], some harps 
[fenk] and zithers [!can un], some violins [rebab] and some 
pandore [;e;hane] , some organs [erganun] , some pan
pipes [musz~al], some lutes [tanbur], some castanets [far
pare], some dulcimers [santur].10 In short, when the men 
and musicians, preparing all the instruments which 
(hey had among them, began to play in unison all the 
saz which they had in their hands, the sound of the par
ty threw the universe into tumult and resulted in a 
trembling of the earth and the heavens. And saying to 
the above-mentioned Aga, "If you have a liking for our 
art, if you want to learn it, God bless you!," all and 
sundry treated him with respect and showed deference 
to him in a variety of ways. And crossing to Uskiidar 
[in his dream] in order to make an excursion on cAlem 
Dagl,l1 as he was ascending the slope, His Excellency 
the Aga suddenly awoke from sleep and fell deep into 
thought. He began to pray, saying, "I take refuge in 
God. 0 God of the Universe and most excellent of 
Helpers! What manner of dream and what sort of vi
sion is this? And what is the meaning of these gypsies? 
Perchance when it is morning, first thing I will go to the 
musician whom I have taken as a teacher and describe 

10 For a description of Turkish musical instruments, see Raouf 
Yekta, "La Musique turque," in Albert Lavignac and Lionel de la 
Laurencie, eds., Encyclopidie de la musique, V (Paris: Delagrove, 1922), 
pp. 3012-3023. 

II cAlem Dagl: an excursion spot on the Asian side of the 
Bosphorus above Anadolu Hisan. 

this dream to him. Let us see! What answer will he 
give? Perhaps he will answer that he too had such 
dreams when he began his career." Thinking this, as 
soon as it was morning he went to the musician and 
described and related the dream he had seen as it had 
occurred. [10v] And the musician listened. After the 
description was finished, he smiled and said: "In truth 
this art is a gypsy art. But they are an ignorant tribe. 
What is a note [nagme]? What is time [zaman]? What is 
harmony [mulayemet]? What is dissonance [munijeret]? 
What is melody [labn]? What is interval [bucd]? What is 
tone Lravt]? What is song [gina']? They know not. A 
note is the same as a deliberate producing of the sound 
ten. 12 Ten [ J in Arabic letters] consists of two letters. 
When a person produces it with a specific tone, that is 
a note. And this is the definition of time: time is the 
sound of that interval between the voicing of the letter 
ta and the beginning of the letter nun when a person 
pronounces the word ten. In the technical terminology 
of the science of music, a tone resembling ten produced 
by the saz and other things is called a note. Harmony 
is that which is agreeable to nature. Dissonance is that 
which is offensive to nature. In the technical ter
minology of music, melody means to play the sound of 
notes high in some places and low in other places, that 
is treble and bass. Interval is what they call the space 
between two notes. $awt [sound] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say avaz, and in present-day Turkish they also say 
avaz. But in old Turkish they said un and ses and hay~lr
ma~. China', [song, tune] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
surud, and in TurkishYlrlama~. In addition to this there 
are twelve principal modes [ma~am]. As with the twelve 
constellations of the zodiac of the eighth heaven, the 
modes are divided into twelve kinds. The twelve con
stellations referred to are Ares, Taurus, Gemini, 
Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, 
Capricorn, Aquarius, and Pisces. And the twelve 
modes referred to are [llr] Rast, cIra~, Isfahan, ZIr
efkend, Biiziirg, Sernegiile, RehavI, I;IiiseynI, I;Iicaz, 
Buselik, Neva, and cU~~ak. And in addition to these, 
there are also four elements, and these four elements re
ferred to are fire, air, water and earth. And the number 
of derivative modes known as juCbe is four, since the 
derivative modes are defined in accord with the four 

12 ten: a syllable to which notes are sung in Turkish; also a syllabic 
notation of rhythm used for music. See Ella Zonis, Classical Persian 
Music, An Introduction (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1973), 
p.205. 
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elements. The four derivative modes mentioned are 
Yegah, Diigah, Segah and Qargah. The lowest in in
itial tone is Yegah. The highest in initial tone is 
Qargah. Diigah and Segah are between these two. 
Diigah is close to Yegah. Segah is close to Qargah. In 
terms of classification there are four initial tones. The 
first tone is Yegah, the second tone is Diigah, the third 
tone is Segah, the fourth tone is Qargah. In Persian yak 
means one,' du two, sa three and char four. As for gah, 
it means place. Yegah means first place, Diigah second 
place, Segah third place, Qargah fourth place. And 
there are seven planets. The seven planets referred to 
are Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury, 
and the Moon. And there are seven [derivative modes 
known as] avaze [song] because the iivaze are arranged 
in accordance with the seven planets. And the seven 
avaze mentioned are Kii~t, Nevriiz, Selmek, ~ehnaz, 
Maye, Gerdaniyye and J:Iisar. And in addition to this 
there are twenty-four [derivative modes known as] 
terkfb [composition] because terkfb are arranged in ac
cordance with the twenty-four hours.13 Beginning one 
ma/.cam, that is starting in one [mode] and shifting into 
another, produces a composition, and this science is 
called [llv] the science of musical composition [Cilm-i 
edvar] and the science of musicology [Cilm-i mUsi/.ci]. In 
place of mUsi/.cf, it is also correct to say mUsf,ki: and 
mUsf/.car. All of these are proper terms. In Greek [the 
word] mUs means melody and /.cf and /.car mean well
balanced. The person who systematized this science is 
the disciple of the prophet Solomon-peace be upon 
him-the philosopher Pythagoras. a It is agreed that he 
is the most distinguished of the seven eminent 
philosophers. He discovered, arranged and classified 
rhythmic patterns from the crashing of the waves of the 
sea, that is from the surges of the ocean which come one 
after another on the surface of the sea and strike the 
shore. And this science [of music] is an ancient science. 
Now it is the nine hundred seventy-seventh year since 
the Hegira of the most noble Prophet-may God, 
whose name be exalted, commend and salute him. It is 
two thousand six hundred forty-three years from the 
time this science of music was systematized until the 
present time. And I am capable of playing as many 
modes as Pythagoras. Seeing that you are seeking [to 
learn] much, I propose to teach you everything [about 

13 For a discussion of the basic and derivative modes (maUm, lucbe, 
aviize, terklb) in Turkish art music, see Signell, Malcam, pp. 23-151. 

If Pythagoras was held by Muslims to be the inventor of the 
science of music and the propagator of arithmetic and geometry 

the science of music]. And should you have recourse to 
a master other than myself, he would lead you astray. 
Once again, you will be held back from obtaining [your 
desire]." And in this way he gave evidence of [his] in
vestigations and research into the science of music. 
Then, as he watched the hand of His Excellency the 
Aga, he saw that even the shadow of his hand could not 
be seen. When he saw that it was a thousand times 
more nimble than his own hand, he said, ' 'Your hand 
is so swift that from the time Pythagoras arranged and 
systematized this science until the present, no one has 
possessed speed equal to that of your hand. God bless 
you and give strength to your arm and hand! [12r] 
May that be so! Now, begin at once [to practice] the 
musical instruments and modes, and words and 
melodies. " Saying this he exerted and applied himself 
in teaching [the Aga] the twelve basic modes. But His 
Excellency the Aga did not play. On a pretext he went 
again in the direction of the training school. When he 
arrived and went inside, he plunged again into the sea 
of thought. In short, the musician's advice and words, 
far from putting his heart to rest, he viewed them with 
the utmost dislike, and addressing himself, he said, "0 
unfortunate wretch! As soon as you saw that art you 
immediately turned and ran toward it like water. Had 
that art been acceptable and desirable and esteemed 
and beloved in the sight of the Lord God the all
bounteous, that abject tribe and loathsome band [of 
gypsies] which I saw in my dream would not have 
shown interest in the aforementioned art. They would 
have turned away from it as Satan-curses be upon 
him-turned away from Adam's form.15 The best, 
most necessary, excellent and appropriate [thing to do] 
is this: not to act on the musician's words, but to go to 
one of the righteous ulema [doctors of Muslim 
theology] and advice-giving shaikhs and have him 
interpret the dream. Whatever he says, it will be 
necessary to act in accord with his noble command. Let 
the musician's great happiness, eminence and good for
tune be entirely his own! I do not need them." With 
this thought, he went out and encountered a Janissary 
recruit. He said, "I had a dream. I wish to have an 
interpreter of dreams to interpret it. If you know one 
of the great shaikhs and wise saints, take me and go into 
his exalted presence! Let me give you whatever 

among the Greeks; see F. Rosenthal, "Filhiiiiliiiras," E.I.2, II, pp. 
929·930. 

15 See ~ur'iin, 11:33-34; VII:11-13; XV:26-36; XX:116. 
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messenger's fee you wish." Saying [this], he took out 
and gave him a handful of aspers [a~fe].16 And the 
above-mentioned Janissary recruit, [12v] taking 
him by the hand, went into the exalted presence of the 
honored saint named Vi~ne Mel}.med Efendi 17 -may 
his grave be hallowed. After kissing his hand, His 
Excellency the Aga described, explained, reported and 
expressed to the aforementioned saint, in the manner 
[already] related, the dream which he had seen, 
the musician's advice and words, and his own opinions 
and ideas, as they had occurred. The aforementioned 
saint, looking up from meditating, gave a proper 
answer: "My son, it is necessary for you to renounce 
that art. If that art were a good art, it would be 
practiced by righteous and virtuous persons. It would 
not have fallen like this into the hands of the tribe 
of Satan, who are evil men. Since your desire is 
art, the appropriate thing to do is this: tarry a few days. 
If your nature inclines toward another art, consult with 
us again. If one is encountered which is useful in this 
world and the other world, let us give you blessing and 
permission [to follow it]. Then, with our blessing and 
permission, may you master that art! To see gypsies in 
a dream is just like seeing the tribe of spirits and 
demons. And [the word] gypsy [finkan] means jinn 
[finler)18 because the suffix kan in finkan is a plural [end
ing]. Originally, [the word jinn] was cinne, like zinde. 
When the plural form was used in the Persian 
language, it became finnegan, like zindegan. Later, 
lightening and softening the nun, they said fingan. From 
the point of view of words, cin is in this cinne in exactly 
the same way. And in the Arabic language, jinn is a 
common noun. It refers to both of these two groups 
[gypsies andjinns]. When both types are being referred 
to, the plural is used. And one of these two types can 
be seen, the other is invisible. [13r] In short, it is 
necessary that you turn back from this art and ask 
God's forgiveness and repent in the fullest degree." 
The aforementioned Aga, being moved by the advice of 

16 a~fe: a small silver coin (asper) which formed the basic unit of 
the older Ottoman monetary system. The name derives from the 
Turkish 4 (white), the color of silver; see H. Bowen, "A~te," E.I. 2, 

I, pp. 317-318. 
17 Vi~ne Mei:lmed Efendi: one of the great ulema of the period of 

Sultan Murad III. After completion of his medrese training, he 
became a disciple of the tlalvetl master Kastamonulu Shaikh ~acban 
Efendi, and himself became shaikh of the Ferrub Ketbiida Tekkesi 
near Balat. He was subsequently appointed preacher and professor of 
tifslr and Tradition in the dar al-badfJ. built by the mother of Sultan 

the above-mentioned saint, renounced in his exalted 
presence the disapproved counsel given by that erring 
and mistaken musician. And even the musician himself 
became aware of the propriety of what our young man 
had done. He [the Aga] turned away from that art and 
with sincere repentance asked God's forgiveness for his 
sins. In short, he regretted the waste of many days and 
the loss of many hours in pursuit of that despised and 
disdained art. In that state of regret he kissed the ex
alted hand and illustrious person of that above
mentioned saint and returned again in the direction of 
the Imperial Gardens. When he came to the training 
school he felt such repentance that he avoided entering 
it because of the possibility that a fly, buzzing inside, 
would make a sound resembling that of a saz. While in 
this deep regret, pacing back and forth like a blind man 
in the garden, he saw that in the workshop of the 
mother-of-pearl workers [~edefkarfler kar-oanesi], a youth 
was holding a book in his hand and reading. As he read 
each section, he would turn and narrate and explain it 
to them [the mother-of-pearl workers]. By chance, the 
book which he was reading was about the science of 
geometry. Addressing the master mother-of-pearl 
workers, he said, "Regarding that which is called the 
science of geometry, in this age, if the science of 
geometry is discussed among architects and learned 
men, each one will answer, 'Yes, we have heard of it, 
but in essence we have not heard how the science of 
geometry works and what it deals with.' Now this noble 
book fully describes that fine science. [13v] As long as 
a person does not understand this rare and agreeable 
science, he is not capable of the finest working in 
mother-of-pearl, nor can he be expert and skilled in the 
art of architecture. Now we have come [to the ques
tion], who was the earliest master among the craftsmen 
expert in building in stone, that is in masonry, and in 
the building of noble Friday mosques and fine small 
mosques? Let me explain. Their master is the son of 

Murad III next to her mosque and medrese in Uskiidar. His death 
is reported to have occurred in the summer of 992/1584. See NevcI
zade CAta'l, ljada'i[c al-lja[ca'i[c fi Tekmllit al-Sa~a'i[c, I (Istanbul: 
MatbaCa-i CAmire, 1268), p. 361. 

18 jinn: one of the three classes of intelligent beings (along with 
mankind and angels), they are believed by Muslims to have been 
created out of smokeless flame and are imperceptible to the senses 
although they appear in a variety of forms and are capable of salva
tion; see P. N. Boratov and D. B. MacDonald, "Djinn," E.I.2, II, 
pp. 546-549. 
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Adam, the pure of God, the prophet Seth19-peace be 
upon them. And he is called the gift of God and the 
favor of God. The heavenly prototype of the Kacba in 
the Seventh Heaven [Beyt al-MaCmiir] ,20 which issued 
from heaven, came to reside on the present spot of the 
Blessed Kacba. After it had again returned to heaven, 
the prophet Seth-peace be upon him-built the 
Blessed Kacba from clay and marble on the pure plot 
of that prototype. According to the tradition of Ibn 
cAbbas21-may God, whose name be exalted, be well 
pleased with him-from the time of the death of the 
prophet Seth-peace be upon him-until the present 
nine hundred seventy-seventh year of the Hegira of the 
Prophet [1569-70], five thousand six hundred seventy
nine years have passed, inasmuch as there are five 
thousand seven hundred fifty years from the time 
Adam-may the prayers of God, whose name be ex
alted, be upon him-issued from heaven to earth until 
the time of the Hegira of [Muhammad] the Glory of the 
World-may God commend and salute him. Until the 
present nine hundred seventy-seventh year of the 
Hegira, in all there have been six thousand seven hun
dred twenty-six years [since the creation of Adam]. The 
noble life of Adam-peace be upon him-spanned one 
thousand years. The prophet Seth-peace be upon 
him-lived forty-seven years after Adam. The prophet 
Seth-peace be upon him-was born in the one hun
dred thirty-fifth year after Adam issued from heaven. 

In all, his noble life lasted nine hundred twelve years. 
And according to some histories, [14r] the heavenly 
prototype of the Kacba remained standing until the 
flood of the prophet Noah-peace be upon him. It was 
destroyed at the time of the flood. Subsequently, they 
write, after the flood of the prophet Noah-peace be 
upon him-the illustrious forerunner of the Prophet 
[Muhammad], Abraham,22 the Friend of God, rebuilt 
it. And as to foundations previously laid by the prophet 
Seth-peace be upon him-it is written in one of the 
esteemed histories, the Behcet al- Tevarfo, 23 that after the 
flood the most perfect Friend of God-peace be upon 
him-laid new foundations on the surviving remains of 
the [earlier] foundations and built on them. From the 
[time of] the death of Abraham, the Friend of God, un
til this nine hundred seventy-seventh year of the 
Hegira, there are three thousand three hundred eighty
six years. And the most esteemed of the carpenters is 
still the prophet Noah-peace be upon him.24- From the 
time of the death of the prophet Noah-peace be upon 
him-until this time, there are four thousand five hun
dred twenty-six years. And in some histories they write 
that the foundations of the Blessed Kacba were first laid 
by the prophet Adam-God, whose name be exalted, 
bless and salute him. Therefore, the master 
stonemasons are the prophet Seth and the prophet 
Abraham-peace be upon them-and as to the master 
of the carpenters, he is the prophet Noah-peace be 
upon him. 

Verse25 

If you wish to know your master, this is your way. 
If you ask who our master is, he is the builder of the venerable Kacba, 

Your answer will include Abraham and Seth and Adam. 
In consequence, 0 devoted man, salute them all! 

[14v] Thus, pure prophets are your masters! 
Thus, in the science of geometry one immediately becomes profound as the sea. 

19 Seth (~lt): third son of Adam and Eve, he is supposed to have 
built the Kacba from stone and clay and to have founded more than 
a thousand cities; see al-Kisa'l, Tales, p. 86; also the article "ShIID," 
E.I.I, IV, p. 385. 

20 Beyt al-Macmur: the "Prosperous House," heavenly prototype 
of the Kacba; see al-Kisa'l, Tales, pp. 339-340. 

21 CAbd Allah ibn al-cAbbas, called al-I:Iibr ("the Learned") or al
Bal.tr ("the Sea"), was one of the greatest scholars of the first genera
tion of Muslims. Born three years before the Hegira, he died in the 
year 68/686-687 and is particularly renowned as the founder of 
~ur)anic exegesis; see L. Veccia Vaglieri, "cAbd Allah b. 
al-cAbbas," E.J.2, I, pp. 40-41. 

22 Abraham (IbrahIm): the biblical Abraham, described in the 

~ur'an (11:124-141; III: 65-68; 95-97; IV: 125; XXII: 26-29, 78) as 
builder of the Kacba; see R. Paret, "IbrahIm," E. I. 2, III, 980-981; 
also A. j. Wensinck, "Kacba," E.l.I, II, p. 589. 

23 Behcet al- Teviirfb: a world history written for the iadr-, aC?am of 
Sultan Mel)med II, Mal)mud Pa~a-l Veil, in 861/1457. Its author was 
the Ottoman historian ~iikrullah ibn ~ihab al-Dln Al)med (d. 
894/1488), a member of the ulema under sultans Murad II and 
Mel)med II. For details, see Babinger, Geschichtesschreiber pp. 19-20. 

24 Noah (Nuh): the Biblical Noah, esteemed in Muslim legend as 
a carpenter because of his building of the Ark; see Bernhard Heller, 
"Nuh," E.I.I, III, pp. 948-949. 

25 Marginal note gives meter of verse, jiiCiliitun flciliitun jiiCiliitun 
jaCilat. 
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The definition of the science of geometry is this: al
handasatu cilmun yuCrafu bihf ~adru dhiit al-ashyiili wa al
ashkiili basba-miiyu~tar/fhi cilmu al-bisiibi wa}adhruhu. That 
is, geometry is a science. And by means of that science 
of geometry a thing's volume and a form's size are 
known. The first person after Adam, the pure of 
God-may God bless and salute him-to write on the 
method of the science of arithmetic and the science of 
roots was the prophet Enoch26-peace be upon him
the compiler and systematizer of the science of 
arithmetic and the science of astronomy, who is also 
known by the noble names Abniib and Hiirmiis. In 
that time the prophet Enoch-peace be upon him
taught certain of the sciences, but the sciences were not 
w~itten in a book. Rather, they [his students] commit
ted them to memory as he explained them, working 
with them in that manner. Later, the philosopher 
Pythagoras collected both the science of geometry and 
the science of mathematics into a book. They were col
lected in the time of the prophet David and the prophet 
Solomon27-peace be upon them-when the Kacba was 
being built. From the time of the prophet David until 
this year nine hundred seventy-seven of the Hegira, it 
is two thousand six hundred eighty years. [The Arabic 
word] handasa [geometry] is derived from hindiiz [quan
tity, measure]. Hindiiz is arabicized from andiiza 
[measure, quantity]. And andiiza is Persian. [Those 
things] which are called ta~mfn, resm, olfmek and ar/un 
are wooden or iron measuring rods with which [15r] 
cloth and other things are measured. And in the dic
tionary of NiCmet Allah 28 they are explained as follows: 
dhiriic is Arabic [for cubit], ar/un is the Turkish. When 
andiiza was arabicized, they changed the elif to a hii in 
the Arabic language and it became hindiiza, just as iiI 
became ahl. And in place of hii with a fetba [ale short 
vowel sign] they used a kesre [iii short vowel sign] and 
they said hindiiz. And they made hindiizi a quadrilateral 
verb [a verb based on a root of four consonants]. Han
daza is the past tense. In accord with thefaclala pattern 
they said handaza [past tense], yuhandizu [the indicative], 
handazatan [the noun], and muhandizun [the active par-

26 Enoch (Idrls): the Old Testament patriarch, credited by Muslim 
legend with various inventions including divination and the arts of 
writing and the making of garments. Among Ottoman craftsmen he 
was regarded as patron saint of the craft guilds; see G. Vajda, 
"Idrls," E.J.2, III, pp. 1030-1031. 

27 David and Solomon (Davud and Suleyman): the biblical David 
and his son Solomon, both of whom are mentioned in several places 
in the I).ur'an; see R. Paret, "Dawud," E.l. 2 , II, p. 182, and]. 
Walker, "Sulaiman," E.l.I, IV, pp. 519-521. 

28 Dictionary of NiCmet Allah: Persian-to-Turkish dictionary com-

ticiple]. But there is no word in the Arabic language 
which ends in the letter zii preceded by the letter diil. 
[Therefore,] they changed the extant zii to a sfn, like 
zirii.t and siriit. The extant [hindiiz] becomes handasa. 
And they said muhandis for the active participle. It is 
thus in the Mukhtiir al-Sibiib. 29 And in the Mukhtiir al
Sz'biib the dictionary meaning of bandasa is explained as, 
"to measure and estimate buildings and foundations." 
Some persons of Arab descent, when requesting a gift, 
say absin yii sayyidanii al-mumtiiz bi-lii bisiib wa lii hindiiz, 
that is, '0, our master, grant us numberless and 
measureless favors!' But the dictionary Siimf fi al
Asiimro only accepts the meaning 'estimator,' defining 
geometrician as estimator, that is one who determines 
measurements. And as to the meanings of takhmfn and 
handasa, finally, takhmin has only one meaning, to 
measure [oranlama~]. But handasa has two meanings. 
One meaning is to measure in cubits [,giriic ile olfmek]; 
the second meaning is to measure [oranlama~]. And 
oranlama~ is old Turkish. Today it is not used. Tabmfn 
[estimate] is used in its place. [15v] And today handasa 
is not used either. Takhmfn is generally used in the sense 
of handasa. And handasa's dictionary meaning is as it is 
explained here. The technical meaning of handasa, as 
was explained in its definition, is to determine the 
measurements of volumes and forms using the required 
science of arithmetic. Now, in the science of geometry 
there are several forms. When these are mastered, the 
rest is easy. The first is the round circumference [devr-i 
muM!]' which is a perfect circle [kiimil bir diiire]. The sec
ond is the arc of a round circumference [~avs-i devr-i 
mubi]], which is a half circle. The third is the small arc 
of a round circumference [~gar-i ~avs-i devr-i mubi]] , 
which is less than a half circle. The fourth is the large 
arc of a round circumference [ekber ~avs-i devr-i mubiJ] , 
which is more than half a circle. The fifth are triangular 
forms [qkiil-i mii,relleiiit]. The equilateral triangle [/ekl-i 
mii,rellei mutla~] is simple, because its sides, that is its 
ribs, are equal. Similarly, its shape is like a [triangular] 
trivit [~acaya~] the three sides and ribs of which are 
equal. Trivits are made in the shape of equilateral 

piled in the year 947/1540 by the Na~~bendl shaikh Hoca NiCmet
Allah Efendi (d. Istanbul 969/1561). 

29 Mukhtiir al-Sibiib: the abridgment by the late 7th/13th century 
Hanafite jurist Taj al-Dln Mubammad ibn Abu Bakr al-Razl of the 
great Arabic dictionary by Abu Na~r Ismacn ibn I:Iammad al-]awhari 
al~Farabl (d. 393/1002-03) entitled Tiij al-lugha wa iibiib af-CArabiyya; 
see Carl Brockelmann. Geschichte der arabischen Literatur, I (Leiden: 
E.]. Brill, 1943), pp. 133-134,478; also Supplement I, pp. 658-659. 

30 Siimf fi al-Asiimf: Arabic dictionary of Abu al-FaQI Abmad ibn 
Mubammad al-Maydani al-Nlshaburi (d. 518/1124); see Brockel
mann, Geschichte, I, p. 344. 
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triangles. The other triangles, all of them, have un
equal sides and angles. That is, some sides are short 
and other sides are longer. This being the case, the 
angles that are the corners are different; they are not 
equal to one another. Some ofthe angles are obtuse and 
some are acute. There are many of these forms. In the 
science of geometry, all of them are characterized by 
their [ triangular] form. The sixth are quadrangles 
[murabbCat], and after that pentagons [mubammesat], and 
hexagons [miiseddesat], and heptagons [miisebbeCat], [16r] 
and octagons [mzqemmenat], and nonagons [muteseCat], 
and decagons [muCaHerat], and so on accordingly. And 
all these forms are described in the science of geometry. 
And these forms are used above all in the art of mother
of-pearl working. The art of mother-of-pearl inlay 
makes use only of forms derived from the science of 
geometry. And the word mi'mar [architect] is Arabic. It 
is the active participle. In Persian they say abadan 
kunanda [builder], in Turkish jenledici [builder]. Senledici 
is old Turkish. Today it is no longer used at all, and in 
its place they say macmur idici [builder]. cImarat [? 
building] is Arabic. In Persian they say abadan kardan 
[to build], in Turkish jenletmek [to build]. And cumran 
[prosperity, development] is Arabic. In Persian they 
say abadanf [prosperity, development], in Turkish jenlik 
[prosperity]. cAmir, ma cmur and camfr [developed, 
flourishing] are Arabic. All three have the same mean
ing. In Persian they say abadan [built up, developed, 
flourishing] and in Turkish jen and gunc [developed, 
flourishing]. But this jen and gunc are also originally 
borrowed from Persian. Because in the Persian lands 
some nomadic groups wander in the mountains and 
countryside, they build houses in the places where they 
camp. Building houses below ground, they cover the 
ground with holes. Those underground houses-that 
is, excavated, dug-out places-are called gunc and jenc 
[hole, excavation]. And in Arabic thatb and natb [ex
cavation, hole] have this meaning. lJajjar [stone cutter] 
is Arabic. In Persian they say sang-tiriish [stone cutter] 
and in Turkish taj yanuci [stone cutter] and taHz [stone 
cutter, mason]. Najjar [ carpenter] and banna) [builder] 
and haJirf [builder] and Jaffk. [construction worker] are 
Arabic. All have the same meaning. In Persian they say 
dururgar [carpenter] and in Turkish dulger [carpenter, 
builder]. Dulger is a corruption of the Persian dururgar. 
Sanic [artisan] and mukhtarif [skilled artisan] are Arabic. 
[16v] In Persian they say dastkar [artisan] and pfshavar 
[artisan] and in old Turkish eli-tolaylt. But in present
day Turkish they say $anCat ehli [craftsman]. cAmal 
[work] and $anCat [craft] are Arabic. In Persian they say 

kar [work] and pfsha [craft]. In Turkish they say ij 
[work] and peje [craft]. SinaCat [craft] and biifat [hand
icraft] are also Arabic. In Persian they say pfsha [craft], 
in Turkish $anCat [craft]. But some common people, 
corrupting [it], say zenat. Sanr [expert, dexterous] and 
$aniic [? creating, forming] are Arabic. Both have the 
same meaning. In Persian they say Jarb-dast [expert, 
dexterous], in Turkish eli-dziz [sic. eli dzizgun, dex
terous]. Ustad [master] and mucallim [master] are 
Arabic. In Persian, also, they say ustad, and in Turkish 
usta and agredici [master, teacher]. But again, the 
Arabic ustiid is arabicized from the Persian, and the 
Turkish usta is also a corruption of ustad. Mahir [expert, 
skilled person] and badhik [skilled, expert] are Arabic. 
In Persian they say hunarmand [skilled] and ustad-i bf
manand [master without equal], in Turkish eyu usta 
[ skilled master], ij eri [skilled worker] and bajartct [ac
complished, skilled]. Muttakhadhlik [one who pretends 
to skills] is Arabic. In Persian they say na-saz [un
skilled], in Turkish ii/fum [one who overestimates him
self]. Tilmfdh [student], ghuliim [youth] and mutaCallim 
[student], the three of them, are Arabic. In Persian they 
say shakird [student, apprentice] and khidmatkar [ser
vant, apprentice], in Turkish also, jiikird and bidmetkar 
and oglan [servant] and ogrenici [apprentice, student]. 
Alat [tool] and adat [tool] are Arabic. Their plurals are 
aliit and adawiit. In Persian they say dast-afraz [tool] and 
in Turkish tutacat, tapacat and iivadanitt [set of tools]. 
Avadanitt is a corruption of alat with adawat. Every 
craftsman has a workshop. In the Arabic language 
there are many different names [for them]. But in Per
sian they are not differentiated. They say dastgah 
[workshop] for all craftsmen's workshops. In Turkish 
they say tezgah [workshop]. And this is a corruption of 
dastgiih." Details in addition to these [17r] concerning 
tools and instruments related to architecture will be 
found, God-whose name be exalted-willing, in the 
thirteenth chapter. In short, while the intelligent youth 
was reading the book which thus described geometry 
and architecture and had stimulated his interest, His 
Excellency the Aga observed him with careful regard 
and sharpness of eye and listened with all his heart and 
soul. And all the masters in the workshop, without 
showing it, took note of the Aga's complete attention 
and careful concentration. Addressing that youth 
reading the book, they said, concerning His Excellency 
the Aga, "This boy, admiring your learning, has 
become desirous [of studying] the arts of working 
mother-of-pearl and of architecture." And the youth 
with the book answered them thus, "If this boy is really 
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as talented as you say, if he is inclined to these arts, it 
is easy in a moment to try and test him. Strike a plank 
with an adze and mark a spot. Then, wishing him good 
luck, give that adze to him. And let him take it, and 
confiding in God, swing it and strike [ the plank]. If the 
adze hits the spot that was marked, that would make 
evident and manifest his propensity and talent. And 
later he will be very skilled and expert in this art." And 
Master [Ustad] Mul)ammed, the overseer [balife] of the 
mother-of-pearl workers, immediately seized an adze, 
struck a plank and notched it. Then he offered the adze 
to His Excellency the Aga. And the Aga took the adze 
with his right hand which had been exercised with the 
plectrum. Saying, "In the name of God, the Merciful, 
the Compassionate," [17v] placing his trust in the 
Lord God, the Helper, he swung the adze and struck 
that plank many times. Each time that he swung it, he 
hit that notch in the same way without fail. He did not 
miss it even once or go astray at all. The masters who 
were present were amazed and bewildered by His Ex
cellency the Aga's hitting of the notch and swinging of 
the adze. They said, "May your hand and arm be 
strong! God, whose name be exalted, bless you with 
long life! It is your right to be a master of the arts of 
architecture and the working of mother-of-pearl. The 
appropriate thing is this, from now on enter our 
brotherhood and learn and grow in this art." And the 
young man reading the book said, "If this boy turns 
toward this art with this skill, let me also teach him the 
science of geometry, and transcribe and present him 
with a copy of the book in my hand so that as long as 
he lives he will have in his hands a token from me." All 
[of those present] made noble promises like this. And 
the Aga replied, "I have taken an oath of allegiance 
from a saint. Let me return to him and ask his leave. 
Then, God-whose name be exalted-willing, return
ing with his permission and blessing, I shall begin the 
study of [these] arts." Then he went in haste to the 
above-mentioned saint. Arriving, he kissed the blessed 
hand of the aforementioned saint and related and des
cribed in detail the past events as they had occurred. 
And the above-mentioned saint fell into thought and 
pondered for some time in a state of meditation. After 
a time, raising his head from the attitude of meditation, 
he said, "Son, this art and work were seen fit and 

31 A marginal note on the right reads, "This blessed tradition was 
written by mistake when its place was below." In the left-hand 
margin a second note corrects the text. It is written in the same hand 
as the text itself and in the same red ink as the erroneously written 
line in the main body of the manuscript. It reads, man khutima lahii bi-

worthy for you because [18r] for the most part it is the 
work of architects to build noble Friday mosques, and 
fine small mosques, and medreses, and bridges, and 
tekyes, and fortresses, and walls, and all sorts of 
charitable and pious buildings. In accord with the 
blessed Tradition, man bana masjidan wa law ka-mafoa#n 
/.ca.tatin bana Allahu lahu bay tan jf al-jannati, if one builds 
a blessed mosque, even if it is like the nest of a tiny 
bird, in reward for it, God-may He be glorified and 
His name exalted-makes a room in heaven for that 
person. And another blessed Tradition [states], muhiiru 
al-biiri al-rni kansu al-masiiJidi wa Cimaratuha, [that is], to 
build and sweep a blessed mosque is the bride price 
[kabin] for the houris [biir-i Cm] in heaven. 1:liir is the 
plural of hawra) [houri] and crn is the plural of cayna 
[beautiful-eyed]. It means that the whites and blacks of 
the eyes of houris are very white and black. 'Ayna 
means beautiful-eyed. Both of these [qualities] give 
beauty. And ~ada/.c [bride price] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say kabin and in Turkish /.calm. And now even the 
word nikab [marriage] has taken on this meaning. And 
another blessed Tradition [states] man mata yeshhadu an 
la ilaha illa Allah wa anna Mubammadan Rasiilu Allahi 
mii/.cinan, [that is] heaven is the due of those persons who 
die [saying] the blessed words, 'There is no God but 
God', that is, complete them with their last breath. 31 

And another blessed Tradition [ states], man mata 
yashhadu an la ilaha illa Allah wa anna Mubammadan Rasiilu 
Allahi mii/.cinan dakhala al-jannata,32 [that is] if a person 
dies testifying with conviction that there is no God 
other than the Lord God-whose name be exalted
and that the Prophet Muhammad Mu~tara-may God, 
whose name be exalted, commend and salute him-is 
incontrovertibly the apostle of God, that person will go 
to heaven. [18v] Now what a great blessing it is if a 
man who is involved with this sort of art attending 
unremittingly, to the limit of his strength, to prayer and 
witnessing, thus arrives at his final end! And what ajoy 
of the two worlds it is that while in the manner des
cribed you prosper in this life, in truth you also obtain 
the other world. You must master this art without 
delay!" Saying this, he gave his permission and con
sent to the above-mentioned Aga to master the arts of 
the working of mother-of-pearl and architecture. In 
short, from the bottom of his heart he rendered prayers 

Iii iliiha illii Alliih wajabat lahii al1annat, the translation of which is given 
in the main body of the text. 

32 This tradition is the same as the one mistakenly written above. 
A marginal note on the left repeats it. 
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and praise. And from that auspicious hour, His Ex
cellency the Aga, with favor and guidance from God
the Sublime and Exalted-and the sanction and bless
ing of the above-mentioned saint, began to master the 
arts of the working of mother-of-pearl and architecture. 
Afterwards, at the time of the afternoon prayer, when 
it became necessary for him to return to his regiment, 
he entered the training school alluded to in the course 
[of describing] these above-mentioned events and upon 
entering he brought outside those instruments of 
pleasure which had been purchased and which were 
inside. He said, "One of our masters ought to be the 

prophet Abraham-peace be upon him. As he smashed 
the idols,33 so also I will smash these." And he took an 
ax in his hand. The musician and others arriving just 
at that moment, said, "0, young man! Have mercy! 
Do not put yourself at a financial loss! However many 
aspers went to [purchase] these, let us return to you 
their price," and thus begged him repeatedly not to 
break them. And although they wanted to give their 
price, His Excellency the Aga, not taking their coin and 
money, completely turned them all into bits of scrap 
with the ax. 

Good works are required of the servants of God. 
But they must be given by the grace of the holy saints. 

In this world be associated with the holy saints! 
May their holiness communicate itself to you! 

[19r] We all seek after the straight and narrow path. 
o God, give us spiritual guidance! 

SECOND CHAPTER 

It describes how skilled and how perfect in art was 
His Excellency the Aga after fully and thoroughly 
learning the arts of architecture and the working of 
mother-of-pearl, and how, in reward for the works he 
fashioned, he was honored with the favor of the 
padishah and of viziers, and how His Majesty the late 
Sultan Murad Khan, in reward for the rare works 
which His Excellency the Aga created, favored him 
with the office of Gate Keeper of the Sublime Porte 
[dergah-, Calf ~apuctllg,], and how, by a felicitous imperial 
decree, he became Chief Summoning Officer of the 
four kadis of Istanbul. 

His Excellency the above-mentioned Aga, being a 
noble person of most perfect good and gentle tempera
ment, along with being very devout in religion and 
faith, did not have the slightest pride or malice in his 
heart. And he did not care to show off his learning and 
accomplishments. It is possible that he had not, even 
once in his life, said, "I am capable of such and such 

" Allusion is made here to accounts in the JS,ur'an describing 
Abraham as attacking the idol worship of his father and his people; 

a work and I am expert in such and such an art and 
such and such a craft." And if an outsider came and 
was associated with him for years, it would not be possi
ble for that outsider to be aware of his [the Aga's] abili
ty, his work and skill in the science of geometry until 
he had taken up and worked at one of the crafts, for he 
[the Aga] does not praise himself like others and is a 
dignified, exalted person. He does not say, "I have 
such and such sorts and such and such types of ac
complishments." But let us describe how many skills 
and accomplishments he possesses, and how many 
masters he was associated with, and how, because of his 
excellence, he was the object of the Padishah's favor 
[19v] and benevolence. From the date nine hundred 
seventy-seven [1569-70], when the aforementioned Aga 
took up the arts of architecture and the working of 
mother-of-pearl, until the year nine hundred ninety
seven [1588-89], [that is] until the death of the warrior 
renowned as the Great Architect [~oca mic mar], the late 

. 
see JS,ur'an VI:74-84; XXXVII:83-98; XXVI:69-89; XIX:41-50; 
XLII:26-28; XXI:51-73; XXIX:16-27. 

34 Marginal note gives meter of couplet, mejiiCzliin mifiiclliinfeculiin. 
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Sinan Aga,l who was the chief of the world's engineers 
[ser-i miihendisan-z cihan] and famed to the horizons and 
throughout the ages, he studied under Ustad 
MuQ.ammad, the masters [balife] of the [Imperial] 
Garden and the above-mentioned late Sinan Aga. And 
each time the late Great Architect came to the Imperial 
Gardens, he [the Aga] studied the science of geometry 
and the art of architecture with him and others. And 
each time that he executed some artistically fashioned 
work of art, he showed it to the above-mentioned de
ceased Sinan Aga. And Sinan Aga said now and then, 
"Bravo, apprentice! You have created a work without 
equal. There is no one now who can create works as 
fine as these works of yours. Why do you not fashion 
a rare gift and give it as a present to the felicitous 
Padishah? Sultan Murad 2 is an appreciative Padishah. 
If you were to present him with a rare gift, you would 
be the object of his favor, would receive his 
benevolence, and become a member of the imperial 
household staff. And in the end, the command produc
ing an effect, the aforementioned Aga, on the advice 
and counsel of the late Great Aga [(coca aga], fashioned 
a lecturn [tilavet iskemlesi] in the form of a reading desk 
[ra~lp [decorated] in geometric forms with sides joined 
to one another, of a type which was the rarity of the 
age. In the year nine hundred ninety-eight [1589-90] he 
gave, presented and conveyed it to His Majesty the late 
Sultan Murad-may he rest in peace-through the 
agency of AQ.med Aga, known as AQ.med Pasha 
Damadl, 4o who was then sila~dar. 5 When it was placed 
in the Exalted Presence, [20r] that worldly-wise and 
blessed sultan, scrutinizing and examining it with care, 
saw that the Holy IS-ur'an had no such peerless throne 

I Sinan ibn cAbd al-Mennan, the Great Architect (~oca miCmar): 
born in a village of Kayseri (c. 895/1489-90), he was drafted as an 
'acemi oglan into the corps of Janissaries and took part in the cam
paigns of Belgrade (1521), Rhodes (1522), Iran (1534), and Walachia 
(1538), in the course of which he distinguished himself as a military 
engineer. He was appointed mi'mar ball in 944/1538, a post he oc
cupied until his death in 99611588 (not 997 as recorded above by 
Cacfer Efendi). The greatest of the Ottoman architects, his mena~lb
names list 455 buildings as having been designed and erected by him, 
though doubtless many were the work of his assistants. Among his 
most remarkable buildings are the ~ehzade (1543-48) and 
Siileymaniye (1550-57) complexes in Istanbul, and the Selimiye com
plex (1569-75) in Edirne. For his men#lb-names and other accounts, 
see p. 2, note 11; also Aptullah Kuran, "The Mosques of Sinan," 
Fifth International Congress of Turkish Art, Proceedings, G. Feher, ed. 
(Budapest: Publishing House of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 
1979), pp. 559-568; and Mayer, Architects, pp. 121-124. 

and that its equal was not to be found in the world. 
From top to bottom [it was covered with] the interlock
ing sides of triangles and quadrangles and the sides of 
pentagons and hexagons and heptagons, and the pat
terns were possessed of various forms. That is, looking 
from one angle, one type of form or circle was seen, and 
when one looked again at that place from another 
angle, other types of designs and patterns emerging, 
other forms appeared. However much the point of view 
was changed, that many forms were transformed into 
other shapes. When the late [sultan], out of his delight, 
turned and examined and inspected it, now from this 
direction, now from that, he recited extemporaneously 
this noble verse. 

Couplet6 

God! God! What are these beautiful forms? 
Like wine, they instantly caused me to lose my 
head. 

Then, turning toward the sila~dar aga, he addressed 
him. "From which country did this rare work come to 
be presented to my imperial presence?" On the utter
ing of the imperial words, the above-mentioned sila~dar 
aga replied, "My padishah, it was fashioned by one of 
your slaves who is an assistant [balife] of the workers of 
mother-of-pearl from among the cacemi oglans of the 
Great Garden. He brought it, saying it is suitable for 
our Padishah. On [the sila~dar] saying this, that ap
preciative king of the world, feeling incomparable 
delight, said, "Now that assistant would be suitable as 
an official of my court. It is necessary that he be given 

2 Sultan Murad (Murad III): twelfth sultan of the Ottoman dynas
ty; reigned 982/1574 to 1003/1595. 

3 rab{: a low reading desk. For a photograph of an eighteenth
century mother-of-pearl inlaid raM of very likely similar type, see 
Arseven, Arts decoratifs, pI. 12 and fig. 526. 

4 Abmed Pasha Damadl: presumably <;::iihadar Abmed Pasha (d. 
1027/1618), son-in-law of Murad III, who was at various times mar
ried to two of the sultan's daughters (in 1013/1604 to Fabriyye, and 
in c. 1024/1615 to Fetbiyye); see Alderson, Table XXXII. 

5 sila~dar or sila~dar aga: the sultan's swordkeeper, who also han
dled all communications to and from the sultan; see Mehmet Zeki 
Pakalan, Osmanll Tarih Dtyimltri ve Ttrimltri Sozlugu (Istanbul: Milli 
Egitim Baslmevi, 1953), III, pp. 221-225; also Gibb and Bowen, 
Islamic Society, I. 1, pp. 338-339. 

6 Marginal note gives meter of verse, jaCilatun mtjacilun jeC[at. 
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a post near the Bab-l Sacadet7 of my Imperial Court. 
Think of a post for him!" When he said this, [20v] the 
silabdar aga, the ~apu agasz8 and the other agas set to 
thinking. "With what must this person be rewarded 
that the imperial command of His Majesty the 
Padishah, who is the refuge of the world, be carried 
out?" At that time, there was among the slaves of the 
sultan nothing more esteemed than the post of 
gatekeepr [~apuct].9 Consulting, they said, "The 
felicitous Padishah said that he would be suitable at my 
door. The meaning of such a statement is, 'Let him be 
a gatekeeper.' " When, agreeing, they suggested the of
fice of gatekeeper, that sultan of sultans who is a mine 
of mercy and generosity said, "That was also my 
wish." Upon his saying this the said agas quickly 
brought the aforementioned Aga from the Imperial 
Garden and caused him to appear in the exalted 
presence of His Majesty, the felicitous Padishah, the 
shadow of God, refuge of the world. And the silabdar 
aga, saying, "Congratulations!" snatched his [the 
Aga's] conical cacemi oglan's cap [kzilahpo from his head 
and immediately placed on his head a matchless golden 
iiskiij,l1 which is the costume of the ~apuczs of the Im
perial Court. 

Couplet12 

When Murad made his wish come true, 
He said, "May the office of doorkeeper be 
auspicious. " 

And in addition to this, two years later, the above
mentioned Aga, addressing and reproaching himself, 

7 Biib-I Sa'iidet: literally Gate of Felicity, it is the entrance to the 
Third Court of the Topkapl Palace in Istanbul, and is located at the 
north end of the Second Court. Immediately within it stands the 'Arz 
Odasl, the Presentation or Throne Room. The Bab-I Sa'iidet thus 
stood at the point of juncture of the public and private zones of the 
palace, since the Third Court, with the exception of the 'Arz Odasl, 
was forbidden to outsiders and strictly reserved to the sultan and his 
immediate following. The term is used here to suggest that the sultan 
wished Mebmed Aga to be given a post close to his person. For the 
Bab-I Sa'iidet and Third Court, see Barnette Miller, Beyond the Sublime 
Porte (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1931), pp. 205 f.; also Fan
ny Davis, The Palace oj Topkap! in Istanbul (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1970), pp. 79-88. 

8 Isapu agas! (known also as the bab-! sa'adet agas!): chief of the white 
eunuchs who dominated the inside service and harem of the Imperial 
Palace; see Pakalan, Deyimler, II, "Kapl Agasl," pp. 166-167. 

9 lsapuCl: official of the outside service of the imperial palace; see 
Pakalan, Deyimler, II, "Kapici B6liikleri, " pp. 169-170. J:[apuCls were 
charged with such tasks as guarding the gates of the palace, transmit
ting orders and messages, and executing decisions of the imperial 
council (divan-! humayun). 

said, "His Majesty the felicitous Padishah, the refuge 
of the world, having accepted your work to this extent, 
considered it a gift. Why not fashion another rare gift 
and dedicate and present it to him? The appropriate 
thing to do is this, to make a bow case [yaylz~] of the best 
quality for a weapon and present it [to him]." With this 
thought he created an artistically fashioned, jeweled 
and gold-inlaid bow case [kemandan], like the first [gift], 
without peer or equal. This time he presented it to his 
Imperial Majesty through the agency of the bab-z sa cadet 
agasz. 13 [21r] And as with the first [gift], when this was 
placed in the [sultan's] exalted presence, as soon as he 
saw [it], he immediately knew whose work it was. Ex
temporaneously, he uttered this couplet: 

Co uplet 14 

This bow case is the work of the Doorkeeper. 
It is suitable for the King of Kings. 

And as with the first [gift] he [the sultan] expressed 
his admiration for the bow case and praised it again 
and again. And like the previous [gift], this one was 
laden with mother-of-pearl which dumbfounded him 
when he examined it. And the reason for his being so 
delighted with it was this, that the Padishah, being at 
all times clear-sighted and shrewd, in order to protect 
himself from enemies, always had a bow case at his 
side. As for the bow case, it was so esteemed and 
beautiful and so polished like a mirror, that, like the 
surface of the Mirror of Alexander, every piece of 
mother-of-pearl was here and there always visible from 

10 kiilah: tall, conical cap worn by the 'acemi oglan. For contem
porary depictions, see woodcuts of "azamoglan" in Nicolas de 
Nicolay, The Navigations, Peregrinations and Voyages made into Turkie 
(London: Thomas Dawson, 1585), pp. 70, 72. 

11 iiskuf: the type of headgear worn by the officers of the Janissary 
ocalss and various other high court officials. It was identical to the bork 
of the Janissary corps, that is, a headgear made of felt or broadcloth 
with a long flap hanging back over the shoulders and a metal clasp 
(called Isa!zlslzls or "spoon holder," supposedly for holding spoons 
while on campaign and feathers while on parade) on the front. The 
uskufwas differentiated from this simply by the fact of its enrichment 
with gold and silver embroidery. See Re~at Ekrem Kocu, Turk Giyim 
Ku!am ve Suslenme Sozliigu (Ankara: Ba~nur Matbaasl, 1967), pp. 
45-46, 236-237. For contemporary depiction, see N. de Nicolay, 
Navigations, p. 77. 

12 Marginal note gives meter of couplet, flCilatun mefo'iliin 
ji'latlje'ilat. 

13 bab-! sa'adet agas!: same as /sapu agasz (see note 8 above). 
14 Marginal note gives meter of couplet, fa'ilatun fe'ilatiin fe'liin. 
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a great distance [when it was worn] by His Majesty the 
Padishah on his back. And the benevolent sultan, 
treating him [the Aga] with respect, showed him kind
ness in reward for the bow case, saying, "Let him be 
considered for a good office, but let not the above
mentioned slave be sent far from the Abode of Felicity 
[Istanbul]." When the imperial edict was issued, the 
'-'apu agas, immediately said, "My Padishah, the kadi of 
Istanbul has need at the present time of a muM" baj'. ' '15 
[U pon this] an auspicious imperial edict concerning the 
[appointment of the Aga to the] office of mubilT baj' was 
drawn up. On handing it to the Aga, he [the sultan] ex
pressed himself with the contents of this couplet: 

Couplet16 

May appointment to high state office be yours, come 
what may. 

Go! May the office of mubizr bajt be auspicious for 
you! 

After that, the above-mentioned Aga became muMzr 
bajt to four kadis. [21v] And in addition to this, 
fashioning many rare gifts and presents and being the 
object of great and abundant favors, countless and 
without number, from the exalted sultan, the noble 
ministers, eminent persons and men of state, he was 
rewarded with various honors, and there was no end to 
them. If one tenth of a tenth [of this] were related, it 
would be necessary to speak to excess. [Therefore] only 
this much is related and the rest must be inferred by 
analogy. But let us narrate one more story about the art 
of the Aga. One day, at the time the Aga was $U natZTZ, 17 
this well-wisher [CaCfer] was sitting in company with 

15 mU/:lilr-bafl: chief summoner of persons called before the kadi 
courts; see Pakalan, Deyimler, II, "Muhzlr,' and "Muhzlr-ba~l," pp. 
572-573. 

16 Marginal note gives meter of couplet, jaCilatiin jeCilatiin je'ilatiin 
jeCliin. 

17 lU nii.?m: Literally, "water inspector." An official of the outer 
service of the Imperial Palace under the fehir emi'ni', he was charged 
with maintaining the waterworks and water systems of the capital. 

18 selamll!c: that part of a large house reserved for men, where male 
guests were received and entertained. 

19 Ya!ciit haltl: literally Yalplt's handwriting. The script known as 
Yalplti, a particularly elegant and beautiful type of thuluth developed 
by the thirteenth-century Baghdad calligrapher Ya~ut al-MustaC~imi 
(d. 1298); see Cl. Huart, "Ya~ut al-MustaC~imi," E.l. 1 , IV, p. 1154. 

20 Shaikh's eeli': celi' is a type of monumental cursive script charac
terized by embellishment with various decorative devices. 
Presumably, reference is here made to celi' written by Shaikh l:Iamd 
Allah (840-926/1439-1520) the greatest calligrapher of the Ottoman 
period, who tutored Sultan Bayezid II in the art of writing. The latter 

him in the upper story seZamZ,,-,18 of his house having a 
friendly conversation, when suddenly a middleman for 
a secondhand book dealer arrived. In his hand there 
was a noble I>.ur'an of large size selling for thirty thou
sand aspers in the Grand Bazaar, with calligraphy in 
the Ya~iit style,19 Devlet-abadi' paper, verses in the 
borders throughout in the Ottoman manner, some let
ters resembling the Shaikh's cezro and some tending 
toward Ibn Mu~a's,21 the golden face of every page of 
which each time it was opened flashed like lightning 
and shown like the sun. And His Excellency the Aga, 
out of respect for the Holy Word, rose to his feet, took 
it from the middleman's hands, kissed it, and paying 
his respects, examined it. After saying the tekbfr2 2 and 
sacred prayers, he said to the middleman, "Buy this 
noble gift for me for one thousand aspers more [than 
the price being asked]! But I ask forty days' grace 
[before paying] the aspers." And upon the mid
dleman's consenting and leaving, the Aga, addressing 
this humble servant, said, "Cacfer Efendi, do you 
know why [22r] I requested forty days' grace from the 
middleman? The reason is this, that within one 
month-God, whose name be exalted, willing-I am 
resolved to fashion an artistically made small table [Pfj
tabta]. When it is sold it will realize thirty thousand 
aspers and more. Let me buy this noble I>.ur'an with 
the labor of my hands, make it wakf,23 and place it in 
a noble mosque that they may read it for [the glorifica
tion of] the Lord God-whose name be exalted. May 
it be accepted in the sight of God, so that the merit of 
its reading might also descend upon me." Subsequent
ly, he acted in this way. In his art his two hands are 
pure gold [i.e., he is most skilled]. 

is reputed to have regarded l:Iamd Allah with such high esteem that 
he held the Shaikh's inkpot while l:Iamd Allah wrote his lines; see 
Celal Mele~, $eyh Hamdullah (Istanbul: Kenan Matbaasl, 1948); also 
A. Suheyl Vnver, Hattat $eyh Hamdullah (Istanbul: Kemal Matbaasl, 
1953). 

21 Ibn Mu~a (Abu CAli Mul:Iammad ibn CAli ibn Mu~a): 
(272-328/885-940), vizier of the cAbbasid caliphs al-Mu~tadir, al
~ahir and al-RaQi and a famous calligrapher, he is considered the in
ventor of "proportioned script" (ai-khat! al-mansiib), which he based 
on his knowledge of the science of geometry, and as such he is held 
to be the true founder of Arabic cursive calligraphy; see Nabia Ab
bott, "The Contribution of Ibn Muklah to the North Arabic Script, " 
American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures, 56, 1939, pp. 
70-83. 

22 tekbi'r: the affirmation Allahii ekber (God is most great). 
• 23 wakf: a pious endowment, that is, a grant of property to be held 

in perpetuity for pious or charitable purposes. For the history and 
principles ofwakf, see Heffening, "Wa~f," E./.1, IV, pp. 1096-1103. 
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Couplet24 

If you search for a golden gate in a house of silver, 
You see the alchemist and philosopher's stone, as 
well as the pure [of heart], are rare. 

What other craftsman would be capable of such work 
and earning! If they labor for a month over a work, 
then take their works to the bazaar and wish to sell 
them to dealers in ready~made goods or sellers of cheap 
shoes and dealers in secondhand books, it would be 
purchased for forty, fifty or sixty aspers, or at most a 
hundred aspers. The above~mentioned Aga, while 
being the possessor of so much skill and ability, did not 
even once praise himself in any way. And his courage 
and bravery were equal to this. Some of his military ex~ 
ploits will be described in the third chapter-God, 
whose name be exalted, willing. And until the Great 
Architect, the late Sinan Aga,' died, he [the Aga] 
studied art with him. Then he worked with the ar~ 
chitect Daviid Aga,25 who took his [Sinan's] place as 
micmar [ba,t). And when the late Daviid Aga also died, 
he became an apprentice to the master of the art of 

working mother~of~pearl in the Imperial Garden, the 
late DaIgle Al;1med Aga,26 who took his [Daviid Aga's] 
place as micmar [ba,t]. And in this time, however many 
public buildings he created, all of them were built by 
the above-mentioned Mel;1med Aga. And it will be 
related in the third chapter-God, whose name be ex
alted, willing-how many high state offices he has oc
cupied until the present day. [22v] They were not 
obtained through anyone's intervention. All of them 
were won by the labor of his own hands and the help 
of God, the supreme Lord. His exalted being is like a 
peerless KirmanI sword in its scabbard. Who knows 
how sharp is a sword which remains in its scabbard, or 
with what kinds of jewels it is set when a man carefully 
cares for it and does not use it? Someone looking at the 
mildness and good nature of the aforementioned Aga 
would think that he had not yet in his life taken up an 
adze and that if someone gave him an adze, he would 
not be capable of wielding it. Not only did he wield an 
adze, but making war, how he struck the enemies of 
religion with sword and battle ax, cutting off their 
heads! And in his art his two hands are quantities of 
gold. 

Verse27 

The hand of that man who is the mine of munificence must be of gold. 
His noble person must be a jewel like a diamond. 

Let no one seeing him quiet, think him empty. 
Like a hidden treasure his interior must be pure skill. 

But now, in order to make them consent with his enemies, 
He must have an ax for each of them. 

24 Marginal note gives meter of couplet, flciliitiin feciliitiin jeCiliitiin 
feCliit. 

25 Daviid Aga: Ottoman architect, a student of Sinan, who served 
as iU nri?zn from 983/1575-76 to 990/1582. After 1585, on Sinan's 
orders and much to the satisfaction of Sultan Murad III, he worked 
on buildings in the Topkapl Palace. He was appointed micmiir bafz 
after Sinan's death, and himself died in Istanbul in 1007/1598-99 or 
1008/1599-1600. According to one account he was a victim of the 
plague; according to another he was executed for impiety. His works 
include the mosque of Me1).med Aga (993/1583), the Incill Ko~k and 
the Bayezld K6~k (999/1590-91) both in the Topkapl Palace, and the 
mausoleum of Murad III, all in Istanbul. It was Daviid Aga, also, 
who began the construction of the Yeni Cami for Viilide Safiyye 
Sultan, one of the wives of Murad III. For further details, see Ahmet 
Refik, "Mimar Davut," Dariilfoniin Edebiyat Fakiiltesi Mecmuasz, I, 
1932, pp. 1-16; idem, Tiirk Mimarlan, pp. 26-33; Erdogan, "Mimar 
Davud," p. 179-204; Mayer, Architects, pp. 59-60. 

26 Dalglc A1).med Aga (sometimes Dalgl~ Ahmed Cavii~): Ottoman 

architect and worker in mother-of-pearl. Trained by Sinan, he was 
appointed iU nri?zn, and later, in 1007/1598-1599 or 1008/1599-1600 
was made mi'miir bafz in place of Micmar Daviid Aga. Subsequently 
he was advanced to the rank of pasha and was made beglerbegi of Er
zurum, Damascus, Aleppo and Silistre. He was killed in the 
Kalenderoglii rebellion, after Rabl II, 1013/1604. (According to 
Me1).med Siireyya, Sicill-i cOlmiin!, II [Istanbul: MatbaCa-l CAmire, 
1308], p. 207, in Sevviil 1016/January-February, 1608). Among the 
buildings attributed to him is the tomb of Sultan Me1).med III 
(1016/1608). He continued work on the mosque ofSafiyye Sultan (the 
Yeni Cami) until her son Me1).med III abandoned the project. 
Mother-of-pearl inlaid objects fashioned by Dalglc A1).med include a 
IS.ur)an box, for a time in the tomb of Me1).med III but now in the 
Tiirk ve Islam Eserleri Miizesi in Istanbul, and the doors of the tomb 
of Murad III. See Akalm, "Micmar DalgJ~," pp. 71-80; Z. Orgun, 
"Mimar DalgJ~ Ahmed," Arkitekt, XI, 1941, pp. 59-62; Mayer, Ar
chitects, pp. 37-38. 

27 Marginal note gives meter of verse, mifiilii jiiCiliitii mejiiCilii 
jaCiliin. 
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Among his enemies there are many who have thick necks. 
But so as not to be hurt, he must have a sharp ax. 

I have never seen one as courageous as the Aga. 
o Cacfer, would that there were another like him in the world! 

THIRD CHAPTER 

It describes how many provinces His Excellency the 
aforementioned Aga visited, how many state offices he 
held, and how carrying out a very great military cam
paign and crushing Arab rebels on the hajj road, he 
brought peace and security to the pilgrimage route. As 
was explained in the first chapter, in the year nine hun
dred seventy [1562-63], in the time of the late Sultan 
Siileyman Khan, the aforementioned Aga came from 
Rum-iIi to Istanbul as a Janissary recruit. For a period 
of five years he remained culiiJesiz. In the year [nine 
hundred] seventy-five [1567-68] he was enrolled as 
an culiife, and for a period of one year he was the 
watchman for the garden of the noble tomb of the 
aforementioned deceased. And at the end of the year 
[nine hundred] seventy-six [1568-69], entering the ser
vice of the Imperial Gardens, he took up the art of the 
working of mother-of-pearl. Studying and learning the 
arts of architecture and the working of mother-of-pearl 
for exactly twenty years, in the year [nine hundred] 
ninety-eight [1589-90], giving a lectern to His Majesty, 
the appreciative, generous Sultan Murad Khan, he was 
favored with the office of Gatekeeper of the Sultan's 
court [dergah-z calf bevvablzgz] , and for two years after 
that he was [23r] a lwlle $Ojisi. 1 At this time, taking 
~ehla Mal)mud [?] in fetters to Cairo in Egypt, he sur
rendered him to 'Oveys Pasha2 who was at that time 
beglerbegi of Egypt. And the late '0 veys Pasha treated 
him [the Aga] with great respect. In that way, journey
ing and traveling through all Arabia, he visited the 
blessed tombs of most of the saints and prophets. 
Returning again from there to Asia Minor, as soon as 

1 ~ulle $Ojisi: servant to the eunuchs who guarded the gates of the 
harem in the imperial palace. 

2 Dveys Pasha: high Ottoman official in the later years of the 
10th/16th century. He was baf defterdar (chief treasurer) during the 
reign of Murad III. Subsequently, in 995/1586-87 he was appointed 
beglerbegi of Egypt, and in 998/1589-90, the year of his death, was pro
moted to the rank of vezir. For details, see Siireyya, Sicill, I, p. 445. 

3 Bostan-zade Efendi (Bostan-zade Mebmed Efendi): son of Tireli 
Bostan-zade Mu~taIa Efendi, twice appointed M(ii-casker of Rum-iIi, 
and subsequently designated feyO ai-islam for a first time in 977/1589. 
Dismissed in Receb lOOO/April 1592, he was again appointed 
['#i-casker of Rum-iii. Then, in ~evvaI 1001/June 1592 he was ap
pointed feyO ai-islam a second time, which office he occupied until his 
death in ~acban 1006/March 1598. See I. H. Uzunt;ar~lh, Osmanli 

he got to Istanbul he was commissioned by the exalted 
sultan to inspect Rum-iIi. From the walls of Protected 
Constantinople to Salonika, he examined and studied 
all of the fortresses and cities and towns and fortress 
garrisons situated to his left on the sea coast. Then, go
ing from Salonika to the province of Albania, he in
spected the fortresses and cities and towns along with 
their garrisons situated on the frontiers of Spain and 
Malta. From there he traveled to the province of 
Bosnia. In the province of Bosnia he likewise traversed 
all the fortresses on the frontiers of the eight enemies of 
evil end, Austria and Hungary and Slovakia and 
Croatia and Italy and France and Spain and Malta. In 
each of them he collected news of the confused plans 
and sinful behavior of the base infidels. After that he 
traveled along the frontiers of the provinces of Buda 
and Temesvar and, again inspecting them, saw as re
quired all their fortresses and fortress garrisons. After 
that, going to the provinces of Transylvania and 
Walachia and Poland and Moldavia, he visited them 
secretly. Then, descending into the Tatar province, the 
Crimea and Kaffa, he also examined them. Again, 
after that, from Kaffa he visited and saw Silistre and 
Nicopolis and Fetl)-i Islam and Golubac and 
Smederovo and Belgrade and all of the fortresses along 
the banks of the Danube. And after that, coming 
straight to Istanbul, he communicated and made 
known directly to the felicitous Padishah the actual 
state of affairs as they were, without omission. Then, 
fashioning that gold-inlaid bow case, and giving it as a 
gift to the distinguished king of kings, he became the 
mubizr balz of four kadis [of Istanbul], in all the late 
Bostan-zade Efendi,3 and the late ~unc Allah Efendi,4 

Tarihz, III, 2 (Ankara: Tiirk Tarih Kurumu Baslmevi, 1954), pp. 
455-456. 

4 SunC Allah Efendi (SunC Allah Mu~taIa Efendi): a student ofEbu 
al-Sucud Efendi and a member of the ulema, appointed a mullah in 
Bursa in 998/1589-90, in Edirne in 999/1590-91, and in Istanbul in 
1001/1591-92. In the same year he was made ~Mi-casker of Anatolia, 
and in 100111592-93 J.cMi-casker of Rum-ili. Dismissed in 
1003/1594-95, he was appointed feyO ai-islam for the first time in 
1008/1599-1600, but was removed from office in 1010/1601-02. He 
again served as mo a/-islam from 1011/1602-03 to 1012/1603-04, and 
for a third time between 1013/1604-05 and Reb!' I 1015/July-August 
1606. Finally, he was appointed feyO ai-is/am for a fourth time in 
Receb/November of the same year and was retired in Safer 
1017/May-June 1608. For details see Siireyya, Sici/l, III, pp. 
233-234; also Uzunt;ar~lh, Tarih, III, 2, pp. 458-4!'iQ 
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and the late Ebii al-Suciid-zade Mu~tafii Efendi, 5 and 
the late ~ems aI-DIn Efendi. 6 [23v] After that, on the 
late Jjusrev Pasha's 7 becoming beglerbegi of Diyar
baklr, he [Jjusrev Pasha] sent him [the Aga] to Diyar
baklr as musellim. 8 He administered Diyarbaklr as 
miisellim for approximately six months, and as a result 
of his justice, the wolf and the sheep became compan
ions to one another in that region [Le., peace and 
security reigned]. As a result of his administration, 
throughout all that region, many good works were ac
complished, and the people of Diyarbaklr from that 
time to this and even now are busy blessing him. Then, 
after Jjusrev Pasha arrived in Diyarbaklr, the 
aforementioned Aga, having come to Istanbul, became 
the f:capu ketbudiisz9 of the above-mentioned Pasha. 
Subsequently, the late Jjusrev Pasha, having been made 
beglerbegi of Noble Damascus, the aforementioned Aga 
again became miisellim, and until Jjusrev Pasha came 
went to administer Noble Damascus as miisellim. After 
Jjusrev Pasha arrived in Damascus, he became 
magistrate [hiikim] 1 0 of one of the districts of Damascus 
named I:Iawran. 11 And at that time, rebel Arabs having 
attacked and robbed the pilgrimage caravan of 
Damascus [and] the roads to the Kacba having been 
blocked, the late Jjusrev Pasha set out after the rebel 
Arabs with all the soldiers of Noble Damascus. For a 
period of one month he wandered about the desert in 
company with all the soldiers and the aforementioned 
Aga. He searched for the rebel Arabs but did not come 
upon them. Finally, supplies and provisions exhausted, 
the aforementioned pasha and all of the Damascus 
soldiers accompanying him returned again to Noble 

5 Ebii al-Suciid-zade Mu~taIa Efendi: one of the sons and a student 
of the great sixteenth-century religious scholar Ebu al-Sucud Efendi 
(896-982/1490-1575); see Uzun~ar~lh, Tarih, III, 2, p. 674. 

6 oSems al-Din Efendi (Abmed oSems al-Din Efendi JS.a<;li-zade): son 
of one of the slaves of Uadim cAli Pasha, trained for the ulema under 
Ebii al-Sucud Efendi and JS.adri Efendi. Appointed a muderris, he 
gradually rose in rank and was in time designated kadi of Istanbul. 
Made [c#i-casker of Rum-iii in 974/1566-67, he subsequently had a 
falling out with ~okullu Mebmed Pasha and resigned his office to 
become muderris of a dar al-lzadli in Edirne. In 983/1575-76 he was ap
pointed muderris of the dar al-lzadli of the Siileymaniye in Istanbul, and 
in the same year was made lc#i-caskerof Rum-iii. On the death of 
I:Iamid Efendi he became /eyO ai-islam in 98511577-78. He remained 
in this office for three years until his death in 988/1580-81. He wrote 
several important commentaries on Islamic law. See Uzun~ar~lh, 
Tarih, III, 2, pp. 453-454; also Siireyya, Sicill, III, pp. 164-165. 

7 Uusrev Pasha (Uadim): high official in the imperial palace in the 
last years of the lOth/16th century, he held several offices including 
that of kilarct-ba/l. In the year 1000/1591-92 he was appointed 

Damascus. [But] His Excellency the Aga, did not 
return [but] parted from the pasha and the Damascus 
soldiers with about one hundred and fifty of his own 
men who accompanied him [and] went in another 
direction. He was sorrowful at not being free from 
disgrace and was utterly dejected at wasting time 
wandering vainly in the desert for so many days. Pos
sessed of that dejection and sorrow and weariness, he 
stopped and visited one of the noble graves of the great 
sayyids, the sacred tomb of Shaikh Sayyid IbrahIm
may his blessings help us-and sacrificed several sheep. 
Placing his soldiers around it, he remained alone by 
himself in the sacred tomb. Turning to God the 
Creator, he begged for the assistance of the victorious 
soul of the aforementioned holy saint. [24r] While in 
that state and busy with prayers, recitations from the 
~ur)an and petitions for a sign from God, a brief sleep 
overcame him. While sleeping, in a dream, that 
brilliant saint suddenly appeared opposite him with a 
green turban on his head. And when His Excellency the 
Aga, trembling and prostrating himself before him was 
about to beg his exalted blessing, the above-mentioned 
saint said that the so-called Arabs had come, ex
hausted, to such and such a place and had fallen into 
an indolent sleep. "You must approach, attack sudden
ly and kill all of them so that the Community of 
Muhammad-may God commend and salute him
shall be delivered from harm. What is this sleep of 
yours? Get up! Opportunity is yours!" On the saint's 
saying this, the above-mentioned Aga immediately 
jumped to his feet. Thinking that he had not slept, he 
began looking this way and that, saying, "Where did 

beglerbegi of Damascus, of Diyarbaklr in 1002/1593-94, of Sivas in 
1003/1594-95, of Damascus a second time in 1004/1595-96, of Er
zurum in 1005/1596-97, and of Damascus a third time in 
100711598-99. In 101011601-02 he was appointed governor of Diyar
baklr a second time, of Bosnia in 1012/1603-04, and of Kayseri in 
1015/1606-07, in which place he died. Mebmed Aga must have 
served Uusrev Pasha between 1002/1593-94 and 1004/1595-96, that 
is, during his first governorship of Diyarbaklr and his second in 
Damascus. See Siireyya, Sicill, I, p. 274. 

8 miisellim: vulgar for miitesellim, an official who prior to the nine
teenth century acted as a deputy-governor or lieutenant under a vali 
(governor of an eyalet) or a mut~a"if (governor of a sanca[c); see 
Pakalan, Deyimler, II, p. 639. 

9 [capu ket!Jiidasl: an agent appointed by the governor of a province 
to represent him at court in the Ottoman capital; see Pakalan, 
Deyimler, II, pp. 172-173. 

10 (uikim: magistrate or district administrator for a nabiye. 
II I:Iawran: a district (nabiye) in Syria, located south of Damascus 

and west of the Jabal al-Duriiz; see D. Sourdel, "I:Iawran," E./, 2, 

III, pp. 292-293. 
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the aforementioned saint go?" Then, on understanding 
and certainty coming to him that these events had 
taken place in a dream, he prostrated himself before the 
holy tomb, saying, "In the name of God, the Merciful, 
the Compassionate," tightened his horse's girth and as 
soon as he mounted, setting out for the above
mentioned place, he swiftly galloped off. That day, 
which was a blessed Friday, after the afternoon prayer, 
he came close to the place described and saw that the 
rebels and bandits, their cloaks pulled up over their 
heads, were all lying about [in sleep] like corpses. But 
the soldiers accompanying His Excellency the Aga, see
ing the great number of those rebels and the quantity 
of those soldiers, refused battle and disdained 
resistance, saying to the Aga, "0 our lord, even if these 
rebels do not awaken from indolent sleep, and even if 
not one of them moved, and even if they were mere 
corpses, how many days would it take us to crush 
them? Now, we are such a small force! It is impossible 
to fight such a vast army which has seen so many wars 
and tricks and deceptions! 

Couplet12 

These words for us from [our] forebears are a bit of 
wisdom: 

It is wise for a person in [ the proper] circumstance 
to flee. 

Let us flee immediately before they are aware of our 
coming here. [24v] If they see us, we will not be able 
to flee and escape. If we were collyrium, we would not 
be enough to rub on each of their eyes. On their saying 
this, His Excellency the Aga, becoming stern with 
them, replied, "By God Almighty, if any among you 
flees, I will immediately behead him. 0 cowardly ones, 
who knew that the rebels were here? Concerning this 
place, His Excellency, Shaikh Sayyid IbrahIm-may 
his grave be hallowed-pointed out in my dream, 'The 
rebels are there. Do not hesitate! You must attack and 
destroy them. Opportunity is yours!' God-whose 
name be exalted-willing, all the saints are, without 
doubt or uncertainty, together with us. Approaching 
them before evening, at the moment when I -with the 
help and permission of God, whose name be exalted
shout 'Ya Allah!' every one of you attack, shouting like 

12 Marginal note gives meter of couplet, mifiicfliin mifiiclliinfeciiliin .. 

13 yiik: Ottoman historical term for 100,000 (or 100,000 kUTUi); see 
Palakan, Deyimler, III, p. 639. 

me. Let us advance on the rebels suddenly, before sleep 
has left their eyes, and begin to kill them. " Agreeing on 
this, they approached them [the rebels]. The battle cry 
being sounded from one direction, they began in the 
manner explained to kill them before they could open 
their eyes. With the aid of the saints and the assistance 
of the aforementioned saint, with the help of God, the 
master of the universe, the all-forgiving, they struck 
those rebels in a single moment with the executioner's 
sword. Seizing alive the chief of the rebels, Shaikh 
Cum'a Kasib, and a total of seventeen of the leading 
rebels accompanying him, they put all the rest to the 
sword. The next day, finding many thousands of their 
sheep and camels, they [Mel:1met Aga and his men] 
turned back, driving this booty before them. Arriving 
at another halting place, on their settling in for the 
night, a person who was the Aga's translator, ap
proached, whispering in his [the Aga's] ear, "Shaikh 
Cum'a Kasib wants to give you ten yiik13 aspers for 
himself and ten more yiik aspers for the other prisoners. 
Would it be permissible to release them?" The Aga, 
saying "Well, let me see," plunged into thought. He 
observed, "This cursed man says, 'Let me give this 
many aspers.' If I go and take him back alive to Noble 
Damascus, it is certain that he will free himself and his 
wealth, later to do ever so much evil to the pilgrims and 
caravans! [25r] The lord of the saints, His Excellency 
Shaikh Sayyid IbrahIm, gave me the glorious com
mand, 'Kill all the rebels!'" And [thinking this] he 
hurriedly had them beheaded and their bodies impaled. 
Then, as a gift for Busrev· Pasha, he separated out 
seven thousand sheep and a thousand camels. He turn
ed over the remaining sheep and booty to the ghazis14 

accompanying him, who divided and distributed it 
among themselves. Then they turned toward Noble 
Damascus. And the people of Noble Damascus, receiv
ing news of this military expedition, Busrev Pasha and 
all of the soldiers of Noble Damascus went out to meet 
the Aga. Together they reentered Noble Damascus 
which was decked with festive trappings. And the il
lumination of the city having been commanded, the 
city was lighted for three days and three nights in suc
cession. And His Excellency Busrev Pasha was ex
tremely pleased. But the more he said [to himself], 
"Why did I not carry out this very great military ex
pedition?," [the more] he endured in silence. And per-

14 ghazi: title of honor designating those Muslim soldiers who take 
part in raids and wars against the infidels; see I. Melikoff, "Qhiizl," 
E.J.2, II, pp. 1043-1045. 
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sons close to him said, "Our lord, if we also, having 
received word of the rebel Arabs, had then encountered 
and killed them, all the plunder would have belonged 
to our lord alone. Mul:lammed Aga uselessly attacked 
and destroyed them. If he had given word to our lord, 
again attacking, the military campaign and victory 
would have been in our lord's name. And he beheaded 
their leaders and the other rebel shaikhs who were 
taken alive. If he had brought them alive to our lord, 
how many yuk aspers would have come to our lord from 
their ransom? And the gift which he brought was only 
seven thousand head of sheep and a thousand camels. 
Of what account are these many things? In addition to 
this the booty which would have come into your hands 
would have been beyond limit and reckoning." Saying 
this from time to time, they influenced the late pasha 
even more, and he began to show his dissatisfaction 
toward His Excellency the Aga. One day His Excellen
cy the Aga came to the pasha when all of the pasha's 
men were in his presence. Kissing his [J:Iusrev Pasha's] 
hand, he said, "Until this time I have been in the very 
exalted service of my lord. How many faults of ours 
were perceived? Well now, forgive us! [25v] You have 
many brave and courageous slaves whose little fingers 
we cannot even touch [i.e., who are far more valuable 
than we are]. By holding us, your slave, in your noble 
favor and using us in particular, they do not [have the 
opportunity to] serve. Give them assignments, and let 
us go to the capital." Saying this, he saluted and left. 
The aforementioned pasha, considering, saw that until 
that time, although he perpetually fed and clothed 
them, not even one of his men had been of any use. 

[Although] all of them wore his clothes without paying 
and ate his food without recompense, in many ways 
each of them was a loss to him. And seeing the in
numerable and countless advantages which he had ob
tained from the Aga whether in Diyarbaklr or Noble 
Damascus, the men [of the pasha's entourage] had at
tacked him behind his back, and they worked so hard 
to prevent him from going to Istanbul that it cannot be 
described. But there being no way [to prevent him from 
going] His Excellency the Aga, not turning back, went 
in happiness directly to Istanbul. And the late J:Iusrev 
Pasha, in regret, brought together and reproached 
some of those who had spoken slanders against His Ex
cellency the Aga. "You lazy, worthless crowd! You 
caused me to be parted from my man who was like a 
precious treasure and a fortunate and invincible hero! 
You have ruined and destroyed the foundations of my 
being!" Saying this, he ejected them all and they, with 
faces black as if from smoke, exited the palace and 
dispersing, went and disappeared. And they got the 
punishment they deserved. 

Couplet15 

Look not [in envy] at someone's success. 
The fox cannot fill the place of the powerful lion. 

In short, the Aga came to Istanbul and found peace 
and glory, good fortune and power. And once again, 
because of him, the roads to the Revered Kacba were 
clear and free of fear. As the pilgrims and caravans 
desired, the wilderness and desert became places of 
security for them. 

Verse16 

His Excellency the Aga, with God's help, fought a most great war. 
[26r] He caused Damascus to be enclosed by moats filled with [corpses of] rebel chiefs. 

From now on may the caravan reach the Kacba without fear! 
Should anyone wish, may he carry his wealth in public. 

After that, in the year one thousand and six 
[1597-98], that excellent person became the felicitous 
na?lr-l ab [,S'u na?lTl] of Protected Constantinople. After 
holding this office for exactly eight years, on Wednes-

15 Marginal note gives meter of couplet, jiicilatun jeCilatun fecilun 
feclun. 

day, the eighth of CemazlyeHihlr in the year one thou
sand fifteen [11 October, 1606]-with the help of God, 
whose name be exalted-he became micmar baIt. 

16 Marginal note gives meter of verse, facilatun facilatun facilatun 
faciliin. 
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FOURTH CHAPTER 

It describes the kindness and generosity and 
benevolence and charity of the aforementioned Aga. 
There was no need to write this chapter because the 
Aga's kindness and generosity are, like the day, 
manifest and evident to all the world. There is no need 
to explain and expound and make them clear. And in 
the event that they were written about, it is likely that 
his noble person would be troubled because it is his 
noble wish and exalted habit that only God, supreme, 
without end or associate, know of his benevolence and 
charity and that they not be known to anyone else. But 
there are five reasons why it was necessary to write this 
chapter. The first reason is this, that in the time of the 
late sultan of pure lineage SelIm Khan 1 and of his son 
the late and deceased Sultan Murad2-may they both 
rest in peace-high state officials' being content with 
little, all of them were renowned for generosity. This 
was their noble custom, that if someone wanted to give 
something to them, they would not take it. It fact, even 
those high state officials who had little wealth would ex
pend their own resources in order to give alms to the 
poor, and would search continuously for men worthy of 
benevolence and for a reason for mercy. Finding a poor 
and deserving person, they, of course, spared no effort 
in giving him help and assistance. Now none of the men 
of that age or generous ones of those times remain. 
[26v] And those remaining, with the exception of His 
Excellency our generous Aga, changing their conduct 
with common accord, do not give a thing or support 
anyone. But, as God, whose name be exalted-may 
His glory be praised and His blessings universal
makes this world of His and His other world pros
perous, His Excellency the Aga keeps the gates of 
generosity and kindness open and full at all times, like 
the hand of I:Iatim Ta'i. 3 If an inferior should come [to 
the Aga] and, blushing, give him an apple or a green 
leaf, he would become the object of various favors and 
kindnesses and all sorts of alms and gifts. And again, 
the aforementioned Aga did not neglect secretly to ply 
his art of the working of mother-of-pearl. Saying, "Let 

1 Selim Khan (Selim II): eleventh sultan of the Ottoman dynasty, 
reigned 974/1566 to 982/1574. 

2 Sultan Murad (Murad III): se~ p. 34, note 2, above. 
3 l;Iatim Ta)i (I:Iatim al-Ta)i ibn cAbd Allah ibn SaCd): Arab poet 

of the second half of the sixth century. He is traditionally regarded 
as the ideal paradigm of the pre-Islamic knight, always victorious, 

me give the canonically lawful [number] of aspers [as 
alms]," he would ply it, and later [so as] not to say, "I 
fashioned it," he would have it [the object he fash
ioned] sold [by another]. He would give the lawful 
quantity of aspers to the poor and it was his noble cus
tom, for the love of God, secretly to give and donate the 
aspers to the poor, as soon as he had them. There was no 
possibility of his hiding and hoarding and putting aside 
one asper or one seed, saying, "0, let me also collect 
a few aspers." And because he was a far-sighted, in
telligent and moral person, he did not, like others, loan 
[money] for interest. Taking much warning from 
others, doing his best, what matters he saw! He saw 
many grim faces become mad for possessions and with 
his own eyes he observed them unhealed at the time of 
death devouring their wealth. The second reason is 
this, that it is more than twenty years since we [CaCfer 
Efendi] arrived at his house. Many times his noble per
son experienced hardship. Yet at those times of want he 
did not act ungenerously in any way. At those times 
even more than at times of prosperity, his house 
became a public kitchen [Cimaret4] for travelers, free and 
slave, and equally for the great and the humble and for 
all neighbors and strangers, and various delectables 
and foods were set out day and night. [27r] And as with 
those excellent foods, his purse remained open before 
him and he would honor the banqueters with abundant 
presents and would show great kindness and respect to 
those who took his gifts and favors. The third reason is 
this, that my father, the late and deceased Shaikh 
Behram, who was descended from shaikhs, did not in 
his entire life have even passing knowledge of those 
things forbidden by religion, and in our province there 
was no one more righteous and pious, and ascetic and 
visibly devout. From his infancy until his old age, 
during his lifetime and before his death, it is possible, 
God knows, that he was not late, nor did he omit at the 
proper time even one of his public prayers or one 
syllable of his private supplication. Most of his days 
and years were passed in seclusion for devotions and in 
retreats and circumambulations of holy places of wor
ship. His pious works were a legend among the people 
in our region, and his admired virtues and even saint-

magnanimous toward the conquered, and renowned for his generosi
ty and hospitality. See C. van Arendonk, "l;Iatim al-Ta)i," E.1.2, 
III, pp. 274-275. 

4. cimaret: a public soup kitchen supported by wakf for the feeding 
of the poor and needy; see Pakalan, Deyimler, II, pp. 61-63. 
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hood being manifest and apparent, the tales in the 
mouths [of the people] were without number or end. 
Every one of the tales was told time and time again. 
And although the father to whom I was born was such 
a saint and monotheist and such an ascetic and wor
shiper, when it became necessary for your humble ser
vant, in order to study the religious sciences, to leave 
his side and set out for Istanbul, some persons said, 
"Your son Cacfer Efendi is setting out for Istanbul. 
Give him aspers in sufficient amount as a travel 
allowance." This being said, my late father drew out 
and gave a very small sum of money for one month's 
travel allowance and the expenses for getting situated in 
Istanbul. But His Excellency the Aga, always amply 
giving and allotting aspers and guru! and florins, would 
send us away with honors and respect. [27v] Now what 
is so surprising about recounting one or two instances 
of his [the Aga' s] kindness from among the tales of one 
who was a thousand times more generous to me than 
my father to whom I was born and my mother who 
raised me? For more than twenty years the Aga has 
always been thus generous and benevolent to us. And 
if they [people] ask if we have previously served him, 
[the answer is] yes, we have. We have been in his noble 
service for more than twenty years. Every time we go 
to his felicitous house, great quantities of food appeal
ing to the senses appear, and we eat. He regards that 

as a glorious deed and service. Our name merely being 
mentioned in connection with the eating of food there 
at his gate of felicity [his house], he would speak of 
"our Cacfer Efendi." And the fourth reason is this, 
that in his noble temperament there is such a level of 
kindness and munificence thaLhe would not hurt an 
ant. Although he possesses this much natural kindness, 
still, striving after increased kindness and liberality and 
augmented munificence and blessed magnanimity, his 
gifts and bounty are increasing from day to day. When 
the late Murad Pasha was still alive in Istanbul, the 
Aga would often go and converse with him. One day he 
said to this humble slave, "Do you know why we are 
honored to visit the pasha whether or not it is conve
nient? The reason is this, that for the past fifty years I 
have been a companion of great viziers and learned 
ulema and magnanimous shaikhs and many other per
sons of the most honored class of legendary lords. At 
the time I was associated [with them], in whomsoever 
I witnessed a good quality having to do with generosity 
and kindness and gifts and merit, I exerted myself to 
acquire it. But I did not see as many worthy virtues in 
all of them as I witnessed in this auspicious person. 
Coming and going, I would humbly implore and beg 
Almighty God-whose name be exalted-'Would that 
[28r] He had also given me those worthy virtues!' " 

VerseS 

What is this mildness and generosity? What is this kindness and munificence? 
What is this calm and patience? And what is this sublime thoughtfulness? 

What is this understanding? What is this courage? 
What is this pious asceticism and righteousness? And what is this fortunate superiority? 

"Now, Cacfer Efendi, the fortunate pasha is an 
agreeable person and a rare jewel whose worth cannot 

be comprehended if one is not very close to him and 
does not properly witness his good behavior." 

Verse6 

Not being aware of the worth of that ruby. Fate 
Caused it to fall to earth, fearing it would be lost. 

If only his worthy virtues had influenced us, 
We too would have been, like him, a jewel in this world. 

He has hung his sword of holy war from the vault of the Throne of God. 
And his generosity gained him access to heaven. 

5 Marginal note gives meter of verse, mefiicilun feciliitun mefiicilun 
fecilun. 

6 Marginal note gives meter of verse, mefiicilun feci/iitun mefiici/un 
fec/un (feCi/un). 
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Truly, because of his various good works and 
numerous virtues, the aforementioned pasha was a 
noble, saintly and miraculous being and a fine person. 
His pure family tree and its glorious fruit were, by 
means of his blessing, prosperous in every way, and un
til his death he held the office of serdar. 7 As his life is 
prosperous, may his existence in the next world also be 
auspicious and the noble tomb in which he is laid be full 
of light! The universe and the earth and the heavens, 
still more the angels of the revolving spheres, reciting 
his praise morning and evening, recall him with com
mendation! But come, cleansing and purifying our 
hearts, let us rightly stop here and return to the story 

of our generous Aga. The Aga, while following the way 
of charity, possessing these many fine moral qualities 
and performing the described esteemed acts, [28v] still 
not being content, endeavored to increase and augment 
them and had recourse to pious ulema, and advice
giving shaikhs, and great sultans, and generous viziers, 
so that taking from each of their auspicious speeches an 
anecdote and from each of their virtuous deeds a lesson, 
remembering these persons of great renown, he pro
gressed and moved along that road and way_ Is it, then, 
too much for one of the noble stories from among the 
legends of the mine of mercy [the Aga] to be related? 

VerseS 

Ceaselessly being the companion of righteous persons, 
May his good works adorn his noble temperament! 

In goodness and munificence and kindness and piety and religion, 
He wished that he might be as firm as the ramparts of Alexander! 

The fifth reason is this, that if all the persons on 
whom the Aga bestowed gifts and kindnesses were 
sought out, they would be found in so many places that, 
becoming aware [of them], one would be astounded. 
And in proof it may be mentioned that a great 
multitude and numerous group from the community of 
shaikhs and upright persons and from the assembly of 
poor religious students, becoming aware that this hum
ble slave was beginning to write this treatise, all at 
once, early one morning, flooded through the door like 
sunlight. Each of them described and recounted the 
manner in which the Aga showed kindness and favor to 
him. In accord with the ~ur)anic verse, "Therefore of 
the bounty of thy Lord be thy discourse, "9 they said, 
"How appropriate [to our needs] were the gifts and 
kindness which he bestowed on us! And how he helped 
us just at the moment of our greatest need! And how 
much joy and pleasure his gifts have given us! It is 
necessary [?] to write of them in this book since all of 
those who have received one of the favors of His Ex
cellency the Aga would buy a copy of the narrative of 
those worthy virtues and reading it at all times, that 
book would give them pleasure. And for that reason, let 
the noble name of His Excellency the Aga [29r] be 

7 serdar: military title meaning "commander." In Ottoman usage 
it was sometimes employed as the equivalent of Jercasker (commander
in-chief), though the latter title is more exactly rendered by the title 
serdar-, tkrtm. For details, see Pakalan, Dryimler, III, pp. 178-181. 

8 Marginal note gives meter of verse, mifiilii.Jacilatii. mifacflii.Jacilat. 

remembered until the Day of Judgment, and too let it 
be a cause for blessing and let its hearers bless [him]." 
In this way all of them importuned and insisted, and 
persevered and pressured me [to include their stories in 
this book]. And your humble servant said to them, "0 
good people, the Aga has shown you so many kind
nesses! If now you were to describe them to me in sum
mary, and if I were to write about [this] behavior 
following that summary, a thousand chapters and a 
thousand sections, constituting perhaps many detailed 
books, would be necessary. Besides, would His Ex
cellency that illustrious Aga be pleased that gifts given 
secretly and covertly become well known and legendary 
in public? It is not possible to write about your situa
tions in this book of deeds! But the gifts of His Excellen
cy the Aga being canonically lawful, they are like the 
money from the sale of the book of the Great Imam,10 
the most illustrious of generous men, Abu I:Ianifa 
Nucman-may the mercy of God, the manifest 
Sovereign, be upon him. And you are like the student 
who got the money [in the story of Abu I:Ianifa]_ Final
ly, to please you, let me write down and narrate that 
story and legend of a saint in this Risale." By doing 
this, I escaped their clutches. Now, in accord with that 

9 ~ur)an, XCIII: 11. 
10 Great Imam: the title given to Abu J:Ianifa al-Nucman ibn 

Thabit (c. 80-150/699-767), Arab jurist and theologian, and eponym 
of the J:Ianafi school of Islamic jurisprudence. 
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undertaking of ours, it is necessary to write that fourth 
chapter, and it must be the story and legend of that 
saint. 

Story 

In times past, a prosperous scoundrel, son of a 
scoundrel, scattered his abundant wealth among people 
chosen at random in order to show off his generosity to 
simple folk. He gave each of them a handful of dirhams 
and a handful of dinars. At this time, a righteous saint 
was in great want. One of that saint's beloved friends 
said to him, "0 my lord, why do you, abandoning the 
wood of the limbs of your being to the fire of destitu
tion, [29v] burning, suffer the hardship of the burden 
of want and the enduring of pain? If you were noticed 
by the previously mentioned generous one, he would 
give you so many gifts you would be able to maintain 
your family." The above-mentioned saint, smiling, 
said to that friend of his, "Look here! In the time of the 
most illustrious, generous Great Imam, the ruler was 

Marwan ibn Mul;1ammad ibn Marwan ll renowned as 
Marwan the Ass, who became caliph in the victorious 
month of ~afer in the one hundred twenty-ninth year 
of the Hegira [746-47]. The generosity which he [Mar
wan] manifested and his random giving of alms to per
sons resemble the hypocritical generosity and 
munificence and foolish squandering of the despicable 
generous person. This is the story of Marwan. That 
aforementioned Marwan, while he was displaying 
generosity, frequently giving riches as gifts and goods 
as alms, observed one day, 'Until this time I have given 
these many riches as alms. Let me investigate and see 
if they have been used appropriately.' Later, inquiring 
and examining, he saw that all his wealth, falling to in
fidels and sinners, was spent and expended on love, 
wine and the delicacies of parties. He did not rest with 
this grief and sorrow and with this affliction and com
plaint. Without delay he went directly to His Excellen
cy the Great Imam, and arriving in his noble presence, 
at the moment of meeting, the above-mentioned caliph 
said, 

Verse12 

'0, Your Excellency, Imam of the shaikhs of mankind, 
I am troubled. Let me explain my purpose. 

Thinking so many persons in need of healing were deserving, 
I gave them all my goods. 

Apparently, all of them were undeserving. 
Answer me! I have nothing to add but greetings.' 

The most generous lord, His Excellency the Great 
Imam, not answering, took a purse from his own 
blessed breast pocket, gave the money in it to the 
caliph, and said, 'Give this purse full of money [30r] 
to a person as alms. Then see if it is used properly.' 
And the caliph took the purse and went. When he ar
rived at his palace, he thought, 'To whom should I give 
this purse of money? One night, being disguised, let me 
go outside early. Coming to a sacred mosque, let me 
perform my morning prayers there. Then, exiting the 
sacred mosque, let me give the purse to the first person 
I meet on the road.' Thus planning and deciding this, 

11 Marwan ibn Mul}.ammad ibn Marwan (Marwan II): last of the 
Umayyad caliphs, he reigned from 1271744 to 1321750, when he was 
killed at Busir in lower Egypt in August, while attempting to stem the 
advance of the cAbbasid armies. He is sometimes referred to as Mar
wan al-I:Iimar (Marwan the Ass), a name he earned by his dog-

and acting in this manner, early one night he left the 
palace in disguise. Arriving at a sacred mosque, he per
formed his morning prayer. Then, going out of the 
sacred mosque, when he went and set out on the road, 
a person dressed as a student, with a flat, wide sash, ap
peared before him. And as he approached, the caliph 
took out the purse full of money. In accord with his 
undertaking, he gave it to the above-mentioned person, 
and he [the student] took it and left. And the caliph 
said, 'I wonder, did it go to a deserving person?' In 
order to investigate, he followed the above-mentioned 
person. And the above-mentioned person, not settling 

gedness and perseverance in warfare before his succession to the 
caliphate. The epithet is here translated into Ottoman as Merwan-l 
:ijar. 

12 Marginal note gives meter of the verse, jiiCiliitiin jii'iliitiin jiiCiliit. 
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down in a place either here or there, went out as far as 
the edge of the city. Coming to a dunghill, he took 
something out from under his belt and left it in that 
dunghill. And the caliph approached, saying, 'What 
was that which was left in the dunghill?' That which he 
saw was only a piece of spoiled meat [weighing] one 
vu/ciyye. 13 Then, pursuing the person again, and catch
ing up to him, he asked 'What is the reason you 
threw that piece of meat on the dunghill? Answer me!' 
And the above-mentioned person, after thinking and 
pondering for some time, said, 'Here! Take back the 
money which you gave me out of kindness, [SOv] but 
do not ask the reason [for my throwing the meat on the 
dunghill].' And the caliph insisting further said, 'I am 
the ruler of the face of the earth. I came out with a 
disguise and a changed aspect. I secretly gave alms to 
the poor. I have a wish apart from the question. For the 
sake of God the Protector, you must describe and make 
clear to me the reason for this!' The above-mentioned 
person said, 'I came from a distant land. I am destitute. 
My father and mother having died in that land, and I, 
being without kith or kin, having a strong desire to 
study and learn the religious sciences, sold all of my 
property transferred as inheritance from my father for 
my expense money for studying and learning the 
religious sciences. Taking the money, and coming to 
the city of Baghdad, I studied the sciences for fifteen 
years. During that time, I subsisted little by little on 
that inheritance money. [Finally,] there were four days, 
including this day, when I had no money or resources. 
And in accord with the meaning of the noble IS.ur'anic 
verse, "And be not cast by your own hands to ruin, "14 

I set out yesterday seeking subsistence. When I set out 
on the road thinking, 'I wonder what to do? How diffi
cult it is to ask and seek something from anyone!,' I saw 
in a market of the bazaars dogs crowding around a 
donkey's carcass and eating it. I thought to myself, '0, 
what an odd spectacle this is, that the animal called the 
dog does not [have to] go to request and ask for its liveli
hood from anyone. In accordance [with the tradition], 
"Necessity permits forbidden things," and in order 
that the animal's life not go to waste, it is possible for 
you also to come at night with your wretched person, 
when the world is empty of strangers. And you also 
may take a piece of this meat, [Sir] cook it and eat it.' 
I decided [thus] at that moment and got up early that 

IS vu#yye: same as o~~a, an Ottoman unit of weight of 400 dirhems 
or 1.28 kg; see W. Hinz, Is/amische Masse und Gewichte (Leiden: E. J. 
Brill, 1955), pp. 24, 36. 

J4 !S.ur)iin, II:195. 

night before the people had gone to the market. I went 
to the carcass of that donkey. It was necessary that I cut 
off, cook and eat that piece of meat discarded [later on 
the dunghill]. And now that you gave me this money, 
the need no longer existing, since the taking of carrion 
as food is sinful, again in order that no one see, I took 
it and left it in this deserted place,' he answered. The 
caliph, marveling in this state of amazement, went 
again to His Excellency the Imam. Arriving, he nar
rated this story to him from beginning to end. His Ex
cellency the Imam-may the mercy of the all-knowing 
God be upon him-said, 'That wealth that you gave as 
alms, not being canonically lawful, did not reach its 
proper place. But that money I gave you was money 
[from the sale of] a book [presumably Abu 1:Ianlfa's 
book of Traditions]. I myself wrote and sold that book. 
Thinking it would perhaps be necessary for something, 
I put that canonically lawful money in my breast 
pocket. It found its place and the person entitled to it. 
Insofar as we can control it, it is canonically lawful 
[money]. In accord with the IS.ur'anic verse, "Vile 
women are for vile men, "15 unclean wealth 
unavoidably goes to the wicked. And according to the 
IS.ur'anic verse, "Good women are for good men,"16 
pure wealth also goes unavoidably to the righteous,' he 
said, 'And this is the answer to that question.' 

Verse17 

The answer is that God best knows the truth. 
What you have given [as alms] is illegitimate 
money. 

Now [continued the saint to his friend] that pros
perous person who you say is generous can neither give 
us money, nor can his money reach us. Because if a 
person who is entitled to alms comes into his presence, 
the Lord God, whose name be exalted-may His glory 
be praised and His gifts universal-would do injury to 
his [the giver's] limbs so that his hand, becoming very 
stiff, even if a hundred people came [Siv] to help, they 
would not be able to raise his hand and direct it to his 
pocket and purse, [this] simply so that not even a grain 
or asper of sinful property from a person like him 
should reach a place and a person entitled to alms. But 
if an unworthy fool came and, overwhelmed by the joy 

15 !S.ur)iin, XXIV:26. 
1"6 !S.ur)iin, XXIV:26. 
17 Marginal note gives meter of the verse, flci/atun flci/atun jaci/at. 
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of prosperity, began to dance with joy, his [the giver's] 
hand would begin to tremble and go into his pocket and 
purse to give money _ " When the above-mentioned 
saint thus narrated this story to the person who was his 
sympathetic friend, the aforementioned friend, without 
saying another word, recited the following couplet. 

Verse18 

Sinful property was not allotted to the ascetic_ 
Whatever was your lot will befall you as your 
destiny. 

Now the charity given by His Excellency that 
generous Aga would equal or even exceed that given to 
that student, because the money given to that student 
as charity was not the property· of the person who gave 
it. It was the wealth of the Great Imam, and in addition 
that student was only a single person. The persons who 
receive the gifts of His Excellency the Aga, each one of 
whom requires his subsistence, are like that student. 
How many dependents and clients he has studying the 
sacred sciences! 

Verse19 

How shall I phrase and formulate his noble description? 
How shall I relate and make manifest his kindness and goodness? 

The account of his kindness does not fit into a single book. 
Not even though I might [write] ever so many books and epics. 

In order that your description be beautiful, when speaking in your praise, 
This is my aim: Let me make the pure waters flow [let me describe your good deeds] 

Inscribing the description of his munificence on silver leaves, 
The appropriate thing is that I mark their surfaces with gold. 

Let my gazels fall like roses on the garden of your praise! 
Let me make the nightingales sing along with them! 

[32r] To those who understand, every word of mine is a book. 
This is my subject. Let me test his affectionate friends. 

Thus Cacfer did not betray the secret of his liberality. 
But is there any way other than great patience by which I might conceal it? 

FIFTH CHAPTER 

It describes how the steel braces fpuladz !cufa!clarz] 
covered entirely with gold and silver fittings, and the 

18 Marginal note gives meter of the verse, mifiilu flCiliitu mtjiicllu 
jiiCiliit. 

19 Marginal note gives meter of the verse, mifiilu flciliitu mtjiicllu 
jaCilun. 

I altun olu~ (Golden Gutter): the gold water spout, often referred to 
as the "Spout of Mercy" (mfziib al-ralzma), projects from the north
west fac;ade of the Kacba at about two feet below the top of the wall 
and serves to discharge the water that collects on the Kacba's roof. 
For details see A.]. Wensinck and]. ]omier, "Kacba," E.I.2, IV, 
p. 318; also Sir Richard F. Burton, Pmonal Narrative of a Pilgrimage to 
al-Madinah and Meccah, II (London: Tylston and Edwards, 1893), p. 
305. 

Golden Gutter [altun olu!cp fixed to the Blessed Kacba, 
and the minbar of the Ma~am of IbrahIm [traIn al
Rab.man ma~aml)2-peace be upon him-and the 
locks of pure gold and the iron window grills fpenfere 
demiirleri] of the Tomb of the Prophet [ravza-z 

2 minbar of the MaUm Ibrahim: the pulpit located beside the 
structure opposite the northeast fac;ade of the Kacba, which houses a 
stone that bears what appears to be the imprint of two human feet, 
believed by pious Muslims to be those of the prophet Abraham left 
at the time he built the Kacba. The Ma~am Ibrahim itself consisted 
until recently of a smaIl, domed building. At the time of the 
reconstruction of the Great Mosque of Mecca in the mid-1950's, 
however, it was considerably reduced in size and now consists simply 
of a gilded, octagonal lantern about a meter in height. For descrip
tions and views, see Burton, Narrative, II, pp. 311·313; also J. L. 
Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia (London: Henry Colburn, 1829), pp. 
146-148; and C. Snouck Hurgronje, Eilder aus Mekka (Leiden: E. J. 
Brill, 1889), pIs. I and II. 
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mutahhara)3 were fashioned, and according to what 
design those steel braces were made. And it describes 
also how many noble Friday mosques [camiC], and how 
many delightful small mosques [mescid], and how many 
medreses, and how many baths [bammam] , and how 
many palaces [saray], and how many pavilions [ko;k], 
and how many footways [~aldtTZm], and how many 
bridges [kopri] , and how many fountains [fe;me] , and 
altogether how many pious foundations the Aga has 
built up to the present time. 

How many noble I5.ur'anic verses and glorious tradi
tions have come into being about the power and 
grandeur and the glory and inviolability of the most 
Blessed Kacba and the most exalted building which is 
the kibla4 of the auspicious community of the com
munities and place of orientation of the sons of Adam! 
The holy Kacba is described by ten noble names. The 
first is simply Beyt [the House], just as it is more com
mon, by means of the general term, for the Pleiades to 
be called stars. The second is Beyt Allah [the House of 
God], [bryt] compounded with the word Allah. The 
third is Kacba [the cube]. The fourth is KaCbet Allah 
[the Kacba of God]. The fifth is Mescid-i I:Iaram [the 
Mosque of the Sanctuary]. The sixth is Beyt al-I:Iaram 
[the Sacred House]. The seventh is the Kibla. The 
eighth is Beyt-i CAtI~ [the Ancient House]. [.32v] The 
ninth is Beniyye [the building]. The tenth is al-Beyt al
Macmiir [the Prosperous House]. And the city [in 
which the Kacba is located] also has three names. The 
first is Mecca, the second is Bekke5 and the third is 
Mother of Cities. 6 And they call the wadi, that is the 
valley, beside it an abtab [wide bed of a wadi] and a 
batba' [basin-shaped valley]. Their plurals are abatib 
and bz/ab. Ba.tf~a and batiba' are also proper terms. And 
then they call its [Mecca's] province the Hijaz,7 and 

3 ravia-z mutahhara (the Holy Garden): the Tomb of the Prophet 
Muhammad in the Prophet's Mosque in Medina. Located in the 
southeast corner of the mosque, the tomb is often referred to as the 
bujra ("chamber") and is supposed to occupy the site of CA)isha's 
room in the house of the Prophet. The tomb is today surmounted by 
a green dome and consists of a double enclosure, the outer one some 
forty-five feet square bounded by a screen of ornamental iron work 
supported by square stone piers, the inner one a five-sided chamber 
containing the graves of Muhammad, Abu Bakr and cUmar. For 
details, see Burton, Narrative, I, pp. 314-330; also Eldon Rutter, The 
Holy Cities of Arabia, II (London: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1928), pp. 
234-235. 

4 kibla: the direction toward which Muslims face in prayer; see 
J. A. Wensinck, "Kibla," E./.2, V, pp. 82-83; also David A. King, 
"Astronomical Alignments in Medieval Islamic Religious Architec
ture," Annals of the New York Academy oj Sciences, 385, 1982, pp. 
303-312. 

they call the highland cities Najd. 8 And they call the 
lowland cities Iraq. And they call the city in which is 
located the Tomb of the Prophet, the most noble 
messenger and glory of the universe-may God, whose 
name be exalted, commend and salute him-Medina 
and Yathrib. 9 And they call the Tomb of the Prophet 
[ravia-i munevvere] the Sanctuary [baram] and the 
Mosque of the Prophet of God [mescid-i Resul-Allah]. 
Sometimes they say the Two Blessed Sanctuaries 
[~aramryn-i ferifryn] when referring to both the Tomb of 
the P!ophet and the Blessed Kacba. The esteemed 
Kacba is an old and noble and holy place of worship. 
It is the earliest house built for the worship of mankind. 
Thus God-whose name be exalted-says in the Sura 
of the House of Imran, Inna awwala bay tin wudica li-nnasi 
alladhf bi-bakkata mubarakan wa hudan li al-calamfn flhi 
ayatun bayyinatun ma~amu Ibrahfma wa man dakhalahu kana 
aminan wa li-cllahi cala al-nasi bajju al-bayti man ista.taCa 
ilayhi saMlan wa man kajara ja inna Allaha ghaniyyun can 
al- calamfn.l0 This is its holy meaning, which God
whose name be exalted-knows best and His 
Messenger confirms. First a house was built that was a 
place of worship for mankind. It is this house which is 
in that city of Mecca. Mecca and Bekke are words. And 
both are correct, just as nubayt and numayt, ratib, and 
ratim, mugbata and mugma.ta, and lazib and lazim [.3.3r] 
are proper. All of the above-mentioned are words in 
which the letter ba is used in place of the letter mfm and 
the letter mfm is used in place of the letter ba. And some 
people, preferring Bekke, explain that it conveys the 
essence and place of the Blessed Kacba. And in addition 
Bekke has several definitions. Bekke's meaning is mer
cy. Mankind, crowding there, cried, "Bekke!" And an
other sense is this: bekke means pulverization and 
breaking up, that is to push and to cleave and to smash, 

5 Bekke: ancient name of Mecca found in ~ur)an, 111:96. 
6 Mother of Cities (Umm al-~ura): a name given to Mecca in the 

~ur)iin, (VI: 93 and XLII: 7). 
7 Hijaz: the northwestern part of the Arabian Peninsula, birth

place and spiritual center of Islam and scene of the revelations of the 
Prophet Muhammad. With Mecca and Medina located within its 
boundaries, it occupies a place as Holy Land for Muslims analogous 
to Palestine for Jews and Christians. 

8 Najd: the desert highlands of the central Arabian peninsula. 
9 Yathrib: the pre-Islamic name for Medina, the second holy city 

of Islam. 
10 ~ur)iin, III: 96-97: "The first House appointed for the people 

was that at Bekke, a place holy and a guidance to all beings. Therein 
are clear signs-the station of Abraham, and whosoever enters it is 
in security. It is the duty of all men towards God to come to the House 
a pilgrim, if he is able to make his way there. As for the unbeliever, 
God is all-sufficient, nor needs any being." 
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because it [the city of Bekke J cleaved the necks of the 
tyrants. That is, God-glory be to Him and His name 
be exalted-did not intend that a single tyrant enter the 
Blessed Kacba and He crushed their necks and an
nihilated them. And in the Commentary of the TwoJaliils11 

it is written that before Adam was created, the angels 
built the Blessed Kacba. And in the commentary enti
tled Kashshiif2 it is written that two thousand years 
before the heavens and the earth were created by 
God-whose name be exalted-He created the Blessed 
Kacba on the water from the water's white foam, and 
after that the earth was placed under it. And moreover, 
it says that the first house built in the world by the 
Prophet Adam-peace be upon him-was the Blessed 
Kacba. And in addition it says that at the time the 
Prophet Adam-peace be upon him-came forth from 
heaven, the blessed angels said, "Perform the 
pilgrimage to this place. For two thousand years we 
have made the pilgrimage to it. " And after that, it says 
the Prophet Adam-peace be upon him-made the 
pilgrimage [to it]. And in addition, the house to which 
the blessed angels and the Prophet Adam-peace be 
upon him-made the pilgrimage was that Zural)..13 
That which is called the Zural). is the Beyt-i Macmiir. 
Later, they said in the time of the Prophet Noah
peace be upon him-[33v] when the Flood occurred, it 
[the Zural:t] was raised to the fourth heaven, so that 
now angels circumambulate it there. All of the 
statements we have made are from the holy commen
taries. And it is possible to account for the above 
statements. And the purpose of these narrated 

11 Commentary oj the Two Jaliils, (Arabic, Tafslr al-Jaliilayn): a famous 
work of commentary on the :&ur)an begun by the fifteenth-century 
Cairene teacher ofjurisprudenceJaIal al-Din Mubammad al-Maballi 
(1389-1459) and completed by his student, the great encyclopedist, 
JalaI al-Dln Abu al-Fac;ll cAbd al-Rabman al-Suyuti (1445-1505); see 
C. Brockelmann, "al-Suyuti," E.l.1, IV, pp. 573-575. 

12 Kashshiif: commentary on the :&ur)an entitled al-Kashshii.fan 
1:la~ii)i~ al- Tanzll, written by the Persian-born Arabic scholar, 
theologian and philologist Abii al-:&asim Mabmiid al-Zamakhshari 
[1075-1144); see C. Brockelmann, "al-Zamakhshari," E.l.1, IV, pp. 
1205-1207; also idem, Geschichte, Supplement, I, pp. 507-509. 

13 Zuriib: name of one of the celestial Kacbas which lie directly 
above the Kacba in Mecca and below the Throne of God in the seven 
stories of heaven. Later Islamic cosmology holds the universe to con
sist of seven heavens and seven earths. The Kacba is located at the 
very center of the earth and forms the central point of the entire 
universe. Its foundations lie in the seventh earth and form a kind of 
axis which runs through all the worlds. The stories of heaven resem
ble one another in plan, every one having a sanctuary in the center 
so that if the top sanctuary fell down, it would fall exactly on the 
lowest one in the seventh earth. The highest of these sanctuaries is the 

statements is to make known the nobility and holiness 
of the Blessed House [the KaCba]. Thus, God-glory be 
to Him and His name be exalted-said, "That Kacba 
is bountifully [mubiirakan] blessed. " In the Commentary of 
the Two Jaliils the word mubiirakan is defined as endowed 
with baraka. In other words, because that Blessed House 
is possessed of divine grace, whoever makes the hajj14 
and Cumre15 goes into retreat before it and circumam
bulates its environs, acquires endless merit, and his sins 
are pardoned. And likewise, in the commentary enti
tled Kashshiif [it states] wa hudan lil- ciilamzna, [that is] 
this Blessed House is a true way [to salvation] for the 
[two] worlds because it is the place of worship for 
mankind. That is, it is their [mankind's] sanctuary. 
And how many wonderful characteristics and divine 
marvels there are in this Blessed KaCba! Thus, God
whose name be exalted-says "Therein are clear 
signs. "16 How many clear signs [of blessedness] there 
are possessed by that Blessed House, as, for example, 
when birds flying toward the Blessed Kacba approach 
it, at the moment they are upon it they swerve to one 
side, and wild animals do not hunt prey in the I:Iaram-l 
$er'if,17 and tyrants intending evil to it perish. These 
persons, because they intended harm to it, perished. 
And there is no end to wonders like these possessed by 
that Blessed Kacba. And this is one among these, that 
God-whose name be exalted-says, [whoever] goes to 
the Mal.cam Ibrahlm18 in order to pray, that person at
tains the grace of Abraham. [34r] That is, there is an 
imprint at the spot where the two blessed feet of the 
Prophet Abraham, the Friend of God-peace be upon 

Throne of God. Of those which lie between the Throne and the 
Kacba, two are mentioned by name in the :&ur)an, the Beyt Macmiir 
and the Zurab. See "Kacba," E.l.1, II, p. 197; also A. J. Wensinck, 
"Ideas of the Western Semites Concerning the Navel of the Earth," 
Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amsterdam, 
Afdeeling Letterkunde, Nieuwe Reeks, XVII, 1, 1917, pp. 1-65. 

14 Hajj: the Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca, Arafat and Mina, also 
known as the "Great Pilgrimage," the fifth of the five "pillars" of 
Islam. The hajj always takes place on the same dates in the Muslim 
lunar calendar, that is, during the first two weeks of Zilhicce, the 
twelfth month of the year. 

15 Umre: the so-called Lesser Pilgrimage, performed by Muslims as 
an expression of personal piety. If not performed at the time of the 
hajj, the preferred time for its performance is during the nights of the 
month of Rama?an. 

16 ~ur)an, 111:97. 
17 I:Iaram-i ~erif (the Blessed Sanctuary): see p. 17, note 1. Here, 

however, the term is used to refer to the sacred preserve surrounding 
Mecca which only Muslims are allowed to enter and in which the 
truce of God reigns. For details, see "Kacba," E.l.1, II, p. 197. 

18 Ma~am Ibrahim: see p. 47, note 2, above. 
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him-sank up to the heel in hard stone. And that 
Blessed House is a noble place. Whoever enters it is 
furnished with security. Thus, God-whose name be 
exalted-says, " . .. and whosoever entereth it is 
safe .... "19 And that person who enters that Blessed 
House is a possessor of security. Even if a person is 
stained with the blood of murder and tyranny and the 
like, that person cannot be violated. Out of respect for 
that Blessed House, God-whose name be exalted
gave food to the tribe of the ~uraysh, 20 who were in 
that city dignified by the Blessed House, and not letting 
them go hungry or thirsty, He freed from fear their 
winter caravans going to the Yemen and their summer 
caravans going to Noble Damascus. Now that Blessed 
House is such a blessed place and such a secure abode 
that the true lover must go there to worship that Divine 
Creator who at its holy site created us from nothing. 
Thus, God-whose name be exalted-says, "And 
pilgrimage to the House, for him who can find a way 
thither, is a duty unto God for mankind. "21 And it is 
the duty of mankind to make the hali to the Kacba. The 
hali is possible for that person who is able to travel, that 
is, who has adequate provisions and beasts of burden. 
And likewise as [is stated] in the Traditions, the hali is 
possible with the yearner's subduing and conquest of 
passion. And both [of these traditions] can be read. 
Now whoever has the strength to go, it is required of 
that person to go perform pilgrimage to the Beyt Allah. 
And in those places approved for prayer and worship, 
it is necessary to perform prayer and to worship. If 
having the strength one does not journey to it, God
whose name be exalted-is not in need of the person's 
worship. [34v] Thus, God-whose name be exalted
says, "As for the unbeliever, God is All-sufficient nor 
needs any being. "22 And if one should repudiate the 
hajj which God-whose name be exalted-made a 
binding duty, God-glory be to Him and His name be 
exalted-has no need [of that person]. He has absolute
ly no need of the prayers of the world, that is, of 
mankind and the tribe of jinns and the angels. He is a 
sovereign, generous and compassionate and rewarding 
of the righteous and all-forgiving in the utmost degree, 
who rewards the prayers of His slaves if they worship 

19 ~ur)an, III: 97. 
20 ~uraysh: the Arab tribe that inhabited Mecca and to which the 

Prophet Muhammad belonged. In later times, when the Sunnl theory 
of the caliphate was formulated, it was generally held by the ulema 
that the caliph should be from the tribe of the ~uraysh; see W. Mont
gomery Watt, Muhammad at Mecca (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1953), 
pp. 4-16. 

Him out of His own benevolent perfection. And as His 
reward He gives in exchange many times more [than 
His worshipers give Him]. Help now! So long as our 
strength suffices, not being heedless of that Blessed 
House, let us endeavor to journey to it. Because in it 
our prayers are truly answered just as the prayers of the 
Prophet Abraham and the Prophet Ishmael-peace be 
upon them-were accepted when that Blessed House 
was built. Thus, God-whose name be exalted-says, 
wa idh yaifaCu Ibrahfmu al-~awacida min al-bayti wa Ismacflu 
rabbana ta~~abal minna innaka an'ta al-samZ<u al- calfmu. 23 

This is the holy meaning of the verse in the Sura of the 
Cow, which God-whose name be exalted-knows best 
and His Messenger confirms. That which they, that is 
Abraham-peace be upon him-and Ishmael-peace 
be upon him-said at the time they erected the founda
tion walls of the Blessed House was, rabbana ta~~abal 
minna innaka anta al-samZ<u al-calfmu. This is the meaning 
of this prayer, "0 our God, accept from us with cer
tainty [our witnessing] that You, 0 Lord, are the All
hearing and the All-knowing, that is, You are the 
Sovereign [who] hears our prayers and knows the in
tentions of our hearts." In this connection, the author 
of the Kashshiif gave additional details from Traditions 
[~avacid) and other remarks from the noble commen
taries. [35r] It is not possible to relate all of them in this 
summary. But let us relate at least some of them. 
~avacid [customs, traditions] is the plural of ~acida. And 
~acida [also] means 'foundation.' In Persian they say 
bunyad, in Turkish temel. And Tradition holds that first 
of all the Blessed Kacba had a [designated] site. The 
Prophet Abraham-peace be upon him-went and 
raised a foundation upon it, that is, courses of masonry 
were raised from the foundations. Siiffat is the plural of 
siifa [course of masonry]. Siifa and arak and ~a.ff-i wahid, 
the three of them, are Arabic. In Persian they say valad-i 
yak rasta, in Turkish ~iir, that is, one course of masonry 
in a wall. With the humble form of every course, attain
ing height, it [the wall] became an exalted base. And 
moreover, it is related that God-whose name be 
exalted-sent down one of the rubies of heaven as His 
Blessed House. There were two doors. One was on the 
east, and one was on the west. And God Almighty said 

21 ~ur)an, III: 97. 
22 ~ur)an, III: 97. 
23 ~ur'an, II: 127. "And when Abraham, and Ishmael with him, 

raised up the foundations of the House, [Abraham prayed]: 'Our 
Lord, receive this from us; Thou art the All-hearing, the All
knowing:' " 
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to Adam, "I sent it down for you. Let there be tavii.f4 
done around that thing just like the lava.! is done around 
My throne." Therefore the Prophet Adam-peace be 
upon him-turned and walked toward it from the land 
of India~ And the blessed angels received him and said, 
"Your hajj was praiseworthy, 0 Adam, and truly for 
two thousand years we have made the pilgrimage to 
this Blessed House." And the Prophet Adam-peace 
be upon him-made the hajj to the Blessed Kacba forty 
times, coming on foot to Exalted Mecca from India. 
Now then, according to this account, this Blessed 
House was first a building of ruby. It remained until 
the coming of the days of the Flood. And at the time of 
the Flood, God-glory be to Him and His name be 
exalted-carried it up to the fourth sphere of heaven 
[35v] and that is the Beyt-i Macmur,25 and they also 
call it the Zurab. Then, after the time of the Flood, 
God-whose name be exalted-ordered the Prophet 
Abraham-peace be upon him-to build this present 
building. And Gabriel-peace be upon him-described 
the site of the Beyt-i Macmur to him. That is, he 
showed the place where the Beyt-i Macmur had been. 
Moreover God-whose name be exalted-delivered up 
a cloud that cast a shadow over the site. And it was 
commanded [of Abraham] that he build the Blessed 
Kacba on the shadow of that cloud, making it neither 
more nor less [in size]. And it was said that at the time 

24 taviif: the ritual circumambulation of the Kacba dating back to 
pre-Islamic times, but retained by Muhammad as part of the religion 
of Abraham; see Fr. Buhl, "Tawaf," E.l.l, IV, pp. 702-703; also 
Burton, Narrative, II, pp. 165-170, 286-288. 

25 Beyt-i Macmur: one of the heavenly prototypes of the Kacba; see 
p. 49, note 13, above. 

26 Mount Judi Oabal Judi): a high mountain mass in the district 
of Bohtiin in eastern Turkey, about 25 miles north of Jazirat ibn 
cUmar (Cizre) on the Iraqi frontier. Muslim and earlier Christian 
and Mesopotamian traditions identify it as the mountain upon which 
Noah's ark came to rest after the flood; see M. Streck, "Djudi," 
E./.2, II, pp. 373-374. 

27 Mount Hira: a mountain northeast of Mecca to which Muham
mad is said to have retired for religious devotions for one month each 
year. It is here that he was visited by an angel, this being identified 
with the beginning of his experience of revelation; see W. Mont
gomery Watt, "l:Iira," E./.2, III, p. 462. 

28 Black Stone (I:zajar al-aswad): a boulder, possibly oflava or basalt, 
built into the eastern comer of the Kacba about five feet above ground 
level. It now consists of several small fragments bound together with 
a silver ring. It is believed by Muslims that God sent the stone, 
originally a white jacinth, from Paradise with the angel Gabriel to 
serve as a seat for Adam when, after he was cast out of Paradise, he 

the Prophet Abraham-peace be upon him-built it, 
he made it [of stone] from five mountains: from Mount 
Sinai, the Mount of Olives, Mount Lebanon, Mount 
JudI,26 and Mount Hira. 27 And they say that its foun
dation was made from Mount Hira, and the Black 
Stone28 was brought from heaven by Gabriel-peace be 
upon him. Moreover they say it came from Mount Abu 
al-IS.ubays.29 At first it was a white jacinth that came 
from heaven. During the Flood, it was hidden in 
Mount IS.ubays. Then, in the Age of Ignorance ,30 men
struating women having laid hold of it, it turned black. 
As is explained, the Prophet Abraham-peace be upon 
him-built it [the KaCba], and the Prophet Ishmael
peace be upon him-supplied the stones. Being thus 
built, after the passage of much time, it was demo
lished. The Arab tribe calledJurhum,31 which is that of 
the father-in-law of Ishmael-peace be upon him
restored the Blessed Kacba. After that, again having 
been demolished, they say the IS.uraysh restored it. 
Those who are called cAmaIi~a32 and cAmalI~ [36r] are 
a tribe of the descendants of cAmlI~ ibn Lavaz ibn Iram 
ibn Sam ibn Nuh-peace be upon him. They were 
dispersed to [many] cities. And when they asked the 
Prophet-may God commend and salute him-ceO 
Messenger of God, which was the first mosque built for 
mankind? ," he said, "The Sacred Mosque [of the 
Kacba in Mecca, al-Mescid al-I:Iaram] and the Temple 

came to Mecca and laid the foundations of the Kacba. Later, when 
God made his covenant with man, the document on which the latter 
acknowledged God's suzerainty was swallowed by the Black Stone, 
which at the Last Day will be given a tongue to become witness 
against mankind. See "Kacba," E.l.l, II, p. 196; for a view, 
Mohamed Amin, Pilgrimage to Mecca (London: MacDonald and 
Jane's, 1978), pp. 88, 89. 

29 Mount Abu al-IS.ubays: a sacred hill on the eastern edge of Mec
ca, overlooking the Great Mosque; see G. Rentz, "Abu IS.ubays," 
E./.2, I, p. 136. 

30 Age of Ignorance: the pre-Islamic age in Arabia. 
31 Jurhum: an Arab tribe which, according to Arab tradition, had 

its origin in the Yemen, but later settled in Mecca and gained control 
of the Kacba for a time during the Age of Ignorance. Muslim tradi
tion holds that Ishmael and his mother were given protection by the 
Jurhum and that he married a woman of the tribe. See W. Mont
gomery Watt, "Djurhum," E.l.2, II, pp. 603-604. 

32 cAmaIi~a (the Amalekites of the Bible): although they are not 
mentioned in the IS.ur'an, they do appear in later Muslim literature. 
They are identified as one of the first tribes in the mythical, pre
Islamic history of Arabia to speak the Arabic language; see G. Vajda, 
"cAmaI~," E.l.2, I, p. 429. 
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of Jerusalem [Beyt al-Ma~dis ] _ "33 Then they asked 
again, "How many years difference [in age] is there be
tween them?" "Forty years," he answered_ "That is, 
the Temple of Jerusalem was built forty years after the 
Blessed Kacba." The reason why the commentators on 
the ~ur)an give expression to the above-mentioned 
noble words of interpretation is because that Noble 
Abode and Joy-giving Place [the KaCba] was surely and 
without doubt, since ancient times, a place of worship 
for angels and men, in which they went on retreat and 
performed the .taviif And until the time of the Hegira, 
for thirteen years, the Prophet-may God commend 
and salute him-made it the kibla. Then, after making 
the Hegira, in accordance with Divine Wisdom, 
Jerusalem was fixed as the kibla_ For sixteen months 
after the Hegira, Jerusalem was the kibla. Then the 
kibla was transferred [again] to the Blessed Kacba. 34 

Thus God-whose name be exalted-says, ~ad naTa tu~
!caluba wajhikaji al-sama'ifa-la-nuwalliyannaka ~iblatan taT
{iaha fawalli wajhaka shatTa al-masjidi al-~aTami wa 
~aythuma kuntum fawallii wujiihakum shatrahu. 35 This is its 
holy meaning, which God-whose name be exalted
knows best and His Messenger confirms. "We have 
seen, 0 Muhammad, your face. lifted toward the 
heavens. Now then, We shall surely turn you toward 
your kibla. That is, We shall cause you to turn toward 
the Blessed Kacba, which shall please you. Now then, 
turn your face in the direction of the Blessed Kacba, 
and wheresoever you be, [36v] turn your face from 
there toward it." That is, the Prophet-may God, 
whose name be exalted, commend and salute him
requested that the kibla be changed and humbly pray
ing, would lift his blessed face to the heavens. But out 

33 Beyt al-Ma~dis ("The Temple," from the Aramaic beth 
maf:c~shii): a designation for Jerusalem in early Islamic sources such 
as Tabari (i, 2360, 1, 15) who refer to the city as Jtiyii mad/nat bayt al
maf:cdis ("Aelia, the city of the Temple"). Although at first the term 
was used for the Temple area alone, in time it came to be applied to 
the city as a whole, and the Temple area was referred to by the Arabic 
equivalent of Bayt al-Ma~dis, namely al-baram. See D. S. Goitein, 
"al-~uds," E.l.2, V, p. 399; also Guy LeStrange, Palestine under the 
Moslems (London: Palestine Exploration Fund, 1890), pp. 83-84. 

34 For sixteen or seventeen months after the Hegira, Muhammad 
observed Jerusalem as the kibla or direction toward which Muslims 
turn in prayer. But in the month of Receb or ~acbiin in the year 2 
(i.e., between December 623 and February 624) in part, perhaps, as 
a result of disappointment with the Jews of Medina, in part because 
of a desire to return to the old Arabian tradition and make the religion 
of Abraham more pronouncedly the basis of Muslim monotheism, 
Muhammad began to face toward the Kacba in prayer. The change 
in orientation of the kibla is referred to in ~ur)iin II: 136ff., and since 
that time the Kacba has remained the Muslim kibla. SeeJ. A. Wen
sinck, "~ibla," E.I.2, V, p. 82. 

of respect he would not say anything. At the appointed 
time, in accordance with his noble heart's requests, this 
sacred verse was revealed, and as soon as it was re
vealed he ordered the turning toward the Blessed 
Kacba. Sixteen months after the Hegira and two 
months before the Battle of Badr, 36 in the month of 
Receb, in the mosque of the Banii Salima, when he had 
thus performed two of the prostrations of his afternoon 
duty toward Jerusalem, he turned toward the Blessed 
Kacba. The men and women [in the mosque] turning 
toward that place, standing in line, completed their du
ty, performing the last two prostrations of the four re
quired prostrations in the direction of the Blessed 
Kacba. And the holy kibla being changed in that pleas
ing mosque, they named it the Mosque of the Two 
Kiblas. 37 As for this matter, all of the circumstances we 
have related [concerning] the Revered Kacba are ex
plained in the blessed commentaries. Not a single word 
from another source has been added. And there are, 
moreover, many noble ~ur)anic verses about [this mat
ter]. A recounting [of all these] is not possible in this 
brieftreatise. Let those who want to know [about them] 
in detail refer to the blessed commentaries. And if they 
have love for the Blessed House let them go and pro
strate themselves before the Kacba, and let them rejoice 
in its perfection. Because to see it and gaze upon it is 
a pure act of worship_ Thus there is written a blessed 
tradition in a book of correct Traditions. [37r] And this 
is that blessed Tradition: al-nataTu ila bayti-Allahi al
~aTami cibadatun. That is, "To gaze upon the Revered 
Kacba is an act of worship. "38 Now if it is a act of wor
ship to gaze upon it, how much more divine a reward 
must be obtained when a man prays in that Blessed 

35 ~ur)iin, 11:144. 
36 Badr: a small town some 84 miles southwest of Medina at which 

in the month of Ramaziin of the year 2 (March 624) three hundred 
Muslims led by Muhammad overcame a Meccan force of over a thou
sand. It was the Muslims' first military victory, and it laid the foun
dation for Muhammad's temporal power. See W. Montgomery 
Watt, Muhammad at Medina (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956), pp. 
10-16. 

37 Mosque o·f the Two Kiblas: the mosque of the Banii Salima in 
Medina. According to Muslim sources, Muhammad, facing 
Jerusalem, was leading public prayer in the mosque of the Salim a 
clan when, after two ralcca, he received a revelation commanding him 
to face the Kacba rather than Jerusalem. He and the Muslims then 
completed the last two rakca of the noon prayer facing Mecca. As a 
result, the site was afterwards known as the Mosque of the Two 
Kiblas. It is today frequently visited by pilgrims. 

38 Literally, "Gazing upon the sacred House of God is [an act of] 
worship." 
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Abode and performs the hajj in accordance with or
thodox custom. In consequence of that, all mankind, 
Greek, Arab and Persian, treats that pleasing beloved 
and that matchless possessor of the heart with love, af
fection, reverence and respect. And all mankind, long
ing to see its perfection, turns [toward it] impatiently 
and without the strength to resist and sets out to behold 
it. They arrive from the provinces of Yemen and from 
India and Sind and Tashkent and Transoxania and 
Bukhara and Samarkand and Khujand, and from the 
greatest of cities, Protected Istanbul, and in addition 
from remote distances of many months' and many 
years' journey and from these numerous mentioned 
places. They contemplate its beloved aspect and ex
amine its heart-possessing countenance. But that 
beautiful, longed-for beloved, covered with black 
brocade,39 could not withstand the sound in that place 
of the tekbfr4° and the pronouncing during the sa741 and 
lava.! of the declaration labbayka labbayka ya Allah42 by the 
true lovers and longing friends who, coming into its 
noble presence, prostrated themselves in its noble dust. 
In particular, the chanting of the Glorious JS,ur)an and 
the reading of the Noble Furkan43 from every side at 
the hours, degrees, and minutes and moment of prayer 
moves [the pilgrims] to such an extent and evokes such 
love of God that, in accordance with the blessed verse, 
"If we had sent down this JS,ur)an upon a mountain, 
thou wouldst have seen it humbled, split asunder out of 
the fear of God, "44 [37v] from their abundance of year
ning and excess oflove, on the one hand, and their fear 
of God, on the other, it [the Ka'ba] almost fell to 
pieces. [And] the world, which was embellished and 
decorated with its illustrious form, and those precious, 
costly jewels within, were almost torn asunder. In con-

39 black brocade: this is a reference to the kiswa or curtain, the 
black cover embroidered with verses from the !S.ur'an in gold and 
silver, which encloses all four walls of the Kacba and is replaced an
nually at the time of the hajj on the 10th day of Zilhicce. Although 
it was from the seventhlthirteenth century traditionally provided by 
Egypt, since 1962 it has been woven and embroidered in a Saudi 
Government workshop in Mecca. See "Kacba," E. I. 2, IV, p. 317; 
also Amin, Pilgrimage, pp. 94 and 132-145. 

40 tekblr: see p. 36, note 22, above. 
41 say ("the running," or "the course"): ceremony performed 

after the Javiif as part of the hajj or cumre, consisting of running seven 
times between ~afii and Marwa outside the Great Mosque of Mecca. 
See M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Le pelerinage ala Mekke (Paris: Paul 
Geuthner, 1923), pp. 225-234; also, Burton, Narrative, II, pp. 
288-289. 

42 labbayka labbayka ya Allah: the formula" At Thy service! At Thy 
service, 0 God!," the repetition of which is one of the essential rites 
of the pilgrimage. 

sequence, when that most noble sultan of pure lineage, 
the late and deceased Sultan Murad45-may he rest in 
peace-was informed that the Beyt Allah was in this 
condition, he said, "According to the Tradition in the 
commentary Shir'at al-Islam,46 la ba)sa bi-tazyzni al
masjidi indana lima ruwiya anna Dawiida al-nabiyya 'alayhi 
ai-salam bana bayta al-ma'-'dis thumma atammahu Sulaymanu 
'alayhi al-salamu Ja-zayyanahu ~atta na$aba al-kibrzta al
a~mara cala ra)si al-'-'ubbata wa kana dhalika a'azza ma yii
jadu fi dhalika al-wa'-'ti wa kana yudz'u min mflin wa fi al
jami'i al-ma~bubiyy ~atta kanati al-ghazzalatu yaghzulna fi 
daw)iha bi-al-layalz min maszrati ithnayy 'ashara mflan,47 
when the Prophet Solomon48-peace be upon him
completed the Temple of Jerusalem, he adorned it, 
covering the top of its dome with pure gold. And now, 
in order to adorn that Beyt Allah, let me also make and 
send a golden gutter of pure gold for its blessed roof. 
Let it illuminate the world, not like the philosopher's 
stone but rather like the most luminous sun. And in 
order to preserve those blessed jewels [the stones from 
which the Kacba was built], it is necessary to fashion 
gilt and silver-covered supports and braces of steel. 
And the elegant waist of the Blessed House must be 
totally contained within such a brace." In this way the 
imperial decision was made known. When, in accord
ance with the requirements of the exalted edict, the 
Chief Architect [mi'mar bajl] of the time, the late, de
ceased Sinan Aga, known as the Great Architect ['-'oca 
mi'mar], arrived at that meadow of holy land and that 
garden of noble abode to calculate the above
mentioned matter, (38r] saying, "Would that this for
tunate work had been built by my hand!" he summon
ed up all the strength humanly possible. Looking, he 
saw that that blessed building appeared here and there 

43 Fur~an: a term, probably from the Aramaic pur/siin 
("deliverance," "salvation"), which is used as another name for the 
!S.ur'an. See R. Paret, "Fur~an," E.I.2, II, pp. 949-950. 

H !S.ur'an, LIX:21. 
45 Sultan Murad (Murad III); see p. 34, note 2, above. 
46 ShirCat ai-Islam (' 'The Way of Islam' '): presumably the commen

tary of the 6th/12th century 1:Ianafijurist Rukn al-Islam Sadid al-Din 
Mul:tammad ibn Abu Bakr al-Bukhari Imam-zada al-Sharghi; see 
Brockelmann, Geschichte, I. p. 464, and Supplement, I, pp. 642-643. 

47 Literally, "For us [Muslims] it is proper to adorn mosques. Ac
cording to what has been said, the prophet David-peace be upon 
him-built the Temple ofJersualem. Then Solomon-peace be upon 
him-completed it. Then he adorned it with pure gold on the dome. 
And that was the most precious thing one could find at that time. And 
it used to shine to a distance of [many] miles and in the beloved 
mosque [as well], to the degree that woman spinners used to spin in 
its light during the night to the distance of a stage of twelve miles." 

48 Prophet Solomon: King Solomon of the Old Testament. 
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to lean and incline like the figure of an ascetic. And its 
four sides, the lower parts of the honored walls and 
towers of happy sign, had in some places spread a bit 
into the rose garden [the courtyard] of the Noble Sanc
tuary and were arranged and ordered like the stringing 
together of a pearl necklace. Some of those blocks of 
respect-worthy marble stood forward, having burst 
from their places, and were out of line with the others. 
And the pure gold of what they call the Golden Gutter, 
after the manner of [the metaphor]jara al-nahru wa salla 
al-mfzab,49 had flowed away together wit the rain tor
rents. [That is] the gold, wearing away with this water 
flow, had become very thin. Saying, "First of all it is 
necessary completely to enclose the delicate glorious 
waist and sublime place of that lofty form and fortunate 
height with a brace of gold and silver set with jewels; 
[then] after being fastened with such a brace its [the 
KaCba's] noble middle would be bound and firm and its 
blessed stones not be separated from one another." 
The above-mentioned architect laid it [a brace] out in 
this manner and, in accordance with this, designed and 
set forth drawings [nirum] of it. After that, on his com
ing back to Istanbul, informing and making known its 
[the KaCba's] actual state to the prosperous sultan, the 
glorious sultan consulted with the great ulema of the 
age. Some of them, not judging [repairs] to be lawful, 
said, "That Blessed House is a manifestation of the 
perfection of the Creator-may He be honored and 
glorified. Divine love residing within it, it is of the party 
of lovers. And the noble meaning of the blessed Tradi
tion, ababbu al-bi/saci ila Allahi al-masiiJidu wa af{lalu 
mawdicin [38v] minha al-/siblatu,50 is that the edifices, 
that is, the places most beloved of God-whose name 
be exalted-are mosques. And the most excellent place 
among them is the Kibla, that is the Blessed Kacba. 
And in accordance with this beautiful truth, that Beyt 
Allah must be among the objects of God's love. Now 
when one reflects on the state of being a lover, no mat
ter how weak and absent the lover, he endures with the 
strength of love [as/s]. It is inconceivable that they 

49 Literally, "The river flows and the gutter flows." 
50 Literally, "The edifices most beloved to God are mosques, and 

the place [most belo~ed] among them is the kibla." 
51 CAbd Alliih ibn Zubayr ibn cAwwiim (2-73/624-692): a member 

of an Arab Muslim noble family of the ~uraysh of Mecca who op
posed the seizure of the caliphate by the Umayyad house. cAbd Alliih 
rose in revolt against the second Umayyad caliph Yazid I in 60/680 
and three years later, on the death of Yazid, declared himself amfr al

mu'minfn (Commander of the Faithful) or caliph. Subsequently he 
was beseiged at Mecca for six months by the Umayyad-Ioyalist com
mander al-l:Iajjiij (72/692). Slain in battle, his body was placed on a 
gibbet on the spot where he had previously exposed the body of his 

[lovers] are mortal and that they are near destruction. 
And the word cajzk [J-!-l&.] is proof of this. Do you not 
see that in its form and height, the elij, occurring 
between the letter cayn and the letter sfn, not being bent 
and crooked in the least degree, is perfectly upright? 
And when one reflects on the state of being a beloved, 
in order for the beloved to incline to kiss its lovers, one 
of its most noble qualities is to advance to meet [literal
ly, 'spread its skirts'] them. All humanity is its [the 
KaCba's] faithful lover. Let men and angels continuous
ly come and kiss those low masonry skirts. And those 
shining jewels [stones from which it is built], being 
strung on the strong thread of prophecy in the days of 
the age of blessed end and time of glorious result of the 
illustrious forefather of the Prophets, Abraham-the 
Friend of God-are far from being overthrown and col
lapsing. From the time of Abraham, the Friend of 
God-peace be upon him-until the end of the year 
one thousand of the Hegira of the Prophet [1591-92], 
it is exactly four thousand twenty-three years. The four 
thousand twenty-fourth year will be the year one thou
sand one. That Blessed House has not often been 
violated. And those who have violated it have been 
rueful [of doing so]. In the sixty-fourth year of the 
Hegira of the Prophet, on the twenty-first day of the 
month of Receb [14 March, 684], when cAbd Allah ibn 
Zubayr ibn cAwwam51 was judge and governor of Ex
alted Mecca, the idea came to him to restore the 
Esteemed Kacba. [39r] With that thought, laying hold 
of its blessed stones, he made two doors in it in the 
manner of the previously described ruby Beyt-i 
Macmiir and covered it with a noble kiswa. 52 The 
earliest covering of the Revered Kacba with a noble 
kiswa goes back to him. It is true that his intention was 
good. Yet the disturbing of those brightly colored 
precious stones was not propitious. In the end, on the 
thirteenth day of Cumadiyeliila of the seventy-third 
year of the Hegira of the Prophet [30 September, 692], 
he was hanged between ~a1a and Marwa. After that, a 
person named I:Iajjaj, 53 bringing together learned peo-

loyalist brother, cAmr. For details, see H. A. R. Gibb, "cAbd Alliih 
b. al-Zubayr," E.J.2, I, pp. 54-55. 

52 Kiswa; see p. 53, note 39, above. 
53 l:Iajjiij (al-l:Iajjiij ibn Yiisuf, 41-95/661-714): a member of a 

humble Arab family of Tii)if, he led the seige force dispatched by the 
Umayyad caliph cAbd al-Malik to subdue the rebellion ofcAbd Alliih 

. ibn al-Zubayr in Mecca in the year 73/692. Later, he was made 
governor of Iraq, in which capacity he remained until his death in 
95/714. He is remembered for his harsh suppression of rebels, his 
strict administration, and his efforts to develop agriculture. For 
details, see A. Dietrich, "al-l:IaQ.Wjiidj b. Yiisuf," E.J.2, III, pp. 
39-43. 
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pIe who knew its [the KaCba's] old arrangement, 
changed cAbd Allah's alterations and returned that 
noble building to its old form, putting back every bless
ed stone in its exact place. Now to violate the old form 
[of the KaCba] is not a matter that will be approved. 
And the explanation of the expression, jarii al-nahru wa 
siilta al-mfziib [the river flows and the gutter flows] is 
thus: a saying of this sort [belongs to the rhetorical 
category known as] gikr-i mabiil ve iriide-i biil. 54 In the 
sciences of rhetoric and rhetorical expression they call 
this a released metaphor [meciiz-i mursel]. 55 In reality, 
rivers and gutters do not flow, but rather it is the water 
that enters and penetrates them [that flows]. And this 
being the case, there is no need to change the gutter," 
they said. But some ulema replied to the above opi
nions, saying, "There is obvious straightness in the elif 
of the word Ciijz!c. Because it is contiguous with and 
leans on the letter cayn , deriving strength from that 
cayn , it is stable on that side. The letter cayn is like an 
interior buttress. But outside, that is, in the direction 
of the letter sfn, it is not supported by anything. And 
especially, at the point adjoining the letter cayn there is 
a slight curvature. Although there is no need for a sup
port from within, from the outside, that is, from the 
side of the letter sfn, there is need of a support and bond 
because, being separated from the place adjoining the 
letter cayn , [39v] it is possible for it to fall down. And 
when the work jZ!c at its end is marked with afetba, this 
sense is indicated. 56 And in order for the glory of the 
beloved to incline and kiss lovers, its base was allowed 
to spread. When kindness like this is shown by the 

.. above-mentioned beloved, there is no controversy 
about it. Well and good, and even more excellent. But 
the beloved is always reserved and decorous. As for 
reserve and politeness, they indicate its weak condition. 
And the viiv which is the long vowel in it [in maCjii!c1 
J~] is the indicator of this. Not ignoring and aban
doning the poor lovers, it is particularly necessary, in 
accordance with what was said, to ex.ert oneself to 
repair the pole of the faithful, the Beyt Allah. None but 
Almighty God knows the suffering of the wretched 
lovers. 

54 ~ikr-i matzal ve irade-i tzal: a form of metonymy where the abstract 
is used to mean the concrete or the particular the general, or where 
the thing contained is put for that which contains it; see Walter G. 
Andrews, Jr., An Introduction to Ottoman Poetry (Minneapolis: 
Bibliotheca Islamica, 1976), p. 85; also, E. J. W. Gibb, A History oj 
Ottoman Poetry, I (London: Luzac, 1958), pp. 111-112. 

55 mecaz-z mursel: specifically, a loose trope or synecdoche in that 
branch of rhetoric known as cilm-i beyan ("the art of exposition"). See 
Andrews, Introduction, p. 83; also, Gibb, History, I, pp. 111-112. 

Couplet57 

All the world is the pining slave of that beloved. 
But what do those who are not lovers know of the 
lovers' state? 

And when it became the beloved, however much the 
beloved was ornamented, to that degree it was honored 
and exalted, leading to still more beauty and elegance. 
The beloved's glory is overwhelmed with silver and 
gold and ornament. 

Verse5 8 

Although there is a world in the face of the beloved, 
There is another world in the garment of the desired 
one. 

Beauties are glorified by sumptuous and ornamented 
garments. 

They wish to reveal themselves in a different mode. 

And there is no reason for their saying that there is 
no need to change the gutter . Yes, jarii al-nahru wa siilta 
al-mfziib is a metaphor. Its meaning is, "The river and 
the gutter flowed." But river and gutter do not flow. 
Rather, it is water that flows. And in truth, flowing is 
natural to water. But if water does not affect river and 
rain spout, if it does not break off bits from each of 
them, and if those broken-ofT fragments do not flow 
together with the water, [40r] how could flowing be 
ascribed to river and rain spout? Besides, the gutter still 
found there [at this time] was made in the age of the 
cAbbasid caliphs-God have mercy on them. 59 In the 
time of the caliphs there were not sufficient means for 
them to fashion and put in place a gutter worth many 
times a hundred thousand times a hundred thousand 
florins. And so at the time it was fashioned, that gutter 
was made very thin. But with the help of God-whose 
name be exalted-there is such abundance and sum 
and substance in the treasury of the House of cO§man 
that it is possible to build a wall of pure gold in the form 
of a rampart around the gracious Sanctuary of that 

56 I.e., the tzl,el .:;.;. at the end of afll,eI.:;.;.1&. becomes fal,el ..;::. 
(a splitting, cracking, fissuring) by changing the kesre to a jet/:ta. 

57 Marginal note gives meter of verse, mifacilun mifaciliin mifii.czliin 
mifaciliin. 

58 Marginal note gives meter of verse, jaCiliitiin jaCilatiin jaCilatiin 
jaCilat. 

59 cAbbiisid caliphs: the caliphs of the cAbbiisid house who ruled 
from 1321749-50 to 749/1258. 
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Blessed Abode. Is it surprising that the beloved of the 
world and one dearly loved by all, having been 
embellished like the Temple of Jerusalem, should be 
completely covered with gold and ornament?" They 
gave answers like this, and in short, there was so much 
dispute and discussion and such quarreling and con
frontation between them [the members of the ulema] 
that they could not restrain themselves from backbiting 
and from strife and contention. And at this time, 
because the eastern and western and Hungarian 
campaigns60 came to pass, [the restoration work] was 
postponed. And the life of the fortunate sultan, not suf
ficing [to carry out the restoration], a full twenty-five 
years passed and the above-mentioned matter was not 
begun. Finally, when making the hajj in the year one 
thousand nineteen [1610-11], the former ieyG al-islam,61 
His Excellency the late and deceased Sunc Allah, who 
has attained God's mercy-may he rest in peace
reached that joy-giving place and soul-revising abode 
[the KaCba] and saw and observed that the joy-giving 
walls of that blessed building inclined here and there to 
the utmost degree and that its base had spread. There 
was need of a brace [kemer] to bind up its base. After
wards, returning and coming [to Istanbul], [40v] he 
reported on its actual condition to the sultan who oc
cupies the throne of sovereignty at the present time and 
is the caliph of the world, the master of piety and 
religion, the possessor of the greatest trust, the heir of 
the greatest caliphate, lord of the two continents and 
the two seas, the Servitor of the Two Holy Cities [Mec
ca and Medina], lord of the lands of the Arabs and the 
Persians, master of the sword and the pen, the most 
glorious of deserving khakans, victorious with the help 
of God the Creator, the glory of the House ofcO~man, 
the caliph of the caliphs of God, His Majesty the Sultan 
Al).med Khan62-may his sovereignty be everlasting 
and his state be eternal. Thus, he [the jeyG ai-islam] 
related that the glory of his [Sultan Al).med's] 

60 The eastern and western and Hungarian campaigns: 
presumably reference is here made to the two wars begun in the last 
years of the reign of Muriid III, the Iranian War of 1578-1590 which 
resulted in Ottoman annexation of the Caucasus, Kurdistan and 
Azerbaijan from the Safavids, and the war with the Hapsburgs which 
began in 1593, dragged on through the reign of Mehmet II, into that 
of Abmed I and was concluded by the Treaty of Sitva Torok (11 
November, 1606). For details and bibliography, see Shaw, History, I, 
pp. 180-188. 

61 ftyb a/-isltim: title given to the I:Ianafi mufti or jurisconsult (as' 
opposed to kadi or judge) of Istanbul, who from the early sixteenth 
century acquired undisputed authority over the ulema of the Ot
toman Empire. Appointed by the sultan, only the grand vizier was 

forefathers and ancestors, the late Sultan Murad, had 
intended to change the Golden Gutter of the Revered 
Kacba and caused a jeweled brace to be made for it to 
buttress its blessed middle. "But at that time, some 
powerful ulema-saying, 'To lay hands on the ancient, 
pure house is not approved and is a transgression'
declared it unlawful and, in addition, military cam
paigns beginning at that time and his noble life not suf
ficing, [restoration] has not begun up to this moment. 
But in this blessed year, if necessary preparations are 
not made and [restoration] is not begun, it is likely that 
its glorious walls and joyous towers will fall into the 
Noble Sanctuary and its bright, precious stones will be 
scattered. They said it would be an assault to lay hands 
on this blessed building. [But] how would it be an 
assault on that blessed building to fasten a brace to the 
pleasant waist of that noble place? It is essential not to 
ignore this matter and to make preparations as quickly 
as possible," he said. When he [the ieyG ai-islam thus] 
described the condition [of the KaCba], straightaway, 
His Majesty the Illustrious Sultan immediately began 
preparations. Commanding His Excellency the above
mentioned micmar aga, he withdrew from the Imperial 
Treasury many times a hundred thousand times a hun
dred thousand noble dinars of exact weight and of a 
true standard of purity resembling the Philosopher's 
Stone. And because [41r] he [the micmar aga] had up to 
that time sealed and protected the plans drawn for this 
matter of the braces in the noble times of everyone of 
the padishahs from among the past sultans who wished 
to fix a joy-giving brace to the pleasant middle of that 
Blessed House, the aforementioned Aga had only to 
refer to them to know its width and height and length. 
After that, he laid out the columns [diCam] and the 
beams [zih] of the brace to be fashioned. Wherever 
necessary, he drew and put forth new designs for the 
various forms in order to give the dimensions for the 
columns and beams, the likes of which the engineers of 

higher than the ftyo a/-isltim in the Ottoman bureaucracy. As head of 
the hierarchy of the ulema, he recommended to the sultan the ap
pointment of the upper grades of judges. His political functions in
cluded the issuing ofjttvti or statements on legal points which formed 
the basis for legal discussion relating to questions of public policy and 
discipline. As such the ftyb a/-is/tim played a central role in the defini
tion of legal issues in the empi~e. See H. I. Uzun~ar~lh, Osman/z 
Devlttinin I/miye Ttfkilatz (Ankara: Turk Tarih Kurumu Baslmevi, 
1965), pp. 173-214; also Pakalan, Dtyimler, III, pp. 347-351. For 
Sun( Alliih, see p. 38, note 4. 

62 Sultan Abmed Khan (Ahmed I): fourteenth sultan of the 
Ottoman dynasty, reigned 1012/1603 to 1026/1617. 
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the age and artists of the era had not seen or heard. 
Then several symmetrical and well-proportioned tie 
rods [veter] and square piers [sutiin ] were fashioned from 
pure steel in accord with the above-mentioned plan and 
the aforementioned form. After that, gold and silver 
leaf were applied to the said tie rods and the above
mentioned supports. After thus completing the brace's 
beams and piers, the described golden rain spout and 
the most high minbar for the Ma~am of the Friend of 
God [the Prophet Abraham]-peace be upon him
and the three non-ferrous, golden locks [kilid] for the 
Tomb of the Prophet63 were fashioned. After all these, 
having been completed, were prepared and ready, they 
were taken to the pleasant open country outside the 
Edirne Gate known as the Daviid Pasha Qiftligi so that 
His Majesty the fortunate Padishah, the shadow of 
God, refuge of the world, could see how excellently 
these fine, esteemed gifts and nobly made works were 
fashioned, and how charming and agreeable each one 
of them was. They [the braces] were set up on the four 
perpendiculars that had been fixed in the ground. Say
ing, "These were made for the two noble sanctuaries 
and they go to those two blessed places," the great 

63 Minbar of the Ma~am IbrahIm and golden locks of the Tomb 
of the Prophet; see pp. 47·48, notes 2 and 3, above. 

64 A number of works more or less contemporary with the Risiile·i 
Micmiiriyye give additional details relating to the restoration of the 
Kacba and of the Prophet's Mosque in Medina. Of particular interest 
in this regard is the Ziibdet al- Teviirz!;, written by Mu~taIa ibn IbrahIm, 
imam-i sulliinzunder Al,lmed I, who wrote under the pseudonym sari; 
see Babinger, Geschichtsschreiber, pp. 146-147. In Topkapl SaraYl 
Miizesi Kiitiiphanesi, Revan Kitaplan, no. 1304, pp. 123a ff., he 
writes, 

"The hajjis who returned in the middle of Cumadeliila in the year 
1001 [end of October, 1602], and in particular the retired Iry!; al
isliim, Mevlana Sunc Alliih Efendi, brought news of the need for 
repairs in Revered Mecca. They said that because the walls of the 
Kacba had become completely dilapidated, its repair was not to be 
neglected. Upon this, the placement anew of two collar beams [kulak] 
of strong iron on its walls was called for. These collar beams would 
enclose the Kacba on its upper and lower parts. For this purpose, two 
sections were prepared for the sides contiguous to each corner [riikn] , 
for a total of sixteen pieces, and to support these pieces four iron posts 
[direk] were prepared for each corner. The lower of these two collar 
beams which we have mentioned was covered with skilled work and 
inscriptions [lev~a] of pure gold, done in the art of engraving 
[~alemkiir], the upper [beams and] the remaining posts with pure 
silver. For the holy place where the corner supports are contiguous 
with the door, a blessed arch [kemer] of the same materials was made. 

"In addition to this, it was commanded that the rotten boards on 
the roof of the Kacba, which were on the point of collapsing, be torn 
down and new ones be put in their place. Once, in earlier times, the 
sovereign Mir Al,lmed, who was one of the rulers of Egypt, renovated 
the rain gutter. But because this gutter was made of a metal other 

viziers and illustrious mInIsters of state, and His Ex
cellency the feyb ai-islam, and the great shaikhs, and the 
tar;!f- casker [chief military judge] and other ulema and 
learned persons and professors and teachers [ 41 v] and 
the foreign ambassadors, in all more than a hundred 
thousand persons, made ready to honor them. After the 
Padishah, the refuge of the world, and the faviifan 
[halberdiers of the sultan's bodyguard] andJanissaries, 
and sipah [army troops] and other people had admired 
them, the above-mentioned offering and aforemen
tioned rarities were finally sent with respect and honor 
to the two noble sanctuaries. After that, with the divine 
aid of God the Helper, the Sovereign Lord, the arrival 
of all of them to their designated destinations was 
facilitated, and everyone of them was put in its proper 
place. 64 God, whose name be exalted, having accepted 
them, the noble lives of His Majesty the Padishah, the 
refuge of the world, and of His Excellency the micmaT 
aga who fabricated them were made more abundant 
from day to day, and in return for them, they will 
promptly be favored with bountiful rewards in the next 
world. Amen, for the sake of the Lord of the Prophets. 

i' 

than silver or gold, when sovereignty passed to the chosen of the Ot
toman dynasty, the deceased Sultan Siileyman-may he rest in 
peace-with true resolve and high zeal, required that that gutter be 
replaced and upon that, making it of pure silver, he placed the [old] 
gutter, made by the above-mentioned sovereign in the state treasury, 
and today it is there. 

"The Padishah [Sultan Al,lmed], taking charge of the renewing of 
the roof and the restoration of the walls, ordered the making anew of 
the rain gutter, and in addition to using pure gold as the material, he 
ordered the silver-framed inscriptions over the door to the Kacba also 
to be made from pure gold. To escort these to their destination, 
Hasan Pasha, who was formerly the difterdiir of Aleppo, but who in 
return for this was [later] given the office of beglerbegi of Aleppo, was 
appointed. In addition, although these things [the beams and sup' 
ports] that are mentioned were things that the micmiir ball Mel,lmet 
Aga understood [how to make], it was expected that they be made 
precisely to the plan showing the Kacba's width and height, and that 
they conform exactly to their prescribed places. Along with this, pay
ing special attention, a few people from the classes of carpenter, ar
chitect, jeweler and blacksmith were dispatched with him [Hasan 
Pasha]. They were sent to the l;Iijaz in the middle of the month of 
Recep of that year [end September, 1611], and it was ordered that the 
jobs that were to be executed and performed be carried out. The 
above-mentioned mi'mar aga arrived at the l;Iaram with the men-
tioned things. . 

"From letters sent at that time from that place it is understood that 
on Sunday morning at the beginning of Mul,larrem, 1021 [4 March, 
1612], as the sun rose, all ulema and faqihs and righteous persons met 
in Revered Mecca, gathering opposite the Kacba. After prayers, scaf
folding was set up under the rain gutter and, the Kacba's roof being 
opened, repairs began. While it was estimated that it would take ten 
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Verse65 

By being obedient to God the Creator, 
All your wishes in this world have been realized. 

Creating those beautiful works in the Kacba and Tomb, 
Your title became Architect of the Servitor of the Two Holy Cities. 

Those pure acts will continue to bring you eternal prosperity. 
Your pure faith in Him caused you to attain spiritual perfection. 

Your endless pious deeds have captivated the world. ' 
Your excellent good works have radiated brightness like the sun. 

Both the Revered Kacba and the Sacred Tomb, 
With the things associated with them became beloved of your heart. 

Your works were the result of great knowledge. 
Without conquering them, Mecca and Medina became your cities. 

With your kindness you made the people, like Cacfer, your slaves. 
Both your sincere well-wishers and your admirers multiplied. 

[42r] Actually the aim of the Chief Architect is to 
look after, restore, love and serve those Two Blessed 
Abodes [Mecca and Medina] with purity of heart. 
From the time [Abraham] the Friend of God-peace be 
upon him-built it [the KaCba], until that moment, 
apart from the old gutter and its noble kiswa, nothing 
fashioned by anyone's hand had been imposed on that 
Blessed Abode. Thanks be to God-whose name be 
exalted-now, a beautiful work having been created in 
this manner, it was placed around that joy-giving 
abode. [Thus], that jeweled brace for its [the KaCba's] 
blessed waist, covered entirely with gold and silver leaf, 
and that gold rain spout for its lofty roof worth many 
times a hundred thousand times a hundred thousand 
florins, and that elegant minbar for the Mal.dim of 
[Abraham] the Friend of God-peace be upon him
and those three non-ferrous locks of pure gold, and 
many golden windows [pencere] figured with various 
forms were fashioned and dispatched. What does it 

days to set up the scaffold, it was [in fact] completed by the evening 
of that day, before the sun had set. Next morning the roof was 
opened. Examining [it], the architects and the foremen and Hasan 
Pasha saw that about twenty-seven of the boards were rotten and of 
these five were completely gone, [such that] when they were touched, 
disintegrating like flour, they scattered like dust. Of the twenty-seven 
planks we mentioned, three of them were found after inspection to be 
in a condition good enough for [re]use. But twenty-four were com
pletely unsuitable. Therefore, completely new ones were put in their 
places. When the ones which had been on the roof were laid down on 
the roof as before, the new golden gutter was put in place on that for
tunate day, and then the work on the roof was completed. 

"The collar beams and the supporting posts prepared for the 
decaying corners [of the KaCba] were put in their places. The full 
repair and strengthening of the broken parts of the walls were also 
among the important tasks the doing of which was required in accord 

mean to invoke the name of the Blessed KaCba? Ac
cording to a blessed verse in the Sura of the Cow, 66 wa 
cahidnii iiii Ibriihzma wa Ismiiczia an tahhirii baytz ii-al
tii'iftna wa al-ciikiftna wa ai-rukkaci al-sujiidi wa idh !ciila 
Ibriih'fmu Rabbi V'cal hiidha baiadan iiminan. And God
whose name be exalted-knows best and His 
Messenger [confirms], the meaning is that We ordered 
Abraham and Ishmael-.-peace be upon them-to 
cleanse My house of idols. And at the time when 
Abraham, for the sake of those who circumambulate 
the Blessed House and meditate therein, said, "0 God, 
make this region a place of sanctuary," his God, 
manifesting [Himself], heard his prayer and made it in
violable. That is, He placed it under protection such 
that in it human blood is not spilled and no one is op
pressed in any way and nothing is hunted in it. If a 
murderer takes refuge there, he is not seized, [42v] and 
pasture is not mowed. Lengthwise, the Revered Kacba 
is seventeen ~iriic, widthwise it is fourteen ~iriic, and in 

with the Sultan's command. And the carrying out of this important 
task was worked at with zeal. The expert architects and skillful 
workers, estimating and measuring by spans [kan,], used their wit in 
considering how it should be done. Saying, "Does it fit? Does it not 
fit?," there was a controversy. Finally, in conformity with a dream 
that one of the architects had, the work was started after the evening 
prayer on the evening of that day. By morning, the gold and silver 
columns by which the arches were to be supported were completely 
erected, and aside from these reaching the roof, the collar beams for 
the bottom, made of gold [and consisting] of eight pieces, were put 
in place. The remainder were completely put in place the next night, 

. again as desired. And in the same way, a golden inscription was put 
in place of the door's silver epigraph." 

65 Marginal note gives meter of verse, me.fiilii flCilatii mefocilii 
jaCiliin. 

66 ~ur'an, II: 125-126. 
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height it is twenty ~irac. And the Blessed Sanctuary [the 
mosque of the KaCba] is one hundred seventeen ~irac 
lengthwise, and is also one hundred seventeen ~irac 
widthwise. And the holy ground beneath each of the 
Three Domes [u,f leat leubbeler]67 is each a total of twenty 
~irac. In terms of surface area, that Blessed Abode and 
Joy-giving Sanctuary and those Domes, all of these 
holy places, are in sum one hundred twenty-seven 
thousand four hundred forty-nine square ~irac [sic]. 
And in addition to this, for six mfl to its [the KaCba's] 
east and likewise for six mfl to its west, that is as regards 
east-west orientation for a total of twelve mfl, and for 
three mfl to its north and for three mfl to its south, that 
is as regards north-south orientation for a total of six 
mfl, it is a sacred territory which is the Sanctuary of 
God (I:Iaram Allah). 68 And this is respected as the sanc
tuary of the Beyt Allah, and likewise, hunting and the 
mowing of meadowland and the tyrannizing and op
pressing of one person by another are forbidden. Now 
it is imperative [that] people understand this and 

understand how much the whole of this sacred territory 
is revered and esteemed, and how much grace and 
nobility it possesses. And previously, we briefly des
cribed how those noble presents and fine rarities dis
patched to the Two Holy Cities were seen and inspected 
in Istanbul. But now, as with the beauty of that Blessed 
Abode, it is not possible to describe them [and their 
comeliness] here. For [although] there are many in
comparable, rare, jeweled belts and diadems of gold 
and precious stones in the bezzaz-sitan,69 [the things] 
there, with their perfection, are not themselves capable 
of giving off radiance. But if they were put on a 
beautiful beloved and an extraordinary beauty, that 
sumptuous attire [43r] would attain such a noble state 
that when a man looked at it, his eyes being dazzled, 
no other remedy would remain, save to offer praise and 
thanksgiving to God the Supreme Creator. What hap
piness, good luck and honor for the Aga that in this 
manner, [those] noble works having been fashioned by 
his hands, were placed in that Blessed Abode! 

Verse70 

He began at an auspicious time in the profession of the working of mother-of-pearl. 
Behold, the Aga mastered architecture! 

Until the Day of Judgment there will not be another such master craftsman. 
May their [his works'] existence give life to him [preserve his memory] in the world. 

In Praise of the Beyt al-ijaram-may God, the all-knowing Lord, honor it. 71 

Now let us honor the Blessed House. 
That is, turning toward it, let us pray. 

It is necessary to stand with deep humility and veneration, 
As if the king of kings of the world were greeting us. 

But it is necessary to know how much it is beloved, that to which 
The lover must devote his complete attention. 

67 Uf I;>at I;>ubbeler: this presumably refers to the I;>ubbe or dome over 
the Zamzam well and two further domed buildings at the edge of the 
ma,tiif called al-I;>ubbatayn ("the two domes"). All three are to be seen 
on Ali Bey's plan of the Great Mosque of Mecca as represented in 
Burton's Narrative, II, between pp. 294 and 295. They are further des
cribed in ibid., pp. 309-316; also in Burckhardt, Travels, pp. 143-146. 
Today, however, all three have disappeared. Indeed, al-I;>ubbatayn, 
which in their latest form were built in 947/1540-41 by Ho~geldi, 
governor of Jidda, and housed the clocks, chronometers and manu
scripts donated to the Great Mosque, were no longer standing when 
Hurgronje photographed the mosque in the 1880's. The I;>ubbe over 
the Zamzam well was torn down at the time of the rebuilding of the 
Great Mosque in the 1950's. See also note 72 below. 

68 l:laram-Allah: the consecrated area surrounding the Kacba, 
marked by boundary stones and within which the truce of God 

prevails. It is forbidden to carry arms in this sanctuary, and those 
who have committed unintentional manslaughter can find refuge 
here, for within the sanctuary it is forbidden to shed blood. The idea 
of sanctuary extends even to the flora and fauna: animals are not to 
be scared away or hunted, nor are trees and bushes to be cut down. 
SeeA.J. Wensinck,J.Jomier, "Kacba," £.1. 2 , IV, p. 322. For the 
manner in which the Kacba and its sanctuary area conform to the 
character of the traditional Semitic sanctuary, see W. Robertson 
Smith, The Religion of the Semites, The Fundainental Institutions (London: 
A. and C. Black, 1972), pp. 140-164. 

69 bezziiz-sitiin: betitstiin, that is, the vaulted and fireproof part of the 
bazaar where valuable goods were kept. 

70 Marginal note gives meter of verse, fiiciliitun feciliitun feCiliitiin 
feCliit [feciliit]. 

71 Marginal note gives meter of verse, me.fiilufiiciliitu meJiicilufiiciliit. 
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In truth, the thing intended is the Creator of the Earth and Heaven. 
That kibla which stands in front of one is only the imam 

0, that House is an exalted, splendid abode. 
From it an unfailing spiritual brilliance is witnessed. 

In that noble place, prayer is accepted [by God], 
Because that unspeaking one [the KaCba] intercedes for you. 

For you to pronounce the name of the Kacba is to approach God. 
Do not be found heedless! Be scrupulous in this! 

[43v] If it is asked, how does one acquire nearness to Him, 
[The answer is] do not endlessly ignore the gate of supplication. 

Would that Lord of the House reject you? 
Is it empty? What do you think that place is? 

Let pilgrims come from the Two Holy Cities and the Hijaz. 
Just let them bring us tidings from the beloved. 

O! Will we see His delightful kibla? 
Would that we too might each be made happy with a meeting! 

This is the reason for my exertion: that I might go to that Pure Sanctuary. 
That I might walk proudly in the pilgrim's garb together with the lovers. 

o God! Facilitate for us a visit to it! 
Now Your slave's preoccupation is the Mosque of the Sanctuary. 

If our sins are not washed with Zamzam's72 water of divine mercy, 
This is my fear, that everyone will condemn [me] on the Day of Judgment. 

o Pardoner of Sins, we have taken refuge in You. 
You are a merciful one! In You is lasting refuge. 

With Your kindness pardon this slave of Yours, the sinner CaCfer! 
o Creator of Mankind, for the sake of the KaCba! 

And the holy territory of Illuminated Medina 
became a sanctuary. Thus, there is a blessed Tradition 
written in the noble Me~abf.h73 related by cAlf14-may 
God honor him. And this is that blessed Tradition. 
lSala al-Nabiyyu calayhi ai-salam al-Madfnatu baramun ma
bayna 'Ayrin wa Thawrin fa-man abdatha fi-ha badathan aw 
awa mubdithanfa-CalayM laCanat-Allahi wa al-mala)ikati wa 
ai-nasi ajmaCfna la yu/.cbalu ~arfu wa la cadlu dhimmatu al
muslimfna wabidatun [44r] yasca biha adnahum fa-man 

akhtjara musliman fa-Calayhi laCnatuhu AllaM wa al
mala)ikati wa ai-nasi ajmaCfna. 75 The Messenger of God 
was the speaker of truth and the Beloved of God was the 
speaker of truth! This is its blessed meaning, which 
God-whose name be exalted-knows best and His 
Messenger [confirms]. The territory of Blessed 
Medina, that is the territory between CAyr and Thawr76 

is sanctuary. Both CAyr and Thawr are the names of 
mountains. And Illuminated Medina is between these 

72 Zamzam: the sacred well in the Great Mosque of Mecca situated 
to the southeast of the Kacba. Muslim tradition connects the well to 

the story of Abraham. It is said that it was opened by the angel 
Gabriel to serve Abraham's wife Hagar and his son Ishmael, who 
were dying of thirst in the desert. Pilgrims drink its water as health
giving and use it for ablutions. For details see B. Carra de Vaux, 
"Zamzam," E.1.1, IV, pp. 1212-1213. 

73 Me$iibl!z: Presumably al-Baghawi's famous collection of badith 
entitled Majiibil.1 al-Sunna, or perhaps Wali al-Din's rearrangement of 
the same entitled Mishkiit al-Majiihlb. See Ignaz Goldziher. "The 
Hadith Literature," in Muslim Studies, II (London: George Allen and 
Unwin, 1971), pp. 241, 247-248; also Wali al-Din Mubammad ibn 
cAbd Allah al-Khatib al-Tabrizl. Mishlcat al-Majiibib, I, trans. James 
Robson (Lahore: Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, 1975), pp. xii-xvi; and 
Brockelmann, Geschichte, I, p. 363, Supplement, I, p. 620. 

H CAli: CAli ibn Abi TaIib, cousin and son-in-law of Muhammad 
and fourth caliph, was one of Muhammad's first adherents. 

75 Literally, "The Prophet-peace be upon him-said, 'Medina is 
sanctuary between CAyr and Thawr. He who does any innovation in 
it or who assists one who made an innovation, may the curses of God 
and the angels and of all mankind be upon him. No deviation or ex
ception from that will be accepted. All Muslims share a common 
obligation. Those who would seek to do this [violate this obligation] 
are the least among them. The curses of God and of the angels and 
of all mankind will be upon him who brings a Muslim [to innova
tion].'" 

76 CAyr and Thawr: the names of the two mountains that define the 
limits of the Sanctuary of Medina, lying respectively about three 
miles south and north of the city; see Burton, Narrative, I, p. 379. 
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two mountains. Therefore, if someone begets an in
novation there, or if he does not himself beget an in
novation but assists him who imposes the innovation, 
may the curse of God-whose name be exalted-and of 
the angels and of mankind be upon him. If the 
Muslims' oath and safe conduct are one and the same, 
still that oath is an oath and safe conduct is safe con
duct. It is incumbent on all Muslims, even the least of 
Muslims, to exert themselves not to violate them. That 
is, if one Muslim swears an oath and promises safe con
duct, then it is incumbent on other Muslims to see that 
that oath is held to. Slaves and women are the least, 
that is, the most humble of the Muslims. Yet even they 
must exert themselves not to violate that oath in any 
way. Therefore, if someone breaks and abrogates a 
Muslim's oath, that is, if he offends his oath and pro
mise of safe conduct, let the curses of God-whose 
name be exalted-and of the angels and of mankind be 
upon him. For the deeds, the acts of worship and 
repentance and justice-that is, the posthumous offer
ings of the inventor of heresy, and the helper of the 
begetter of heresy, and the violator of the oath made 
by a Muslim-will not be accepted. If, for example, 
because of that [ sinful behavior], after the death of 
that person, his near relatives give alms of supplication 
[for mercy for the deceased], and perform the hajj, 
and do other things, God-whose name be exalted
will not accept them. [44] But ifhe repents while alive, 
if he changes and becomes just, they are accepted. 
That which is to be understood from this is that the 
Prophet Muhammad-may God, whose name be ex
alted, commend and salute him-made the territory 
between Mount CAyr and Mount Thawr a sanctuary. 
And those knowing it to be inviolable must all the more 
honor and respect it. And in the noble Me~abfb there is 
written a blessed Tradition related by Sacd. 77 And this 

77 SaCd (SaCd ibn AbiWa~iis): Meccan Arab military commander 
of the early years of the Islamic conquest, he was one of the oldest of 
the Companions of the Prophet. He took part in the battle of Badr 
and Ubud, as well as the campaigns that followed. Later he was the 
Muslim commander at al-Kiidisiyya where the Sassanian armies were 
driven from Iraq. He was subsequently the founder and governor of 
Kufa, and died in 50/670-71 or 55/675-76. See K.V. Zettersteen, 
"Sacd b. Abi Wal,<l,<iis," E.l.I, IV, pp. 29-30. 

78 Literally, "The Messenger of God-may the prayers and 
greetings of God, whose name be exalted, be upon him-said, I am 
making sanctuary that which lies between those two places at 
Medina. Her [Medina's] trees shall not be cut and her animals shall 
not be killed. No one would leave her voluntarily, but that God will 
substitute in here he who is much better than him. And he who will 
endure the affiiction and the torment of Medina, for him I will be an 
intercessor and a witness on the Day of Judgment." 

is that blessed Tradition. ~ala Rasiil Allahi ~alla Allahu 
Tacala calayhi wa sallam innf ubaTTimu ma-bayna la batayy 
al-Madfnati an yul-Iaca ghar,lahumti aw yul-tala fayduhti lti
yadaCuha abadun raghbatan canha ilia abdal-Allahu Tacala 
fiha man huwa khayrun minhu wa la-yathbutu abadun cala 

lawa'iha wa Jahdiha ilia kuntu lahii shafi'an aw shahfdan 
yawm al-l-iyamati. 78 The Messenger of God was the 
speaker of truth and the Beloved of God was the 
speaker of truth! God-whose name be exalted-knows 
best and His Messenger confirms, this is its blessed 
meaning. I now make a sanctuary that [which lies] be
tween Exalted Medina's two rocky places. Her trees 
shall not be cut even if[they have] thorns and her game 
shall not be killed. If a person voluntarily abandons that 
Blessed Medina, without fail God, whose name be 
exalted, will produce a better substitute in place of him. 
And if a person abides not Blessed Medina's affliction 
and torment, without fail I will be an intercessor and a 
witness for him on the Day of Judgment. In the noble 
Me~abfb there is a blessed Tradition related by Abu 
Hurayra79-may God be well pleased with him. In Il
luminated Medina the people used to see the first fruit 
[of the growing season]. Picking it, they would take it 
and go to the Prophet Muhammad-may God, whose 
name be exalted, commend and salute him. And the 
Prophet-may God, whose name be exalted, commend 
and salute him-taking it in his hand, would recite over 
it this prayer, which we call a blessed Tradition. [45r] 
This is the prayer. Allahumma baTik la-nafi thamiTina wa 
baTik la-na fi ~acina wa baTik la-na fi muddina Allahumma in
na ibTahfma cabdaka wa khalflaka wa nabiyyaka wa innf 
cabduka wa nabiyyuka wa innahii dacaka li-Makkata wa ana 
adciika Ii al-Madfnati li-mithli ma dacaka li-Makkata. 80 

God-whose name be exalted-knows best and His 
Messenger confirms, this is its blessed meaning. "0 
God, make blessed our fruits. And bless us our ~a. And 

79 Abu Hurayra (Abu Hurayra al·Dawsi al-Yamiini, d. 58/678): 
Companion of the Prophet Muhammad, he accepted Islam at 
Medina in the year 7/629. He was later appointed governor of 
Babrayn by the Caliph cUmar, and it is said that MuCiiwiya made 
him his deputy at Medina during the caliph's absence. Although he 
became a Muslim only four years before the death of the Prophet, 
Abu Hurayra is one of the most prolific sources of traditions: an 
estimated 3,500 are attributed to him. See J. Robson, "Abu 
Hurayra," E.l.2, I, p. 129. 

80 Literally, "0 God, bless for us our fruits [crops] and bless us 
our #i and bless us our mudd! 0 God, Abraham is Your worshiper and 
beloved and prophet. And I am Your worshiper and prophet. And he 
[Abraham] called You to Mecca. And I [Muhammad] am calling 
You to Medina just as he called You to Mecca." 
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bless us our mudd." Sii and mudd are dry measures. 
Fruits are sold in these units. "0 God, truly Abraham 
is Your worshiper and Your friend [haIZl]." Half[ means 
friend [dost]. "And he is Your prophet. I too am Your 
worshiper and Your prophet. He [Abraham] truly 
prayed to You for Mecca. And I pray to You for 
Medina as he prayed to You for Mecca." And the 
Prophet Muhammad-may God, whose name be ex
alted, commend and salute him-prayed like this. A 
moment after that he summoned his little son and gave 
that fruit to him. And again there is a blessed tradition 
in the noble Me$iibfb related by Ibn Sacid. 81 And this is 
that blessed Tradition. Inna Ibriihfma barrama Makkatafa-
jaCalahii baraman wa innf barramtu al-Madfnata baraman ma
bayna [lacuna] an yuhrii~a fi-hii damun wa lii-yubmalu fi-hii 
siliihun li-#tiilin wa lii-yukhbatu fi-hii shajaratun illii ii 
caiafin. 82 And this is its blessed meaning, that truly 
Abraham-peace be upon him-made Exalted Mecca 
a sanctuary. And I made Medina a sanctuary. Between 
its two boundaries let no arms be brought for the pur
pose of slaughter or to spill blood, and let no leaves be 
shaken down from the trees except to be given to cattle. 
In other words, do not strike a tree not wishing to feed 
cattle, [45v] lest leaves fall. And again, there is a bless
ed Tradition in the noble Me$iibfb related by Sacd ibn 
AbI Wakkas. 83 And this is that blessed Tradition: man 
akhadha abadan y~Ulu fihi falyaslubhii. 84 This is its blessed 
meaning, that if in the noble Sanctuary of Illuminated 
Medina a person seize someone who is hunting, let that 
person who seized him strip that hunter; that is, let him 
take his garments. And the Companions of the Prophet 
in their time seized and stripped those who hunted 
there in accordance with this blessed Tradition. And 

81 Ibn Sacid (KhaIid ibn SaCid): one of the earliest Companions of 
the Prophet, who died in the year 13/635 during the Syrian cam
paigns. See H. Loucel, "KhaIid b. Sacid," E.f.2, IV, pp. 927-928. 

82 The tradition as given in the text appears to be lacunary. Its 
translation is as follows, "Abraham made Mecca Sanctuary and it 
became Sanctuary and I made Medina Sanctuary and it became 
Sanctuary. Between ... in her [Medina] that no blood would be shed 
and no weapons be carried for the purpose of fighting and no tree 
would be struck except to feed cattle." 

83 Sacd ibn Abi Wa~~as: see note 77 above. 
84 Literally, "He who captures someone hunting in her [i.e., 

Medina], he should strip him." 
8~ Literally, "I was commanded to go to a village and that village 

eats villages. And that village is Yathrib, and it is Medina. It gets rid 
of bad people just as molten iron gets rid of impurities. And he said 
that God-be He exalted-named the city Tabet." 

86 cUmar (CUmar ibn al-Khattab): second caliph, founder of the 

again, there is a blessed tradition written in the noble 
Me~iibfb. And this is that blessed Tradition: umirtu bi
~aryatin ta'kulu ai-~urii ya~iiliina Yathribu wa hiya ai
Madfnatu tanfi ai-nasa ka-mii tanfi al-kfru khabatha al-badUli 
wa ~iiia inna Alliiha Taciilii sammii al-Madfnata tiibatan. 85 

This is its blessed meaning, that "I was commanded to 
journey to a village. It is such a village that it had to 
devour all [other] villages. In other words, I was com
manded to journey to a city and that city destroys and 
annihilates all the world's villages and cities." They 
[commentators] have given this many meanings. And 
however many meanings are given to it, all of them are 
accepted. Now, in Turkish, to say such and such eats 
so and so is simply to say it overcomes. Thus, Il
luminated Medina will be dominant over all countries 
until the Day of Judgment. From there, CUmar86-may 
God be well pleased with him-conquered all the 
world, from the West to the East. And still, along with 
the joy-marked nobility of the Prophet-may God, 
whose name be exalted, commend and salute him-it 
is victorious over the whole world. All men would give 
their lives to rub their faces in its dust. And again, the 
Prophet-may God, whose name be exalted, commend 
and salute him-says [46r] that village known as 
Yathrib is Medina-may God, whose name be exalted, 
glorify it-and it redeems the sins of mankind. Just as 
the true God-whose name be exalted-did away with 
the loathsome pagans and such like, He named Il
luminated Medina Tabe. 87 That is, He gave it the 
name Tabe. And tiibet means pure and clean and also 
to smell like a flower. And there is a blessed Tradition 
related by Ibn CUmar,88 written in the blessed tradi
tions collected by Imam Suyiitl [entitled] Jiimic al-

Arab empire, and one of the greatest figures of the early years of 
Islam. He was converted to Islam at the age of 26, four years before 
the Hegira, and was thus one of the earliest Companions and one of 
Muhammad's closest intimates. He succeeded to the caliphate on the 
death of his friend Abu Bakr (d. 13/634) and was assassinated in 
Basra in the year 23/644. For details, see G. Levi Della Vida, 
"cOmar ibn al-~hanab," E.I.1, III, pp. 982-984. 

87 Tabe: a name for the city of Medina. 
88 Ibn cUmar (CAbd Allah ibn cUmar ibn al-Khanab): son of the 

second caliph, one of the most prominent of the early Muslims and 
most scrupulous and frequently quoted authorities for Tradition. 
Born before the Hegira, he accepted Islam before his father and 
subsequently participated in the campaigns against the pagan Mec
cans, the Byzantines and the Sassanians. He was over eighty years of 
age when he died in Mecca in 73/693. See L. Veccia Vaglieri, "cAbd 
Allah b. cUmar b. al-Khanab," E.f.2, I, pp. 53-54. 
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Saghfr. 89 And this is that blessed Tradition: man ziira 
{cabrf wajabat laMi shafiiCatr. 90 This is its blessed meaning: 
"Whosoever visits my grave, to that person will my in
tercession be due." And again, in the Jamic al-Saghfr 
there is written a blessed Tradition related by Anas. 91 

And this is that blessed Tradition: man ziiranf bi-al
Madfnati mubtasiban kuntu lahu shahfdan wa shafi'an yawm 

al-{ciyiimati. 92 This is its blessed meaning: "Whosoever 
visits me in Medina, I will be a witness and an in
tercessor for that person on the Day of Judgment." 
And there are many blessed Traditions about that holy 
place. But in this summary it is not possible to mention 
all of them. Let those lovers and longers after those holy 
places investigate further! 

In Praise of Illuminated Medina-May God, Whose Name Be Exalted, 
Illuminate Her with He Who Illuminated Her93 

Yathrib also became like Batha,94 
The quintessence of the lands of the East and West. 

Its earth is ambergris, its dust musk. 
Its holy, pure earth is undefiled. 

[46v] Now, when [the tomb of] the Prophet is there, 
How is a pilgrimage [to Medina] not a duty? 

Because he is the Lord of the Community, 
It is proper that that Lord see us. 

An angel came to it from the seven heavens. 
The Community of Sinners does not go there. 

Is not the one who remains there that Messenger? 
Does he not long for his Community? 

Let us not neglect making the pilgrimage! 
May our love of that place prevail! 

Let us not be lovers only in name! 
Let not the claims of love turn out to be false! 

Let us thus express our affection of it! 
May that love be an enticement to us! 

Let us not lose a moment's opportunity! 
Before all else, let that place be our goal! 

Who knows that you could not make a pilgrimage? 
One day let us suddenly be absent! 

Let us ourselves journey to the Prophet's Tomb and to the KaCba! 
A proxy can not go to them in our place. 

Let us obey the pure sunna! 
Let us not go counter to the Prophet's legacy. 

Would that God in his generosity, 
Not prevent us from possessing that place. 

89 Imam Suyiiti , Jiimic al-$aghlr: a synopsis of a larger collection of 
traditions (al-Jamic al-Kahlr), in which al-Suyiiti attempted to collect 
from lzaduh literature all of the sayings of the Prophet. See C. 
Brockelmann, "al-Suyiiti," E.1.1, IV, p. 574; also p. 49, note 11, 
above. 

90 Literally, "He who visits my tomb, my intercession will be due 
him." 

91 Anas (An as ibn Malik): servant and early Companion of 
Muhammad and one of the most prolific Traditionalists, who died in 

Basra in the early eighth century. AI-Bukhiiri and Muslim record al
most three hundred traditions attributed to him; see A. J. Wensinck, 
J. Robson, "Anas b. Malik," E.l.2, I, p. 482. 

92 Literally, "He who visits me in Medina, I would be a witness 
and supporter for him on the Day of Judgment." 

93 Marginal note gives the meter of the verse, ja'ilalun mtja'iiUn 
je'lun [fecilun]. 

94 Bathii: name of the lowest part of the valley of Mecca and hence 
of Mecca as a whole. 
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[47r] In Praise of All the Holy Places95 

Joy-giving lands and places of pleasure, 
Have Mecca and Jerusalem and Yathrib and Sinai become. 

These are the places that we call holy. 
The light from the heavens has descended upon them. 

Here the Scriptures were revealed by God. 
There the prophets all appeared. 

The whole of the Pentateuch and the Holy IS.ur'an, 
The entire New Testament and all of the Psalms, 

Were first handed down at these pure places. 
After that they became renowned. 

Let us strive to go there. 
When one considers an ant on the road, one finds the way. 

Our zeal is not always as the ant. 
We do not expend all the strength possible. 

Let us go on foot like an ant! 
The humble creature is to us a companion. 

Let us obey the will of God! 
Are we not charged to make the hajj? 

Today we pass [our lives] saying, "Tomorrow." 
A handful of life makes us falsely proud. 

Because death is certain in the end, 
In truth we have become the people of the tomb. 

Let us go and prostrate ourselves on that pure ground! 
In this way the saintly life was passed. 

[47v] In all ways that Garden [the Tomb of the Prophet] is like paradise. 
Even the houris of heaven long to see it. 

Why should we not go and gaze upon it, 
In order that our sins may be forgiven? 

We hope this of God, 
That the Community of Muhammad be not estranged from it. 

[52r] SIXTH CHAPTER humanly possible, and how great are his care and effort 
at this time. 

Now, with the help of God-whose name be 
exalted-it describes in detail the character of the struc
ture of the noble mosque of His Majesty the Padishah, 
the refuge of the universe, located on the At Maydam 
in Divinely Protected Istanbul,l the imminent comple
tion of which is being facilitated by God. And it 
describes how attentive the Aga is-by the grace of 
God, whose name be exalted-to this noble building, 
and how he expends [upon it1 as much zeal as is 

The above-mentioned Aga is at the present time 
preoccupied with the construction of the noble mosque 
of His Majesty the honorable and respect-worthy 
Padishah of the seven climes, that is, Sultan Al;1med 
Khan, son of the deceased Sultan Mel;1med Khan, son 
of the deceased Sultan Murad Khan, son of the de
ceased Sultan Sellm Khan, son of the deceased Sultan 
Siileyman Khan, son of the deceased Sultan Sellm 
Khan, son of the deceased Sultan Bayezid Khan, son of 
the deceased Sultan Ebii al-Fetl;1 Mel;1med Khan, son of 

9~ Marginal note gives meter of the verse, j5Cil5tun mtjacilun jeClun 
[fe'ilun). 

I The Sultan Ahmed Camii; for description, plans, views and 

literature, see Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon, pp. 470-474; also Naylr, 
Sultan Ahmet, pp. 35-133. 
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the deceased Sultan Murad Khan, son of the deceased 
Sultan Me1)med Khan, son of the deceased Sultan 
Ylldlnm Bayezid Khan, son of the deceased Sultan 
Ghazi Hudavendigar Murad Khan, son of the deceased 
Sultan Orban Khan, son of the deceased Sultan 
co.~man Khan2-may he live long and attain his 
desires-the foundation of which were begun in the 
year one thousand eighteen [1609-10] on an elevated 
location and exalted site in an excursion place overlook
ing the Sea of Marmara, known as the At Meydam in 
Divinely Protected Constantinople. And with the help 
of God, whose name be exalted, this noble building has 

risen to the height of its lofty dome. And only the noble 
dome remains [to be completed]. And may God
whose name be exalted-facilitate its completion in 
health and safety, amen, 0 God of the Worlds! Because 
this humble servant saw the designs drawn by the Aga 
for the plan of the previously described noble mosque, 
[52v] I composed this Esasryye ~a~fde. When it was 
presented to the Sultan, the felicitous Padishah, refuge 
of the universe, being pleased and delighted in the ut
most degree, bestowed many gifts and favors as 
reward. And that ~a~fde is this which is related. 

This Is the Esasiyye J>..a~fde3 

Lightning struck the golden realm of the sun and the revolving sphere with gold. 
And caused the vault of heaven again to manifest a halo of light. 

The rainbow assumed the delightful form of the mihrab. 
The world became like a mosque with its star candles. 

The sun and the moon are two bright candles to the mosque of the world. 
With their rising they give joy to the world day and night. 

You might suppose that Mount Sinai became an artfully fashioned min bar , 
In which illumination from God was made manifest. 

The lofty mountains became here and there rare malifils. 4 

The beautiful-voiced hafiz is the nightingale of the rose garden. 
As the world showed itself with these beautiful forms, 

The mosque of the Ruler of the World made known his image. 
The shadow of the unique and eternal God, His Majesty Sultan A1)med, 

Lord of reason and wisdom, sublime ruler, 
Master of all grandeur, shah with the majesty of Farfdiin,5 

Khusraw6 who is a moon as bright as the sun and Jamshfd7 of dignity. 
Master of the sword and the pen, who raises standards and banners, 

Lord of the armies and domestics, Chosroes like Bahram the Hunter, 8 

[53r] Shelter of the mountain-peak of mercy, storehouse of time of the life of this world, 
Chief of the king of kings, the Bahman9 and Dara-visaged. 10 

2 This is the line of succession of the Ottoman house back to its 
founder, cO~man. 

3 Marginal note gives meter of the verse, fiiciliitiin feciliitiin feciliitiin 
feClat [feciliit]. 

4 mabJiI: private gallery or tribune for preaching in the mosque. 
~ Faridiin: one of the early kings of Iran mentioned in the Shah 

Niima of Firdawsi; see H. Masse, "Farldun," E.I. 2, II, p. 798. 
6 Khusraw (Kisra): the name of two of the kings of the Sassanian 

dynasty, Anushirwan (531-579) and Aparwlz (591-628), mentioned 
in the Shiih Niima of Firdawsl. Because they dominate the later Sassa
nian period, they came to personify Sassanian royalty for the 
Muslims. See M. Morony, "Kisra," E.l.2, IV, pp. 184-185. 

7 Jamshld: name of one of the early kings ofIran mentioned in the 
Shiih Niima of Firdawsl. Popular tradition and Persian poetry some
times identify him with Solomon. See Cl. Huart, H. Masse, "Qiam
IDld," E.J.2, II, pp. 438-439. 

8 Chosroes like Bahram the Hunter (kisrii-z Behriim jikiir): 

Bahram V, fourteenth ruler of the Sassanian Dynasty, who ruled 
from A.D. 420 to 438. Often referred to by the surname Gur 
("Onager"), he was renowned as a hunter. See Cl. Huart, H. 
Masse, "Bahram," E.I.2, I, pp. 938-939. The name kisrii 
("Chosroes," Husrev Cyrus) is used here as a title analogous to 
caesar in the West, with the meaning emperor or ruler. 

9 Bahman: name of one of the early kings of Iran, identified with 
Artaxerxes Longomanus. In the Shiih Niima, Firdawsi makes him the 
son of Isfandiyar, grandson of Vishtasp the patron of Zoroaster and 
the father of Sasan, eponymous ancestor of the Sassanian Dynasty. 
See Theodor N6ldeke, The Iranian National Epic or the Shah Name (Bom
bay: K. R. Cama Oriental Institute, 1930), pp. 21-22, 74-75. 

10 Dara: Persian form of the name of the Achaemenid king, 
familiarly known under the Hellenized form Darius, mentioned in 
the Shah Niima of Firdawsl. See B. Carra de Vaux, H. Masse, 
"Dara," E.l.2, II, pp. 132-133. 
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Hero of time and sultan of the sultans of the nations, 
Rustamll of the world and Yiisuf-facedl2 Kaykhusraw_ 13 

Modest shah of [the house of] cO,§man, true with a sincere heart, 
Who is a Farii~14 in his justice, a Karrar15 in his munificence_ 

Desirous of charity and good works, he is a caesar [like] Alexander_ 
A ruler like the strong I:Iaydar,16 a follower of the path of righteousness. 

Observe the munificence and kindness of the Shah of the World! 
How he roamed the world to perform acts of charity! 

The benevolent Shah did not consent to the tearing down of districts. 
He did not wish that abodes and dwellings be removed. 

In the city of Istanbul there were many aged palaces. 
There were none, either man or jinn, dwelling in those houses. 

The buildings occupied one of the finest locations in the city. 
They had become filled with the nests of owls. 

God's inspiration came upon His Majesty the Shah of the World. 
He ,built many monuments and good works on these vacant lands. 

He began to build a high and lofty mosque. 
The eyes are dazzled by the pleasing aspect of its form, 

As though Man! had painted it in the style of the Erjenk,17 
As though Bihzad18 held a compass to its design. 

This abode became pleasant and airy like paradise. 
From time to time the gentle morning breezes visit it. 

[53v] Its kibla is the sea, its front the At Meydam. 
In addition, on every side is the prosperity of the city and the bazaar. 

And beside the mosque there remain many more [fine] places [in the city] 
Where quarters like that might be built and great cities might be. 

Architect and emfn,19 working on it day and night, 

11 Rustam: the son of Zal and greatest hero of the Shah Niima. Of 
superhuman strength and courage, he apparently belongs to the 
folkloric traditions of Sistan and Zabul. For details, see N61deke, 
Epic, pp. 16-20, 68-73, 83-87. 

painting and to have illustrated his writings with didactic paintings. 
In later Islamic tradition Mani is remembered, not as the founder of 
a new faith or as a great religious personality, but preeminently as an 
artist, and is usually referred to as Mani the Painter. His great lost 
work, the Ardahang/E7jenk was, according to Muslim accounts, il
lustrated with numerous paintings brought back by Mani from 
heaven as a prophetic miracle. See George Widengren, Miinf and 
Manichaeism (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1965), p. 109. 

12 Yiisuf: Joseph of the Old Testament, a favorite subject of 
Muslim legend. The ~ur'an (XII: 31) describes Yiisuf as of angelic 
beauty. See Bernard Heller, "Yiisuf b. Yaclplb," E.I.I, IV, pp. 
1175-1179. 

13 Kaykhusraw: the third mythical ruler of the Iranian dynasty of 
the Kayanids, corresponding to Kavi Haosrovah of the religious 
tradition. Victorious over Tiiran, he brought peace to Iran according 
to the Shiih Niima. See Cl. Huart. "Kay Khusraw," E.I.2, IV, pp. 
815-816. 

14 Fariik: literally "one who discriminates between right and 
wrong"; it was a title given to the Caliph cUmar. For cUmar, see 
p. 62, note 86, above. 

15 Karrar: literally "impetuous;" one of the nicknames given to 
CAli because of his courage and daring. For CAli, see p. 60, note 74, 
above. 

16 I:Iaydar: literally, "lion, brave, valiant"; one of the nicknames 
given to CAli. 

17 Mani ... of the Erjenk: the third-century A.D. Iranian prophet 
and religious teacher who attempted to synthesize the best of' 
Zoroastrianism, Buddhism and Christianity into the new faith of 
Manichaeism. He is recorded as having been skilled in music and 

18 Bihzad: Kamal al-Din Bihzad, the most famous of Persian 
miniature painters, active in Herat and Tabriz under the late 
Timurids and early Safavids. He was born sometime in the decade 
1450-60 and is recorded as having died in 942/1536-37. See Richard 
Ettinghausen, "Bihzad," E.l.2, I, pp. 1211-1214. 

19 emfn: presumably a reference to the ,ehir emfni', one of four high 
ranking officials with the title emfn attached to the outer service (b1riin) 
of the imperial palace. The post was originally created in the mid
fifteenth century by Sultan Mebmet II, and its holder was charged 
with building and maintaining the imperial palaces, the supervision 
of construction and repair of public buildings in the capital and the 
maintenance of waterworks and the water system ofIstanbul. He was 
assisted by two subordinates, a mi'miir btl/I, or chief architect, and a 
iU n~zn, or water inspector. For details, see Uzunc;ar~lh, Saray 
Tqkilatl, pp. 375-378; also Shaw, History, I, pp. 117, 160; and Gibb 
and Bowen, Islamic Society, I, 2, pp. 84-85, 356-357. 
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That noble building came into being upon mighty foundations. 
It is as Solomon [did with] the Temple in Jerusalem. 

In its construction carpenters are as numerous as ants. 
There was so much effort to hasten its construction, 

With the zeal of the Shah stones showered like rain. 
Its foundations rose without halt to ground level, 
. The foot of the wall wishing in haste to step on the ground. 
Occurring with such great speed and effort, 

Suddenly, with the help of the All-Compelling [God] it came to completion. 
All mankind busied itself with pious prayer [for your well-being]. 

And the rebels went to hell because they did not pray. 
Your entire country, cleansed with their blood, became pure. 

Therefore, they gave you the name Bloody Sovereign in honor of this. 
When, along with your majesty, they saw your success and faith and sword, 

Bans20 and kings and unbelievers prostrated themselves before you. 
And if the heretic shah21 accepts not the True Religion [Sunni Islam], 

If he asks not forgiveness for his crime and mutiny, 
Our hope is that with the help of God, severing his head 

With the blow of a sword, the Commander [Sultan A1)med] causes him 
to prostrate himself in worship. 

[54r] Now with your sword you have made all the world Muslim, 
And it is appropriate that numerous places of worship be built. 

In describing you my mind has become bewildered. 
Which of your favors shall we count and enumerate? 

o Shah of Benevolence, your good works are so numerous! 
Where are all of these thoughts and ideas grasped, 

Worthy of eulogy [by one] with the abilities of the huma,22 which cannot be had 
By Cacfer, even if he were to fly over the world with wings? 

May this praiseworthy charity of yours be accepted in the presence of God! 
May your [A1)med's] dynasty and empire also extend to the Day of Judgment! 

In the near future may its [the mosque's] completion be facilitated for you by God! 
And may all the people of the world be obedient to your command! 

May the crown of the state like the disk of the sun radiate on your head 
So long as the sphere of heaven revolves! 

67 

This building is a high, noble structure, and from the 
time of Adam, the Pure-many God's blessings and 
peace be upon him-until this moment, no other such 
high and solid building has been erected. The noble 
mosque and pleasant sanctuary are an excursion spot 
such that there is no other place of comparable vastness 
in the world. It has six minarets. And those six 
minarets have [a total of] fourteen balconies [fiirife]. 
And by chance, those fourteen balconies are identical 
in number to the [number of Ottoman] padishahs who 

have reigned until the present time, including the 
felicitous padishah [A1)med Khan] and his glorious 
forefathers and noble ancestors. And because this 
building is such an enormous edifice, we have devoted 
to it a separate chapter. Because it is not possible to 
relate how vast a building this noble mosque is, how 
solidly its foundations and structure were made, [54v] 
we have not described these. In truth, one who wishes 
to understand these matters should first become greatly 
skilled and well versed in the science of geometry. After 

20 Ban: a title given by the Hapsburgs to the governors of certain 
military districts in Hungary and Croatia. 

21 heretic shah (riifzilliihl): the ShiCite Safavid shah of Iran. 
22 huma: the bearded vulture (Gypaetus barbatus), largest bird of prey 

of the Old World, considered a good omen and precursor of kingship; 
hence the epithet humiiyiin. See Cl. Huart, H. Masse, "Huma," 
E.J.2, III, p. 572. 
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that, it is necessary to study and ponder it [the mosque] 
for many days and months and years and for much 
time in order to comprehend in what manner and in 
what ways its various designs and interlocking decora
tions were put together. And let those who want to 
become truly aware of the qualities of this noble 
mosque also read and reflect on my !,ca$i·de of seventy 
couplets which I wrote and composed with the title 
Bahariyye,23 describing its figured designs and patterns, 
its noble structure and pleasing form! Let them see 
what sorts of wonderful forms and what variety of 
curi6us attributes with which that joy-giving place and 
mirth-increasing abode is endowed! And when God 
favored this book of deeds to come to this point, I 
thought, "Let me go see His Excellency the Aga and 
observe what he is at present working on. Perhaps 
something concerning this noble mosque will come to 
light. And should something come to light, let me write 
it down in this book of deeds." With this thought, 
when I arrived and paid a visit to him I saw that his 
small carpet was spread before the fountain of the men
tioned noble new mosque. But he was not sitting on the 
carpet. He considered his carpet only a tool. From 
modesty and humility he sat on a dry spot beside it. In 
his right hand he held a rosary and in his left hand a 
measuring stick. Turning his rosary unceasingly with 
his right hand, with every bead he turned over, he 
would repeat, "I witness [55r] that there is no god but 
God and I witness that Muhammad is His Worshiper 
and Messenger. Praise be to God! And thanks be to 
God! And there is no god but God! And God is most 
great! "24 Now and then, looking around, he would 
shout to negligent craftsmen, "Work!," and would 
point with the measuring stick in his left hand. And this 
humble servant, observing his being thus occupied, 
said to himself, "Let him complete his noble devotions. 
Then let me go and have the honor of interviewing 
[him]," and was silent. And sitting in a deserted spot 
there, I observed that an esteemed person skilled in the 
science of music, examining the noble building, sud
denly appeared opposite [me]. While examining some 
parts of the building, he came and sat by my side in 
order to rest. He also, observing His Excellency the 
Aga's careful attention, marveled at his being on the 
one hand so scrupulous with his devotions and on the 
other at his perseverance and his efforts with the crafts- . 

23 See below, pp. 73-76. 
2+ The shahrida, or Muslim profession of the faith. 
25 sernac: the music, recitations and whirling dances performed by 

men. And in this connection, your humble servant 
[CaCfer Efendi] related that when His Excellency the 
Aga was an cacemi ogian, he took a fancy to the science 
of music which he practiced on the saz, that he later saw 
a dream, that upon seeing that dream he renounced 
music, and that with the blessing of a saintly shaikh he 
took up the arts of architecture and the working of 
mother-of-pearl. The above-mentioned esteemed per
son, immediately raising his head, said, "Thanks be to 
God, whose name be exalted! What good fortune His 
Excellency the Aga has today attained! Now he bears 
witness to the science of music with prayers and devo
tions. Do you not see how under the pickaxe the marble 
makes the noble sound hiive, which is the exalted name 
and third person pronoun for God-whose name be ex
alted, may His glory be praised and His power be 
universal? [55v] Like the sound made by sufis and der
vishes when attaining a state of rapture and ecstasy 
with the semac, 25 such sounds also come from the mar
ble which is being dressed. And the Aga is here like a 
shaikh, for he both orders the craftsmen incessantly, 
saying, "Work!" and moreover, taking his rosary 
in his hand, is busy with devotions and prayers. This 
is a fortunate circumstance for His Majesty the 
felicitous Padishah, that he should have such a devout 
master architect, and that such a devout aga should 
build his noble mosque accompanied by prayers and 
devotions. You related that previously the Aga took 
a fancy to the science of music. Now we have seen 
the science of music in its entirety in the building 
of this noble mosque. When looking at this noble 
building I saw twelve types of marble. From each 
marble a different sound or type of melodic mode is 
produced. From the types of sounds of the twelve 
marbles I observed in the same manner twelve modes. 
And some of the craftsmen wield their picks very 
gently. Their pitch is like Yegah. And· some wield 
them harder than this. Their pitch is like Diigah. And 
some wield them harder than this. Their pitch is like 
Segah. And some wield their picks very forcefully. 
Their pitch is like Qargah. 26 And I have observed in 
this the four derivative modes [juCbe]. And when look
ing at the noble mosque I encountered seven foremen 
[muCtemed]. And they would ceaselessly walk around the 
building and enjoin the craftsmen, saying, each in a 
different sort of voice, "Work you!" And I observed in 

various Sufi orders to produce religious emotion and ecstasy. 
26 Yegah, Diigah, Segah, t;argah: the pitches D, A, Band C, respec

tively; see Signell, Makam, pp. 177-184, and p. 27 above. 
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their voices the seven secondary modes [avaze]. And 
these [56r] twelve types of marble must first be iden
tified. Then they must be polished. [Inherent] in each 
of them there is a different sort of sound and tone. And 
I observed the twenty-four derivative modes [terkfb] in 
them. Do not all these elements which I have described 
pertain to the science of music?" Examining the above
mentioned matter in this manner, the aforementioned 
esteemed person then, saluting, started off and went. 
After he went, this humble servant remained there in 
order to meet with the Aga. And at this time, the crafts
men kissed the wage they had earned that day, that is, 
taking their day's earnings, they touched them to their 
heads, and all of them set off and went. Thus your 
humble servant remained alone with His Excellency 
the Aga. When in a friendly manner we began to talk 
and speak and converse and exchange ideas, I saw that 
there was a certain uneasiness and dejection in his 
noble spirit. When I asked the reason for it, His Ex
cellency the Aga said, "0, Cacfer Efendi, why should· 
OUl;" nature not be much downcast and weary? Observe 
how the heavy burden of a noble building like this bears 
down upon me! If it were only this, persisting with my 
devotions and prayers, distress would not be suffered. 
But in addition to this noble building, there are other 
buildings scattered in many places. It is necessary to 
pay attention to each one. They cannot be neglected. 
Now this is the reason for the uneasiness and dejection 
which you have observed in our spirit. [For] I am also 
anxious about those other scattered buildings," he 
answered. And in fact, this humble servant! consider
ing and counting [56v] the scatterep buildings with 
which he was busy and preoccupied, felt pity [for the 
Aga]. In the course of this .friendly conversation, seeing 
a holy book in my hand, he took it, kissed [it, and] read 
his fortune. Returning it, he said, "Interpret for me the 
noble meaning of my fortune chanced upon in that holy 
book." And your humble servant, looking at the 
passage, saw that his fortune was a blessed Tradition. 
And this is that blessed Tradition. Yu'ta bi-rajulin yawm 
al-[ciyamati cind al-mfzani Ja-yukhraju lahu tisCun wa tisCiina 
sY·illan kullu sY·illan madd al-bCl$ari fiha khalayahu wa 
dhuniibuhu Ja-yiir/acu fi kaffati al-mfzani thumma yukhraju 
{cirttlsun mithlu aL-anmuLati fi-ha shahadatu an La ilaha ill-

27 Literally, "A man will be brought on the Day of Judgment 
before the scale and the ninety-nine registers will be brought before 
him. In each register his sins and transgressions will be inscribed for 
as far as the eye can see. And then they [the registers] will be placed 

Allahu wa anna Mubammadan cabduhu wa Rasiiluhii Ja
yiir/acu fi kaffatin ukhra Ja-yarjahu cala kha.tayahu. 27 The 
Messenger of God was the speaker of truth and the 
Beloved of God was the speaker of truth. God-whose 
name be exalted-knows best and His messenger con
firms, this is its blessed meaning. "On the Day ofJudg
ment, a man, that is a person, will be brought before 
the scale. Then, the ninety-nine registers of sins, 
extending as far as the eye can see, will be brought out. 
In those registers th~t person's sins have been written. 
Then these registers will be put on the scale of justice. 
After that, a paper as small as a finger tip will be 
brought out. On it has been written, 'I witness that 
there is no god but God and I witness that Muhammad 
is His Worshiper and Messenger.' And this paper on 
which are found the blessed words of the shahada will be 
put on one side of the scale. Now this blessed paper as 
small as a finger tip with the words of the shahada on it, 
will prevail over all the registers of sins and will be 
heavier than them." When the beautiful meaning of 
this blessed Tradition [57r] was related in this manner 
to His Excellency the Aga, because the fortune con
formed to his desire, because it was agreeable to his cir
cumstances, he was so pleased and delighted that one 
cannot describe it. Then, clasping in pleasure the hand 
of this humble servant, he took him and went to his 
private room in the noble building. When we arrived 
and went inside, he made a gift to this humble servant 
of all the money in his pocket and his small desk. And 
that evening he also sent a ram to me to roast in my 
humble house. Honoring and favoring him with so 
many spoils, he sent off your humble servant. In short, 
in the above-mentioned way I became the object of his 
benevolence, and arriving at my house I began to com
plete the RisaLe. And because the above-mentioned 
esteemed person said in the manner explained, "I ob
served twelve types of marble in the noble mosque's 
structure," it became necessary that I also study the 
marbles. I will describe the types of marble and the col
or of each type and will set this down in writing in my 
treatise. Now we have come to the detailed description 
of the marbles. That which is called marble [mermer] is 
a middle-quality type of stone, and they call stone of the 
best quality, that is the finest and rarest, jewels [cevher], 

on one of the sides of the scale. Then a paper as small as a finger tip 
with the shahtida-"There is no god but God and Muhammad is His 
Worshiper and Messenger"-on it will be put on the other side of the 
scale. This piece of paper will be heavier than the sins." 
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and stone of the most ordinary quality, that is of base 
quality, common stone [~ara-taf, ~ara-bacer]. And the 
well-known jewels are of twelve types. And the well
known marbles are of twelve types. And the well
known common stones are also of twelve types. And 
there are also many subdivisions of each of these. They 
[the subtypes] are rare. What is the use of describing 
those rare things? It would be too prolonged. [57v] 
And the reason for these three extant types of stones 
which we have described, whether pure jewels or plain 
and jewel-like marble or common stone, being of twelve 
types, is this, that their essences are different one from 
another. Some are hard and some are soft. And some 
of them are regarded by mankind as precious and are 
prized and highly esteemed. And some of them, not 
being of value, are worthless. And as their essences are 
different one from another, so too their colors are 
varied and different one from another. And their 
essences aside, most of these are admired for their col
or. Now since one oftheir admired qualities is their col
or, it is necessary, first of all, to describe the colors. 
This being the case, all colors will be investigated. Only 
seven well-known colors exist, and they have names 
designating them in Arabic and Persian and Turkish. 
This is the detailed account of them in the said three 
languages. Lawn and alwiin are Arabic [for color]. In 
Persian they say rang, in Turkish ton. Bayii(i, abya(i, 
bay(iii) and bz(i are Arabic [for white].28 In Persian they 
say safid and sapzd, and in Turkish a~. Aswad, sawdii) 
and sud are Arabic [for black]. In Persian they say siyiih 
and siyah, in Turkish ~ara. Azra~ and zar~ii) and zur~ and 
akhab and kahbii) are Arabic [for blue]. In Persian they 
say kabud and iismiinz, in Turkish gok and mii)i: And the 
mentioned mii)z is a corruption of iismiini: Ab(iar, ba(irii 
and ba(ir are Arabic [for green]. In Persian they say 
sabz, in Turkish yefil. Abmar, bamrii) and bumr are 
Arabic [for red]. In Persian they say surh and surz, in 
Turkish ~zzzi and ~zrmzzz. Aifar, ~afrii) and ~ufr are 
Arabic [for yellow]. In Persian they say zard, in Turkish 
~aru. [58r] Abla~, bul~ii) and bul~ are Arabic [for 
variegated]. In Persian they say rang-iimzz, in Turkish 
alaca. Following this description, the total number of 
colors is, in truth, seven. There is a name for each of 
these in Arabic, and Persian, and Turkish. There are 
no [special] names for colors other than those in these 
three languages, for they [the other colors] are but 

28 Cacfer Efendi gives a variety of forms for each of the Arabic 
terms. Thus, for lawn (color), he gives both the singular and the 
plural forms. For bayii(/ (white) he gives the singular, the masculine 

taken from these colors. Purple [mor] is compounded 
from blue and red. The color purple is similar to the 
color of the violet [beneffe]. In the Arabic language they 
say banafshaj. And neftz [dark greenish-brown] is com
pounded from dark blue and green. And as to other col
ors, because they are similar to the light and dark colors 
of flowers, they are compared to whichever flower they 
are like. For example, within the color red there are 
several [shades of] red. They call that red which 
resembles the judas tree [erguviin] erguviini: And they call 
that red which resembles the color of the rose [gull 
gulguni: And the others are [designated] in accordance 
with this. When a color resembles something, that color 
is compared to that thing. Similarly, there are several 
varieties of green within the color green. They call 
some light green [afz~ yefil] , some dark green [femen~ 
from femen, meadow] and so on and so forth. In the 
opinion of persons learned in semantics and rhetoric, 
white and black are opposite one another, just as cold 
is the opposite of hot. Although blue and green, and red 
and yellow, are logically opposite one another, this is 
an illusion. They are not [really] opposites. Because of 
the illusion, they seem to resemble [true opposites]. 
That is they [and true opposites] are similar to one an
other. And there are other aspects and considerations 
as regards the above-mentioned colors. If [a term for] 
an exaggeration of the intensity of color is wanted, 
other words may be added to them [the names of the 
colors]. Thus, for example, if [a term for] an intense 
white [58v] is sought, they say abyii(iu yakikun, and 
ya~a'un and nii$i'un in Arabic, saht-sapzd in Persian, a~
Pii~ in Turkish. And if one wants to say something is 
very black, he says aswadu ghirbzun and yabmumun, and 
biilikun in the Arabic language, sakht-siyiih in Persian, 
~ap-~ara in Turkish. And if one wishes to say very 
yellow, he says asJaru fii#'un in the Arabic language, 
sakht-zard in Persian, sap-san in Turkish. And if one 
wishes to say very red, he says abmaru ~ani'un in Arabic, 
sakht-surkh in Persian, kzp-kzzzi in Turkish. And if one 
wishes to say very green, he says akh(iaru nii(iirun in 
Arabic, sakht-sabz in Persian, yem-yefil in Turkish. And 
if one wishes to say very blue, he says akhabu liimi'un in 
Arabic, sakht-kabud in Persian, gom-gok in Turkish. Now 
we have come to the description of the twelve types of 
jewels. There are two types of jewels white in color. 
The first is diamond [siimur]. And siimur and almas and 

learned singular, the feminine learned singular, the learned plural, 
and so on. 
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miis are [all] words [for diamond]. And all of them are 
Arabic. And in Persian and Turkish they say elmiis. The 
second is billawr, with a kesre under the bii [y] and 
a fetha over the liim [J]. It is Arabic. In Per;ian and 
Turkish they say billur, with a kesre under the bii ["!"'], 

and a -?amme over the liim d] .There are no black 
jewels because God-whose name be exalted-created 
jewels to adorn mankind. As for black, it does not 
adorn unless that black is, in point of fact, part of the 
noble body of the adorned person, as with black hair, 
and black eyes, and a black complexion. And there are 
two types of jewels blue in color. The first is turquoise 
[flruza]. In Persian and Turkish they say pfruze. And the 
Arabic [flruza] is arabicized from pfrU'ze. The second is 
sapphire [yii~ut-i azra~]. In Persian they say yii~ut-i 
kabud, in Turkish [59r] gjjk-yii~ut. And there are also 
two types of jewels green in color. The first is emerald, 
zumurrud in Arabic. In Persian and Turkish they also 
say ziimiirriid. The second is beryl. In Arabic and Per
sian and Turkish they say zerberced. And there are also 

four types of jewels red in color. The first is garnet. In 
Arabic and Persian and Turkish they say lacl. The sec
ond is ruby [yii~ut-i a~mar]. In Persian they say yii~ut-i 
surkh, in Turkish kzzzl yii~ut. The third is carnelian. The 
fourth is coral. And in Arabic and Persian and Turkish 
they say a~f.k and merciin. And there are two types of 
jewels yellow in color. The first is topaz [yii~ut-i adar]. 
In Persian they say yii~ut-i zard, in Turkish ~an yii~ut. 
The second is amber. Kahrubii is Persian. They say 
~ahrubiin in the Arab language. ~ahrubiin is arabicized 
from Persian. In Turkish they say kehriibiir, which is 
corrupted from kahrubii and ~ahrubiin. This kahrubii in 
Persian is compounded from the word kiih and the word 
rubii. Kiih means straw, and rubii means doorkeeper. 
When they are compounded, they have the meaning, 
"straw doorkeeper." And it is proper to prolong [the 
phonetic value of] the kah rOC] and not to prolong [the 
phonetic value of] the kah [~], like miih and mah. 
They say kiih-rubii and kah-rubii, and miih-i naw and mah-i 
naw. 

Verse29 

Ruby, sapphire and topaz, 
Turquoise, diamond, rock crystal [billur] with doubled consonant. 

The seventh is carnelian, and then amber, 
Garnet and emerald, coral, beryl. 

These are the basic kinds [of jewels]. Others are 
derivative of these. Now, for example, that which they 
call carbuncle [sryliin] is purple in color. Concerning 
purple, as was noted above, it is compounded of blue 
and red. And there are certain materials, the colors of 
which resemble the colors of particular stones. The col
ors of such materials are compared to similar stones. 
They say diamond white [elmiisi], and emerald green 
[ziimiirriidfn], and carnelian red [Ca~f.ki]. And in cir
cumstances where they say bright yellow [sap-san], 
[59v] they could say kehriiba. And lapis lazuli [lii}iverd] 
is the name of a blue stone. Thus, they call some blue 
things lii}iverdf. Lii}iverd and liiziverd and liiciverd are [all 
proper] terms. And in Arabic they say liiziwardiyyun. 
Reaching this point, the twelve types of jewels having 
been done with, it is necessary that we describe in detail 
the twelve types of marble. Some of the twelve types of 
jewels which we described are found in the East, some 

29 Marginal note gives meter of the verse, mustifilatun miislifilalun. 

in the West, and they are brought to this country [from 
those regions]. But there are marble quarries in Istan
bul as well as its nearby environs in the lands of the Ot
toman dynasty-may God, whose name be exalted, 

. cause it to prosper until the Day of Resurrection and 
Judgment. If the quarried marbles are compared with 
the jewels which were described, perhaps they would be 
found more precious thanjewels, and among the people 
they would be of greater value than jewels. Royal mar
ble [mermer-i miilikf] and Marmara Island marble [ceztre-i 
Marmara mermeri] are [white] like diamond. The marble 
called jade [yqem] is [green] like beryl. And the blue 
veins seen here and there in Zile marble are like tur
quoise. And the marble called porphyry [somii~i] is [red] 
like ruby and carnelian. And the others are as the 
above. Each one resembles a jewel. 

The description of white marbles: There are two 
types of marble pure white in color. The first is royal 

Here Ca'fer has composed a verse out of the names of the twelve 
jewels discussed above. 
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marble [miilikf mermeri]. The second is Marmara marble 
[Marmara mermeri]. 30 They also call it J>.apu Dagl marble. 

The description of black marbles: There are also two 
types of marble black in color. The first is Damascus 
marble [Siim mermeril. And they also call this mermer-i 
Siim. The second is Uskiidar marble [Uskudar mermeri]. 
They also call this mermer-i Uskudar.31 

The description of green marbles. And there are two 
types of marble green in color. The first is Dahna mar
ble [Dahnii mermeri].32 The second [60r] is jade [YCfem 
mermen 1. And there are two types of marble red in color. 
The first is porphyry [somii~f mermeri]. The second is 
sparrow's eye marble [serfe-gozi mermeri],33 that is to 
say, it has the color of that sparrow's eye which is pure 
red like porphyry. And there are four types of marble 
variegated in color. The first is Zile or Amasya marble 
[Zile ve Amiisiyye mermeri]. 34 It has blue veins in white. 
The second is privet marble [~urd-bagn mermeri]. It has 
red veins in red. The third is variegated sparrow's eye 
marble [alaca serfe-gozi mermeri]. The fourth is Gegibi"uze 
and Mibali~ and Cebel-i Te~fiir marble [Gegibfiize ve 
Mibiilif ve Gebel-i Teifiir mermen']. 35 These are stained 
with various colors. And the twelve types of marble are 
completed. In addition to these there are also many odd 
marbles [burdeviit mermer]. Because they rarely occur, 
they have not been described. Our aim is to describe 
the well-known marbles being used in buildings. Marwa 
and rukhiim are Arabic [for marble]. In Persian they say 
marmar and sang-i sapfd, and in Turkish they also say 
mermer. And marw is the plural of marwa. God-whose 
name be exalted-and His Prophet know the [word] 
mermer, which they say in Turkish and Persian is a cor
ruption of the Arabic marwa or its plural marw. And be
tween them there is this much difference: marwa in 
Arabic is used only for white stone. But in Turkish the 

30 MermtTe mermtTi (Marmara marble): marble from Marmara 
Island in the southern part of the Sea of Marmara. This is the famous 
Proconnesus marble of antiquity. See Nu~in Asgan, "Roman and 
Early Byzantine Marble Quarries of Proconnesus," The Proceedings of 
the Xth InttTnational Congress oj Classical Archaeology, Ankara-Izmir, 
23-30/IX/1973, ed. Ekrem Akurgal (Ankara: Turk Tarih Kurumu 
Baslmevi, 1978), pp. 467-480. Kapu Dagl is the name of the penin
sula extending north from the Anatolian mainland to the southeast of 
Marmara Island. 

31 Uskiidar mermtTi: marble from D sku dar on the Asian shore of the 
Bosphorus. 

32Dahna mermtTi: presumably a marble from al-Dahnii in eastern 
Najd. 

33 StTre-gozi mermeri: possibly speckled, pink Aswan granite; see 
Orner Lufti Barkan, Siileymaniye Cami ve Imareti In/aatl, I (Ankara: 

name mermer is used for [this] stone in general, 
whatever color it may be. Andyashm andyashb andya:fb 
andya:fa~, the four of them, are Arabic [for jade]. They 
have one meaning. In Persian they say sang-i sabz and 
sang-iyashm, in Turkishyejil mermer andYCfem mermeri. In 
Arabic and Persian and Turkish they say somii~f for the 
well-known pure red marble [porphyry]. And these are 
what are called the twelve types of common stones [~ara 
bacer]: :fabra [rock], :fald [hard stone], celmud [large rock], 
~addiiba [? flint], :fafviin [slate], nejefe [pumice], :faftba 
[flag stone], ~abkhara [? flint], cendele [small stone, 
boulder], ba:fbii' [gravel], bajrem [limestone], :fafii [slate, 
schist]. And details having to do with these will be 
given-God, whose name be exalted, willing-in the 
twelfth chapter. 36 [60v] When the cold days of winter 
of this year one thousand twenty-three of the Hegira of 
the Prophet-the best of good wishes be upon him
passed, when with joy and prosperity the spring ar
rived, when in the springtime it became possible to 
enjoy the flowers of the garden and meadow, number
less grassy plots and water margins and thousands upon 
thousands of great gardens were examined. But not one 
of the places examined was found to accord with [our] 
wish and desire. Some of them lacked good water and 
air, and some of them lacked a view of the seashore. 
And because wherever the eye ranged there was the ut
most lack of satisfaction and difficulty in taking joy 
from [what was] examined, the bud of pleasure did not 
open in any place or space. When walking and wander
ing about the world like a traveler, in astonishment our 
path unexpectedly led to the beautiful place of worship 
and the noble mosque of His Majesty, the shadow of 
God, the felicitous Padishah, refuge of the universe, 
which is now, with the help of God-the Master whose 
aid is implored-near perfection and completion. 

Turk Tarih Kurumu Baslmevi, 1972), p. 336, for a biikiim dated to 
the end of ~acbiin 957/September 1550 ordering the dispatch of col
umns of klzll /tTce-gozii from Alexandria in Egypt; also J. Michael 
Rogers, "The State of the Arts in Ottoman Turkey, Part 1. The 
Stones of Siileymaniye," International Journal oj Middle East Studies, 
XIV, 1982, p. 75. 

34 Zile ve Amasiyye mermeri: presumably marble from Zile and 
Amasya in Central Anatolia. 

35 Gegihfiize ve MiMlir ve Cebel-i TeYiir mermeri: marble from the 
modern Gebze on the Gulf of Izmit, from Karacabey near Lake 
Apolyont to the west of Bursa, and from Tekirdag (Tekfur Dagl) on 
the Sea of Marmara. Regarding the Mibiili~ quarries, see Barkan, 
Siileymaniye, I, pp. 353-354. 

36 See below, pp. 92-93. 
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When entering within and looking here and there in 
order to see the noble building, because pleasures such 
as could not be beheld even in parks and rose gardens 
were all obtained in that noble place and beautiful 

abode, with that joy and delight, this Bahiiriyye Ita~fde 
which is given [below], was recited and composed and 
written and inscribed. 37 

The prayer house of the rose garden became filled with ascetic worshipers. 
The flowers attained the rank of master of seekers. 

The open rose set foot on the rung of revelation. 
[Muhammad] the revealer of mysteries guided the world. 

The disciple rosebud attained a state of ecstasy. 
It was as though speaking in [this] state, he asked for God's forgiveness. 

Dew drops rained down upon the world like gems. 
The spring leaves became like a thousand crystal rosaries. 

It was as though the breeze caused the cypress to bend in prayer. 
All the while the streams intoned hymns in beautiful voices. 

Each of the bright roses wore a turban on its head. 
White turbans encircled the garden of the world. 

Everywhere the nightingale sounded the call to prayer. 
The congregation of trees turned toward the kibla in rows. 

Bowing and prostration again filled the garden of the world. 
The gentle zephyr caused the sapling to perform its prayers. 

The expanse of the rose garden became a place of worship. 
The thousands of birds, in rapture and ecstasy, joined in the tev~fd. 

Pleasing hymns rendered hearts joyful. 
A desire to glorify God totally seized the world. 

So all the world became impassioned for worship. 
And so with great ardor it came to prayer. 

It had not been known what its inner meaning and secrets were, 
The mind had conceived so many thoughts! 

All the while it was the noble mosque of the shah of kindness [Sultan Al).med Khan], 
Giving pleasure to the soul and speech to the tongue of the nightingale. 

Since there was not another blessed place resembling it, 
And this golden dome is also without equal, 

The world set out on a pilgrimage to it as they do to the Kacba. 
The pilgrims strove to circumambulate it. 

It is like the garden of heaven to the community of worshipers. 
Its every joy-filled corner gives pleasure to the heart. 

The sacred excursion spot is a charming rose garden. 
Oh God, the flowers in the marble are the image of the beloved! 

Within are the flames of the lamps not tulips? 
Is not the lamp a bush of Iram,38 are not the lights the leaf of the jasmine? 

The spouted fountain is a caged nightingale, 
For, like the nightingale, it continually produces a pleasing sound. 

Its columns in their stature are the cypress or the fir. 
The throne of the high ma!ifil is the spreading branch of the plane tree. 

Each of its columns is a tall palm trunk. 

37 Marginal note gives meter of the verse, mejiiCilun feciliitun 
mefocilun feC[iit [feciliit]. 

38 Iram: a mythical garden said to have been devised by Shaddiid 

ibn CAd in imitation of the Garden of Paradise. See W. Montgomery 
Watt, "lram," £.1. 2 , III, p. 1270. 
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And the appearance of its clusters of lamps is like fruits. 
How can I not call this place of worship the rose garden of paradise? 

When seeing its form, the forlorn heart blossomed open like a rose. 
[61r] 0 God, what a charming excursion spot is this pure place! 

Surrounding it is the promenade of the face of the sea. 39 

Its marble surface is like a polished mirror. 
When one looks into it, his countenance is reflected. 

How elegantly the geometers have drawn its shape! 
What a beautiful location the architect has placed it in! 

What intricate art! What fine decorations! 
What unique bejeweled marbles! 

There is no defect in the symbolism of the building, 
When one assays it on the scale of reason. 

The minarets are to it [like] an original mUseddes, 40 

Which proclaims its [the mosque's] praises with six lines of poetry. 
And the meaning of the lines of the couplets is that the mansion of heaven 

Became fixed upon those six lofty columns. 
Each of those minarets is by itself a pivot to the wheel of fortune, 

An axis to the noble place, to the blessed center. 
Indeed, each of these shafts became a tree, 

Which made manifest the line of the shah of the world. 
The balconies of the minarets are equal in number to the generations of the Ottoman dynasty, 

Which all resemble the litanies of the righteous. 
The fourteen sultans became the shahs of the world. 

And this is the reason for the balconies being ten and four. 
The entire artifice is naught but a symbol. 

In it are many of these unique sorts of creations. 
That holy place proclaims all of the sultans. 

Is it any wonder that it is the commander of the army of mosques? 
The feet of its structure struck talons into the earth. 

One who sees its firm heights thinks of it as a high mountain. 
Within, every stone is locked with steel. 

The walls are [as] a single piece of Damascus steel. 
Although many mosques have been built of stone and brick, 

No building so pleasantly wrought has [ever before] been raised. 
Whoever comes seeking a fault in that building, 

May thousands of nails pierce his eye at that moment! 
That golden finial [of the dome] rises to the heavens like the moon. 

Let it give light to the world in all directions like the sun! 
That great dome is the eye of fortune in the world. 

The bits of blue [the tiles] on its sides are eyes to it. 
o that great dome became a mountain on the sea coast. 

The small domes are the foam on the ocean of pleasure. 
No one [else] could build a mosque like this, 

For there is no other dignified ruler of the people like this, 
The victorious shah and sovereign sultan, Al)med Khan! 

39 The Sultan Ahmed Mosque overlooks the Sea of Marmara. with the minarets of the Sultan Ahmed Mosque because they, like the 
lines of a miistddts, are six in number. 40 mustddu: a poem in six-line stanzas. The metaphor is made here 
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What works he created in that most exalted KaCba! 
What acts of charity are that golden gutter and those silver braces! 

Until this time has another padishah built their equal? 
When the most exalted Kacba is clothed with the elegant kiswa, 

The waist of its wall finds luster with a silver belt. 
When that Blessed House belted itself up to serve [the world], 

It became the servant of the Lord God. 
[6lv] Indeed, for the stone to gird itself at the waist was orthodox custom. 

Just as Al:tmed Mubtar [Muhammad] girded himself with discipline, 
Disciplining its waist, the Kacba was enclosed in a golden belt. 

And some who see it [the brace] think it to be a zunn5r4 1 

From the roof top of the pure sanctuary, that Golden Gutter 
Carried down the rain like the clouds of the heavens. 

Let them [mankind] drink Zamzam42 water from that Golden Gutter, 
Since so many thousands of dinars flowed [into it] for the sake of God. 

Since the silver brace and Golden Gutter came to the Kacba, 
The stones were fixed in place and the rain water flowed. 

That shah's efforts are always toward the good and the pious. 
Is there count or number to his pious deeds like these? 

Like them, the interior of that mosque is a rose garden! 
The blossoms are thousands upon thousands of turban flowers. 

Now those who see this pure verse [the mosque] would think it to be a garden plot. 
Purple violets became letters and the lily a scroll. 

This is not a garden plot but the Suspended Seven Odes.43 
The kingly pearls take the form of a necklace to the world. 

The spaces between these white letters are like jasmine petals which 
The breeze scattered forth from that rose-garden mosque. 

None [but the Aga] can give such splendor to the flowers of the rose garden. 
He who seized the pen drew the border as though a compass were in hand. 

Let none write a single letter in addition to this description! 
Such rubbish would simply become a fetter to the rose garden. 

The pure building has become so intoxicating, 
Are poems capable of such perfect description? 

This much commentary on the topic of springtime is enough for Cacfer. 
Thus, let not the King of the World consider his words excessive. 

And let us pray for that distinguished padishah [Al:tmed Khan]! 
Let young and old, with purity of heart, say amen! 

o God, bless him with long life like the Prophet Ulzlr!44 
Make the all-knowing saint the companion of that Sultan! 

Overwhelm his enemies with torment and subjugation! 
o Irresistible One, give not importance to his enemies! 

Let the Shah of the Heretics45 be perpetually powerless before him! 

75 

41 zunnar: a rope belt worn by some Christians and pagans as a 
religious emblem. 

A. Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs (Cambridge: The Univer
sity Press, 1956), pp. 100-121. 

42 Zamzam: the well in the Great Mosque of Mecca; see p. 60, 
note 72, above. 

U Suspended Seven Odes (sabCa-, mucallaka): a group of seven long 
pre-Islamic Arabic poems, also known as the "Suspended Poems," 
said by legend to have been chosen by judges at the fair of cU~ii.z for 
their distinction, transcribed in letters of gold upon Egyptian linen 
and hung from the door of the Kacba. For a discussion, see Reynold 

H Prophet :ijl:zar (:ijlzr-I Nebi): a Turkish popular saint whose 
festival is celebrated on May 5-6, and whose coming symbolizes the 
renewal of vegetation in the spring. He and his counterpart Ilyiis are 
held to be immortal, having drunk from the "Water of Life." See 
P. N. Boratov, "Khic;ir-Ilyiis," £.1. 2 , V, p. 5. 

45 Shah of the Heretics; see p. 67, note 21, above. 
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Let the infidels groan under the blows of his [Al).med Khan's] sword! 
Let him be triumphant and victorious, and a vanquisher and a taker of spoils! 

o the Helper and the All-Compelling, be to him a support! 
Cause all his goals and wishes to be fulfilled! 

Make that Sultan prosperous in the two worlds! 
As long as this world exists let him be blessed in it. 

These are our prayers day and night. 
May his heart blossom like an open bud, 

So long as the sun traverses the garden of this world. 
As spring laughs with fresh and dewy roses, 

So may the whole world become, from end to end, a rose garden. 

[62r] SEVENTH CHAPTER 

It describes how many barma/c [finger, inch] the benna' 
~iracz [architect's cubit] and the camme ~iracz [common 
cubit] each are, and the length at which the barma/c is 
fixed, and the cause of the benna' ~iracz being fixed at 
twenty-four barma/c, and the reason for the camme ~iracz 
being fixed at one hundred barma/c, that is, at thirty-two 
girih. DhiraC1 [cubit] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
andaza2 and gaz, 3 in Turkish arfun. 4 Isba C5 [finger width] 
is Arabic. In Persian they say angusht,6 in Turkish bar
ma/c.7 Ibham [thumb] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
angusht-i buzurg, in Turkish buyuk barma/c. Anmala 
[fingertip] is Arabic. In Persian they say sar-i angusht, 
in Turkish barma/c ucz. Burjuma [knuckle, finger joint] is 
Arabic. In Persian they say band-i angusht, in Turkish 
bogun. Now we have come to the description of the arfun 
[ell, yard, ~iraC]. There are two types of arfun. One type 
is the benna' arfum8 [architect's cubit, benna' ~iraCz]. The 
second is the camme arfum9 [common cubit, camme 
~iracz ], that is the ~irac of the common people, as distinct 
from [that of] the architect. The benna' ~iracz is twenty
four bogun [joint, inch]. They call it burjumatu anmalati 
al-ibham in Arabic, band-i sar-i angusht-i buzurg in Per-

1 dhirii (Turk. ~irii'): cubit, ell; the general term for anyone of a 
number of units of linear measurement. See Hinz, Masse, p. 55 
(!lirii') , who gives the so-called cAbbasid black dhiriic as 54.04 cm. 

2 andiiza: cubit, ell; unit of linear measurement in Iran. 
3 gaz: cubit, ell; general term for a number of units of linear 

measurement in Iran. See Hinz, Masse, p. 62 (giiz). 
4 arjun: cubit, ell; general term in Turkish for a number of units 

of linear measurement. 

5 iibac: finger width; a measure of length which varies in relation 
to the size of the ~iriic in question. See Hinz, Masse, p. 54 (Qiba'). 

sian, buyuk barmagz'ii baf bogum [the main Jomt of the 
thumb] in Turkish. And each bogun is two and a half 
barma/c. If you place this barma/c, by which we mean the 
index finger, on a thing, whatever the width of the 
finger at the point where the nail is, they call that 
amount a barma/c in the science of arithmetic. And each 
barma/c is ten iplik [thread] when ten iplik are spread out 
side by side and each of those iplik is equivalent to a 
thread spun from one hundred spider webs. With this 
reckoning of a barma/c, the benna' ~iracz is exactly sixty 
barma/c. But with respect to the bogun, it is twenty-four 
bogun. And each bogun is two and a half barma/c. But ar
chitects do not employ the bogun. They use [only] the 
barma/c. [62v] It is a sort of metaphor. They [architects] 
mention the whole, and they mean part of the whole. 
Because barma/c is the whole, bogun is part of it. As each 
bogun consists of two and a half barma/c, twenty bogun 
make fifty barma/c. And the remaining four bogun make 
ten barma/c. The total comes to sixty barma/c. And the 
reason this ~irac is of two types is that the camme ~iracz 
[common cubit] derives from commercial calculations. 
And this camme ~iracz is one hundred barma/c. And each 
barma/c is ten iplik. And each iplik is equal to one hun
dred spun spider webs. And they divided this ~irac of a 
hundred barma/c into thirty-two parts. And they called 
each of these parts a girih [knot] .10 Girih is Persian, with 

6 angusht: finger width; a measure of length of varying size used in 
Iran. See Hinz, Masse, p. 54 (angost). 

7 barma~: finger width; a measure of length of varying size used in 
the Ottoman Empire. 

S bennii) arjum (bennii) ~iriiC,): architect's cubit, the' same as the 
Arabic al-dhiriic al-mi'nuinyya. See Hinz, Masse, p. 59. 

9 ciimme arjum ('iimme ~iriiC,): common or vulgar cubit, the same as 
the Arabic al-dhirii' al-'amma. See Hinz, Masse, p. 55. 

10 girih: literally "knot"; a Persian unit oflinear measurement. See 
Hinz, Masse, p. 62 (gereh). 
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a Persian kaj and a kesre under the ra. [oj]. In Arabic 
they say cu!cda, in Turkish diigiim. But they [also] use the 
term girih. And it appears that originally there was no 
girih mark in the ~irac as there is now. Perhaps a secure 
knot was tied in a cord at the point of every girih. Thus, 
they made the girih mark. And, therefore, as a result, 
they still refer to the mark at the point of the girih as a 
knot. And each girih is precisely three and one eighth 
barma!c. And [concerning] those thirty-two girih [of the 
camme ~iraCz], just as previously each of the four a!c~ell 
which were coined from the dirhem 12 was equal to thirty
two man!ctr13 so they had fixed the girih in accord with 
those thirty-two man!ctr. But now, because the a!c~e is 
reckoned in a different manner, the science of 
arithmetic and the calculation of the ~irac are obsolete 
and void and completely in disarray. For many thou
sands of years, until the years nine hundred ninety-four 
and five [1585-87],14 that [earlier] reckoning of the ~irac 
was valid. But from that date until the beginning of 
this year, one thousand twenty-three [1614], [that is] 
for exactly twenty-seven years, [63r] it has been 
abandoned. And now the camme ~iraCt used by the 
common people is not that complete ~irac. It is half the 
complete giraC, that is, sixteen girih. And the complete 
~irac is still the ~irac called the bez arfunz15 [cloth cubit] 
among the common people. It is exactly thirty-two 
girih. And the benna) ~iraCt is fixed in accordance with 
canon law because those matters of canon law which re
quire surveying [mesaba] [in which the benna) ~iraCt is us
ed] include the science of the division of estates [Cilm-i 
ferayi?]. 16 To survey means to measure a place in cubits 
or simply to know its size. And matters relating to the 
science of the division of estates are for the most part 
governed either by sixths or twelfths or twenty-fourths. 
If the basic principle [used in the division of an estate 
is] sixths, one fourth of the benna) ~iraCt- that is, six bar
ma!c [sic, bogun ]-is used [as the unit for surveying]. If 
the basic principle is twelfths, one-half of the benna) 
~iraCz-that is, twelve barma!c [sic, bogun ]-is used. And 
if the basic principle is twenty-fourths, exactly one ~irac 

11 a!cfe: see p. 28, note 16, above; also Stanley Lane-Poole, 
Catalogue oj Oriental Coins in the British Museum, VIII (London: 
Longmans, 1883), p. xvii; Nuri Pere, Osmanlzlarda Madeni Paralar 
(Istanbul: Dogan Karde~, 1968), p. 12. 

12 dirhem: silver coin of varying weight and metal content. See 
Pere, Paralar, p. 12. 

13 man!clr: Ottoman copper coin of varying weight and metal con
tent. See Pere, Paralar, p. 14; also Lane-Poole, Catalogue, p. xvii. 

14 The date of the devaluation of Ottoman coinage by Murat III. 
On the devaluation of Ottoman coinage at the end of the sixteenth 
century, see Mustafa Akdag, "Osmanh Imparatorlugunun Kurulu~ 

using the benna) ~iraCt-that is, twenty-four barma!c [sic, 
bogun ]-is used. Thus, this benna) giraCt is defined with 
an eye to the division among heirs of real estate [miilk] 
and of landed properties [yir] and of rental property 
[Cakar] in accordance with the science of the division of 
estates. For that reason, this benna) ~iracz does not match 
the ~irac of the common people but is of another sort. 
If a sixth is subtracted from a benna) ~iraCt, that is, one 
sixth is subtracted, it is necessary to subtract four units 
[sehm]. If a quarter, that is one-fourth is subtracted, six 
[units] must be. If a half, that is one-half, is subtracted, 
twelve [units] out of twenty-four must be. When a 
third, that is one-third, is subtracted, eight [units] 
must be. And when two-thirds are subtracted, sixteen 
[units] must be. When an eighth, that is one-eighth, 
is subtracted, three [units] must be. And if three
quarters are subtracted-that is, when three times 
one-fourth are subtracted-eighteen [units] [63v] must 
be. And if four-quarters are subtracted-that is, when 
four times one-fourth are subtracted-twenty-four 
[units] must be. And the rest [of the matter] conforms 
to this. All this calculation is based on the benna) ~iraCt. 
And there is no giraC truer than the benna) ~iraCt, because 
this has been calculated in terms of the finger joint [biir
ciime]. There is between a tall and a short man a great 
difference, for example, in the [size of the] wrist [bilek], 
in the span [!carlf], in the foot [aya!c], in the pace [adtm], 
and in the arm span [!cula~]. But the bogun is the biirciime 
[finger joint], which is the width of the tip of the thumb. 
There is no difference in this [between people]. How
ever many men's fingers are compared, they are equal. 
But the camme ~iraci has become very corrupt. Some 
people make it short, some make it long. However, the 
truth is that in terms of the bogun of the benna) giraCt, for
ty bogun are exactly one [Camme] giraCz, and twenty bogun 
are half a girac. Now [the unit of linear measurement] 
called the arfun, used by tailors and others, is also half 
a~iTac. And the bez arfunu [cloth cubit] used at the pres
ent time is, as was stated, exactly one ~irac, which is ex
actly forty bogun. Sudus [sixth] is Arabic. In Persian they 

ve Inki~afl Devrinde Tiirkiye Iktisadi Vaziyeti," Belleten, XIII, 1949, 
pp. 497-568. 

15 bez ar,um: the cloth cubit, presumably the same as the Arabic al
dhiriic al-Istanbuliyya. See Hinz, Masse, pp. 58-59. 

16 cilm-i jeriiyii (science of obligatory or appointed portions): the 
technical term for that branch of Islamic law having to do with the 
fixing of the shares of estates. The practice has its basis in the IS.ur'an 
(IV: 11-12, 176); the shares are calculated in terms of certain fixed 
fractions (112, 1/4, 113, 1/8, 2/3, 1/16). See Th. W. Juynboll, 
"Fara'ic;l," E.I. 2, II, p. 783; also Joseph Schacht, Introduction to 
Islamic Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1964), pp. 169-174. 
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say shash-yak, in Turkish altzda hir. Ruhc (fourth, 
quarter] is Arabic. In Persian they say chiir-yak, in 
Turkish dortde hir. But some people, corrupting ruhc, say 
uruh, and some people, corrupting chiir-yak, say feyrek. 
There is no end to the barbarisms of the common peo
ple! And the former and the latter are [among] these. 
Ni,if[half] is Arabic. In Persian they say nim, in Turkish 
yarzm. Thuluth [third] is Arabic. In Persian they say sa
yak, in Turkish ufde hir. Thuluthiin [two-thirds] is 
Arabic. In Persian they express it du say-yak, in Turkish 
iki ufde hir. Iki ufde hir [two one-thirds] means ufde iki 
(two-thirds]. Thumun [eighth] is Arabic. In Persian they 
say hasht-yak, in Turkish sekizde hir. And let those who 
wish to know more than this about these [matters] 
study the [science of the ] division of estates. 

[64r] EIGHTH CHAPTER 

It describes what ayal:c [foot], and adzm [pace], and ol:c
atzmz [bow shot, furlong], and mil (mile], and Jersenk 
[parasang], and herid [ stage], and kart; [span], and dirsek 
[cubit, same as ~i~iiC], and I:culaf [fathom], and mesiiJe 
[stage, a day's march], and merbale (stage, a day's 
march], ·and menzil [stage], and rah C [stage], and the 
matters related to these are, and how much each one is, 
and what the name of each of them is in the Turkish 
and Arabic and Persian languages. $adam and riJI (foot] 
are Arabic. In Persian they say piiy, in Turkish ayal:c. 
Khutwa [pace] is Arabic. In Persian they say giim, in 
Turkish adzm. Ghalwa [bow shot, distance of about an 
eighth of a mile] is Arabic. In Persian they say nishiin-i 
tir and nishiin andyag-i tir partiiu, in Turkish ol:c-atzmz and 
ol:c-nzjiinz. All of these are four hundred ~iriic. Mfll [mile] 
is Arabic. In Persian and Turkish they also say mil. 
Calculated in terms of paces (adzm] it is four thousand 
paces. And in terms of ayal:c (feet], every adzm [pace] is 
three ayal:c. And three ayal:c are also equal to one ~iriic. 
Farsakh2 [parasang] is Arabic. In Persian and Turkish 
they say Jersenk. And the Arabic Jarsakh is arabicized 
from the Persian Jersenk. In terms of mil, eachJarsakh is 
[equal to] three mil. And in terms of the mentioned 

I mil: mile; unit of linear measurement of c. 2 km. See Hinz, 
Masst, p. 63. 

2 Jarsakh (Turk. JtTSaIJ): parasang; Persian unit of linear measure
ment equal to three mil, that is c. 6 km. See Hinz, MasSt, p. 62. 

3 "The terrestrial mil is the limit to which the eye can see and the 
Jarsakh is three miles." For the Mulchtar-j SiMb, see p. 30, note 29, 
above. 

adzm, it is twelve thousand adzm. And in terms of ayal:c, 
it would be thirty-six thousand ayal:c. And some people 
regard the mil as equal to about the distance the eye can 
see. And the distance the eye can see is at most four 
thousand adzm [paces]. Those who consider [the mil] as 
four thousand adzm measure it in terms of ~iriic and ayal:c. 
And they say every three ayal:c is [equal to] a ~iriic. But 
those who say [the mil] is the distance the eye can see 
do not measure it, (but] simply calculate [it] by estima
tion. However, they do not agree with regard [to its 
length], because some persons' eyes see further and 
some see less far than that. And the distance the eye can 
see is defined in the Mukhtiir-i Sibiib. This is the defini
tion: it specifies, al-milu min al-ar(li muntahii madd al
hajari wa aljarsakhu thaliithatu amyiilin. 3 [64v] This is the 
meaning (of the Arabic], that the valid terrestrial mil is 
the limit the eye can see. And the Jarsakh is three mil, 
that is, three times the distance the eye can see. Barfd4 

[stage] is Arabic. In Persian they say duuiizdah mil 
[twelve miles], and in Turkish oniki mil. In terms of Jar
sakh, it is four Jarsakh. In terms of adzm, one herid is 
forty-eight thousand adzm. And in terms of ayal:c, one 
harfd is one hundred forty-four thousand ayal:c. Shihr 
[span] is Arabic. In Persian they say hidist, in Turkish 
kart;. DhiriiC5 [cubit] is Arabic. In Persian they say uiirin 
and arish,6 in Turkish dirsek and I:col. Previously, when 
the ~iriic did not exist, they used to measure with the 
forearm [hilek], from the elbow to the tip of the fingers. 
And [in Arabic] they used to call that forearm a dhiriic. 
And they used to call its unit of measure a dharc. 7 And 
later, when these hennii) and ciimme ~iriicz were fixed, 
they also called these dhiriic. And to this day, in the 
Arabic language they call these units of measure [i.e., 
the hennii) ~iriicz and the ciimme ~iriiCz] dharc. Now, from 
this it is clear that the ~iriic they call hennii) and ciimme 
~iriicz are taken from dhiriic, which means forearm 
[dirsek, I:col] in Arabic. And ar;un is a corruption of 
arishin. In Persian, arish, with a Jethe over the elif and a 
kesre under the rii [~;.)] means "forearm" (I:col, dirsek], 
and [the suffix] in means "this." In the place in which 
they would say hilek hudur [this is an arm] in Turkish, 
they say arish-in in Persian. And although ar;un is of the 
form of zeytiin [ending as it does in iin], it is, perhaps, 

4 harid: stage; unit of linear measurement equal to, 4 Jarsakh or c. 
24 km. See Hinz, Masst, p. 55. 

5 dhira( (Turk. zira<): a unit of linear measurement varying in size 
but in general comparable to an ell. See Hinz, Masst, p. 64. 

6 arish: a Persian designation for the ell. See Hinz, Masst, p. 54. 
7 dhar(: a designation for the Persian ell (also known as the gaz and 

more rarely as the dhira<), of varying length. See Hinz, MasSt, p. 64. 
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more correct to say ar/fn in the manner of amfn [ending 
with an fn], as it originally was [in Persian]. Let those 
who prefer the widespread corrupt form sayar/un [with 
a long u] in the manner of emrud and zeytun. Thus ~irac 
[cubit] was derived from the Arabic dhirac, meaning 

forearm, and the Turkish arsun was derived from arish
fn in Persian, meaning "forearm" and "this." [65r] 
But the Persian andaza and gaz were not derived from 
anything. The names were established for ~irac just as 
they are. Thus, they are fully described in the previous 
chapter. BaC8 [fathom, the distance of the two arms ex
tended] is Arabic. In Persian they say baz, in Turkish 
leulaf. Masaja [stage, a day's march] is Arabic. In Per
sian they say durf-i miyan-i du manzil, in Turkish iki leonale 
arasmda. In the Mukhtar-i Sibab it says, al-masajatu al
bucdu. 9 That is, the Mukhtar-i Sibab took as the definition 
both the distance between two stages [menzil] , and the 
distance between several stages. Marbala and manzil and 
rabc [stage, inn, halting place] are Arabic. In Persian 
they say manzil-gah, in Turkish menzil yeri. But the 
original Turkish is leonale. 

NINTH CHAPTER 

It describes what they say in the Arabic, Persian and 
Turkish languages for dijniim, and for evlek [a quarter 
doniim], and for fubule [one one-hundredth of a doniim] , 
and for nifan [one-tenth of a doniim], and for leafiz [one
tenth of a dijniim] and what their dictionary meanings 
are. Jarfb [a measure ofland area] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say garfb1 and garf, in Turkish doniim. And in some 
books it is stated that Jarfb is arabicized from the Per
sian garfb. There has occurred a great deal of discussion 
about this doniim. To begin with, it is said in the 
Mukhtar-i Sibab that al1'arfbu min al-taCami wa al-ar(ii 
miledarun maclumun waJamcuhu aJribatu waJurbanu leultu al-

8 hac: fathom, span; a unit of linear measurement of 4 canonical 
ell or c. 2 m. See Hinz, Masse, p. 54. 
• 9 "A stage is a distance." 

1 garlh: a term for a number of units of measurement of land sur
face area. See Hinz, Masse, pp. 65-66. 

2 "Ajarlh of food and ofland is a known amount, and the plurals 
are ajrihat andjurhan. I said thejarib is a unit of measure, and it is four 
~afiz. And ajano ofland is the area you can sow broadcast with ajarlh 
[of seed]. This is the measure." For the Mukhtar-i Si~a~, see p. 30, 
note 29, above. 

Jarfbu mikyalun wa huwa arbaCatu alfizatin wa Jarfbun min 
al-ar¢ mabdhiru al1'arfbi ai-ladhi' huwa al-mikyalu. 2 This is 
its meaning: that which we call aJarfb, be it food [taCam] 
or be it land [)Iir], is a designation of a [specific] dimen
sion. That which they call a Jarfb is a measure [for 
grain] of four kfla. 3 This is what they call a taCam cerfbi 
[in Turkish]. 4 And each field which [in sowing] takes 
one Jarfb of grain, that quantity of land is also called a 
Jarfb. This is what they call a yir cerfbi [in Turkish]. And 
in the dictionary of NiCmet-AIHih5 it says a garf [that is] 
a doniim, is forty adzm [paces] [square]. And further, 
among farmers they define a dijniim as the quantity of 
land of equal width and length which a pair of oxen can 
plow in one day. [65v] That which they call aJaddan6 

in Arabic also has this meaning, because Jaddan means 
a yoke of oxen. However much land they can plow in 
a day is called aJaddan. In Persian they defineJaddan as 
yak chift-i gav. The Mukhtar-i Sibab states, aljaddanu hiya 
al-balearu al-latf tabruthu wa al1'amcu aljadadfn, 7 that is, a 
Jaddan is that which an ox plows [in a day]. But in the 
science of geometry and the science of arithmetic, this 
doniim is defined by measuring. And that measured 
dijniim is of three types. The first type, in square benna' 
~iracz, is one thousand two hundred twenty-five square 
~irac. The second type is two thousand twenty-five 
square ~irac. And the third type is three thousand six 
hundred square ~irac. Details of these are described in 
the tenth chapter. Dabara and mashara [subdivisions of 
a Jarfb] are Arabic. In Persian they again say mashara 
and takhta-i zamfn, in Turkish evlek [furrow] and learzle 
[furrow]. And again, in some places in Arabia and Iran 
maraJ has this meaning. When a farmer sows seed, the 
amount of land which the seed in his hand reaches is 
one furrow [fizi]. Then, dividing the field into furrows 
in accord with that furrow, he begins to sow seed 
broadcast. Now they call each such portion [of the field] 
an evlek. The Persians designate each of those parts a 
takhta. In Turkish, also, some people call it a tabta. 
Khashaba [rod, a measure of length of c. 14 feet] is 

3 Mia: a term for a variety of units of volumetric, dry measure
ment. See Hinz, Masse, pp. 41-42 . 

4 lacam cenoi: a term for a variety of units of volumetric, dry 
measurement. See Hinz, Masse, p. 38, who describes these under the 
heading garlh. 

5 For NiCmet-Alliih and his dictionary, see p. 30, note 28, 
above. 

6 faddan: a unit of measurement of land surface area. See Hinz, 
Masse, p. 65. 

7 "Thefaddan is the land an ox can plow [in a day], and the plural 
is fadMln. " 
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Arabic. In Persian they say chub, in Turkish fzbz!c. Ayat 
and alamat [mark, notch] are Arabic. In Persian they 
say nishan, in Turkish fen de. Now, if a thing is in
definite, that is, if it is unmarked, and if it is decided 
that a [dimensional] mark be put on a thing, they say 
fum fendeliyiver [notch that]. [66r] ~aJiz8 [dry measure 
of c. 250 lbs.], !cujziin and a!cjiza are Arabic. In Persian 
they say paymiina, in Turkish olfek. A !caJiz is one olfek. 
~ujziin and a!cjiza are the plurals of !caJiz. They mean 
olfekler [in Turkish]. And a !caJiz itself is eight mikyiil [a 
dry measure for grain]. It is thus in the Mukhtiir al
Sibiib. Kfla and kayl and mikyiil are Arabic. In Persian 
they say paymiina, in Turkish olfek. In the Mukhtar-i 
Sibiib it says, wa al-ismu al-kflatu hi-al-kasr yu!ciilu innahu 
la-basanu al-kflati ka-aI1'ilsati wa al-rikbati. 9 It means kfle 
with a kesre under the kiif [~] is [pronounced] like jifsa 
and rikba. The purpose of discussing the !caJiz here is 
that in the science of geometry this !caJiz means nifiin. 

Shacfra and shacfr and shaCiiyir and shacfriit: Shacfra [a 
barley corn] is Arabic. In Persian they say yak jav, in 
Turkish bir arpa. Shacfr [barley collectively] is Arabic. In 
Persian it is rendered by jav, in Turkish by arpa. ShaCiiyir 
and shaCfriit are also Arabic. They are plurals. They are 
rendered by javhii in Persian, by arpalar in Turkish. And 
the reason for mentioning this shacfr here is this, that in 
the science of geometry this shacfr means [the same as] 
fzbz!c [rod]. In Arabic books on the science of geometry 
jarfb is used in place of doniim, and !caJiz is used in place 
of mjiin, and shacfra is used in place of fzbz!c. And in con
nection with !caJiz, kfla was also mentioned. [This is] the 
end of the ninth chapter. 

TENTH CHAPTER 

It describes details having to do with the diiniim and 
the fzhz!c and the mjiin as defined in accordance with the 
science of geometry. And it describes the three ways in 
which the diiniim is defined and what the reason is for 
its being defined in three ways, and how many ~iriic 
each type is in bennii' ~iriicz. We have now come to the 
properties of the doniim. The diiniim is of three types. 
The first type is as follows: you fold a cord which in 
bennii' ~iriicz is thirty-five ~iriic [66v] in length into tenths 
so that in bennii' ~iriicz each segment is three and a half 

8 ~afiz: a term for a variety of units of volumetric, dry measure
ment. See Hinz, Masse, pp. 48-50. 

9 "And the noun Ufa is [written] with the kasra. It is said that he 

~iriiC. They call that three-and-a-half-~iriic segment a 
fzbz!c. With that fzbz!c you measure ten fzbz!c lengthwise 
and ten fzbz!c widthwise, and you multiply the one with 
the other. In terms of square fzbz!c, one hundred fzbz!c 
are obtained from that multiplication. And you call 
each ten [square] fzbz!c of that one hundred [square] 
fzbz!c a nzjiin. Therefore, in terms of this definition, a 
diiniim of land amounts in square fzbz!c to one hundred 
fzbz!c. And in terms of square bennii' ~iriicz, it amounts to 
one thousand two hundred twenty-five ~iriic. This 
doniim of one thousand two hundred twenty-five ~iriic is 
used in places where land is valuable. This type of 
doniim is used in Istanbul and in places in the 
neighborhood of Istanbul. And in terms of square 
bennii' ~iriicz each fzbz!c of the hundred fzbz!c in this diiniim 
amounts to twelve and a quarter ~iriic. A quarter ~iriic 
means one part of the four equal parts of a ~iriic, that 
is, half of a half of a bennii' ~iriicz. In other words, it is 
obtained by multiplying twelve barma!c by twelve bar
ma!c, because an exact bennii' ~iriicz contains twenty-four 
barma!c. When twenty-four barma!c are multiplied by 
twenty-four harma!c, in square barma!c it amounts to five 
hundred seventy-six barma!c, that is to say, twenty-four 
less than six hundred barma!c. When these five hundred 
seventy-six harma!c are divided into four equal parts, 
each part amounts to one hundred forty-four barma!c. 
And this is the form for multiplying half a ~iriic by a 
half, that is twelve harma!c by twelve barma!c: 

12 
[xl 12 

24 
12 
144 

half a ~iriic 
half a ~iriic 

is the number of square 
barma!c. 

When one calculates by means of addition one hun
dred forty-four, four times, it comes to [67r] five hun
dred seventy-six. This is the form that is described: 

144 quarter ~iriic 
144 quarter ~iriic 
144 quarter ~iriic 

___ 1_4_4 quarter ~iriic 
576 is the [number oD square 

harma!c in one. 
r square] ~zriic. 

is as good in Ufa as injifsa and rikba [?]." Ca'fer Efendi's Turkish 
rendering is at variance with the Arabic. 
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It is an area which is one ~irac in length and also one 
~irac in width. Now that area, in terms of the number 
of barma~ of a benna' ~iracz, amounts to twenty-four bar
ma~ lengthwise, and also twenty-four barma~ widthwise. 
Therefore, if you were to wish to know the size of that 
one-~irac surface in terms of square barma~, you multi
ply twenty-four barma~ by twenty-four. It is six hundred 
barma~ less twenty-four barma~, that is, it totals five hun
dred seventy-six barma~. Now when it is necessary to 
subtract a quarter from this complete ~irac, that is one 
part of its four equal parts, a surface is subtracted 
which is half a ~irac in length and half a ~irac in width, 
that is, it must be twelve barma~ in length and twelve 
barma~ in width. This is the form that is described: 

Widthwise, these points 
are the twelve barma{c 
which we mentioned 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Each of these red points stands for one barma~, and 

[the area] twelve points in length and twelve points in 
width is one fourth of a square each side of which is one 
~irac. Thus it was represented in this square. And [67v] 
in terms of square benna' ~iracz, each of the ten ni;an in 
this diinum amounts to one hundred twenty-two and a 
half ~irac. Half means two parts of the four equal parts 
of a one-[ square ]-~iraC area. In Turkish they say iki diirt
de bir [two fourths], in Arabic rubc ayn. And in square 
barma~ of the benna' ~iraci, [a half ~iraC] amounts to two 
hundred eighty-eight barma~. You multiply a complete 
~irac by half a ~irac, that is, twenty-four barma~ by 
twelve barma~. Now then, you get two hundred eighty
eight barma~ from that multiplication. And half a benna' 
~iracz is exactly this much, because a complete ~irac is 
five hundred seventy-six [square] barma~. And this is 

the form for the multiplication of twenty-four barma~ by 
twelve barma~, which is described: 

24 
[xl 12 

48 
24 

twenty-four barma~ 
twelve barma~ 

288 The product of the 
multi plication. 

And when this number two hundred eighty-eight, 
obtained from the multiplication, is doubled, it 
becomes five hundred seventy-six barma~. This is the 
form described: 

288 
002 method of doubling ----
576 is the [number of] square 

barma~ in a ~irac. 

And there are other ways and approaches and manners 
of obtaining the [number of] square barma~ found in a 
half ~irac. They are described in a handbook on 
geometry. Let those who wish to know them refer to 
one. And this is the second type of diinum: you fold into 
tenths a cord which in terms of benna' ~iracz is forty-five 
~irac long, so that each segment, in benna' ~iracz, is four 
and a half ~irac. As before, you call a segment a fzbzk. 
You measure with that pbzk of four and a half ~irac [an 
area] ten fzbzk in length and ten fzbzk in width. Then you 
again multiply that ten [68r] fzbzk by ten pbzk. In terms 
of square fzbzk it results in one hundred pbzk. And you 
call each ten of these fzbzk a ni;an. And these ten ni;an 
are exactly one diinum. And in this way, the [number of] 
square fzbzk is, as we said, one hundred. But in terms 
of square benna' ~iracz, [this second type of diinum] is two 
thousand twenty-five ~irac. And this dijnum of two thou
sand twenty-five ~irac is used in various places at some 
distance from Istanbul, such as southern Rum-iIi and 
the Islands [cezfreler]. 1 And in terms of the square benna' 
~iracz, each of the fzbzk of the diinum of this second type 
amounts to twenty and a quarter ~irac, as was described 
with regard to the first type. And in terms of square 
benna' ~iracz, each ni;an of the ten ni;an in this [second 
type] amounts to two hundred two and a half ~irac. And 
this is the third type of diinum: as previously, you fold 
into tenths a cord which in terms of benna' ~iracz is sixty 
~irac long, so that each segment, in benna' ~iracz, is six 
~irac. Again, you call each segment a fibzk. And with 
that six-~iraC-segment pbzk, you measure an area ten 

I cezfreltr (also adalar): the Islands, i.e., the islands of the Aegean 
Sea. 
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fzbzk in length and ten fzbzk in width. Then you multiply 
ten fzbzk by ten fzbzk. In terms of square fzbzk, the result 
is one hundred fzbtk. And you call each ten of these fzbzk 
a ni;an. And ten ni;an are exactly one doniim. And one 
doniim, in terms of square pbzk of this third type, is one 
hundred fzbzk. But in terms of square benna' giraCz, it 
amounts to three thousand [68v] six hundred girac. 
And because they write about this third type of giraC in 
books and dictionaries, the doniim defined in this third 
way is used in the provinces of Egypt and Baghdad and 
Basra and Kufa and Samarkand and Bukhara. And it 
was measured in this manner in the time of the noble 
Companions of the Prophet. And in terms of square 
benna' giraCz, each of the czbzk of the doniim of this size is 
thirty-six girac. And in terms of square benna' giraCz, 
each ni;an is three hundred sixty girac. It is explained 
thus in many books. And in the dictionary of AbterY, 2 

it definesjarfb as, "Doniim: its length and width are six
ty girac.', And the doniim that was described is this 
doniim. But in the Mukhtar-i Si~a~ [the number of] its 
[this doniim's] zira' was not mentioned. Rather, this is 
the definition of that which they call ajarfb: "That which 
they call ajarfb is a quantity of four Mia. Thus, they call 
every field which [in sowing] takes four Mia of grain a 
jarfb. " But the doniim described in the Mukhtar-i Si~a~ 
conforms to this third type of dijniim mentioned as being 
sixty giraC in length and sixty giraC in width. And it is 
the original doniim. Ultimately they divided that doniim 
into three appr~imate orders of magnitude, large, 
middle and small in size. The largest order of 
magnitude, in terms of square benna' giraCz, is three 
thousand six hundred girac. And the middle order of 
magnitude is two thousand twenty-five girac. And the 
smallest order of magnitude is one thousand two hun
dred twenty-five girac. And when this doniim of three 
thousand six hundred giraC was [first] divided into three 
orders of magnitude, with large, medium and small 
dimensions, it must actually have been thus: the largest 
order of magnitude was three thousand six hundred 
giraC; and the middle order of magnitude was two thou
sand four hundred giraC; and the smallest order of 
magnitude was one thousand two hundred gira'. But 
they are not [now] thus. [69r] Because they [the three 
types of doniim] are the way they were described 
[previously], they are called approximate [in order of 
magnitude]. That is, the [three doniim with] large and 
middle and small [size] are not proportional as they are 

2 dictionary of Abterl: the great Arabic-Turkish dictionary com
piled by Mu~tafii ibn $ems al-Din-i ~araQi~ari in 952/1545. 

supposed to be. But in largeness and intermediateness 
and smallness [of size] they are nearly exact. And the 
reason for the large and the medium and the small 
[doniim] not being defined proportionally has to do with 
the calculation of roots [cegr] in the science of geometry, 
since a [perfect] root 'cannot be extracted from every 
number. But a perfect root can be extracted from the 
number three thousand six hundred, and from the 
number two thousand twenty-five, and from the 
number one thousand two hundred twenty-five. Let 
those who want to learn more about the calculation of 
roots have reference to the science of arithmetic and the 
science of geometry. Precept: Now in order to measure 
various places in Rum-iIi and the Islands [adalar] , a 
knotted dijniim cord rip] of the mentioned intermediate 
type is issued by the imperial treasury. And in accord
ance with an issued imperial decree it is noted that 
"that cord is, in benna' giraCz, forty-five giraC [long]. If 
people doubt and do not trust it, let them measure it 
with a tailor's measuring stick [derzi ar;unz]. If that cord 
comes to fifty-five giraC with a tailor's measuring stick, 
let them trust its accuracy." In point of fact, forty-five 
giraC with the architect's giraC and fifty-five giraC with the 
tailor's measuring stick are approximately equal. 
There is [only] a small disparity [between them]. In 
terms of the calculation of the benna' gira'z in barma[c, a 
cord which, in benna' giraCz is forty-five gira' long, 
amounts to one thousand eighty barma[c. And a cord 
which, in terms of the giraC used by tailors is fifty-five 
giraC in length, amounts to one thousand one hundred 
barma[c. The cord in the tailor's gira' has only twenty 
more barma[c [than that in benna' giraCz]. And in terms of 
the tailor's gira' [this twenty barma[c] amounts to exactly 
one giraC, since the tailor's gira', calculated in terms of 
the barma[c of the benna' gira'z, [69v] is exactly twenty 
barma[c. But if people measure that cord with a tailor's 
ar;un, it does not appear to be excessive, because at the 
time it [the cord] was issued by the imperial treasury, 
including those extra twenty barma[c, they issued the 
cord in that way. Thus, in terms of barma[c, that cord 
is exactly one thousand one hundred barmak. Briefly, 
our aim and purpose in going into so full an explana
tion is that we may know the dimension of the valid 
doniim and ni;an and pbzk in Istanbul and its surroun
'dings. Now, its [Istanbul's] dijniim, in terms of square 
benna' ziracz, is one thousand two hundred twenty-five 
giraC, and each nzjan in terms of square benna' giraCz, is 
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one hundred twenty-two and a half ~irac, and each fzbzk 
in terms of square benna' ~iracz, is twelve and a quarter 
~irac_ This was explained above several times in detail. 
However, because it is in essence the actual object of all 
of this, it was briefly mentioned again in order to make 
it clear. Precept: Certain cab[ [collectors of wakf 
revenues] and miitevellis [wakf administrators] write niTn 
nifan [half nlfan] in their official memoranda, and in 
some of them they write rubc nlfan [quarter nifan]. If nim 
nifan is what is written, it means half a nifan, which in 
terms of area, is sixty-one and a quarter square ~irac. 
And if what is written is rubc nifan, in terms of area, it 
is thirty and a half plus one-eighth [thumun] square 
~irac. Thumun means one of the eight [equal] parts of a 
~irac. It is given thus, and that completes the matter. 
Precept: This rule describes things having to do with 
surveying [misaba]. And misaba and dharc and vazn are, 
all three of them, Arabic. But there are differences be
tween them. To convey the meaning of misaba [the 
measuring or surveying of land] they say paymiidan-i 
zamfn in Persian and yer Olfmek in Turkish. And [70r] 
to convey the meaning of dharc [the extent or measure 
of a thing] they say gaz-kardan cama-ra in Persian, geysi 
olfmege in Turkish. And the equivalent of vazn [a 
weighing] is sanJidan in Persian, .tartma~ in Turkish. Tiil 
[length] is Arabic. In Persian they say dirazi, in Turkish 
uzunlu~. cArz [width] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
pahnayi, in Turkish enli~. Tiilani [longitudinal, in 
length] is Arabic. In Persian they say [word omitted], 
in Turkish uzadz. Tavil [long, tall] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say diraz, in Turkish uzun. cAri{i [wide, broad] is 
Arabic. In Persian they say pahna, in Turkish enlii. And 
Tiilan [in length, lengthwise] in Arabic. In Persian they 
say bar-diriizi, in Turkish uzunlugma. And car{ian [in 
width, widthwise] is Arabic. In Persian they say bar
pahnayi, in Turkish enine. I:Ii$$a [share, part], and sahm 
[ share, portion], and na$ib [share, portion], and ba-?-? 
[share, portion], and khala~ [share, portion] are all 
Arabic. In Persian they say bahra, in Turkish pay. The 
plural of bi$$a is bi$a$; and of sahm, siham and asham and 
suhman; and of na$ib, an$iba'; and of khalak, khalii~at; and 
of ba-?-?, bu-?ii-? In Persian they say bahraha for these, in 
Turkish bi$$eler and paylar. Shi~$ [part] [and] ash~a$ [pI. 
of shi~$, parts]; #st [part] [and] a~sat [pI. of #s.t, parts]; 
cuz' [part, section] [and] acza' [pI. of cuz', parts]; #sm 

3 MuMI al-Lughat: famous Arabic-Persian dictionary compiled by 
the Ottoman scholar and It.YO ai-islam Kemal Pa~a-zade in 926/1520. 

4 Marginal note reads, "This precept describes the dimensions of 
the inhabited portions of the earth's surface." 

[part, section, division] [and] a~sam [pI. of #sm, parts) 
are all Arabic. And they have a single meaning. In Per
sian they say para, in Turkish paraak. And paraczk is a 
corruption of para. And each one of these means "part" 
[bi$$a]. And the late Kemal Pa~a-zade-God have mer
cy on him-made this clear in the dictionary compiled 
by him called Mub~t al-Lughat. 3 Bac{i [part, portion] is 
Arabic. In Persian they say barkh, in Turkish biraz. 
Now some people say, fundan hiraz vir [Give a portion 
of that], that is funuii bacimz ve bir mikdarznl vir [Give a 
part and a portion ofthat). Niif[half] is Arabic. In Per
sian they say nim, in Turkish yarzm. Shi~~ [small part, 
halfJ and sha.tr [half, part] are Arabic. They also have 
the meaning' 'half. " In Persian they say nime, in Turkish 
yarzm. 4 [70v] Precept: and this precept describes that 
which is accounted the inhabited quarter of the earth's 
surface in the book named Nuzhat al-cU~iil. 5 And with 
regard to the surveying of this world, in the place in 
which it [the inhabited quarter of the earth's surface] is 
described, it writes that the breadth of this region is 
thus: that it is sixty-six degrees from the equator to the 
Isle of Thule. 6 And each degree is twenty-two farsakh. 
And eachfarsakh is three mil. And each mil is four thou
sand ~irac. And each ~irac is eight ~ab{ia [hand]. [The 
Arabic] ~ab{ia means .tiitam [in Turkish]. And a tiitam is 
defined in terms of the breadth of the hand of an 
average man. And each .tiitam is four barma~. And it 
makes clear that each barma~ is six arpa. Therefore, ac
cording to this definition, one benna' ~ira'z must contain 
thirty-two barmak, And with regard to the palm of a 
man's hand, a hand is wide and flat. When a man is 
excessively fat, a benna' ~iracz is less than eight ~ab{ia. 
And when a man is short of stature, a ~irac is more than 
eight ~ab{ia. Now a man must be of medium and 
average stature if eight of his ~ab{ia are to equal a ~irac. 
And one ~irac of the dimension of this architect' s ~irac 
must total one hundred ninety-two shacir [barley 
grains]. And when it is necessary to define the arpa 
[barley grain] in terms of the calculation of the biirciime, 
that is the bogun, each bogun must contain eight arpa. Ac
cording to what was written by the author of the Nuzhat 
al-cU~iil, this is the "high calculation." And one must 
not ignore this calculation, because who knows but that 
some time it may be necessary for the reckoning of frac
tions of barma~ to be calculated very precisely. Then it 

~ Nuzhat al-cU~ii/: the fourteenth-century geography of CAli ibn 
Abmad ibn CAll al-Jundi. 

6 The Isle of Thule (Tull Cezlresi): the northernmost part of the 
inhabitable world according to the geographers of antiquity. 
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is necessary to calculate fractions with shacfr [barley 
grains]. For the purpose of fractions, note how the 
camme ~iracz [71r] is calculated! Now, for example, 
arithmeticians lay down the rule that the camme ~iracz is 
such that a proper ~irac is one hundred barma~, and each 
barma~ is one hundred iplik, and each iplik is one hun
dred tar-z cankebut. Tar-z cankebut means spider web. But 
if in truth this is inquired into, is it possible [to confirm 
it]? It is not possible, because in an camme~iracz it would 
be necessary for a full hundred thousand spider webs to 
be smoothed out and arranged in rows. However, it is 
not possible to fit this many spider webs into an camme 
~iracz. And [the prescribed number of] iplik would not 
fit, because when there are a hundred iplik in each bar
ma~, ten thousand iplik would have to be contained in 
one ~irac, and this is impossible. Now, while each of 
these is thus impossible, they are thus defined and 
reckoned because of fractions in the science of mathe
matics. Hence, from this it is clear that for purposes of 
fractions of the benna) ~iracf, calculations in shacir [barley, 
corn] are essential. This reckoning is particularly impor
tant for fractions ofJarsakh and mfl and berfd. A benna~iracz 
is three aya~, and each aya~ is sixty-four shacfr. [Thus,] 
two aya~ are one hundred twenty-eight shacfr, three aya~ 
are one hundred ninety-two shacfr. ,And this amounts to 
one benna) ~iracz. 7 And in connection with the measure
ment of the inhabited quarter of the earth's surface, it 
was necessary that we describe that [the above] some
what. The inhabited quarter of the earth's surface con
stitutes one of the four parts of this world. And some 
of its [the inhabited quarter's] parts are wastelands and 
some parts are inhabited. And there are seven distinct 
nations dwelling in this inhabited quarter of the earth.8 
The first of these [71 v] is the Greek. The second is the 
Turkish. The third is the Chinese. The fourth is the 
Hindu. The fifth is the Arab. The sixth is the Abyssi
nian. The seventh is the Persian. And in addition to 
these there are many other nations, but each of them 
is subject to one of these [above listed nations]. And in 
addition to the world's inhabited quarter, three [of its] 
parts consist of limpid sea. And the important seas are 

7 Marginal note reads, "The matter of how the inhabited quarter 
of the earth is divided." 

8 Marginal note reads, "The matter of the seven nations that dwell 
in the inhabited quarter of the earth." 

9 Marginal note reads, "The matter of the seven important seas." 
10 ~uriin, XVII:70. 
II Marginal note reads, "The matter of the surveyors of the in

habited quarter of the earth, and they are five (in number]." 
12 Efridun al-Sati: the Faridun of the Shah Nama who, with the help 

of the blacksmith Kiivah, overthrew and imprisoned the evil Zahhiik 
and divided his empire between his three sons. He was renowned in 

seven [in number].9 The first of these is the Ocean. 
They call this the Surrounding Sea because it encom
passes the entire world. The second is the Indian Ocean 
(Derya-YI Al:H;lar). Ab¢ar means green. The third is the 
China Sea. The fourth is the Persian Gulf. The fifth is 
the Red Sea. The sixth is the Caspian Sea. The seventh 
is the Mediterranean Sea. [All of this is] in accordance 
with the noble I),ur)anic verse, "We have honored the 
Children of Adam. We carry them on the land and the 
sea. "10 There were five persons [who were great 
surveyors of the earth's inhabited quarter]. 11 The first 
of these is Efridun al-SatI. 12 The second is Tubbac of 
the Himyarites. 13 The third is the prophet Solomon, 
son of David-may peace be upon them. The fourth is 
Alexander the Great. The fifth is Erd-~Ir ibn Babil al
FarisI.14 These, along with many geometricians and 
sages and learned men, journeying across the world, 
surveyed it insofar as they were able. They found the 
length along the equator from one direction, that is, 
from the east to [the point] where it again attains the 
Ocean on the west to be one hundred eighty degrees. 
And they found the width from the southern region 
through the middle of the equator to Thule lying at its 
northern point to amount to sixty-six degrees. How 
many berfd, and how many Jarsakh, and how many mfl, 
and how many ~irac and adzm, and how many barma~, 
and how many aya~, and how many shacfr the world, 
whether land or sea, measures, all of this the author of 
the Nuzhat al-cU~ul-may God have mercy on him-set 
down. But who can comprehend that many calcula
tions? God's earth is so vast! And it is not necessary for 
us to understand [all of] these. 

[72r] ELEVENTH CHAPTER 

It describes the terms camic-i ferif, and mescid-i Latif, 
and baram, and menare, and ferefe, and minber, and 
mibrab, and maWil, and ~ubbe, and calem, and kurs%, and 
mu;alla, and medrese, and zaviye, and $avmaca, and saray, 

popular legend for his universal knowledge, and in particular for his 
mastery of astronomy; see H. Masse, "Faridun," E.I.2, II, p. 798. 

U Tubba c: the royal title of the pre-Islamic 1::Iimyarite kings of 
south Arabia whose skill as engineers and builders was preserved and 
elaborated upon in later Islamic literature; see N. A. Faris, The Anti
quities oj South Arabia (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1938), 
pp. 16 ff. Here Cacfer uses the title as if it were the name of an in
dividual. 

14 Erd-~ir ibn Biibil aI-Faris!. Ardashir I, king of Fars and founder 
of the Sassanian dynasty, who reigned A.D. 224-241. 
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and dar al-sacade, and bab-i dar al-sacade, and Catabe, and 
cenab, and siidde, and eyvan, and dfvan, and ko;k, and 
tabla-pu;, and Jevleanf ko;k, and {lavlz, and if-{lavit, and 
. ta;ra {lavlt, and oda, and {liicre, and selamlzle, and bazfne, 
and mabzen, and kiler, and diilab, and sirdab, and zfr-i 
zemfn, and iisti aftk oda, and bacastz oda, and $undurma, 
and iki leapula oda, and yer-evi, and far-tale oda, and mat
bab, and ocale, and Jurun, and tennur, and yaz odast, and 
letf odast, and .tavanlt oda, and orgiiclii oda, and leubbelii oda, 
and leur;unlu leubbe, and {lzya,t, and dehlfz, and baca, and 
pencere, and na?ar-gah, and medd-i ba$ar, and miijebbek 
pen cere, and leaJe$, and diilab pencere, and rafl, and mU$an
dara, and $offa, and tabta-$offa, and .tarbiizun, and kireved, 
and mura$$ac tabt, and mut/ale tabt, and meciis, and erler 
cem C oldugt yer, and cavretler cem C oldugt yer, and perde, and 
sera-perde, and menzil, and mesken, and buleca, and fader, 
and oba, and otale, and {lammam, and came-kan, and 
balvet, and leurna, and lUle, and kiilban, and duheng, and 
kenff, and abdest-bane, and gusiil-bane, and came-;uyluk 
idecek yer, and fiftlik, and calear, and anbar, and abur, and 
$amanltle, and mezraca, and evlek, and dijniim, and bag, 
and ban, and reste, and ta{lt al-lealca, and far-su ortiisi, and 
lealca, and ;ehir bariist, and bendele, and degirmen, and at 
degirmeni, and $U degirmeni, and macmur yer, and vfran yer, 
and nilei, (nulei) and nalei, and cimaret, and meremmet, 
and vfrane ev, and ancale temeli lealmt; vfrane ev, and ev yeri 
ve yurdt, and biiyiik ;ehir, and mut/alea ;ehir, and lea$aba, 
and koy, and ma{lalle, and soleale, and far-su, and bazar, 
and things connected with these, in the Arabic 
language and the Persian language and the Turkish 
language. And it also briefly describes and discusses 
which language each term is from, and which [of the 
terms] are distorted and corrupted by the common 
people. 

jamiC [congregational mosque] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say mazgit-i a~fna [Friday mosque], in Turkish 
camic-i ;erif [blessed congregational mosque]. Again, it 
is Arabic. Actually, in Turkish the meaning of mazgit-i 
a~fna is rendered by ine mezgiti. 

Masjid [mosque] is Arabic. In Persian they say sajda
gah [place of prayer] and mazgit [mosque], in Turkish, 
as in Arabic, mescid [mosque, quarter mosque]. But 
originally in Turkish they said mezgit as in Persian. 

[72v] /farfm [courtyard, environs, border] is Arabic. 
It is rendered by pframan [environs, circumference] in 
Persian, by fevre [surroundings, environs, circum
ference] in Turkish. But as in Arabic, they also say {lavlt 
[ court, courtyard]. 

/faram [and] {laram [sanctuary, the sanctuary of 
Mecca] are Arabic. They are rendered by {laram-i 

Kacba-i mukarrama [the sanctuary of the blessed KaCba] 
and jay-i pas [sanctuary] in Persian, by Kacba yoresi 
[neighborhood of the KaCba] and leOrt yeri [protected 
place, sanctuary] in Turkish . 

Manara [minaret] is Arabic. It is rendered by jay-i 
bang-i namaz [place of the call to prayer] in Persian, by 
ezan oleunacaleyer [place of the call to prayer] in Turkish. 

ShuraJa [battlement, gallery of a minaret] is Arabic. 
In Persian they say kungura [parapet]. In Turkish, the 
common people, corrupting the iamme [the short u of 
shuraJa] , say ferefe [battlement, gallery of a minaret] as 
if it were the Arabic with aJetha [~';']. 

Minbar [pulpit of the mosque] is Arabic. In Persian 
and Turkish they again use the Arabic minber. It is a 
shared term. 

Mi{lrab [prayer niche] is Arabic. It is rendered by jay-i 
imam [place of the imam] in Persian, by imam yeri [place 
of the imam] in Turkish. But now, as in Arabic, they say 
mi{lrab. 

Matifil [place of assembly, pulpit, private gallery in a 
mosque] is Arabic. It is rendered by jay-i anjuman-i 
{laji?an [place of assembly of ~ur)an memorizers] in 
Persian, by {liifi?lart'ii dernegi yeri [place of assembly in 
the ~ur)an memorizers] in Turkish. 

Kubba [dome] is Arabic. In Persian they say gunbad 
[dome], in Turkish, as in Arabic, leubbe. It has become 
a shared term. 

cAlam [flag, banner, standard, apex of a minaret] is 
Arabic. In Persian they say sanjale [flag, banner, 
standard], in Turkish, as in Arabic, calem. It is a shared 
term. 

Kursf [throne, seat from which khutbah is said] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by takht [throne] in Persian. But 
takht not being used, they say kiirsf in both Persian and 
Turkish. 

MU$alla [public place for prayer] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by namaz-gah [place of public prayer] in Per
sian, by namaz lezlacale yer [place of public prayer] in 
Turkish. [And in Turkish the Arabic term is used in 
compounds] like bayram mU$allast [place for public 
prayer for holidays] and fe;me mU$allast [place for public 
prayer at a fountain]. 

Madrasa [theological school] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by jay-i dars guJtan [place where lessons are given] in 
Persian, by ders diyecek yer [place where lessons are 
given] in Turkish. 

Zawiya [dervish lodge] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
khanaleah [dervish lodge]; in Turkish as in Arabic they 
say zaviye and telrye [dervish lodge]. 

$awmaCa [monastery, hermitage] is Arabic. It is 
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rendered by jiiy-i piirsiiyiin [place for ascetics] in Persian, 
by ziihid ve 'iibidler yeri [place for ascetics and worshipers] 
in Turkish_ 

Diir [house] is Arabic. It is sariiy [house] and sarii 
[house] in Persian, ev [house] in Turkish. But they also 
say sariiy as in Persian. 

Diir al-sa'iida [royal palace] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by sariiy-i aTj [a house of a high ranking person, royal 
palace] in Persian, by al~lf evi [house of a high-ranking 
person] in Turkish. The word ercumend [worthy, 
estimable] derives from this [a1J 1. 

Eiibu diir al-sa'iida [gate of the royal palace] is Arabic. 
It is rendered by dar-i sariiy-i a1J' [gate of the palace of 
a high-ranking person, gate of the royal palace] in Per
sian, by al~lf evi ~apusl [gate of the house of a high
ranking person] in Turkish. 

CAtaba [threshold] is Arabic. It is rendered by iisitiin 
[threshold1 and iistiina [threshold] in Persian, by efik 
[threshold1 in Turkish, which must be the threshold of 
a door [~apu ef(gi1. 

Fii'iz [lintel] is Arabic. It is rendered by iisiliin-i 
zivarm [lintel] in Persian, by ~apum'ii iist efigi [lintel] in 
Turkish. 

Uskuffa [threshold, door sill] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by iisitiin-i zfrfn [door sill] in Persian, by ~apum'ii alt efigi 
[door sill] in Turkish. 

Kunna [projecting roof, eaves] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by ~iibiil-i dar va dfviir [projecting roof over a 
door and wall] in Persian, by ~apu $undurmasz [projecting 
eaves over a door] and dfviir $undUrmasl [projecting eaves 
over a wall1 in Turkish. 

Janiib [side] is Arabic. It is rendered by girdiigird-i 
sariiy [side of a house] in Persian, by evi'ii tiiliiyf yam [side 
of a house] in Turkish. 

Sudda [gate, gateway 1 is Arabic. It is rendered by 
dargiih [gateway] in Persian, by ~apu yeri [gateway] in 
Turkish. But it is also used with the meaning of ~apu 
[gate, door].1 

Iywiin [sofa, portico, open gallery, verandah] is an 
arabicization. It is rendered by siiya-biin [porch, 
canopy, trellis] and tashfr [a shady place to rest in] and 
chiir-.ta~ [an open-fronted room supported by four 
pillars] in Persian, siiye-biin [porch, trellis] and $offa 
[porch] and fiir-da~ [light structure consisting of posts 
and a roof of branches, trellis, bower] in Turkish. . 

Dfwiin [law court, chancellery] is an arabicization. It 
is rendered by jiiy-i yargii [law court 1 and nfk-niima 

1 Marginal note reads, "And sudda with the zammt [short u] 
means, 'door of a house,' and [it is found with this meaning] in the 

[chancellery] in Persian, by da'vii yeri [law court] and 
eyu beti yeri [chancellery] in Turkish. 

$arb [lofty pavilion, high palace, high castle] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by kiikh [palace, pavilion] and 
kushki-i buland [lofty palace, lofty pavilion] in Persian, 
by yuce kOlk [monumental pavilion] and binii-yl 'iilf [high 
building] in Turkish. 

[73r] $a$r [palace, fort, summer house, pavilion] is 
Arabic. In Persian they say kushk [palace, castle, sum
mer house, pavilion, villa] and chiir-.ta~ [pavilion, sum
mer house]. In Turkish, the common people, 
corrupting it, say fiir-da~ [pavilion, summer house]. 
It also is rendered by a masonry room [o.ta] built of 
stone. 

Tiirima [kiosk, booth, cabin, stall] is an arabicization. 
It is rendered by khiina-i chiipfn va kunbadfn [domed 
wooden house] in Persian, by fatma ~ubbelu ev [domed 
wooden house] in Turkish. 

Rawii~, riwii~, ruwii~ [loggia, porch, verandah, por
tico] are arabicizations. They say chiir-ta~-i ~iibiilf [ open
fronted portico with overhanging eaves] in Persian, 
$undurmalu o'ni apk fiir-.ta~ [roofed, open-fronted portico 
with overhanging eaves] in Turkish. 

Tii~ [arch, vault] is an arabicization. It is rendered 
by kamar-i chiir-ta~ va juz-i-ii [arch of a portico, etc.] in 
Persian, by fiir-da~ kemeri [arch of a portico] and simply 
kemer [arch, vault1 in Turkish. 

~ullii [canopy, sheltered place, porch] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by siiya-biin [porch, canopy, trellis] and $uffa 
[porch] and takhta-piish [wood covered shelter] in Per
sian, by golgelik [shady spot, arbor, bower] and tabta or
lUlU $ofa [wood-covered porch 1 in Turkish. 

Ghurfa 'ulliyya [upper room, upstairs room, 
belvedere] is Arabic. It is rendered by varviiTa-i zivarfn 
[open upper room, gallery, balcony on a house top1 in 
Persian, by fev~iinf fiir-ta~ [upper pavilion] in Turkish. 
It is like a fiih-niffn [open gallery on a house top]. 

Mubawwa.ta [courtyard1 is Arabic. It is rendered by 
jiiy-i dfviirfn [walled place] in Persian, by dfviirlu yer 
[walled place] and bavlt [courtyard, court] in Turkish. 

Mubawwa.ta-i diikhiliyya [inner court] is Arabic_ It is 
rendered by jiiy-i dfviirfn-i andariinf [inner court] in Per
sian, by if bavlt [inner court] in Turkish. 

Mubawwata-i khiiry'iyya [outer court] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by jiiy-i dfviirfn-i bfriinf [outer court] in Persian, 
bY.lafTa bavlt [outer court] in Turkish. 

Bayt [house, room] is Arabic. It is rendered by khiina 

valid tradition, 'The doors [sudad] will not be open to the people.' " 
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[house, room] in Persian, by oda [room, chamber] in 
Turkish. 

/:lujra [small room, cell] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
khana-i khurd [small room] in Persian, by kUfUk oda 
[small room] in Turkish. 

Kaytiin [? guest room] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
mihman-khana [guest room], in Turkish !conu!c odasz 
[guest room] and also misajir-bane [guest room] and 
selamlz!c [guest room]. 

Khazfna and khizana [treasury] are Arabic. In Persian 
they say ganjfna [treasury]. In Turkish the common 
people, corrupting it, say bazne [treasury]. 

Makhzan [storeroom] is Arabic. It is rendered by jay-i 
mal u mataC [place for money and effects, storeroom] in 
Persian, by mal ve metaCyeri ve odasz [place and room for 
money and effects, storeroom] in Turkish. 

Killa [mosquito net] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
pashsha-khana [mosquito net] in Persian. It is a cur
tained room called a cibinlik [mosquito net] in Turkish, 
set up to [keep out] mosquitoes. 

Kilal [mosquito nets] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
pashsha-khanaha [mosquito nets]· in Persian, by peHe
baneler [mosquito nets] in Turkish. Common people, 
corrupting it, say kiler. 

Makhbaca [store room, hiding place, refuge, cellar, 
shelter] is Arabic. In Persian they say nihan-khana 
[hiding place, refuge, storeroom], in Turkish gizlu oda 
[secret room] and kiler [storeroom]. 

Mikhda c [small room, cabinet, chamber] is Arabic. In 
Persian and Turkish they say dolab [cupboard, cabinet]. 
And dolab is Persian and is shared with Turkish. 

Sirdab [cool storage room, cellar] is an arabicization. 
It has been arabicized from the Persian sardab [cool 
storage room, cellar; from sard, cool, and ab, water]. It 
is rendered by fU foudaca!c oda [water-cooling room] in 
Turkish. 

Sarab [underground chamber, tunnel] is Arabic. In 
Persian they say zfr-i zamfn [underground room, base
ment], in Turkish izbe [underground room, basement] 
and also, as in Persian, by zfr-i zemfn. 

Mashriiba [balcony, roof terrace] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by bam sutiin [terrace, roof terrace, balcony] in 
Persian, by direk odasz [balcony, roof terrace] in 
Turkish, that is, an open-roofed room. 

Kiikh [a small, windowless hut or house of reeds] is 
arabicized from kakh [palace, villa, summer dwelling, 
apartment at the top of a house with an open front]. It 
is rendered by khana-i bf-ravzan [room without windows 
or aperture to let smoke escape] in Persian, by bacaszyo!c 
oda [chimneyless room] in Turkish. 

TanaJ [molding, eaves over a door, projecting ledge] 
is Arabic. It is rendered by !cabiil [eaves] and !cabiir 
[eaves] in Persian, by!capu uzerinde olan $undurma ve $afa!c 
[roof and eaves over a door] in Turkish. 

NaJa!c [tunnel, a chamber with two entrances] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by khana-i dii-darfn [chamber with 
two entrances] in Persian, by iki !capulu ev [chamber 
with two entrances] in Turkish. 

Bayt-i Jaw!canf wa cilwiyy [upper-story room] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by khana-i zivarfn [upper room] in 
Persian, by iist oda [upper room] in Turkish. 

[73v] Bayt-i taManf ve siflf [lower-story room] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by khana-i zfrfn [lower room] in 
Persian, by alt oda [lower room] in Turkish. 

Ma,tbakh [kitchen] is Arabic. It is rendered by jay-i ash 
pukhtan [place for cooking food] and ash-khana [kitchen] 
in Persian, by forba pzjurecek yer [place for preparing 
soup] and af odasz [kitchen] in Turkish. 

Kaniin [fireplace, stove, oven] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by atashdan [fireplace, stove, oven] in Persian, 
by oca!c [fireplace, stove, oven] in Turkish. 

Furun [oven, outdoor baking oven] is Arabic. In Per
sian they say dash [outdoor oven], in Turkish, as in 
Arabic, again Jurun. It is a shared term. 

Watfs [oven] is Arabic. In Persian they say tanniir 
[oven], in Turkish, as in Persian, tenniir [oven]. 

Saciir [pit oven] is Arabic. It is rendered by tanniir dar 
zamfn [pit oven] in Persian, by yer tenniirz [pit oven] and 
oca!c, and Jurun in Turkish. 

Bayt-i $ayafi [summer room] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by khana-i tabistanf [summer room] in Persian, by yaz 
odasz [summer room] in Turkish. 

Bayt-i shitawf[winter room] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by khana-i zimistanf[winter room] in Persian, by !clf odasz 
[winter room] in Turkish. 

Bayt-i musattab [flat-roofed room] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by khana-i bamfn [flat-roofed room] in Persian, 
by tavanlu oda [flat-roofed room] in Turkish. 

Bayt-i musannam [vaulted room] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by khana-i kiihanf [vaulted room] in Persian, 
by ijrguciu oda [vaulted room] in Turkish. 

Bayt-i mu!cabbab [domed room] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by khana-i kunbadfn [domed room] in Persian, 
by !cubbelu oda [domed room] in Turkish. 

~ubba-i usrubiyya [lead-covered dome] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by kunbad-i surub-pushida [lead-covered dome] 
in Persian, by !curfunlu !cubbe [lead-covered dome] In 

Turkish. 
Damn !cawra'u [spacious house] is Arabic. It is 

rendered by saray-i Jarakh [spacious house, large house] 
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in Persian, by bol ve genif ev [large and spacious house] 
in Turkish. 

Darun Ma'miiniyya [?, lit. the House of Ma'mun] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by saray-i dii pushish [house with 
two roofs] in Persian, by iki /.cat sa/.cflu ada [room with 
two roofs] in Turkish. 

Daru al-(iarb [mint] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
sariiy-i diram-zan [mint], in Turkish altun ve a/.cfe kesen yer 
[place where gold and silver coins are struck] and now 
(iarb!Jane [mint]. 

Daru ai-mara.? [hospital] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
bfmiir-khiina [hospital] and miiristiin [hospital] in Persian, 
by bastalar odasz [hospital] in Turkish. 

Diir al-shifii' [hospital, lunatic asylum] is Arabic. In 
Persian they say timar-khiina [lunatic asylum], in 
Turkish, as in Persian, timar-biine [lunatic asylum]. 
It is [also] rendered by iliic odasz [establishment for 
curing, hence, hospital]. 

Diiru al-camal [workshop] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
kiir-khiina [workshop] in Persian, by if evi [workshop] in 
Turkish. Now, [in Turkish] as in Persian, they say 
kiir-biine. 

lfiyii,ta [court or vestibule of a house] is Arabic. In 
Persian they say biiliin [court or vestibule of a house]. 
In Turkish, as in Arabic, they say bzyii!. It is rendered 
by [a place] in front of a door and under the eaves. 

Dihlfz [entrance hall, vestibule] is an arabicization. 
In Persian they say biiliin-i andariinf[inner entrance hall, 
inner court], in Turkish if /.capu oni [area before the in
ner gate] and also, as in Arabic, if bzyii,t [inner court]. 

Sa/.cifa [porch, outer entry hall] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by biiliin-i hfriinf[ outer entry hall, outer court] 
in Persian, by !afra bzyii!z [outer court] in Turkish. 

Kuwa [chimney, smoke hole] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by ravzan [smoke hole, chimney] in Persian, by baca 
[chimney, smoke hole] in Turkish. 

Rawzana [small smoke hole] is an arabicization. It is 
arabicized from the Persian ravzan. In Turkish this also 
is rendered by baca. 

Rawshan [window, skylight; lighted, illuminated] is 
an arabicization. It is again rendered by ravshan 
[lighted, illuminated] and by panJara [lattice window] 
and chiib-i panJara [window lattice] in Persian, by zfz/.clz/.c 
[skylight, light well, window] and pen cere agacz [window 
lattice] in Turkish. 

Man.?ara [lookout, watchtower] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by dfda-giih [lookout] and na?ar-giih [lookout] 
in Persian, by ba/.caca/.cyer [lookout] like a window, etc., 
in Turkish. 

[74r] Madd-i ba~ar [range of vision] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by diriizf-i bfnf-i dfda [range of vision of the 
looker] in Persian, by goz irimi /.cadar afz/.cyer [range of vi
sion, open space ranging as far as the eye can see] in 
Turkish. 

Shabbaka [lattice, grillwork, screen] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by ravshan yak badfgar shuda [? lattice] in Per
sian, by pen cere barmagz birbirine girmif [interlaced win
dow grill, lattice, screen] in Turkish. 

~afa~ [screened enclosure] is Arabic. In Persian and 
Turkish they also say /.cafe~, as in Arabic. But they also 
say /.cafes with a sin [Le., written ~ instead of ~]. 

Mushabbak [latticed, screened] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by yak dar dfgar girih shuda [interwoven, lattic
ed] in Persian, by birbirine girmzj ve girih olmuf [inter
woven, latticed] in Turkish. 

Mishkiit [niche for a lamp, lamp] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by diiliib-i dfviir [wall niche, wall cabinet] and 
chariigpii [lamp, portable lamp, candlestick] in Persian, 
by dfviir penceresi ki libir !arafa gefmiye [wall opening that 
does not open through to the other side, Le., a niche] 
in Turkish. 

Raff [shelf, rack] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
parviiza-i khiina [shelf] and sutiin [? column], in Turkish 
sergen [shelf] and also raf [shelf] as in Arabic. 

Ijrfz [projecting, sheltering roof] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by parvaz-i !ii/.c [projecting, sheltering roof] in 
Persian, by mu~andara [projecting, sheltering roof] in 
Turkish. It means eaves and roof built to protect a door 
and wall from rain. 

$uffa [ledge, hall, stone bench] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say tashfr [a shady place to rest on], in Turkish seki 
gibi yiiksekce neffmene [a high seat like a stone bench or 
porch]. 

NaJfra [wooden bench] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
~uffa-i chiipfn [wooden bench or porch] in Persian, by 
fisti ortiili tabta ~offa [covered wooden bench or porch] in 
Turkish. 

Tafiirij [intervals, interstices in a lattice or screen] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by diirbazfn [a screen or lattice in 
front of a door] in Persian, by !arbiiziin barma/.clz/.clarzmn 
aralz/.clarz [interstices in a lattice or screen] in Turkish. 

cArfsha [vine arbor, thrones, pI. of Carsh] is Arabic. In 
Persian they say Jafta [vine arbor], in Turkish a~ma 
kirevid [hanging arbor for a vine], like a span. 

cArsh [throne] and sarfr [throne] are Arabic. In Per
sian they say takht I throne], in Turkish serfr [throne] as 
in Arabic and tabt [throne] as in Persian. 

Arfka [throne] is Arabic. In Persian they say takht-i 
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arasta [ornamented, embellished throne], in Turkish, 
with the Arabic word mura$$ac [ornamented], they say 
muraHac taht [ornamented, embellished throne], [that 
is] an exalted and embellished throne. 

Majlis [meeting room, assembly room] is Arabic. It 
is rendered by jay-i anjuman [meeting place] in Persian, 
by dernek yeri [meeting place], and oturacak yer [sitting 
place] in Turkish. 

Mabfil [men's meeting place] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by jay-i anjuman-i mardan [men's meeting place] in Per
sian, by erler dernegi yeri [men's meeting place] in 
Turkish. 

Ma'tam [women's meeting place] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by jay-i anjuman-i zanan [women's meeting 
place] in Persian, by cavretler dernegi [women's meeting 
place] in Turkish. 

Sitara [curtain, screen] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
parda-i dar [door curtain] in Persian, by /.capu perdesi 
[door curtain] in Turkish. 

Suradi/.c [royal tent, an enclosure of canvas] is an 
arabicization. It has been arabicized from the Persian 
sara-parda [royal tent, an enclosure of canvas]. It is 
rendered by ev perdesi [an enclosure of canvas] in 
Turkish. 

Manzil [stopping place, inn, caravanserai] is Arabic. 
It is rendered by jay-ifuruamadan [alighting place, stop
ping place] in Persian, by inecek yer [alighting place, 
stopping place] in Turkish. 

Maskan [dwelling, abode, house, residence] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by jay-i istadan [stopping place, 
halting place, dwelling] in Persian, by turaca/.c yer 
[stopping place, dwelling, residence] in Turkish. 

Bu/.cca [a place] is Arabic. It is rendered by yik para-i 
jay [a place] andjay-gah [a specific place] in Persian, by 
bir pare yer [a place] and olaca/.c yer [a specific place] in 
Turkish. 

Khayma [tent] is Arabic. In Persian they say chatr 
[tent] and chadar [tent]. In Turkish, as in Persian, ?y 
they say fader [tent]. 

Fustat [large tent] is Arabic. It is rendered by chadar-i 
buzurg [large tent] in Persian, by buyuk fader in Turkish. 
~ubba [domed structure, circular domed tent] is 

Arabic. In Persian they say khirkah [large tent, state 
tent, pavilion, movable Turkoman tent formed by flex
ible poles and covered with felt], in Turkish kunbed [cir
cular domed tent] and the vulgar term oba [large nomad 
tent] which is a corruption of /.cubba. 

Kharkaha [large tent, state tent] is an arabicization. It 
is arabicized from the Persian khirkah [large tent, state 
tent, pavilion]. In Turkish they say ota/.c [large and lux
urious tent, state tent, pavilion]. 

[74v] /fammam [bath, bath house] is Arabic. In Per
sian they say karmaba [hot bath, bath house], in 
Turkish, as in Arabic, bammam. Karmaba is rendered by 
warm water. 

Maslakh [changing room] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
jay-i jama kandan [changing room] in Persian, by geysi 
fzkaracakyer [changing room] in Turkish. Now they say 
camekan [changing room of a Turkish bath]. 

Mustabamm [private chamber in a bath house] is 
Arabic. In Persian they say khalvat-i kermaba [single 
room or private chamber in a bath house]. In Turkish 
they now use the Arabic word halvet [private chamber 
in a bath house]. 

$ahrfj [tank, basin] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
akhdur [? basin], in Turkish /.curna [basin of a bath or 
fountain]. $ahrfc is also a word [used for this in 
Turkish]. 

Mibzal [spigot, tap, cock, faucet] is Arabic. In Per
sian they say lula [pipe, spout] and nayija [spout, 
faucet], in Turkish, as in Persian, lule [spout, pipe]. 
It is a shared term. 

Attiin [kiln, furnace for heating a bath] is Arabic. In 
Persian they say kulkhan [furnace for heating a bath] 
and kulkhan [furnace for heating a bath], in Turkish 
kulhan [furnace for heating a bath]. It is a shared term. 

Dakhina [chimney] is Arabic. In Persian they say diid
ahang [chimney for a kitchen or a bath]. In Turkish, the 
vulgar corrupting it, they say diiheng [chimney for a kit
chen or a bath] for the chimney of a bath furnace 
[ kulhan] and an oven [oca/.c]. 

Kanfj [toilet] and khala [toilet] and bayt al1arag [toilet, 
privy] and mustarab [lavatory, privy] are Arabic. In Per
sian and Turkish they say /.cadem-gah [privy] and aMane 
[water closet, privy] and memja [privy]. 

Kiryiis [privy on the roof of a house] is an arabiciza
tion. It is rendered by abkhana bar bam [privy on a roof 
top] in Persian, by u.st /.catda olan memja [roof privy, top
floor privy] and far-da/.c halii [penthouse privy] in 
Turkish. 

Mutawa??a' [place for performing ablutions, water 
closet] is Arabic. It is rendered by abdast-khana [place of 
ablution, water closet] in Persian, by abdest alaca/.c yer 
[place for doing ablutions, water closet] in Turkish. 

Maghsal [place where canonical uncleanness after 
menstruation or childbirth is bathed away, place where 
corpses are canonically washed, place of ablution] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by ghusl-khana [place where 
uncleanness is bathed away, a place of ablution] in Per
sian, by gusl idecek yer [place where canonical unclean
ness is bathed away, a place of ablution] in Turkish. 

Baliica [drain] and billii'a [drain] are Arabic. They 
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are rendered by jiiy-i iibriz [drain] in Persian, by $U 
dokecek yer [drain] in Turkish. 

J)ayca [farm, field, plot ofland, real estate] is Arabic. 
It is rendered by zamfn-i kisht [cultivated land] in Per
sian, by tarla [arable field, garden], fiftlik makulesi 
[agricultural estate, farm], miilk [real estate] and cakiir 
[real estate, landed property] in Turkish. 

cA~iir [real estate, landed property] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by sariiy U zamfn u dirakht [house and land and 
tree] in Persian, by ev ve yer ve bagfe ve fiftlik ve tarla 
[house and land and garden and farm and arable field, 
i. e., landed property] in Turkish. 

Anbiir [storehouse, storeroom, granary] is Arabic. It 
is rendered by jiiy-i galla [granary] in Persian, by $iirbun 
[silo] in Turkish. Also, they say anbiir [storehouse, 
granary] as in Arabic. 

I$tabl [stable] is Arabic. In Persian they say iikbur 
[ stable], in Turkish, as in Persian, by iibur [stable]. 

Matban [place for storing straw, hay loft] is Arabic. 
In Persian they say kiihdiin [place for storing straw, hay 
loft], in Turkish $amanlz~ [place for storing straw, hay 
loft ]. 

Mazraca [field, arable field] is Arabic. In Persian they 
say tarkaz [arable field]; in Turkish, tarkaz having been 
corru pted by the vulgar, they say tarla [arable field]. 

Mashiira [subdivision of a field, quarter of a doniim] is 
Arabic. In Persian they say yak piira khivayd [a part of 
a sown field] and yak takhta az zamfn [a part of a sown 
field], in Turkish, among farmers, evlek [a furrow, a 
quarter of a doniim] and ~iin~ [ furrow]. 

Jarfb [a unit of land measurement] is an arabiciza
tion. It is arabicized from the Persian garfb [a unit of 
land measurement]. In Turkish they say doniim [a unit 
of land measurement]. 

Karm [vineyard, garden, orchard] is Arabic. In Per
sian they say bag [vineyard, garden, orchard] and raz 
[garden, vineyard], in Turkish, as in Persian, bag 
[vineyard, garden, orchard]. 

Khiin [caravanserai, inn, khan] is an arabicization. It 
is arabicized from the Persian khiina [house, room]. 
They also say biin [caravanserai, inn] in Persian and 
Turkish. 

Ribiit [inn] is Arabic. In Persian they say kiirbiin-sariiy 
[inn, caravanserai]. In Turkish, the vulgar corrupt it 
and say kervansariiy [inn, caravanserai]. It is a building 
used for travelers. 

/:Iiinut [shop] is Arabic. In Persian they say kiir-giih 
[workshop, place of business, shop], in Turkish, as in 
Persian, diikkiin [shop]. Diikkiin is arabicized from 
Persian. 

Razda~ [a row, a line of shops] is an arabicization. It 
is arabicized from the Persian rasta [a row of houses or 
shops, a market with a regular range of shops]. In 
Turkish, the vulgar corrupt it and say iiriiste [a row of 
shops with the same trade]. 

[75r] M~taba and mi$taba [out-of-doors bench of 
stone or wood] are Arabic. In Persian they say jiiy-i 
garfbiin [stranger's place, guest place, hence a bench 
where strangers rest]. In Turkish, using Arabic terms, 
they say tabt al-~alca [? lit. beneath the fortress]. It is 
rendered by the seats [neffmene] which are called seki 
[stone seat] and sed [? barrier, rampart, fence]. They 
are found in places like coffee houses [~ahve-biine] and 
between some large gateways. 

Siibii.t [marketplace covering] is an arabicization. It is 
arabicized from the Persian siiya-biin [covering, 
canopy]. It is rendered fiir-su ortiisii [marketplace cover
ing] in Turkish. 

l,(alca [fortress] and bi$iir [fortress] are Arabic. In Per
sian they say diz [fortress], in Turkish, as in Arabic, 
bi$iir. It is a shared term. 

Darb [gate or door of a quarter, street or town] is an 
arabicization. It is rendered by darviiza [door, gate], dar
i diz [fortress gate] and dar-i kuy [gate of a quarter or 
ward] in Persian, by biiyiik $o~a~ ve bi$iir ve maballe ~apusz 
[gate of a large street, a fortress and a quarter or ward] 
in Turkish. 

Burj [tower, bastion] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
kusha-i biiru-yi diz [tower corner of a fortress, bastion of 
a fortress] in Persian, by bi$iir dfviin bedeni [bastion of a 
fortress wall] in Turkish. 

Sur [city wall] is Arabic. It is rendered by biiru-yi shahr 
[city wall] in Persian, by fehir dfviin ve biinisz [city wall 
and rampart] in Turkish. 
F~fl [entrenchment, wall, rampart, space between 

ramparts, intervallum] is Arabic. It is rendered by dfviir 
darpfsh-i khanda~-i diz [wall before the moat of a fortress] 
in Persian, by fehir dfviirznzii oniinde olan bende~ diviin 
[moat wall before a city wall] in Turkish. Concerning 
such wall-enclosed places, they say that they are lower 
and smaller than the rampart of a fortress or the wall 
of a city. 
Khanda~ [moat] is 'Arabic. In Persian they say jiiy-i 

kanda [moat]. In Turkish, some of the vulgar corrupt it 
. and say bende~. 

Rabii [mill stone, mill] is Arabic. It is rendered by iis 
[mill stone, mill] in Persian, by degirmen [mill stone, 
mill] in Turkish. 

Marbii [mill] is Arabic. It is rendered by jiiy-i iis [mill] 
in Persian, by degirmen yeri [mill] in Turkish. 
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TaMina [mill, water mill] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
iisiyab [water mill] and iisiya [mill] in Persian, by $U 
degirmeni [water mill] in Turkish. It means degirmen 
[mill]. 

Tibana [? donkey mill, miller] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say kharas [donkey mill], in Turkish at degirmeni 
[horse mill]. It [also] is rendered by the miller's trade 
[ degirmencilik] . 

cAmir [inhabited, prosperous, cultivated] is Arabic. 
It is rendered by abadan [prosperous, ordered, 
cultivated] in Persian, by ten [inhabited, prosperous, 
cultivated] in Turkish. They also say macmur 
[flourishing, prosperous, cultivated, inhabited] as in 
Arabic. 

cUmran [built up, flourishing] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say abadanf [built up, flourishing], in Turkish tenlik 
[built up, flourishing]. 

Ghamir [uninhabited, desolate, empty land] is 
Arabic. In Persian they say vfran [desolate, devastated, 
abandoned place], in Turkish barab [desolate, 
uninhabited, abandoned place] and vfran. It is a term 
shared with Persian. 

Ghamr [to inundate, to cover, to bury] is Arabic. It 
is rendered by vfran kardan [to lay waste, to destroy] in 
Persian, by vfran eylemek [to destroy, to lay waste] in 
Turkish. 

Kharab [to be destroyed] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
vfran shudan [to be destroyed] in Persian, by vfran olmak 
[to be destroyed] in Turkish. 

Kharib [wrecked, ruined, dilapidated] and kharfba 
[site of ruins] are Ai-abic. They are rendered by vfran 
[ruined, devastated, laid waste] in Persian. In Turkish, 
as also for ghamir, these are rendered by vfran [ruined, 
devastated, desolate, laid waste, in ruins]. 
Nu~¢ and ni~¢ [broken, ruined, part of a demolished 

building] are Arabic. In Persian they say shikasta 
[broken, ruined], in Turkish $tnz~ [broken] and bozu~ 
[broken] and yt~t~ yer [dilapidated building, ruined 
place]. 

clmarat [to make prosperous, to make flourishing] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by abadan kardan [to build, to 
cultivate, to make prosperous] in Persian, by ten itmek 
and macmur itmek [to make flourishing, to make pros
perous] in Turkish. 

Marammat [to repair, to mend] is Arabic. In Persian 
it is rendered by i$lab kardan [to repair, to mend], in 
Turkish balel bulmut nesneyi i$lab itmek ve onarma~ [to 
repair and mend a broken thing]. 

Kharab [broken] is Arabic. It is rendered by vfran suda 
[broken] in Persian, by vfran olmzt [broken] in Turkish. 

Talal [ruins or traces of a building] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by nishan-i saray [trace of a building] in Per
sian, by barab veya mubteri~ olan ev eleri [trace of a ruined 
or burned house] in Turkish. 

Rasm [trace] is Arabic. It is rendered by nishan-i 
bunyad-i saray [trace of the foundation of a house] in Per
sian, byev tern eli eleri [trace of the foundation of a house] 
in Turkish, that is the mark and trace of a thing. 

Dimna [traces of a building, ruins] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by jay-i saray [site of a house] in Persian, by 
ev yeri alart ve nz;anz [traces and remains of a house] and 
yurd yeri [site of a house] in Turkish. 

[75v] Fustat [Cairo] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
Mi,r-z ~ahira [Cairo, Egypt] and shahr-i buzurg [a large 
city]. In Turkish they say Mi$r tehri [the city of Egypt, 
a term for Cairo sometimes used in literature and collo
quially] and buyuk tehir [a large city]. 2 

Mi$r [Egypt, Cairo] is Arabic. This is also rendered 
in Persian and Turkish by MZ$r-z J.(ahire [Cairo, Egypt] 
and shahr-i buzurg [a large city], that is a buyuk tehir [a 
large city]. 

Madfna [Medina] is Arabic. It designates in Persian 
the shahr-i Rasul-Allah [the city of the Messenger of 
God]-may God, whose name be exalted, commend 
and salute him-and shahr-i buzurg [a large city]. In 
Turkish [it is] the ravza-i mu.tahhara [the Tomb of the 
Prophet] and buyuk ,ehir [a large city]. 

Balad [city, town, village] is Arabic. In Persian they 
say shahr [city, town], in Turkish fehir. $ehir is a term 
shared with Persian. 

Kura [district, rural district, small town, village] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by khavza [district] and shahr 
[town] in Persian. In Turkish it is rendered by il 
[region] and vilayet [province] and sanca~ [subdivision of 
a province]. This also, as balad, means fehir [city]. 

J.(~aba [small town, district of a city] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by shahr-i kuchak [small city, small town] and 
miyan-i shahr [district of a city] in Persian, by kUfuk tehir 
[small city, small town] and tehir ortan [district of a city] 
in Turkish. 

J.(arya [village] is Arabic. In Persian they say rustay 
[village], in Turkish, kay [village] from Persian. 

Maballa [street, quarter, district] is Arabic. In Per
sian they say kuy [alley, lane, quarter], in Turkish, as 
in Arabic, maballe. It is a shared term. 

Za'igha [lane] is Arabic. In Persian they say kuy [lane, 
alley]. In Turkish, this is also maballe [street] as in 
Arabic. 

2 Marginal note reads, "It [FustatJ refers to a meeting place of the 
people of a city and a district in a specific location." 
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Zu!ca!c [street in a town] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
kucha-i tang [narrow street, lane]. In Turkish they pro
nounce the Arabic term so!ca!c [road, street, alley] with 
a sfn ('f)' 

Murrabbaca [square, crossroad] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by char-su [square, crossroad] in Persian, by 
diM agzzlu yol [crossroad] in Turkish. 

Su!c [market place, market] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by piiziir [market] in Persian, by ordz [camp, and hence 
market] in Turkish. Now they say piiziir [in Turkish] as 
in Persian. 

Tarf.k [road] is Arabic. It is rendered by riih [road] in 
Persian, by yol [road] in Turkish, whatever type of road 
it is. 

Shiiric [highway] is Arabic. It is rendered by shiih-riih 
[king's road, highway] in Persian, by buyuk yol [large 
road] in Turkish. It means the king's road. 

TWELFTH CHAPTER 

It describes and discusses the terms binii' yeri, and 
temel !conaca!c yer, and temel do;emesi, and temel !a;lan, and 
kinedleri, and zuvana, and temel cara!casz, and !a;zn envacz, 
and kezzff, and moloz, and diVar, and dfvar gedigi, and 
balp!c, and ~zva balfzgz, and kirec, and alfz, and dfviir 
keniin, and dfvar bucagz, and mermer, and direk, and dayak, 
and ya~dz!c, and biitz!, and mertek, and !cu;a!c, and kemer, 
and pelvaJe mertekleri and tiibiin, and kin;, and ev o!cz, and 
demren, and felik, and onurga, and the miizu called mahiye, 
and ma!ca~, and ma!ca~zn yanlan, and ma!ca~ ayagz, and 
ma!c~ ayagznzii gezi and fatz mertekleri, and fatznzii kendUsi ve 
ijrtUsz, and ekseri and tabtasz, and tugla, and keremid, and 
olu!c, and !a; do;eme oda, and duz ve szk do;eme !a; ve tugla, 
and nerdubiin, and nerduban ayagz, and yu!caru fz!caca!c 
bt;lsama!c, and a;aga inececk ba~ama!c, and kopri, and buyuk 
kopri, and !capu, and !capu ferfevesi, [76r] and buyuk !capu, 
and buyuk !capunun ifinde oyma kUfUk !capu, and mu.tlak 
kUfUk !capu, and !capu !canadz, and !capunun Ust ve alt e;igi, 
and !capu bfnfsi, and !capu o'kfesi, and okfe delugi, and 
zuvanasz, and !cuttahi'reze, and ben dke;e , and !capu arabgz, 
and reze, and ust reze, and alt reze, fifte reze, and !capu 
~al!casz, and finragusz, and !capu zenciri, and !capu sovesi 
and mitres, and demur kilid, and mandaI, and miftii~, and 
all things related to house-building materials in the 
Arabic language and the Persian language and the 
Turkish language. 

'Arsa [building site] is Arabic. It is rendered by Jay-i 
sariiy [building site] and miyiin-i sariiy [building site] in 

Persian, by ev yeri [building site] and ev ortasz [building 
site] in Turkish. 

Khi!!a [plan, layout of a building site] is Arabic. And 
it is rendered by nishiin-iJiiy-i sar~ [layout of a building 
site] in Persian, by ev yeri fizisi [layout of a building site] 
in Turkish. 

/fujra [ditch, trench, moat] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by Jiiy-i kanda [ditch, trench, moat] in Persian, by 
!cazzlmz;yer [ditch, trench], and fu!cur [pit], and bende!c 
[moat] in Turkish. 

Watid [a wooden stake] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
mfkh-i shakh-i mardiina [? marking stake] in Persian, by 
jermude !cazz!c [? marking stake] in Turkish. 

Mi'tada [mallet] is Arabic. It is rendered by mfkh-i kup 
[mallet for driving stakes] in Persian, by to!cma!c [mallet] 
in Turkish. 

Bisa.t [bed for a wall, footer] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by pishtar-i bunya~ [foundation bed, footer] in Persian, 
by temel dOfemesi [foundation bed] and do;eme [footer] in 
Turkish. 

Asiis [foundation] is Arabic. It is rendered by bunya~ 
[foundation] in Persian, by temel [foundation] in 
Turkish. 

¥,iicida [base, foundation] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
bunya~-i bina ve Juz-i u [foundation of a building and the 
like] in Persian, by yapunun ve gayrznun temeli [foundation 
of a building and other things] in Turkish. 

/faJar [stone] is Arabic. It is rendered by sang [stone] 
in Persian, by !a; [stone] in Turkish. 

Kinad [clamp that binds a joint together] is Arabic. 
In Persian it is band-i miyiin-i du shana [clamp that binds 
a joint together]. In Turkish, the vulgar corrupt it and 
say kined [metal clamp for binding a joint]. 

Lisiin al-~aJarayn [latch bolt] is Arabic. In Persian it is 
zuviina [latch bolt] and zubana, and zujana. In Turkish, 
as in Persian, it is zuviina [latch bolt]. 

Mush.t al-law~ayn [?, lit. comb of two planks/ 
plates] is Arabic. It is rendered by shiina-i du takhta [?, 
lit. comb of two planks/plates] in Persian, by tabta .tara!cz 
[?, lit. plank/plate comb] in Turkish. 

Siifa [course of masonry] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
yak rasta [one course] in Persian, by bir !cur [one course] 
in Turkish. That is~" it is rendered by one course of 
masonry. 

cAra!ca [a course of bricks in a wall] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by valad·i yak rasta [one course of masonry] in 
Persian, by bir ~zra !cur [one course of masonry] in 
Turkish. 

$akhra [rock, boulder] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
sang-i sakht u buzurg [large and hard stone] in Persian, 
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by buyuk ve pek tat [large and hard stone] in Turkish. 
Said [hard stone] is Arabic. It is rendered by sang-i 

khara [hard stone] and sang-i sakht [hard stone] in Per
sian, by pek tat [hard stone] in Turkish. 

Jalmud [large rock, boulder] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by sang-i buzurg [large rock] in Persian, by buyuk tai 
[large rock] in Turkish. 

~addaba [flint] is Arabic. It is rendered by sang-i 
atash-zana [flint] in Persian, by fal-mal- tai' [flint] in 
Turkish. 

[76v] ~ahl-a"a [? flint] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
sang-i atash [flint] in Persian, by od tai' [flint] in Turkish. 

Safwan [slate] is Arabic. It is rendered by sang-i lagzan 
[? slate] in Persian, by l-ayagan tat' [slate] in Turkish. 

Nashafa [pumice] is Arabic. It is rendered by sang-i 
pashina [pumice] in Persian, by kiifeke tat' [pumice] in 
Turkish. 

Safiba [flag stone] is Arabic. It is rendered by sang-i 
pahn [flat stone] in Persian, by ya~~l tai [flat stone] in 
Turkish. 

Jandal [mill stone, large rock, boulder] is Arabic. It 
is rendered by sang-i kird [millstone] in Persian, by degir
mi tat [millstone] in Turkish. 

/J~ba' [gravel] is Arabic. It is sang-i rfza [gravel] in 
Persian, uval- tat [gravel] and fal-zl tai' [gravel] in 
Turkish. 

Khashram [limestone] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
sang-i gaj [limestone 1 in Persian, by kiref tafl [limestone] 
in Turkish. 

Safa [large, flat, white stones; slate, schist] is Arabic. 
It is rendered by sang-i safid va pahn [flat, white stone1 
in Persian, by y~~t beyaz .tat [flat, white stone1 in 
Turkish. 

Khashaba [a piece of wood1 is Arabic. It is rendered 
by chiib [wood, timber] in Persian, by agac [wood, 
timber] in Turkish. Now, they also say keriiste [timber, 
lumber]. 

Libna and lubna [sun-dried brick, adobe) are Arabic. 
In Persian they say khisht-i kham [sun-dried brick, 
adobe], in Turkish kerpif [sun -dried brick, adobe]. 

Malat and mila.t [ mortar] are Arabic. In Persian they 
say iiJand [plaster, mortar, cement]. In Turkish, the 
common people corrupt malat and say moloz [?, lit. 
rubble]. 

Jidar [wall] is Arabic. In Persian it is dfvar [wall], in 
Turkish, as in Persian, dfvar [wall]. It is a shared term. 

/Ja'it [wall, partition] is Arabic. In Persian it is dfvar 
[wall] and piis kunanda [partition], and in Turkish dfvar 
[ wall] and ~a#aytcz [partition]. 

Sadd and sadda [wall, rampart, dam; to wall, to for
tify] are Arabic. They are rendered by dfvar [wall] and 
ustuvar kardan [to fortify] in Persian, by dfvar [wall] in 
Turkish. And they also have the meaning pekitmek [to 
fortify]. 

Thulma [breach in a wall] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
rakhna-i dfvar ujuz-i ii [breach in a wall and such things] 
in Persian, by dfvar gedugi [breach in a wall] and simply 
geduk [breach] in Turkish. 

Tfn [clay] is Arabic. It is rendered by gil [clay] in Per
sian, by balftl- [wet clay] of whatever sort in Turkish. 

Siyac [clay mixed with straw for plastering] is Arabic. 
It is rendered by kahkil [clay mixed with straw for 
plastering] in Persian, by ~amanlu ~zva balftgt [clay mixed 
with straw for plastering] in Turkish. 
Ja~~ [gypsum, lime plaster], andf~~ [lime wash], and 

shfd [lime wash] are Arabic. In Persian they are gee 
[lime plaster], in Turkish kirec [lime]. 

Kawkab al-arr;/ [talc] and kils [lime plaster] are Arabic. 
In Persian they are ahak [lime plaster], in Turkish alft 
[lime plaster]. 

Sariij [lime plaster, quicklime] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by ahak [lime plaster] and gil-i ahak 
[ quicklime] in Persian, by alft [lime plaster] and [alfl] 
gamfn [quicklime] in Turkish. 

Rukn [corner] is Arabic. It is rendered by kiisha [cor
ner] in Persian, by bucal- [corner] in Turkish. They also 
say kilfe [corner] as in Persian. 

Zawiya [angle] is Arabic. In Persian they say kunj 
[ angle] and paygiila [angle]. And in Turkish this is bueal
[angle]. It means the interior of an angle. 

Rukham [marble] is Arabic. In Persian they say mar
mar [marble]. In Turkish, as in Persian, they say mermer 
[marble]. It is persianized from the Arabic marw [? peb
ble, flint]. 

'Imad [pillar, pole, column, support, buttress], camiid 
[pole, column, pillar, post], ricama [pillar, post, but
tress, support], sariya [column], ustuvane [column], s(taC 

[tent pole, column], #vam [support], iisiya [column], 
and ~al-b [tent pole], ~al-ab [tent pole] are all Arabic. 
They are rendered by sutiin [pillar, column, support] in 
Persian, by direk [pillar, column, post] in Turkish. 

[77r] Sanad [support] and masnad [support] are 
Arabic. They are rendered by pushtfban [buttress, sup
port] in Persian, by dayak [buttress, support] in 
Turkish. 

Wisada [cushion, column capital] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by balm [cushion, column capital] in Persian, 
by y~dtl- [cushion, column capital] in Turkish. 
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SaJa [beam, joist] is Arabic. It is rendered by hizan 
[beam, joist] in Persian, by batd [beam, joist] in 
Turkish. 

Mintalm [brace] is Arabic. It is rendered by kamar 
[brace] and miyan-band [brace] in Persian, by kemer 
[brace] and orta leujale [middle brace] in Turkish. 

Ni!ale [brace, ring] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
kamar [brac~], in Turkish leujale [ring, brace] and kemer 
[brace], as in Persian. 

Tale [arch, vault] is arabicized from the Arabic nitale 
after it has been lightened and persianized. It is 
rendered by bina kemeri [vault or arch of a building] in 
Turkish. 

cArida [joist] is Arabic. It is rendered by palvaza [? 
joist] in Persian, by dfvardan tajra ftlean kirij ve mertekler 
[rafters and beams projecting beyond a wall] in Turkish. 

jayiza [floor, base] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
taban [wall plate, base, floor], in Turkish taban [wall 
plate, base, floor], as in Persian. 

Watar [rafter] is Arabic. It is rendered by zih-i khana 
[rafter of a house] in Persian, by ev kiriji in Turkish, 
with the meaning rafter of a house. 

Sahm [beam of the roof of a house] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by tfr-i khana [beam of the roof of a house] in 
Persian, by ev olet in Turkish, with the meaning beam 
of a house. 

Micbala [peak of a roof] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
paykan-i khana [peak of the roof of a house] in Persian, 
by ev demreni in Turkish, with the meaning peak of a 
house. 

Fulaz [steel] is an arabicization of the Persian pulad 
[ steel]. It is rendered by felik [steel] in Turkish. 
Male~ [roof truss] is Arabic. It is rendered by kaz-i 

khana [truss of a house] in Persian, by fatt male~t [roof 
truss] in Turkish. Malea$ is a term shared with Arabic. 

Raleida [pillar, main beam, post] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by Jarsab [main beam] in Persian, by mertek 
[beam, pier] in Turkish, whatever type of beam it 
might be. 

Farr) [notch] is Arabic. It is rendered by rakhna-i zih 
[notch in a rafter] in Persian, by kirij gediigi [notch in 
a rafter] in Turkish. It is the place which is the foot of 
a truss. 

Fuwle [notch, hole] is Arabic. It is rendered by sUjar 
[notch, hole] in Persian, by gez [notch] in Turkish. 
They call a small notch a gez. 

jidhC [small beam in a roof] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by Jarvaz-i iisumana [small beam in a roof] in Persian, by 
fatt mertegi [roof balk, roof beam] in Turkish. 

Filera, Jaleara [peak timber of the roof] are Arabic. 

They are rendered by muhra-i khana [peak timber of the 
roof of a house] in Persian, by onurga [peak timber of 
a roof] in Turkish, that is the peak timber of a roof. 

$ulb [ridge pole, ridge beam] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say mazu [ridge pole, ridge beam]. In Turkish, 
the common people corrupt mazu to mahiye [ridge pole, 
ridge beam]. 

Pilc [side, rib] is Arabic. It is rendered by pahlu [side] 
in Persian, by eyeku [side, rib] andyan [side] in Turkish. 
And it means the side timbers of a truss. 

Masattab [flat-roofed] is Arabic. It is rendered by bam 
[flat roof] in Persian, by tam [flat roof] in Turkish. 
Now, tam being little used, they usually say tavan [flat 
roof]. 

Salf [roof, ceiling] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
asumana [roof] in Persian, by fatt [roof] in Turkish. If 
it is flat they say tavan, and if it is peaked they say sale! 

Chima' and ghama [wood and clay or earth roof of a 
house] is Arabic. In Persian they say kazunf [? clay roof 
of a house], in Turkish pardu [? clay roof of a house]. 
It is a term shared with Persian. 

Watid and wadd [wooden peg, pin,] are Arabic. They 
are rendered by mfkh-i chupfn [wooden pin] in Persian, 
by leaztle [wooden peg, pin] in Turkish. 

Sakk and sakkf [iron nail, iron pin] are Arabic. They 
are rendered by mfkh-i ahanfn-i buzurg va diraz [big and 
long iron nail/pin] in Persian, by biiyiik uzun ekseri [big, 
long nail] in Turkish. 

[77v] Mismar [nail, peg] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
mfkh [nail, peg] in Persian, by ekseri [nail, spike] in 
Turkish, whatever sort of nail it be. 

Lawb [board, plank] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
takhta [board, plank], in Turkish, as in Persian, tabta 
[board, plank]. It is a shared term. 

Alwab [boards, planks] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
takhtaha [boards, planks] in Persian, by tabtalar [boards, 
planks] in Turkish, because alwab is the plural of lawb. 

AJurr [fired brick] and tub [fired brick] are Arabic. 
They are rendered by khisht-i yukhta [fired brick] in Per
sian, by tugla [fired brick] in Turkish. 

~irmid [roof tile] is arabicized from a Greek word. In 
Persian it is rendered by qjur [roof tile, fired brick, sun
dried brick] from the Arabic, in Turkish by keremid 
[roof tile]. 
. Mfzab [gutter] is an arabicization. It is again 
rendered by mfzab [gutter] and navdan [gutter] in Per
sian, by olule [gutter] in Turkish. 

MithCab [gutter] is Arabic. It is rendered by navdan 
[gutter] in Persian, by olule [gutter] in Turkish. But in 
Turkish, as in Persian, by they also say mfzab [gutter]. 



Balat [floor pavement, floor tile] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by kustardanf-i sang-i khane [stone pavement of 
a house] in Persian, by eviiii tat dotemesi [stone pavement 
of a house] in Turkish. 

Ra$af [pavement] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
kustardanf-i ustuvar va hamvar [firm and level pavement] 
in Persian, by diiz ve pek dojeme [firm and flat pavement] 
in Turkish. 

Sullam [ladder, flight of stairs] and miCraj [ladder] are 
Arabic. In Persian they say narduban [ladder, flight of 
stairs]. In Turkish, the common people corrupt the 
Persian and say merdiven [ladder, flight of stairs]. 

Rutba [step of a ladder, stair] and martaba [step, stair] 
are Arabic. They are rendered by paya [step, stair] in 
Persian, by ba$amalc [step, stair] and nerdiiban ayagz 
[step, stair] in Turkish. 

Mirlcat [step, stair] is Arabic. It is rendered by paya-i 
khisht u sang [stone or brick step] in Persian, by tat 
ba$amalc [stone step] in Turkish. 

Dara)a [ascending step] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
paya ba-bala [ascending step] in Persian, by yukaruya 
gidecek ba$amalc [ascending step] in Turkish. 

Daraka [descending step] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
paya ba-zfr [descending step] in Persian, by ataga inecek 
ba$amalc [descending step] in Turkish. 

jiST [bridge] is Arabic. It is rendered by pul and pul 
[bridge] in Persian, by kopri [bridge] in Turkish. 

~antara [arched bridge] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
pul-i buzurg [large bridge] in Persian, by biiyiik kopri 
[large bridge] in Turkish. 

Bab [door, gate] is Arabic. It is rendered by dar 
[door, gate] in Persian, by lcapu [door, gate] in Turkish. 

Millcam [door frame] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
char-chupa-i dar [door frame]. In Turkish, the common 
people corrupt this and say fer-i fUa [door frame]. 

Rita) [gate, gateway] is Arabic. It is rendered by dar-i 
buzurg [large gate] in Persian, by biiyiik lcapu [large gate] 
in Turkish. 

'Itii]' [large iron door] is Arabic. It is rendered by dar-i 
ahanfn [iron door] in Persian, by demiirlu lcapu [iron 
door] in Turkish. 

Khawkha [small opening in a window, wall or door, 
peep hole] is Arabic. It is rendered by darfcha-i dar-i 
buzurg va dar-i kuchek [peep hole of a large door or a small 
door] in Persian, by taraca ve oyma kiifiik lcapu [peep hole 
and small cut-out door] in Turkish. 

Mi$rac [leaf of a double door] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by lat-i dar [leaf of a double door] in Persian, by lcapu 
lcanadz [leaf of a double door] in Turkish. 
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Fa'iz [lintel] is Arabic. It is rendered by asitan-i 
zivarfn [lintel of a door frame] in Persian, by iist efz'k [up
per lintel] in Turkish. 

Uskuffa [threshold, doorsill] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by asitan-i zfrfn [doorsill] in Persian, by alt qik [doorsill] 
in Turkish. 

'Ataba [threshold] is Arabic. It is rendered by asitan 
[threshold] and asitana [threshold] in Persian, by simply 
efik [threshold] in Turkish. Some have called it iist efik. 

[78r] Zajira [lath overlapping the edge of a door leaf] 
is Arabic. In Persian they say bfnf-i dar [lath overlap
ping the edge of a door leaf], in Turkish as in Persian, 
bfnf [lath overlapping the edge of a door leaf]. It is 
rendered by burunlzlc [lath overlapping the edge of a 
door leaf]. 

Najran [the pivot of a door on which it turns] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by chub-i zuvana [pivot post] in 
Persian, by ziivane agacz [pivot post] in Turkish. Zuvana 
[pivot] is Persian. It is rendered by siive [pivot post]. 

Ry'l al-bab [pivot hinge] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
paycha-i dar [pivot hinge] and pashina-i dar [pivot hinge] 
in Persian, by lcapu ayagz ve o'kfesi [pivot hinge] in 
Turkish. 

jarura [socket of pivot hinge] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by surakh-i pashina-i dar [socket of pivot hinge] in 
Persian, by lcapu okfesi deliigi [socket of pivot hinge] in 
Turkish. 

~ullab [hinge pin of a door] is Arabic. They say raza-i 
chankal [hinge pin of a door] in Persian. In Turkish they 
say lcullab [hinge pin of a door] as in Arabic, and fengel 
reze [hinge pin] as in Persian. 

Rab(ta [tie, bond, stanchion] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say band-kushay [bond, stanchion]. In Turkish the 
common people corrupt it and say bendkefe [bond, 
stanchion] . 

Sfr al-bab [crack of the door, space between the door 
and the door frame] is Arabic. It is rendered by shikaf-i 
dar [crack of the door, space between the door and door 
frame] in Persian, by lcapu yarugz ve aralzgz [crack and 
space around a door] in Turkish. 

Razza [staple] is Arabic. Again, in Persian and 
Turkish they say reze [staple] as in Arabic. It is a shared 
term. 

Zirfin [hasp] is an arabicization. It is arabicized from 
the Persian raza-i zivar [hasp]. It is rendered by iist reze 
[hasp] in Turkish. 

Lawlab [hinge] is Arabic. It is rendered by raza-i nar 
u mara [brace and pintle of a hinge] in Persian, by difi 
ve erkek reze [brace and pintle of a hinge 1 in Turkish. 
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lfal!,ca [ring] is Arabic. In Persian they say !,calganj [the 
ring of the gate], in Turkish, as in Arabic, bal!,ca. [In 
Turkish] it is [also] rendered by to!,ca [buckle]. 

Ma/inna [knocker] is Arabic. It is rendered by zang-i 
dar [door bell] in Persian, by !,capu finregusz ve jjtdurecegi 
[door bell and knocker] in Turkish. 

Silsila [chain] is Arabic. It is rendered by zanjfr-i dar 
[door chain] in Persian, by !,capu zenciri [door chain] in 
Turkish. 

CJ¢ada [door post] is Arabic. It is rendered by bazii-yi 
dar [door post] in Persian, by !,capu sovesi [door post] in 
Turkish. 

Mitras [door latch, bolt, bar of a door] is an arabiciza
tion. It has been arabicized from the Persian matars 
[large sliding bar of a door]. In Turkish, the common 
people having corrupted it, they say mitres. 

Ghala!,c [lock, bolt of a door, latch] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by fadrang [bolt of a door] in Persian, by man
dai [latch, bolt of a door] in Turkish. 

Mighlii!,c [latch, bolt] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
pashkulla [latch] in Persian, by anabtar ile aftlan mandai [a 
bolt or latch which opens with a key] in Turkish. 

Micla!,c [catch, hook latch, door hook] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by chankal-i dar [door hook] in Persian, by 
fengel mandai [hook latch] in Turkish. It is nailed to the 
lintel. 

MizliiJ [sliding bolt on a door] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by samarkand [sliding bolt] in Persian, by el ile 
afziur surme mandai [a sliding bolt opened by hand] in 
Turkish. 

¥ufl [lock] is Arabic. In Persian they again say !,cufl 
from the Arabic. In Turkish, it is kilfd [lock] from 
Persian. 

I!,c/fd [key], mi!,clfd [key], mif.c/ad [key] mif.c/ad [key], mif
tab [key] are Arabic. They are rendered by kilfd [key] 
in Persian, by anabtar [key] in Turkish. 

THIRTEENTH CHAPTER 

'~~ It describes and discusses the terms micmar, and 
muhendiz, and muhendis, and tabmfn and ~anzc, and 
mubterij, and ~znaCat, and btrfet, and u.stad, and mahir, and 
bazt!,c, and olfum, and lakird, and benna), and alet, and 
edat, and alat, and edevat, and baccar, and neccar, and nec
cariar tezgaht, and kerasteci, [78v] and ft!,cn!,cft, and kireffi, 
and muhre dfvar yapuct, and kerpiffi, and ~wact, and 
badanact, and keser, and balta, and iki yuzli balta, and 
keskin alet, and fiinke alet, and ~iib, and ~ab delugi, and tal 
kesecek kulunk, and ba~ kulUnk, and destere, and btf!,ct, and 

btf!,czCl, and mengene, and cendere, and mti!,cab which they 
corrupt as mat!,cab, and mti!,cab demuri, and bur!,cz and ry 
demuri, and rende, and yekdeste, and the rende demuri which 
they call tfg, and ma!,cliib, and dorpi, and fyge, and gonye, 
and endaze, and arlun ile olfmek, and terazii, and ma!,cara, 
andyapu nilanz, and riizen ipi, and la!,ciil, and per gel, and 
cedvel, and manczlz!,c, and ip, and urgan, and to!,cma!,c, and 
fekuc, and the large fekuc called verye, and !,cl~ac, and 
~ay!,cal, and perd'ab idecek alet, and duz olma!,c, and yumrz 
olma!,c, and mala, and kerpif !,calzbz, and !,cazma, and fapa, 
and lagm, and ~u yolz, and ~uyun eh/-i vu!,ciiji, and ~u 
mut/aka, and ~u a!,cdugz yer, and felme, and ~u !,cuYUSt and 
fZ!,crzgt, that is dolabz, and kunk, and kamzl, and bavi, and 
laz-revan, and m~lz!,c, and lUle, and baviun ve laz-revanun 
lUleleri, and lokiin, and !,curliin, and tiie, and birine, and 
ba!,ctr, and !,calay, and lebfm, and demur, and !,cara demur, 
and felik, and cevher-dar demur/er, and gumul, and altun, 
and things connected with these in the Arabic language 
and the Persian language and the Turkish language. 

Micmar [architect] is Arabic. It is rendered by abadan 
kunanda [builder] in Persian, by macmiir idici [builder] in 
Turkish. 

Muhandiz [engineer, geometrician, architect, 
surveyor] is an arabicization. It has been arabicized 
from the Persian andaza [measure]. It is rendered by 
gaz-kunanda [measurer, surveyor] in Persian, byarlunla 
O/fuci [one who measures in arlun, surveyor] in Turkish. 

Muhandis [engineer, geometrICIan, architect, 
surveyor] is an arabicization. The original of this was 
muhandiz. The letter za was changed to sfn. Both have 
the same meaning. 

Takhmin [an estimating] is Arabic. In Persian they 
say baguman u hosh-guftan [estimating and guessing with 
reason], in Turkish caf.c/ ile soylemege [to explain with 
reason] . It is rendered by oranlama!,c [to measure, 
estimate]. 

$aniC [craftsman] .is Arabic. It is rendered by kar-i nfk 
kunanda [one who does good work, craftsman] in Per
sian, by tryu il idici [one who does good work, craftsman] 
in Turkish. 

Mubtarif [skilled artisan] is Arabic. In Persian they 
say pfshvar [artisan]. In Turkish, the common people 
have corrupted pfshvar and say peleker [artisan]. 

$inaCat [craft, art] is Arabic. In Persian they say pfsha 
"[craft, art]. In Turkish, the common people corrupt it 
and say pete [craft, art]. 

lfirfat [art, craft] is Arabic. In Persian they say pfsha 
[ craft, art], in Turkish pfle [craft, profession] and ~an Cat 
[art, craft]. As to pfje, it is Persian, and ~anCat is 
Arabic. 
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$an'at [art, craft] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
dastkari"[art, craft]. In Turkish, again as in Arabic, they 
say $an'at. 

[79r] Ustadh [master, expert] is an arabicization. It 
is arabicized from the Persian ustad [master, expert]. In 
Turkish, the common people corrupt it and say usta 
[ master, expert]. 

Mahir [expert, skillful] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
ustad dar kar-i khfsh [one skilled in his own work] in Per
sian, by ifinde pehluvan [one expert in his profession] in 
Turkish. 

ijazi/.c [highly skilled, an expert, talented] is Arabic. 
It is rendered by ustad-i zayrak [highly skilled master] in 
Persian, by anlayzflu usta [knowledgeable master] in 
Turkish. 

Mutahadhli/.c [one who feigns or pretends skills] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by badjara [bluffer , boaster] and 
na-saz [unskilled, untalented] in Persian, by ii/fum [a 
person who overestimates himself, is v~in] in Turkish. 

Tilmfdh [apprentice] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
shagird [apprentice], and in Turkish, the common peo
ple corrupt it and say fakird [apprentice]. 

Banna' [builder] and baJiriyy [stone worker, builder in 
stone] are Arabic. They are rendered by binagar 
[builder] in Persian, by yapuCl [builder] in Turkish. 

Alat [tool, implement] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
dast-ajzar [hand tool, implement], in Turkish, the com
mon people corrupt alat and say bala.t [tool, implement]. 

Adat [tool, implement] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
dast-ajzar [hand tool, implement] in Persian. In 
Turkish, again, it is rendered by alet [tool, implement], 
that is, an implement that can be held. 

Alat [tools, implements] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
dast-ajzarha [tools, implements] in Persian, by aletler 
[tools, implements] in Turkish, because it is the plural 
of alet. 

Adawat [tools, implements] is Arabic. In Persian they 
say dast-ajzarha [tools, implements]. In Turkish, the 
common people corrupting alat and adawat, they say 
avadanlz/.c [an artisan's set of tools]. 

ijajjar [stone cutter] is Arabic. It is rendered by sang
tiriish [stone cutter, mason] in Persian, by .taf yonucz 
[stone cutter , dresser] and tafCl [stone mason, quar
ryman] in Turkish. 

Najjar [carpenter] and jatf.k [carpenter] are Arabic. 
They say dUrUrgar [carpenter] and durugar [carpenter] in 
Persian. In Turkish, the common people corrupting 
them, they say dulger [carpenter]. 

Farziim [carpenter's workshop, carpenter's 
workbench] is Arabic. It is rendered by dastgah-i 

duriirgar [carpenter's workshop] in Persian, by dulger 
tezgahz [carpenter's workshop, carpenter's workbench] 
in Turkish. 

Khashshab [lumber merchant] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by chiibjuriish [wood seller, lumber merchant] 
in Persian, byagaffz [wood seller, lumber merchant] in 
Turkish. They also say kerasteci [wood seller, lumber 
merchant]. 

Khaffat [turner] is Arabic. In Persian they say bo/.c/.ca
gar [a turner of cups and balls] and farOt [lathe 
operator], in Turkish fZ/.crz/.cfz [turner]. 

JaUii$ [plasterer, lime burner] is Arabic. They say 
gaJpaz [lime burner] and gaJgar [plasterer] in Persian, 
kireffi [plasterer, lime burner] in Turkish. 

Ra$$a$ [? tinner, tin smith] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by da~ran [plasterer] in Persian, by muhre divar yapucz 
[builder of rough walls] in Turkish. 

Mutallf [one who covers something with a substance, 
hence plasterer] and .tayyan [a plasterer with clay or 
mud] are Arabic. They are rendered by andiin-gar 
[plasterer] in Persian, by $wayzcz [plasterer] in Turkish. 

Mulabbin [brickmaker] and labban [brickmaker] are 
Arabic. They are rendered by khisht-zan [maker of sun
dried bricks] in Persian, by kerpiffi [a maker of sun
dried bricks] and kerpif kesici [brick cutter] in Turkish. 

Mubaddin [whitewasher] and baddan [whitewasher] 
are Arabic. They are rendered by badana kashanda 
[whitewasher] in Persian, by badanacz [whitewasher] in 
Turkish. 

J.(adiim [adze, hatchet} is Arabic. It is rendered by 
tfsha [adze] in Persian, by keser [adze] in Turkish. 

Fa's [ax, pick ax] is Arabic. It is rendered by tabar 
[ax] in Persian, by balta [ax] in Turkish. 

ijada'at [two-sided ax] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
tabar-i dii sarf [two-edged or two-sided ax] in Persian, by 
iki yiizli balta [two-sided ax] and naca/.c [a large ax with 
a hammer at the back] in Turkish. 

ijadfd [sharp] is Arabic. It is rendered by tfz [sharp] 
in Persian, by keskin [sharp] in Turkish, that is kesici 
[sharp]. 

Kalfl [dull, blunt] is Arabic. It is rendered by kund 
[dull, blunt] in Persian, by fonge [dull, blunt] in 
Turkish, that is kesmez [dull]. 

[79v] Khurt [hole] is Arabic. In Persian it is rendered 
by surakh-i tabar va tisha [hole (for the handle) of an ax 
and adze], in Turkish by $ab delUgi [handle hole]. 

Yad alja's [ax handle] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
dasta [handle] in Persian, by $ab [handle] in Turkish. 
And they also say balta $abz [ax handle]. 

Ni$ab [handle] is Arabic. In Persian they say dasta 
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[handle]. In Turkish, the common people corrupt ni~ab 
and say ~ab [handle]. 

Mi/.cbar;la [handle, haft] is Arabic. In Persian and 
Turkish they again use the Arabic /.cabia [handle]. 

Juza)at [knife handle] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
dasta-i kard [knife handle] in Persian, by bZfa/.c ~apz [knife 
handle] in Turkish. 

'ltrat [handle, big lever] is Arabic. In Persian they 
say dasta [handle] and biizii [lever], in Turkish /.col 
[handle, lever]. It means a large handle [buyuk ~ab]. 

Micwal [large pick ax, mattock] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say kulunk [pick ax, mattock], in Turkish, as in 
Persian, kulunk [pick ax, mattock]. It is a, shared 
term. 

Min/.car [small pick] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
kulunk [pick, pick ax]. It is also has the meaning of 
mi'wal [pick]. In Turkish it is rendered by kulunk [pick 
ax]. 

$ii/.ciir [mason's hammer, stone pick] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by mftfn [stone pick, mason's chisel] in Per
sian, by buyuk kulunk [large pick] in Turkish. They 
[ also] say bii~ kulUnk [large pick]. 

Mi)shiir [saw] is Arabic. They say dastarra [saw, hand
saw] in Persian. In Turkish, again as in Persian, they 
say destere [saw]. 

Minshiir [saw] is Arabic. They say dastarra [saw, 
handsaw] in Persian. In Turkish they also call this 
destere [saw] as in Persian. 

Mi/.ctal [large saw, buck saw] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by arra-i buzurg [large saw, bucksaw] in Persian, by 
buyuk bZfkZ [large, two-handled saw, bucksaw] in 
Turkish. 

/:Iazziiz [a sawyer] and haggag [? sharpener] andjazzaz 
[? wool shearer] are Arabic. They are rendered by arra
kash [a sawyer] in Persian, by bifici [sawyer] in Turkish. 

Milzam [vise, press] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
takhta1'ama [a large press, vise] and anbur-i arra [saw 
press, vise] in Persian, by tabta /.czsr;lzracagz [wood press] 
in Turkish. 

Mutarra [press] is Arabic. They say jandara [press] in 
Persian. In Turkish they say cendere [press] as in 
Persian. 

Mith/.cab [drill, gimlet, auger] is Arabic. They say 
miiha [auger, drill, gimlet] in Persian. In Turkish, the 
common people corrupting it, they say mat/.cab [drill, 
gimlet, auger] with a tao 

Min/.cab [punch, perforator] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by dast-aJzar-i siirakh-kardan [hand tool to make a hole] 
in Persian, by delecek alet [piercing tool, hole-making 
tool] in Turkish. 

Miltiida [drill bit] is Arabic. It is rendered by sar-i 
maha [drill point, auger point] in Persian, by mzl./.cab ucz 
ve demuri [drill point and bit] in Turkish. 

Milwa [peg of a stringed musical instrument, gimlet] 
is Arabic. It is rendered by kardnay [the peg of a stringed 
musical instrument] in Persian, by bur/.cz [gimlet, peg of 
a stringed instrument] in Turkish. 

Min/.car [pick, chisel] is Arabic. It is rendered by sakna 
[auger, gimlet] in Persian, by iy [pick, point] in 
Turkish. I t means delecek demur [ auger, gimlet, 
point]. 

'Atala [wrecking bar, crowbar] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by sakna-i buzurg [wrecking bar, large pick] in 
Persian, by buyuk iy [wrecking bar, large pick] in 
Turkish. 

Bayram [small pick, small auger, small crowbar] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by sakna-i kiichak [small pick, 
small crowbar, small auger] in Persian, by kUfuk iy 
[small pick, small crowbar, small auger] in Turkish. 

Min~at [plane], min~iit [plane] are Arabic. They say 
randa [plane] in Persian. In Turkish, as in Persian, they 
say rende [plane]. 

Mibriit [file, rasp] is Arabic. They say yak-dasta [rasp] 
in Persian. In Turkish, as in Persian, they again say 
yekdeste [rasp]. 

Na# [blade] is Arabic. They say tfgh [blade] in Per
sian. In Turkish as in Persian, they also say trg [blade]. 

[80r] N~l-i ma(cliib [? lit. inverted blade] is Arabic. In 
Persian they say tfgh-i baz-kardfda [? lit. inverted blade], 
in Turkish, ma/.cliib [? lit. inverted] as in Arabic. 

SaJan [adze, file, rasp] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
chiip-siiy [rasp] and tfsha [adze] in Persian, by dorpi 
[rasp] and keser [adze] in Turkish. 

Misfan [large file, large rasp] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by chiip-siiy-i buzurg [large rasp] in Persian, by buyuk dor
pi [large rasp] in Turkish. 

Mibrad [file, rasp] is Arabic. It is rendered by siihan 
[file, rasp] in Persian, by iyne [file, rasp] in Turkish. 
Originally it was iyge. But now they say ege. And it is 
thus in dictionaries. 

Mis~al [rasp, file] is Arabic. It is rendered by siihan-i 
durusht [course file, rasp] in Persian, by iri ege [coarse 
file, rasp] in Turkish,., 

Ziiwiya [carpenter's angle, set square] is Arabic. In 
Persian they say kunja [set square]. In Turkish, the 
common people corrupt kunja and say gijnye [set square]. 

Zawiya-i /.ca)ima [right-angle set square] is Arabic. It 
is rendered by kunja-i char-sii [right angle set square] in 
Persian, by fiir-sii bucagz [right angle set square] in 
Turkish. 
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Zawiya-i !;adda [acute-angle set square] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by kunJa-i tfz [acute-angle set square] in Per
sian, by keskin bucale [acute-angle set square] in Turkish. 

Zawiya-i munjarija [obtuse-angle set square] is Arabic. 
It is rendered by kunJa-i kushada [obtuse-angle set 
square] in Persian, by afzle bucale [obtuse-angle set 
square] in Turkish. 

Hindiiz [measure] is an arabicization. It has been 
arabicized from the Persian hindaza [measure]. It is 
rendered by olfmek [to measure] and oranlamale [to 
measure] in Turkish. 

Dhira' [cubit, ell] is Arabic. It is rendered by arish 
[cubit, ell] and andiiza [cubit, ell] and gaz [cubit, ell] in 
Persian, by bilek [cubit, ell] and arfun [cubit, ell] in 
Turkish. 

Zar' [to measure] is Arabic. It is rendered by gaz
kardan [to measure in gaz or cubits] in Persian, by arfun 
ile olfmek [to measure in arfun or cubits] in Turkish. 

Mfzan [balance, pair of scales] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say tariizii [balance, pair of scales]. In Turkish, the 
common people corrupting 'the Persian, they say terezi 
[balance, pair of scales]. 

Bakara [pulley, block] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
charkh-i hanJar [pulley, block] in Persian, by maleara 
[pulley, block] in Turkish. Previously they said baleara 
[pulley, block]. Now, for the most part, they say 
maleara. 

Imam [plumb-line stake] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
chiib-i hanJar [plumb-line stake] in Persian, by diizen ibi 
fzbzgz [plumb-line stake] in Turkish, and the guideline 
[ib] is tied to it. 

MitmaTT [plumb line], tUTT [plumb line], zij [leveling 
line used by masons] are Arabic. They are rendered by 
hanJar [plumb line] in Persian, by diizen ipi [plumb line] 
itself in Turkish. 

Shaleiil [plumb line] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
shahiil [a bricklayer's plumb line]. In Turkish, the com
mon people corrupting it, some say lahil [a plumb line], 
some say $avil. 

Farjar [compass, dividers] is an arabicization. It has 
been arabicized from the Persian pargar [compass]. In 
Turkish, the common people corrupting it, they say 
pergel [compass]. 

Dawwara [compass] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
pargar [compass] and pargal [compass]. In Turkish, the 
common people corrupting them, they say pergel 
[compass]. 

Jadwal [ruler, line, mark] is Arabic. In Persian and 
Turkish it is the same as Arabic. It has the meaning of 
khal! [line] in Arabic, nishan [mark] in Persian, fizi 
[line, mark] in Turkish. 

Manjanfle [block and tackle] is an arabicization. It is 
rendered by barah-i dastkar-bardiishtan [to move some
thing artificially] in Persian, by $anCat !arflez ile lealdzrmale 
[to move something artificially] in Turkish. 

lJabl [robe, cable] is Arabic. It is rendered by rasan-i 
tiifta [twisted rope] in Persian, by bukulmzj ip [twisted 
rope] in Turkish. 

Sha!an [rope] is Arabic. In Persian it is rendered by 
rasan-i diraz [stout rope], in Turkish, by urgan [stout 
rope]. 

Sabab [string, cord] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
rasan-i khurd [thin rope, string, cord], in Turkish sicim 
[string, cord]. 

Tunub [tent rope] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
rasan-i chadar [tent rope]. In Turkish, common people 
corrupting it, they say tend' [tent rope]. 

[BOv] Rumma [a piece of worn-out rope] is Arabic. It 
is rendered by rasan-i para-i kuhna [a piece of old, worn
out rope] in Persian, by eski ib paresi [a piece of old rope] 
in Turkish. 

Mi)tada [mallet for driving stakes] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by mfkh-z kiib [mallet for driving pegs] in Per
sian, by agaf tolemale [wooden mallet] in Turkish. 

Mitralea [iron or wooden mallet or hammer] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by guzfna [iron or wooden mallet 
or hammer] and khayisk [smith's hammer] in Persian, 
by tolemale [mallet] and fekif [hammer] in Turkish. 

Mfleaca [hammer] is Arabic. It is rendered by khayisk 
[smith's hammer] in Persian, by fekuf [hammer] in 
Turkish. -

FilIi's [large smith's hammer, sledge hammer] is 
Arabic. In Persian they say pitk [large smith's hammer] 
and varya [large iron hammer], in Turkish buyuk fekUf 
[large hammer] and verye [large iron hammer] as in 
Persian. 

Kalibatan [smith's pincers or forceps for holding hot 
iron or pulling nails] is Arabic. It is rendered by anbur 
[forceps, pincers] in Persian, by lez$ac [pincers, pliers] in 
Turkish. They also say the Arabic kelibetan. 

Sayleal [? polisher, smoother], $alcl [? polishing, bur
nishing], #leal [? one who polishes, one who smoothes] 
are Arabic. They are rendered by zudiidan [to polish, to 
furbish] and pardakhtan [to polish, to finish] in Persian, by 
afmale [to polish] and perdab itmek [to polish] in Turkish. 

Saleil [a polisher] is Arabic. It is rendered by kushayan
da [an opener, hence polisher] and zudayanda [one who 
cleans, a polisher] in Persian, byafzcz [polisher] and per
dab idici [polisher] in Turkish. 

Sayleala [polishing tool] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
dast-ajzar-i pardazf [polishing tool] in Persian, by perdab 
idececk alet [polishing tool] in Turkish. 
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Mi~~ala [polishing tool] is Arabic. It is rendered by an 
chfz ki be-ii zudiidand [that thing with which one has 
polished] in Persian, by 01 nesne ki aninla perdab olznur 
[that thing with which polishing is done] in Turkish. 

Me#iil [polished] is Arabic. It is rendered by zudiida 
[polished] and pardakhta [polished] in Persian, by 
perdabte olmu; [polished] in Turkish. 

Khushuna [roughness, coarseness] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by durushtf[roughness] in Persian, by iri olma~ 
[to be rough], that is, yamrt yumrt [gnarled, uneven, 
lumpy] in Turkish. 

Maliisa [smoothness] is Arabic. It is rendered by nar
mf [smoothness] and laghzanf [smoothness] in Persian, 
by yum;a~ [smoothness] and sfrgan [smoothness], that is, 
diiz [smoothness] and perdabte olmu; [polished] in 
Turkish. 

Milii.t and malat [mortar] are Arabic. They are 
rendered by aJand [mortar] in Persian, by helik [mortar] 
in Turkish. Helik is the wet mortar used in walls. 

Milvat [plasterer's trowel] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
mala-i aJand [plasterer's trowel] in Persian, by helik 
malast [plasterer's trowel] in Turkish. Now they call it 
mi~rf [plasterer's trowel]. 

MisyaCa [plasterer's trowel] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by mala-i andiin [plaster trowel, cement, trowel] in Per
sian, by ~tVa malast [plaster trowel] in Turkish. 

Milban [brick mold] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
kaliba~-i khisht [brick mold] in Persian, by kerpif ~altbt 
[brick mold] in Turkish. 

Marr [mattock, shovel] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
kuland [mattock, shovel] in Persian, by ~azma [mattock, 
shovel] in Turkish. They dig wet clay with it. 

Mi!zfor [shovel, borer] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
kuland [mattock, shovel] and kaland [mattock, shovel] in 
Persian, by ~azma [mattock, shovel] and fapa [hoe] in 
Turkish. 

Laghm [a mine boring or bored hole, often used in a 
military sense as to mine fortifications] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by kar kardan ki dfgar-ra ya~fn nabiishad [a work
ing that others are not certain of (because it is 
underground)] in Persian, by bir i; i;lemek ki gayrisi am 
ba~f.katle bilmeye [to perform work which others do not 
really know about (because it is underground)] in 
Turkish. 1 

J.(anna) [digger, miner, sapper], mu~annf [conduit 
maker] are Arabic. They are rendered by laghm-kan 
[miner, trench digger, sapper] in Persian, by lagm ~azt-

1 Presumably the implication of the Persian and Turkish phrases 

ct and lagtmct [miner, tunnel digger, subterranean 
water-conduit digger, sapper] in Turkish. 

J.(anat [water conduit, canal] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by rah-i ab bar zamfn va dar zamfn [above-ground and 
underground water conduit] in Persian, by yer iistunde ve 
altznda olan ~u yolt [above- and underground water con
duit] in Turkish. 

J.(in~in [water diviner] is Arabic. It is rendered by ab
shiniis [water diviner] in Persian, by ~u oldugt yeri bilici 
[one who knows where water is] in Turkish. 

Ma) [water] is Arabic. It is rendered by ab [water] in 
Persian, by ~u [water] in Turkish. 

MaJra al-ma) [water conduit, canal] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by ravan-gah-i ab [place where water flows] in 
Persian, by ~u a~aca~ yer [place where water flows] in 
Turkish. 

[8ir] 'Ayn [spring, fountain] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say chashma [fountain, spring], in Turkish binar 
[spring, fountain]. But now they say fCfme as in Persian. 

Bi)r [well] is Arabic. It is rendered by chah-i ab [water 
well] in Persian, by ~u ~uyUSt [water well] in Turkish_ 

Biiriya [pipe] is Arabic. In Persian it is nayiJa [pipe] 
and gung [earthenware waterpipe], in Turkish lUle 
[pipe] and kunk [earthenware waterpipe]. 

Bakara [pulley] is Arabic. It is rendered by charkh-i 
chah-i ab [well wheel] in Persian, by ~u ~uyUSt ma~arast ve 
dolabt [well pully and waterwheel] in Turkish. 

Daliya [any machine for raising water, large water
wheel] is Arabic. In Persian they say dolab [large water
wheel]. In Turkish, as in Persian, they again say dolab 
[large waterwheel]. 

MaJala [waterwheel] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
charkh-i dolab-i buzurg [large waterwheel] in Persian, by 
buyuk dolab farbt [large waterwheel] in Turkish. 

/faw¢ [water basin, tank, cistern, reservoir, pool] is 
Arabic. In Persian they say abdan [water basin, tank, 
cistern, reservoir, pool]. In Turkish, as in Arabic, they 
say bavi [cistern, pool , reservoir]. 
M~niica [cistern, watertank] is Arabic. It is rendered 

by abdan [water cistern, tank, reservoir] and shiiz-ravan 
[a fountain, a reservoir with faucets at the sides for 
ablutions, usually appended to a mosque] in Persian, 
by bavi [ cistern, reservoir] and ;iiz-revan [fountain, 
reservoir for ablutioris] in Turkish. 
. Si~aya [a thing by which water is distributed] is 

Arabic. It is rendered by sabfl-khana [a building where 
water is distributed] in Persian, by m~lu~ [tap, spigot 

is that workers are performing work which other people do not know 
about because it is being done underground. 
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and hence a thing by which water is distributed] in 
Turkish. 

Ra~iid [a large earthenware jug, earthenware pipe] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by khum [a large jar, pithos] and 
miirf[earthenware pipe] in Persian, by kub [large earth
enware jar] and kunk [earthenware pipe] in Turkish. 

Sariij [plaster] is an arabicization. It is arabicized 
from the Persian sariiJ with a sfn. It is rendered by liikiin 
[putty made oflime and linseed oil] and al~z [plaster of 
Paris] in Turkish. 

Mibzal [spigot, faucet, tap] is Arabic. In Persian they 
say lula [spout, tap] and nayv'e [spout]. In Turkish, as in 
Persian, they say LUle [spout]. It is a shared term. 

Sunbiir [faucet, tap] is Arabic. It is rendered by lula-i 
abdan va shiiz-ravan [tap of a cistern and a fountain] in 
Persian, by /:lavi ve ;iiz-revan LUlesi [tap of a cistern and 
fountain] in Turkish. 

Ursub [lead], usruJ[lead] are arabicizations. They are 
arabicized from the Persian usrub [lead]. They are 
rendered by ~ur;iin [lead] in Turkish. 

Anuk [lead] is Arabic. In Persian they say usrub [lead], 
in Turkish ~ur;iin [lead1. Siif [lead] is Arabic. 

SuJr [bronze] is Arabic. It is rendered by riiy [bronze] 
in Persian, by tiie [bronze] in Turkish. 

Shibah [brass] and shabah [brass] are Arabic. In Per
sian they say birinJ [brass]. In Turkish, as in Persian, 
they say birine. 

Nuhas [copper] is Arabic. It is rendered by mis [cop
per] in Persian, by ba~zr [copper] in Turkish. The 
mineral [is found] in the province of Khorasan. 

cUllab [tin (plural)] and rQ.$a~ [tin] and ~alaciyy [tin] 
are Arabic. In Persian they say arzfz [tin]. In Turkish, 
the common people corrupting ~alaciyy, they say ~alay 
[tin]. 

Li/:lam [solder] and la/:lam [solder] are Arabic. In Per
sian they say kaJshfz [solder], in Turkish le/:lfm [solder]. 

/fadfd [iron] is Arabic. It is rendered by ahan [iron] 
in Persian, by demur [iron] in Turkish. 

Anfth [soft iron, wrought iron] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by ahan-i narm [soft iron, wrought iron] in Per
sian, by yum;a~ demur [soft iron, wrought iron] in 
Turkish. It is also called ~ara demur [wrought iron]. 

Fiiladh [steel] is an arabicization. It is arabicized from 
the Persian piilad [ steel]. It is rendered by ~elik [steel] in 
Turkish. 

Dhakar [steel] is Arabic. It is rendered by piilaz [steel] 
in Persian, by ~elik [steel] in Turkish. [And] they also 
say piilad [steel] as in Persian. 

Hinduvanfis a related term. Hinduvan is the name of 

one of the gates of the fortress of Balkh. They called the 
iron worked at that gate hinduvani". Now, the common 
people corrupting it, they call hinduvanf iron hindi". But 
the correct form is hinduvani". 

[81v] MashraJiyy [steel from the villages of upper 
Syria] is a related [Arabic] term. They attribute the 
steel worked in the villages of Noble Damascus to the 
Masharif [those towns and villages of upper Syria that 
border on the great desert]. 
Dimash~f and Damash~f [Damascus steel] are related 

terms. They attribute the steel worked in Noble 
Damascus itself to Damascus. 

IjranJf [European steel] is a related term. In Persian 
and Turkish it is Jrengf. But among the Arabs they call 
Frankish steel ifranJf. 

Kirmaniyy [Kirman steel] is a related term. It is the 
steel worked in the place called Kirman. And in Persian 
and Turkish they say Kirmanf. 

Firind [the grain or veining of Damascus steel] is 
Arabic. In Persian they say Javhar [the grain or veining 
of Damascus steel], in Turkish, as in Persian, eevher. 

Firindiyy [damaskeened steel] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by ahan-i Javhar-dar [steel marked with veins of 
damaskeening) in Persian, by cevherlu demiir [steel 
marked with veins of damaskeening) in Turkish. 

Fir;lr;la [silver] is Arabic. It is rendered by sfm [silver] 
in Persian, by gumi; [silver] in Turkish. 

LuJayn [silver] is Arabic. It is rendered by sfm [silver] 
in Persian. And in Turkish, this, likeJir;lr;la, is rendered 
by gumi; [silver]. 

Nu~ra [small piece of uncoined gold or silver] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by sfm-i bf-sikka [ uncoined silver] 
in Persian, by sikkesi yo~ gumi; paresi [a piece of un coined 
silver] in Turkish. 

Sabaka [to smelt] is Arabic. It is rendered by sfm-i 
khamra gudiizanfdan [to smelt unrefined silver] in Per
sian, by gumi; eritmek [to smelt silver] in Turkish. 

Sabfka [ingot of metal] is Arabic. It is rendered by 
sfm-i kudakhta [smelted silver] in Persian, by eridilmu; 
gumi; [smelted silver] in Turkish. 

Dhahab [gold) is Arabic. It is rendered by zar [gold] 
in Persian, by altun [gold] in Turkish. 

Nar;lr [gold] is Arabic. It is rendered by zar [gold] in 
Persian. And in Turkish, this, like dhahab, is rendered 
by altun [gold1. 

Nir;lar and nur;lar [pure gold] are Arabic. They are 
rendered by zar-i pak [pure gold1 in Persian. In Turkish 
they are rendered by an altun [pure gold], that is bali$ 
altun [pure gold1. 
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'Ayn [gold coin, bullion] is Arabic_ It is rendered by 
dfniir [Arabic gold coin] in Persian, by Jilori [florin)2 in 
Turkish. Dfniir isa shared term in Arabic and Persian. 

'Asjad [gold] is Arabic. It is rendered by zar [gold] in 
Persian. And in Turkish, this, like dhahab, is rendered 
by altun [gold]. 

ZukhruJ [decoration, ornament, gold] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by zar [gold] and zar-i lilii' [pure gold, ductile 
gold for gilding] and iiriiyish [decoration] in Persian, by 
altun [gold] andyaldtz altum [gilding gold, pure gold] in 
Turkish. 

CJkyiin [purified gold, native pure gold] is Arabic. It 
is rendered by zar-i rusta [native pure gold] in Persian, 
by kenduden biter altun [native pure gold] in Turkish. 

Tibr [gold dust, gold nuggets] is Arabic. It is 
,re~c;lered by zar-i siiv [gold dust] and zar-i khurda [gold 
nugget, gold dust] in Persian, by aiiadan ve macdinden 
fzlean altun uvagz [small fragment of gold from a mine or 
a file] in Turkish. 

Shadhra [particle, particle of gold] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by piira-i zar [fragment of gold, particle of 
gold] in Persian, by altun piiresi [gold fragment] in 
Turkish. 

ja'jariyy [the finest kind of gold, prepared by the 
celebrated alchemist Jacfar)3 is Arabic. It is rendered by 
zar-i mansub ba-viidf-ija'jar-iibiid [gold from the stream of 
Jacfar-abad] and zar-i khiili$ [fine gold, pure gold] in 
Persian, by Ca'jerf altum [finest gold prepared by the 
alchemist CaCfer] in Turkish. 

Dahdiyy [pure, unalloyed gold] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by zar-i dahdf chun zar-ija'jarf[pure, unalloyed 
gold like JacfarI gold] in Persian, by dehdf altum [pure, 
unalloyed gold] in Turkish. 

MuJafifiafi [ornamented with silver, ornamented] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by sfmfn [silverized, encrusted 
with silver] in Persian, by gumiflu [with silver] in 
Turkish. 

Mudhahhab [ornamented with gold] is Arabic. It is 
rendered by zarrfn [ornamented with gold] in Persian, 
by altunlu [with gold] in Turkish. 

Kibrft-i abmar [red sulfur, the Philosopher's Stone] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by zar-i kfmyii [gold of the Philos
opher's Stone, alchemical gold] in Persian, by kfmyii 
altum [gold of the Philosopher's Stone, alchemical gold] 
in Turkish. 

2 filon': see p. 25, note 9, above. 
3 jaCfar: presumably jaCfar al-Sadi~ Abu cAbd Allah (c. 

80-148/699-765), a transmitter of traditions and the last of the imams 
recognized by both the Twelver and the Ismacm Shi<ites. Both Sunnis 
and Shi<ites ascribe to him numerous books dealing with divination, 
magic and alchemy, probably none of them authentic. See M. G. S. 
Hodgson, "Djacfar al-Sadi~," £.1.2, II, pp. 374-375. 

[82r] FOURTEENTH CHAPTER 

. 
This narrative began with a discussion of the science 

of music. Now, considering that this was the subject of 
the introductory discourse, the appropriate thing to do 
is for it [this narrative] to be concluded with a descrip
tion of some details having to do with the science of 
music. Moreover, it is necessary that it include some 
religious parables and warnings. The purpose of those 
warnings and parables is to cause the wicked self, 
having given up some forbidden things, to repent and 
ask God's forgiveness. And recalling some forms and 
patterns from the science of geometry, each pleasing 
structural form makes a powerful impression to the 
mind. And this is what is described [in this chapter]. 
Sur [trumpet] and learn [trumpet] and niileur [trumpet], 
these three words are Arabic. And the three have a 
single meaning. Israffi1-peace be upon him-will 
sound [his trumpet] on the Day of Judgment! None will 
hear its first sounding, but they will incline toward him. 
After that, Almighty God-may His glory be praised 
and His power be universal-will send down a gentle 
rain. Then the corpses of the masses, that is their 
bodies, will grow with the rain like beans. After that, 
Israffi-peace be upon him-will again sound [his 
trumpet]. That is, he will play his trumpet and horn 
which they call $ur. Then, this second time, all mankind 
will rise to its feet. After that, listen! Yii ayyuhii al-niisu 
irjiCu ilii Rabbikum! That is, "0 People, return to your 
Lord! " It is required that you be queried and report, 
that you be questioned and answer, as is stated in the 
holy traditions in the book [entitled] al-MQ$iibf.h. 2 And 
the Persian and Turkish meanings of these three words 
[for trumpet] are thus: in Persian they say bori 
[trumpet] and nafir [brazen trumpet] and suru [horn of 
an animal], and in Turkish boynuz [horn]. And in 
Turkish they also say $ur [trumpet] as in Arabic, and 
bon [trumpet] and nefir [brazen trumpet] as in Persian. 
God, the most glorious and illustrious-whose name be 
exalted-and His most noble Messenger-may the 
prayers and peace of God, whose name be exalted, be 
upon him-know best! 

[82v] Mizmiir [flute, pipe] is Arabic. In Persian they 
say niiy [flute, pipe] and nay [flute, pipe]. In Turkish, 

. as in Persian, they again say niiy and nry. 

I Isram: the name of the Archangel, the Angel of Death and Lord 
of the Trumpet, who will rouse the dead on the Day of judgment by 
sounding his trumpet. See A. j. Wensinck, "Isram," £.1. 2 , IV, p. 
211. 

2 Al-Mfliabl{z: see p. 60, note 73, above. 
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l;(U$$iiba [flute, recorder] is Arabic. In Persian this 
also is rendered by niiy [flute, pipe] and nay [flute, pipe]. 
And in Turkish they say niiy and ~amzf [reed, flute]. 

Zammiir [flute player] and ~a$$iib [flute player] are 
Arabic. In Persian they say nay-zan [flute player]. In 
Turkish also, as in Persian, they say nty-zen. 

Mizhar [a leather-faced short-necked lute] and cud 
[generic name for various types of lutes] are Arabic. In 
Persian they say barbut [lute, harp], in Turkish ~opuz 
[lute]. 

Mu.trib [musician] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
siizanda [musician]. In Turkish also, as in Persian, they 
say siizende [musician]. 

'Awwiid [one who performs on the lute, lutist] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by barbut-zan [lutist] in Persian, 
by ~opuz falzcz [lutist] in Turkish. 

Nii~ir [harp, psaltery] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
chang [harp]. In Turkish also, as in Persian, they say 
feng [harp]. 

Tunbur [a fretted, long-necked, stringed instrument] 
is an arabicization. It was arabicized from the Persian 
.tanbur, with a fetba over the tii. 

Jiliiza [fret on the neck of a stringed instrument, note] 
is Arabic. In Persian they say parda-i siiz [fret on the 
neck of a stringed instrument, note]. In Turkish also, 
as in Persian, they say perde [fret, note]. 

Rabiiba [a three-stringed violin] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say kamiincha [three-stringed violin]. In Turkish 
they also say kemiinfe as in Persian and rebiib as in 
Arabic. 

Watar [string of an instrument, bowstring] is Arabic. 
In Persian they say rilia [the string of an instrument] 
and zih [bowstring] and tiir [string of a musical instru
ment]. In Turkish they say kirif [bowstring, string of a 
musical instrument] and ~zl [string of a musical in
strument]. 

Zfr' [treble string of an cud] is Arabic. It is rendered 
by riid-i biirfk [thin string] in Persian, by ince kirif [thin 
string] in Turkish. 

Bamm [the bass string of an cud] is Arabic. In Persian 
they say rud-i sibbar [bass string], in Turkish bam ~zlz 

[bass string]. 
Milwii [tuning peg of a chordophone] is Arabic. In 

Persian they say kard-niiy [tuning peg], in Turkish bur~z 
[tuning peg]. 

Ziimila [bridge of a chordophone] is Arabic. In Per
sian they say kharak [bridge of a chordophone]. In 
Turkish also, as in Persian, they again say oarek [bridge 
of a chordophone]. 

Miisf~iir [panpipes] is an arabicization of a Greek 
word. In Persian and Turkish they also say miisf~iir. 

Miisfl;cal [panpipes] with a liim is also a word [with a 
meaning] like miisf.kiir. Corrupting it, the common peo
ple say mis~iil [panpipes]. 

SanJ [cymbal] is an arabicization. It is arabicized 
from the Persian zinJ [cymbal]. In Turkish, the com
mon people corrupt it and say zfc (cymbal). 

Saghiina [small cymbals attached to a tambourine] is 
an arabicization. It is arabicized from the Persian 
chaghiina [small cymbals attached to a tambourine]. ge
giine is a term shared with Turkish. 

l;(iinun [a zither-like chordophone, often with 
seventy-two strings] is a Greek word. In Persian they 
say ~iinun. In Turkish, as in Arabic, they again say 
~iinun. 

Na~iira [kettle drum, small drum] is Arabic. In Per
sian they say .tablak [small drum]. In Turkish, the com
mon people corrupt it and say na~ara [kettle drum] and 
deblek [small drum]. 

JulJul [bells, sometimes attached to a tambourine] is 
Arabic. It is rendered by zang-i daf [tambourine bell] in 
Persian, by def pulz [tambourine bell] in Turkish. 

Itiir [rim, hoop] is Arabic. In Persian they say chanbar 
[rim, hoop]. In Turkish also, as in Persian, they say 
fenber. 

Tabl [generic term for many kinds of drums] is 
Arabic. In Persian they say duhl [drum] and tabfra 
[drum, kettle drum] and kiis o[a large drum used in 
mehter music]. In Turkish, the common people corrupt 
it and say .tavil [drum]. 

Bf~iin [generic term for horns and trumpets] is 
Arabic. In Persian they say borf-hii [trumpets]. In 
Turkish, as in Persian, they say bori [horn, trumpet]. 
Bf~iin means borilar [trumpets]. 

[83r] Mi(iriib [plectrum] is Arabic. In Persian they 
say zakhma [plectrum] and tiiziyiina [plectrum]. In 
Turkish they say tiizzyiine [plectrum] as in Persian. 

Mi~raca [drumstick] is Arabic. In Persian they say 
chavgiin-i duhl [hooked drumstick], in Turkish fevgiin 
[hooked drumstick] as in Persian. 

The science of geometry is a fine science because all 
musician's instruments and implements are conceived 
of in conformity with geometric shapes. And all their 
forms are produced and created in accordance with 
geometric forms. However, they do not exhibit that 
large a number of forms and shapes. They conceive of 
their fenber [hoop drum] and def [tambourine] in accord 
with the single line circumference of a circle. And the 
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bowls [?] of the various types of cuds are likened to the 
double line forms of arcs. They are made in three types. 
One of their types is fashioned in the form of an arc of 
half a circumference. And a second of their types is 
fashioned in the form of a small arc of less than half a 
circumference. And the third of their types is fashioned 
in the form of a large arc of more than half a circum
ference. And they conceive of their panpipes [miisfkar] 

in the form of the acute angle of a triangle with an 
obtuse angle. And again, they conceive of their feng 
[harp] and kanun [zither-like ch~rdophone] in the form 
of the four diverse triangles of the second type [the 
triangle with three acute angles?]. And it is necessary 
for the other [musical instruments] to be compared to 
these. 

Verse 

Facilatiin jaCilatiin jaCilatiin jaCilat. 

Because your song and music lighten not the gloom, minstrel, 
At least afflict us not with discordant sound! 

The blast of the trumpeter of the Day of Resurrection resounds in my ear. 
From the sound of your song and music my hearing becomes deafened. 

If you are fully aware of the essentials of song, 
The base string constantly gives you notice of annihilation. 

[83v] Since there is no permanency in the world, what does song or saz do for you? 
Its enduring cry is, "This is nothingness! This is nothingness!" 

If you take warning, take it from a sounding of the ntry's base note. 
O! What is this excessive chatter, talk and empty discourse? 

Do not, like wine, pass through the world from party to party. 
If you are wise, set not foot in banquets of carousal and drink. 

Had he not perceived the impermanence of the temporal world, 0 Cacfer, 
J amshld would not have renounced the cup of good cheer. 3 

FIFTEENTH CHAPTER 

This is the benediction which was [previously] men
tioned. Before beginning to write this Risale there oc
curred between this transitory world and this humble 
servant a certain dispute and conflict. And this humble 
servant, turning away and withdrawing, this trouble
filled world had designs against us and attacked us. 
And some noble beloved friends and illustrious sincere 
companions who were expected to be loyal showed as 
one to our eye the heaven-mirroring sword of conten
tion from the tower of the wall of hostility. Thus, all 

3 Jamshld's cup of good cheer: the mythical cup renowned in 
poetry, in which Jamshld was able to see the universe. See Cl. 
Huart/H. Masse, "Djamshld," £.1. 7 , II, pp. 438-439. 

I cJd: literally, Festival, here referring to the cld al-Fitr (Festival 
of Breaking the Fast) celebrated at the end of the hardship of the 

people are to us strangers and perhaps even our own 
eyelashes are thorns to our own eyes. I saw that there 
did not remain in the slightest degree a vestige of com
mitment and loyalty in people or the appearance of joy 
and pleasure in the wheel of fortune. And this came 
to my mind, that I must turn my countenance from the 
face of this faithless world. For a few days at least, in 
order not to see its old visage, let me enter a hermit's 
cell and let me hide and dwell in it, I said. And there
fore, in accord with this oath, I set out on the road I had 
decided upon. Arriving, I selected like a nightingale a 
corner of a cage-like house. While concealed therein the 
blessed CId! occurred. His Excellency the Aga arrived 

month of Ramazan, the month of fasting. It begins on the first day 
of the month of ~evvii.l, as marked by the first appearance of the 
crescent of the new moon, and continues for several days. In Turkey 
it is usually referred to as the Kii~iik Bayram (the Lesser Festival, 
a translation of the Arabic al-cJd al-~aghlr) or as ~eker Bayram! (the 
Festival of Sweets). 
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on that blessed day, [but as) it was not possible to greet 
and meet and converse with [him), a written apology 
was sent with the title cJdiyye_ [84r] And first of all 
let us repeat it here_ After that, let us describe in our 
own words the above-mentioned noble prayers for His 

Excellency the generous Aga which are being constant
ly repeated at the five appointed times of prayer and 
perhaps [even) at every hour and every minute_ And 
this is the written apology which we call cIdiyye that was 
mentioned_ 

Thz's cfdiyye ~a~lde Is by Way of an Apology2 

The One who actualizes what is wished [i.e., God) cheering his servants with glad tidings, 
Wrote the Cayn3 of cfd upon the night sky with a golden pen. 

And this letter cayn signaled the cld, 
Though some thought it to be a [piece of] hot steel. 

Behold the kindness and benevolence of God the Creator! 
He proclaimed His blessed cld with His cayn. 

Yes, the shape of the new moon formed the source [Cayn1 of drinking and carousing. 
That Most Glorious One [thus 1 expressed the meaning of the word iftiir. 4 

The ship of the crescent is a golden vessel, 
Which the White Sea [Marmara1 tossed to the western shores. 

Because it was the cfd, the heavens put on a curved dagger. 5 

And to those of correct understanding this is not farfetched. 
In the copybook of the heavens the crescent abides as a rli, 6 

By which the turning sphere lifted from mankind the obligation of fasting. 
With autumn7 the leaves became yellow like gold, 

And the west wind made the willow leaf a gift to heaven. 8 

That moon is a golden door ring on the horizon. 
That is, the door of hope was opened to the people of the world. 

The lock of pleasure was opened in the house of time. 
With that passion the key was thrown into the fire of the dawn. 

[84v] Now, great confusion befalls the new moon [i.e., dawn broke]. 
One would think the threat would not have [such 1 an effect on one. 

The sun bestowed light upon the earth's face. ' 
Let all the world put on the dawn of new garments. 

Let God-whose aid is implored-in honor of this cfd 
Confer endless joy upon mankind. 

And may His Excellency our honorable architect Aga's 
cld be blessed and his life increase. 

And may [that1 honored, agreeable lord 
Be fortunate like the rising star and bright heart. 

So long as the world endures may you live in honor and prosperity, 
Bright like the sun and rightly guided like the spheres. 

2 Marginal note gives meter of the verse, me.fiilu flcilalii mtJiicuu 
flcilal. 

l cayn : twenty-first letter of the Ottoman alphabet, it is a crescent
shaped letter in its initial form (~), and is likened here to the crescent 
moon which appears on the first of the month of ~evvaI and ushers 
in the cld. It is also the first letter of the word cld (..1.,&-). 

4 iftrir: the breaking of one's fast, either at sundown during 
Ramazan or at the beginning of cld. 

~ The curved dagger is here likened to the crescent moon which ap-
pears at the beginning of cJd. 

6 ra: the crescent-shaped twelfth letter of the Ottoman alphabet 
(), here likened to the crescent of the new moon. 
7 In 1023/1614 the month of Ramazan began on Sunday, October 

10, and ended on Monday, November 3. cld thus began on Tuesday, 
November 4 (1 SevvaI, 1023). 

8 The willow leaf which turns gold and is carried aloft by the wind 
in the autumn is here likened to the crescent of the new moon. 
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And your humble servant Cacfer offers a prayer: 
Sincere blessings and salutations without number. 

As the cJd occurs and as the new moon becomes visible in the hea;ens, 
May you be fortunate like the stars, unique like the sun. 

Evermore, may your heart be glad and full of joy. 
So be it, for the sake of that eternal Creator of mankind. 

~itCa of supplication to God, the Divine Lord of the Worlds
May His Name Be Exalted and His Being Glorifi'ed 9 

0, God, supreme and unique and peerless and eternal, 
There is no number or limit to Your multitudinous gifts. 

Yours are munificence and goodness. Yours are benevolence and kindness. 
Ours are rebellion and error, sin and crime without end. 

And this is the holy prayer which was recited. And 
previously, the Micmar Aga, out of love for God, per
formed many good deeds for the religion of Islam. And 
these have been briefly described. 

[85r] After this, come now and let us sincerely pray, 
first for the unity of God Almighty, the Lord of 
Kindness-may His glory be exalted and His gifts be . 
universal-Who from nothingness created us and all 
mankind and, in addition to mankind, created the eigh
teen thousand worlds. Secondly, for the divine-gift
filled soul of the Master, the Most Noble Apostle, Lord 
of the Two Worlds10-may God, be He exalted, com
mend and salute him-and also for the noble souls of 
all the pure prophets and pious saints. Thirdly, for 
praise of the souls of all the family and companions of 
the Prophet, especially the distinguished, beloved 
four11-may the approbation of God, whose name be 
exalted, be upon them. And after that, for the noble 
souls of all the great ulema and generous shaikhs and 
the righteous and pious jurists and authors of past and 
present, from among this group, whoever they be, who 
died before now. And for the souls of the faithful, past 
and present, from among the people of the Community 
and the People of the Law, from among the entire com
munity of Muhammad. And may Almighty God
whose name be exalted-from His perfect munificence 
and from His blessings and kindness and favor, also 
provide health and well-being to the masses of the 
believers in the world and beyond in this universe, and 
to all Muslims, and may He provide long life for each 

9 Marginal note gives the meter of the verse, flCilatim jeCilatun 
jeCilatun jeClun [fecilun]. 

10 The Master, the Most Noble Apostle, Lord of the Two Worlds: 
Mul,lammad. 

one [of them]. And especially to His Majesty, the 
sultan of the sultans of the world and the king of kings 
of the khans of the age, the shadow of God, the 
Padishah who is refuge of the universe-long may he 
live and may he attain his desires-whom God ex
clusively appointed and charged and set over the 
defense of the people of Islam from those impious and 
ill-famed unbelievers and evil-living and evil-dying sin
ners who are in the sight of God the enemies of religion. 
May Almighty God-whose name be exalted
assuring him strength and power and victory and 
energy and succor by means of His own omnipotent 
perfection and grace, also bless with long life his heirs, 
who are happy young saplings. [85v] He is the sultan 
of sultans and master of the face of the earth. May 
he crush and annihilate his enemies in whatever direc
tion with the divinely just, finally victorious army of 
Islam. 0 God of the Worlds, make him victorious and 
triumphant with the army of Islam! From day to day 
increase for the king his success and happiness and his 
power and bliss and glory and his justice and mercy, 
kindness and favor! And may his conquering troops 
and triumphant army, on land and sea, in city and 
villages, since they had exceeded his expectations, be 
victorious over base unbelievers and wicked and im
pious foes. Moreover, when again they return to their 
homes, 0 Lord, may You bring each one of them in 
safety and laden with booty to his abode and native 
country. And in addition, each one of the Prophets of 
the Way of the Muslims, and each of the inhabitants 

II Beloved four: the four orthodox caliphs (al-khulaja) al-rashidiin); 
see p. 22, note 17, above. 
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and residents in the abode of the greatest imperial 
throne,12 and generally everyone of the Community of 
Muhammad, being protected from fault and danger, 
may God grant health and well-being to them. And 
may the Prophets of the Way cause those [travelers] on 
the highways to attain their countries and abodes in 
health and safety, and in company with those who re
main behind, may God grant all of them prosperity 
and long life. And may God-the exalted and 
transcendent-also facilitate in His perfect kindness the 
easy and stealthy rescue of each of the Muslim 
prisoners in the hands of the base infidels. And may 
God-whose name be exalted-also facilitate the 
auspicious desires of the whole of the Community of 
Muhammad. And may that supreme, sovereign God, 
exempt from companion and end, increase from day to 
day the happiness and glory and prosperity and 
pleasure and gladness and eminence and health and 
safety and well-being of our Aga the architect. 0 God! 
[86r] Just as His Excellency the generous Aga exerted 
himself restoring and repairing the Revered Kacba 
which is the Beyt Allah and the Exalted Abode which 
is the mosque of the Apostle of God, and [erecting] the 
buildings of new places of worship in the world, [just] 
as he repaired and restored the Two Holy Sanctuaries 
and built and constructed in addition to these many 
new places of worship, 0 Lord, so as his reward, You 
too, granting him an abode in the lofty Garden of 
Paradise, build exalted mansions for him in Heaven! 0 
God of the Worlds, out of Your perfect kindness, make 
him prosperous in this world and the next. And cause 
his honored son to be long-lived. Whatsoever 
auspicious desires he may have, 0 God, facilitate his 
wishes. And the previous Chief Architect, who spent 
and used on God's behalf the greater part of the 
substance of his life extending over more than one hun
dred years on gaziis and jihads and on buildings and 
edifices for God's sake, the late warrior ~oca Micmar 
Sinan Aga, who was a Janissary for exactly twenty-six 
years, served during the above-mentioned time in the 
conquest of fortresses like Rhodes and Belgrade and in 
the rout of the Hungarian king in the battle of the field 

12 Inhabitants and residents of the abode of the greatest imperial 
throne: the inhabitants of the Ottoman state. 

13 atlu sekbiin: mounted keeper of the imperial hunting dogs. 
Originally members of the staff of the imperial household, they later 
came to be integrated into the Janissary corps, where they formed one 
of the corps' three main divisions; see Pakalan, Dryimler, III, pp. 
145-147. 

14 yaya baf': commander of the infantry batallion in the Janissary 
corps known as Yaya; see Pakalan, Dryimler, III, p. 611. 

of Mohacs and in the German and Baghdad campaigns 
and in the conque~t of Moldavia, and in addition to 
these, in many great military expeditions, each of 
which was a great gazii. Because of the high regard in 
which he was held when he was a Janissary in the 
Janissary Corps, he was made an atlu sekbiin 13 at the 
conquest of the fortress of Rhodes in the year nine hun
dred twenty-nine [December, 1522]. Later, as reward 
for his courage in the war which was fought with the 
evil king [of the Hungarians?], he became ayaya bafz.14 
And subsequent to that as reward for his courage in 
many campaigns, he became, in terms of rank, a 
zenberekfi bafz,15 and subsequent to that a ba$eki. 16 And 
after that, he was honored with the rank of micmiir bafz. 
And after that, he was micmiir bafz for fifty-two years. In 
the above-mentioned time, [86v] the remainder of his 
life was used and spent on pious foundations. In the 
aforementioned time he built eighty-three noble Friday 
mosques [ciimiC

] , and fifty-one fine small mosques 
[mescid], and fifty-seven medreses, and seven diir-i ~urrii, 
and seventeen exalted, noble cimiirets, and three diir al
fifii', and five enormous arched stone and brick 
aqueducts [$U yolz kemeri] , and an underground stone
and-brick-vaulted aqueduct one stage in length, and 
eight stone-and-brick-arched bridges [kopri], and nine
teen enormous caravanserais [kiirbiin-sariiy], and thirty
three baths [bammiim] , and tombs [turbe] and cisterns 
[mabzen] and marketplaces [~abbiin] and state palaces 
[mfrf sariiy] and storerooms [kiliir] and kitchens [mutbab] 
and biins and market halls [bezziizistiin] in proportion to 
these. For the love of God he expended seventy-nine 
years of his life, stretching from the time of his 
childhood and youth to his maturity and old age, on 
military campaigns and charitable buildings. He 
lavished without regret his great effort and strength on 
each of them. May God-whose name be exalted
making joyful his soul, in reward for these, build for 
him, as is the custom, lofty pavilions and exalted 
palaces in the highest heaven}7 And may God, whose 
name be exalted, give rest to [and] augment His com
passion for the soul of the late Davud Aga who, as Chief 
Architect after that, passed from this world to the other 

15 ztnbertkfi baf': commander of the eighty-second batallion of the 
Janissary corps; see Pakalan, Dryimler, III, p. 652. 

16 bflleki: sergeant-at-arms of the imperial bodyguard; see Pakalan, 
Dryimler, I, pp. 753-754. 

17 Expanded versions of this account ofSinan)s life are found in the 
Te;kirtt al-Ebniyt and the Tuhjtt al-Mi'miirfn; see p. 23, note 19, above. 
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world. 18 And may God-whose name be exalted
assembling [together] with the souls of the martyrs the 
soul of the late DaIgIc A1).med Aga, who after having 
been Chief Architect drank the sherbet of martyrdom 
from the fountain of the field of valor, place his sword 
in the highest heaven [i.e., admit DaIgle A1).med to the 
highest heaven] .19 And out of respect for the souls of the 
agas who built in the lands of Islam countless and 
numberless Friday mosques and small mosques and 
places of worship and dervish cloisters, may God grant 
happiness to our generous Aga, who exerted himself for 
the love of God even more truly and sincerely than the 
[above] mentioned [architect] agas, for as long as they 
rest in peace [i.e., until the Day of Judgment]. May he 
be blessed with long life and enrolled with the entry of 
[eternal] life on the page of the heavens. And [87r] may 
God, granting long lives to his noble children, cause 
them to reach old age. Amen, 0 God of the Two 
Worlds. And also, 0 God of the Two Worlds, as You 
call forth blessings upon the souls of our masters who 
were believers and Muslims and who with sincerity of 
heart built before our time places of worship for the love 
of God and [subsequently] departed to the other 
world-upon Adam the Pure of God-peace be upon 
him-who laid the foundation for the building of the 
first temple of God [and] who from among the great 
apostles and prophets of the entire party of prophets
may the prayers of God, whose name be exalted, be 
upon them-is to us a saint and leader, and the Prophet 
Seth-may peace be upon him-and Noah the Secret 
Friend-may peace be upon him-who, first taking the 
adze to his hand, practiced carpentry, and the il
lustrious forefather of the glorious prophets, Abra~am, 
the Friend of the All-Compassionate, who constructed 
and completed the structure and building of the present 

kibla of the world, the Revered Kacba-God, whose 
name be exalted, ennobl~ it-which is called the Beyt-i 
CAtI~, and upon his line, may You, 0 Creator of the 
Earth and the Heavens, also bestow blessings in that 
manner upon our sayyid, the Pure Messenger, 
Muhammad al-Mu~tafa, and upon his line and his 
Companions. You are the Praiseworthy and Most 
Glorious and Munificent and Merciful Sovereign. 0 
God, when in accord with Your sacred decree it is re
quired at the last breath for each of us to journey to the 
Other World, giving now to our hearts provisions of 
piety. May You at the last instant make faith and the 
I).ur'an, along with divine guidance, companions to 
us which will be our supplies and stores and fellow 
travelers. And now there is in each of our hearts a wish. 
God-whose name be exalted-grant all of our good 
wishes out of Your favor and kindness: for a good end; 
for the souls of the Muslims who have claims over us; 
for the souls of those in need of prayer; for the souls of 
all deceased men and women believers and Muslim 
men and women; [87v] for the security of the living; for 
the prosperity of the entire Community of Muham
mad; for the sacred approval of God, whose name be 
exalted. Fati~a:~o 

Prayers upon the pure souls of the Prophets 

o God, confer Your prayers upon Muhammad and 
the people of Muhammad as You conferred Your 
Prayers upon Abraham and the people of Abraham, 
and bless Muhammad and the people of Muhammad 
as you blessed Abraham and the people of Abraham. 
And be merciful to Muhammad as you were merciful 
to Abraham and the people of Abraham. You are the 
Praiseworthy and Most Glorious. 

Verse21 

Being taken from more than a hundred books, this book 
Put new garments on the geometric forms.22 

And the pure meanings are totally original. 23 
Its words and writing are as a veil to them. 

This [book] was betrothed to His Excellency the Aga. 

18 For Diiviid Aga, see p. 37, note 25, above. 
19 For DaIgic Abmed Aga, see p. 37, note 26, above. He is 

described here as a martyr as he fell in battle in the struggle against 
the Kalenderoglu rebels in 1604. 

20 Fatiba ("The Opening"): the first sura of the !S.ur'iin. The 
reference to its name is frequently, as here, intended to stand for the 

entire sura. 

21 Marginal note gives meter of the verse, jiicilatiin jeCilatiin jeCilatiin 
jeClat (fecilat]. 

22 That is, the geometric forms are presented in a new way. 
23 The term used here is bikr which has the meaning of both "un

precedented, novel, new" and "virgin." This second meaning in
troduces an image which is exploited in the next line as well as in the 
following two beyts. 
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Given that this [book] was [like] a youthful maiden, 
Let us guard it from the eye of the stranger, 

Least this pure gem fall into improper hands. 
It is completely filled with pearls like mother-of-pearl. 

Where is there another such chest of rare pearls? 
When these pearls had been gathered up one by one from the sea of books, 

Eyes like bubbles swam in the ocean of the text. 
In substance all these pearls are new. 

God the Giver of Gifts has now bestowed this on us. 
This is a gift to us from God the Transcendent. 

Let the pen of fire record this [gift] in gold on the tablet of the heavens. 
Because this [book] is like an excursion spot to mankind, 

How many gates were suddenly opened [by it] into the Garden of Wisdom! 
[88r] From its auspicious advice, let us take good counsel in the world. 

If [we do] not, the panels of the gates [of Paradise] will be coal-black with admonition. 
Inscriptions are many on the gates of palaces. 

The black specks [inscriptions] on them defile that gold for no reason. 
How much we [try] to cultivate this world! 

Is this transitory, ruined abode everlasting for anyone? 
Come, let us draw back the hand from this transitory, superficial restoration. 

Suddenly, in an instant, the dust and planks will collapse. 
We have much harassed the listener with advice. 

We have been copious [and] the ropes of the tent of sermonizing are sufficient. 
Let us now conclude this $aja)-name, 

And let its conclusion be the names of the God of the repentant sinners. 

Thanks be to God, this Micmariyye is completed. 24 

The year 
1023 [1614] 

Add up the line of poetry of grateful praise. 
The date of the book will appear. 
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24 As indicated in the last line of the text, this line is a chronogram, the total value of the letters of which comes to 1023, the date given 
in the colophon. 
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APPENDIX 

UNITS AND EQUIVALENCIES OF WEIGHTS 
AND MEASURES 

IN THE RiSALE-i Mi(MARiYYE 

Seventh Chapter 

~iriiC; andiizal gazl ar!un 

types of ~iriiC; ar!un: 

1 ciimme ~iriicz = 50 barma~ = 20 bogun = 

16 girih (after 1585-87/994-95) 
ciimme ar!uml ~iriicz = 1 00 barma~ = 40 
bogun = 32 girih (before 1585-87/994-95) 
bennii) ar!um/~iriicz = 24 bogun = 60 barma~ 
bez ar!um = 1 00 barma~ = 40 bogun = 40 
girih 

i$ba cI angushtl barma~ 
2/5 bogun = 1 barma~ = 10 iplik = 100 spider 

webs 

ibhiiml angusht-i buzurgl biiyiik barma~ 

anmalal sar-i angushtl barma~ ucz 

burjumal band-i angushtl bogun 
1 bogun = 2-1/2 barma~ 

girihlCu~dal diigiim 
1 girih = 3-1/8 barma~ 

dirhem 
1 dirhem = 4 a~fe = 128 man~zr (before 

1585-87/994-95) 
bilek (see Eighth Chapter) 
~aTZ! (see Eighth Chapter) 
aya~ (see Eighth Chapter) 
adzm (see Eighth Chapter) 
~ulaf (see Eighth Chapter) 

Eighth Chapter 

kadaml riell piiyl aya~ 
1 aya~ = 1/3 giriiC (canonical/black ell; 

see Hinz, Masse, p. 55) 

khu/wal giiml adzm 
1 adzm = 3 aya~ 

Ghalwalnishiin-i tfrlnishanlyag-i tir partiivlo~ 
atzmdo~ ni!iim 

1 o~ atzmz = 400 ~iriic 

mil 
1 mil = 4,000 adzm 

farsakhljersenk 
1 fersenk = 3 mil = 12,000 adzm 

aya~ 

36,000 

(stage) 

(span) 

(forearm, 
ell, cubit) 

(fathom) 

(cerib) 

(furrow) 

(rod, c. 14 
feet) 

(notch, 
mark) 

(kaJiz, dry 
measure of 
c. 250 lbs.) 

(bushel) 

(doniim) 

baridl duvazdah mill oniki mil 
1 berid = 4 fersenk = 12 mil = 48,000 adzm 

144, 000 aya~ 

shibr/ bidistl ~aTZ! 

dhiriicI viirinl arish/ dirsekl ~ol/ bilekl dharc 

1 dhira c = 3 aya~ 

biicI biizl ~ulaf 
1 hac = 2 arms extended 

Ninth Chapter 

jaribl garibl garil doniim cerib 

1 /aciim ceribi = 4 Mia 
1 yir ceribi = land necessary to produce 

/aciim ceribi 
1 yir ceribilgarildiiniim = 40 adzm square 
1 doniim = amount of land a pair of oxen can 

plow in a day = 1 faddiin 

types of measured diiniim: 

1 doniim = 12252 bennii) ~iriicz 
(i.e., 35 x 35 bennii)~iriiCz) 
doniim = 20252 bennii) 
~iriicz (i.e., 45 x 45 bennii) ~iriiCl) 
diiniim = 36002 bennii) 
~iriicz (i.e., 60 x 60 bennii) ~iriiCz) 

dabaralmasharaltakhta-i zaminlevlek/~aTZ~/maraj 
(subdivision of jarib) 

khashabal chiib! pbzkl sha cira 

iiyatl caliimatl nishiinl fende/ ~aJiz 

~afizl paymiinal iilfek 
1 ~aJiz = 1 olfek 8 mikyiil 

kilal kayl/ mikyiil 
1 mikyiil = 1 18 ~aJiz 

Tenth Chapter 

Three type of doniim: 

1) Istanbul 
1 doniim = 35 bennii) ~iriicz x 35 bennii) ~iriicz 

= 1225 square bennii) ~iriiCz) 
doniim = 10 fzbzk x 100 pbzk = 100 square 
pbzk (where 1 fzbzk = 3.5 bennii) ~iriiCz) 
doniim = 10 ni!iin (1 ni!iin = 10 square 
pbzk = 122.5 square bennii) ~iriiCz) 
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2) Rum-iii, The Islands 

1 donum = 45 benna) ~irac, x 45 benna) ~irac, 
= 2025 square benna) ~irac, 

doniim = 10 flblk x 10 pblk = 100 square 
pbzk (where 1 fzblk = 4.5 benna) ~iraC,) 
doniim = 10 nifan (1 nifan = 10 square 
ftbzk = 202.5 square benna) ~iraC,) 

3) Egypt, Baghdad, Basra, Kufa, Samarkand, 
Bukhara (canonical doniimljarzb) 

1 diiniim = 60 benna) ~irac, x 60 benna) ~irac, 
= 360 square benna) ~iTaCt 

(architect's 
ell) 

doniim = 10 flblk x 10 pblk == 100 square 
flbzk (where 1 flblk = 6 benna) ~iraC,) 
doniim = 10 nifan (1 nifan = 10 square 
flbtk == 360 square benna) ~iraC,) 
dijniim == the area which in sowing takes 
4 kila of grain 

benna) ~iraCt 
1 benna) ~iraCt == 24 barmak 
1 square benna) ~irac, == 576 square barmak 

(tailor's ell) derzi arfunzlderzi ~iraCt 
1 derzi arfunt = 20 barmak 
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INDEX TO ARABIC, PERSIAN AND TURKISH TECHNICAL TERMS RELATED 
TO ARCHITECTURE, THE BUILDING TRADES AND SURVEYING 1 

iib, [P], 100 
iihadiin kunanda, [P], 31, 96 
iibdiin, [P], 100 
iibdast-khiina, [P], 89 
iibdest bane, [T], 85 
iibbiine, [T], 89 
iibkhiina, [P], 89 
iib-shiniis, [P], 100 
ap~ buca~, [T], 99 
adiit, [A], 31, 97 
adzm, [T], 17, 24, 77, 78, 79, 84 
agac, [T], 93 
agafp, [T], 97 
agaf !okma~, [T], 99 
iihak, [P], 93 
iihan, [P], 101 
iihan-ijavhar-diir, [P], 101 
iihan-i narm, [P], 101 
iihiir, [T], 85, 90 
iijand, [P], 93, 100 
iijur, [P], 94 
iiju", [A], 94 
ca~iir, [A, T], 85, 90 
akhdur, [P], 89 
iikhiir, [P], 90 
a~z~, [A, P, T], 71 
alaca serfe-gozi mermeri, [T], 72 
calam, [A], 85 
aliimat, [A], 80 
aland, [P], 100 
iilat, [A], 31, 97 
alfz, [T], 92, 93, 101 
alfz !Jamzrz, [T], 93 
calem , [T], 84, 85 
iilet, [T], 96, 97 
almiis, [A], 70 
alt qik, [T], 86, 95 
alt reze, [T], 92 
altun, [T], 96, 101, 102 
camal, [A], 31 
Amiisryye mermeri, [T], 72 
camme giriiCz, [T], 17,24,76,77,84 
camiid, [A], 93 
ana!Jtar, [T], 96 
anbiir, [A, T], 85, 90 
anbar-; a"a, [P], 98 
anbur, [P], 99 
andiiza, [P], 30, 76, 96, 99 
andiin-gar, [P], 97 

angusht, [P], 76 
angusht-i buzurg, [P], 76 
anzth, [A], 101 
anmala, [A], 76 
iinuk, [A], 101 
arak, [A], 50 
cara~a, [A, T], 92 
iiriiste, [T], 90 
iiriiyish, [P], 102 
arz altun, [T], 101 
carida, [A], 94 
arzka, [A], 88 
arish, [P], 78, 99 
carzsha, [A], 88 
arpa, [T], 80, 93 
arra, [P], 98 
a"a-kash, [P], 98 
carsa , [A], 92 
carsh, [Al, 88 
ar!un, [Tl, 30, 76, 78, 82, 99 
arzzz, [Pl, 101 
iis, [P], 90 
asiis, [A], 92 
iisitiin, [P], 86, 95 
iisitiin-i zzri"n, [P], 86, 95 
iisitiin-i zivarzn, [P], 86, 95 
iisitiina, [P], 95 
iisrya, [A], 93 
iisryiib, [P], 91 
Casjad, [A], 102 
a~ma kirevfd, [T], 88 
iistiina, [P], 86 
iisumiina, [P], 94 
a! odasz, [T], 87 
Cataba, [A], 86, 95 
Catabe, [T], 85 
Catala , [A], 98 
iitashdiin, [P], 87 
at degirmeni, [T], 85, 91 
attiin, [A], 89 
iiviidiinlz~, [T], 31, 97 
aya~, [T], 17, 24, 77, 78, 84 
iiyat, [ A], 80 
cayn , [A], 100 

biiC, [A], 79 
biib, [A], 95 
baca, [T], 85, 88 
badiina kashanda, [P], 97 

badiinacz, [T], 96, 97 
baddiin, [A], 97 
bag, [P, T], 85, 90 
bakara, [A], 99, 100 
ba~zr, [T], 96, 101 
balad, [A, T], 91 
biiliin, [P], 88 
biiliin-i andariinz, [P], 88 
biiliin-i bzriinz, [P], 88 
hatiit, [A], 95 
balpk, [T], 92, 93 
biiHn, [P], 93 
balta, [T], 96, 97 
balta ~abz, [T], 97 
biiliica, [A], 89 
biim, [P], 94 
biim sutiin, [P], 87 
band-i angusht, [P], 76 
band-i mryiin-i dii-shiina, [P], 92 
band-kushay, [P], 95 
bannii', [A], 31, 97 
barzd, [A], 78 
barma~, [T], 24, 76, 77, 80, 81, 82, 

83,84 
barma~ ucz, [T], 76 
ba~ama~, [T], 92, 95 
biirii, [P, T], 90 
bayram, [A], 98 
bayt, [A], 86 
bayt aljariig, [A], 89 
bayt-i mu~abbab, [Ottoman A], 87 
bayt-i musannam, [Ottoman A], 87 
bayt-i musa!!ah, [Ottoman A], 87 
bayt-i ~ayafi, [Ottoman A], 87 
bayt-i shitawz, [Ottoman Al, 87 
biiz, [P], 79 
biiziir, [T], 85 
biizii, [P], 98 
biizii-yi dar, [P], 96 
beden, [T], 90 
bendkqe, [T], 92, 95 
bennii', [T], 96 
bennii' ar!unz, [T], 76 
bennii' giriiCz, [T], 17, 24, 76, 77, 78, 

79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84 
berld, [T], 24, 78, 84 
bez ar!unz, [T], 77 
bezziizistan, [T], 107 
bezziiz-sitiin, [T], 59 

I Descriptive phrases and definitions in Persian and Turkish of specific Arabic technical terms in the text are omitted. Transcriptions are 
arranged in strict alphabetical order; diacriticals and the signs for the hamza and Cain do not affect alphabetical order. The abbreviations [AJ, 
[P] and [T] indicate the words they follow are respectively Arabic, Persian and Turkish. 
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blrak $apl, [T], 98 
b'r!c', [T], 96, 98 
b'r!c'C" [T], 96 
birici, [T], 98 
bidist, [T], 78 
bilek, [T], 77, 99 
billawr, [A], 71 
billu'ii, [A], 89 
billur, [P, T], 71 
bimiir-khiina, [P], 88 
biniigar, [P], 97 
binii kemen', [T], 94 
bifiiir, [T], 100 
binii' yeri, [T], 92 
bini, [P, T], 92, 95 
blnz-i dar [P], 95 
bi'r, [A], 100 
birinc, [T], 96, 101 
birinJ, [P], 101 
bisiit, [A], 92 
bogun, [T], 76, 77, 83 
buca!c, [T], 93 
bu!c'a, [T], 85, 89 
bunyiid, [P], 50 
bunyii~, [P], 92 
buriyii, [A], 100 
bUTj, [A], 90 
burjuma, [A], 76 
bur!cz, [T], 96, 98 
burunlz!c, [T], 95 
biircume, [T], 77, 83 
buyuk barma!c, [T], 76 
buyuk iy, [T], 98 

ca 'feri altum, [T], 102 
ciime-kiin, [T], 89, 95 
ciimi', [T], 22, 23, 48, 107 
Cebel-i Teyur mermen', [T], 72 
cedvel, [T], 96, 99 
celmud, [T], 72 
ceniib, [T], 85 
cendele, [T), 72 
cendere, [T], 96, 98 
cevher, [T], 69, 101 
cevher-diir demur/er, [T), 96 
cevherlu demur, [T], 101 
cezire-i Marmara mermen', [T], 71 
chiidar, [P), 89 
chiih-i iib, [P], 100 
chankiil-i dar, [P), 96 
chariigpii, [P], 88 
chiir-chupa-i dar, [P], 95 
charkh-i hanjiir, [P], 99 
chiir-su, [P], 92 
chiir-ta!c, [P], 86 
chashma, [P], 100 
chatr, [P), 89 
chub, [P], 80, 93 
chubjurush, [P], 97 
chub-i hanJiir, [P], 99 
chub-i panjara, [P], 88 

chub-i zuviina, [P), 95 
chub-say, [P], 98 

riider, [T], 85, 89 
ra!czl tal', [T), 93 
rapa, [T], 96, 100 
riir-da!c, [T], 86 
riir-da!c balii, [T), 89 
rarbl, [T], 97 
riir-su, [T), 85 
riir-su bucagl, [T], 98 
riir-su jirtusi, [T], 85, 90 
ratl, [T], 92, 94 
ratl ma!ca$l, [T), 94 
ratl mertegi, [T), 92, 94 
rekuc, [T), 96 
rekur, [T], 99 
relik, [T), 92, 94, 96, 101 
rende, [T], 80 
rengel mandai, [T], 96 
rengel reze, [T], 95 
rer-i rub, [T], 95 
re;me, [T], 22, 23, 48, 96, 100 
revre, [T], 85 
pb,!c, [T], 17,24,79,80,81,82,83 
p!crz!crl, [T), 96, 97 
rifte reze, [T), 92 
riftlik, [T], 85 
riftlik makulesi, [T], 90 
rizi, [T], 79, 99 
ru!cur, [T], 92 

dabara, [A], 79 
dahdiyy, [A), 102 
Dahnii mermeri, [T], 72 
diikhina, [A), 89 
diiliya, [A), 100 
damash/ci, [T], 101 
diir, [A], 86 
dar, [P), 95 
daraja, [A], 95 
daraka, [A), 95 
diir al-sa'iida, [A], 86 
diir al-sa'iide, [T), 85 
diir al-shijii', [A], 88 
diir al-;t/ii', [T], 107 
darb, [A], 90 
diirbazin, [P], 88 
darbbiine, [T], 88 
dargiih, [P), 86 
darlcha, [P), 95 
diir-i !currii, [T], 107 
diiru al-'amal, [A], 88 
diiru al-{iarb, [A], 88 
diiru al-mara~, [A], 88 
diirun Ma'muniyya, [A), 88 
darviiza, [P], 90 . 
diish, [P], 87 
dasta, [P], 97, 98 
dast-ajriiz, [P), 31 
dast-ajziir, [P], 97 

dasta-i kiird, [P), 98 
dastarra, [P), 98 
dastgiih, [P), 31 
dastgiih-i dururgar, [P], 97 
dastkiir, [P), 31 
dastkiirl, [P], 97 
dawwiira, [A], 99 
{iay'a, [A), 90 
dayak, [T], 92, 93 
dii~riin, [P), 97 
degirmen, [T], 85, 90, 91 
degirmi tal, [T], 93 
dehdl altum, [T), 102 
dehliz, [T), 24, 85 
demren, [T), 92 
demur, [T], 96, 101 
derzi ar;um, [T), 82 
destere, [T), 96, 98 
devr-i mu~it, [T), 30 
dhahab, [A], 101 
dhakar, [A), 101 
dhar', [A), 78, 83 
dhirii', [A), 30, 76, 78, 99 
di'iim, [T), 56 
dlda-giih, [P), 88 
dihllZ, [A), 88 
{iii', [A], 94 
dimashkl, [T), 101 
dimna, [A], 91 
direk, [T], 92, 93 
direk odasl, [T], 87 
dirsek, [T], 17, 24, 78 
di;i reze, [T], 95 
dlviin, [T], 85, 92 
dlviir, [P, T), 93 
dlviir gedigi, [T), 92, 93 
diwiin, [A], 86 
diz, [P], 90 
doliib, [P, T), 85, 87, 100 
doliib pencere, [T), 85 
dorpi, [T], 96, 98 
donum, [T], 17, 24, 79, 80, 81, 82, 

85,90 
dort aglzlu yol, [T), 92 
do"jeme, [T), 92, 95 
dud-iihang, [P), 89 
duheng, [T], 85, 89 
du/iib-i dlviir, [P], 88 
durugar, [P), 97 
dururgar, [P), 31, 97 
duzen ipi, [T), 96, 99 
dugum, [T], 77 
dukkiin, [T), 90 
dulger, [T), 31, 97 
dulger tezgiihl, [T], 97 
duzen ibi pblgl, [T], 99 

ediit, [T], 96 
ege, [T], 98 
ekseri, [T], 92, 94 
eli-/colaylz, [T], 31 



elmas, [P, T), 71 
endaze, [T], 96 
erkek reze, [T], 95 
qz'k, [T], , 86, 92, 95 
efkal-t mUlellelat, [T], 30 
ev, [T), 24, 86 
ev demrenz', [T], 94 
ev kz'rifz', [T], 94 
evlek, [T], 17, 24, 79, 85 
ev o~z, [T], 92, 94 
ev perdesz', [T], 89 
ev yerz' p'zz'sz', [T], 92 
eyekii, [T], 94 
eyvan, [T], 85 

jaddan, [A), 79 
jadrang, [PI, 96 
ja'z'z, [A], 86, 95 
ja~ra, [A], 94 
jarr.l, [A), 94 
jariar, [A), 99 
jarsab, [PI, 94 
jarsakh, [A], 78, 83, 84 
jarvaz-z' asumana, [PI, 94 
jarziim, [A], 97 
ja's, [A), 97 
ja~fl, [A), 90 
ja~~, [A], 93 
jati,k, [A], 31, 97 
jersenk, [P, T], 17, 24, 78 
jz'r.lr.la, [A], 101 
ji~ra, [A], 94 
jirz'nd, [A], 101 
jirz'nd£yy, [A], 101 
jfriiza, [A], 71 
jz'!ttS, [A), 99 
jrengt, [P, T], 101 
jiiladh, [A], 101 
jiiiaz, [A], 94-
jurun, [A, T], 85, 87 
justii.t, [A], 89 
juw~, [A], 94 

gajgar, [PI, 97 
gajpaz, [PI, 97 
gam, [PI, 78 
ganjfna, [PI, 87 
gart, [PI, 79 
gartb, [PI, 79, 90 
gaz, [PI, 76, 99 
gee, [PI, 93 
geduk, [T], 93 
Gegz'btiize mermerz', [T], 72 
gez, [T], 94-
ghala/s, [A], 96 
ghalwa, [A], 78 
ghama, [A], 94-
ghz'ma', [A), 94 
ghulam, [A), 31 
ghusl-khana, [PI, 89 
gz'l, [PI, 93 
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gz'l-z' ahak, [P), 93 
girih, [T], 24, 76, 77 
giik-ya/siit, [T], 71 
gonye, [T], 96, 98 
gunbad, [P), 85 
gung, [PI, 100 
gusul-Mne, [T], 85 
guztna, [P], 99 
gumuf, [T], 96 

~abl, [A], 99 
~accar, [T], 24-, 96 
~ada'at, [A], 97 
~adid, [A], 101 
~a'z't, [A], 93 
~ajar, [A], 92 
hajirt, [A], 31 
hajz'rfyy, [A), 97 
~ajjar, [A], 31, 97 
~alat, [T), 97 
aalge, [T], 32 
Mli~ altun, [T], 101 
~al/sa, [A, T], 96 
balvet, [T], 85, 89 
~ammam, [T], 23, 48, 85, 89, 107 
Mn, [T], 85, 90, 107 
handasa, [A), 30 
hanjar, [PI, 99 
ban/sah, [T], 19, 24-
Mniit, [A), 90 
~aram, [A], 85 
~aram, [A, T], 84 
~artm, [A], 85 
ba~ba', [A, T], 72, 93 
M~ kuliink, 96, 98 
M~~a-z mz"maran agasz, [T], 22 
hastalar otlasz, [T], 88 
aafrem, [T], 72 
Mtzl, [T], 92, 94-
~avlz, [T], 85, 86 
~avi, [T], 96, 100 
~awr.l, [A], 100 
~azz'/s, [A, T], 96, 97 
bazine, [T], 85, 87 
~azzaz, [A), 98 
helik, [T), 100 
helik malasz, [T], 100 
aende~, [T], 85, 90, 92 
bzrjet, [T], 96 
bidmetkar, [T], 31 
hindaz, [A), 30 
hindt, [T], 101 
hinduvant, [T], 101 
birjat, [A], 31, 96 
~z'~ar, [A, T], 90 
~£yat, [T], 85, 88 
~£yata, [A], 88 
hizan, [PI, 94 
ho#a-gar, [PI, 97 
~ujra, [A], 92 
~ujra, [A], 87 
hucre, [T], 24, 85 

tjllsllk, [T], 88 

ib, [T], 99 
ibham, [A], 76 
if-~avlz, [T], 85 
if bzyat, [T], 88 
'idada, [A), 96 
ijranjf, [A], 101 
ijrfz, [A], 88 
ikz' yuzlu balta, [T], 96, 97 
iklid, [A], 96 
'ikyan, [A], 102 
z'lac odasz, [T], 88 
'z'mad, [A), 93 
z'mam, [A], 99 
'imarat, [A], 31 
'imaret, [T], 42, 107 
ine mezgitz', [T], 85 
ip, [T], 96, 99 
iplik, [T], 76, 84 
isba', [A], 76 
i~tabl, [A], 90 
z'f, [T], 31 
if evz', [T], 88 
'z'tiij, [A], 95 
'itrat, [A], 98 
£y, [T], 98 
£y demurz', [T], 96 
fyge, [T], 96, 98 
£ywan, [A), 86 
izbe, [T], 87 

jadwal, [A, P], 99 
ja'far£yy, [A), 102 
jafta, [PI, 88 
jalmud, [A], 93 
jamz", [A], 85 
janab, [A], 86 
jandal, [A), 93 
jandara, [PI, 98 
jartb, [A], 79, 82, 90 
jariira, [A], 95 
j~~, [A], 93 
jaua~, [A], 97 
jav, [PI, 80 
javhar, [PI, 101 
jay-i galla, [P], 90 
jay-z' kanda, [P], 90 
jayiza, [A], 94 
jidar, [A], 93 
jidh', [A], 94 
jisr, [A], 95 
juza'at, [A], 98 

/sabban, [T], 107 
/sabr.Ja, [A], 83 
~abiil, [P], 87 
~abiir, [PI, 87 
/sabia, [P, T], 98 
/sadam, [A], 78 
/saddaba [A, T], 72, 93 
~adem-gah, [P, T], 89 
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!cadiim, [A], 97 
!cafa~, [A], 88 
!cafes, [P, T], 88 
!cafe~, [P, T], 85, 88 
!caJiz, [A, T], 79, 80 
kafshlz, [P], 101 
kahdan, [P], 90 
!cah!carra, [A], 93 
!caMhara, [T], 72 
kahkil, [P], 93 
kahruba, [P], 71 
!cahruban, [A], 71 
!cahve-Mne, [T], 90 
!cacida, [A], 50, 92 
kakh, [P], 86, 87 
!calca, [A, T], 85, 90 
!calaciyy, [A], 101 
!calay, [T], 96, 101 
kaldmm, [T], 48 
!calganj, [P], 96 
kalibatan, [A], 99 
kalibag-i khisht, [P], 100 
kamar, [P], 86, 94 
kamzf, [T], 96 
!canat, [P], 100 
kanij, [A], 89 
!canna', [A], 100 
!cantara, [A], 95 
kanun, [A], 87 
kapacak, [T], 31 
!capu, [T], 86, 92, 95 
!capu ayagz, [T], 95 
!capu ~er~evesi, [T], 92 
!capu ~iiiragusz, [T], 92, 96 
!capu ~al!casz, [T], 92 
!capu !canadz, [T], 92, 95 
!capu ok~esi, [T], 95 
!capu ok~esi deliigi, [T], 95 
!capu oiii, [T], 88 
!capu o"tdiirecegi, [T], 96 
!capu perdesi, [T], 89 
!capu savesi, [T], 92, 96 
!capu yarugz ve aralzgz, [T], 95 
!capu zenciri, [T], 92, 96 
kar, [P], 31 
kara demiir, [T], 96, 101 
kara ~acer, [T], 70, 72 
!cara taj, [T], 70 
karban-saray, [P, T], 24, 90, 107 
kar-gah, [P], 90 
kar-Mne, [T], 88 
!carz!c, [T], 79, 90 
!carzf, [T], 17, 24, 77, 78 
kar-khana, [P], 88 
kann, [A], 90 
kannaba, [P], 89 
!carya, [A], 91 
!ca~aba, [T], 85, 91 
!ca~r, [A], 86 
kawkab al-art,l, [A], 93 
!cayagan tafz, [T], 93 

kay tun, [A], 87 
!cazz!c, [T], 94 
kaz-i khana, [P], 94 
!cazma, [T], 96, 100 
kazunf, [P], 94 
kehriibar, [T], 71 
kelibetan, [T], 99 
kemer, [T], 56, 86, 92, 94 
kenij, [T], 85 
keraste, [T], 93 
kerasteci, [T], 96, 97 
keremid, [T], 92, 94 
kerpi~, [T], 93 
kerpi~~i, [T], 96, 97 
kerpi~ !calzbz, [T], 96, 100 
kerpi~ kesici, [T], 97 
kervansaray, [T], 90 
keser, [T], 96, 97, 98 
khala, [A], 89 
khalvat-i kennaba, [P], 89 
khan, [A], 90 
khana, [P], 86, 90 
khana-i bamfn, [P], 87 
khana-i kukanf, [P], 87 
khana-i kunbadfn, [P], 87 
khana-i tabistanf, [P], 87 
khana-i zimistanf, [P], 87 
khana!cah, [P], 85 
khanda!c, [A, P], 80 
kharab, [A], 91 
kharas, [P], 91 
kharkaha, [A], 89 
kharrat, [A], 97 
khashaba, [A], 79, 93 
khashram, [A], 93 
khashshab, [A], 97 
kha.tt, [A], 99 
khavza, [P], 91 
khawkha, [A], 95 
khayisk, [P], 99 
khayma, [A], 89 
khazfna, [A], 87 
khizana, [A], 87 
khidmatkar, [P], 31 
khirkah, [P], 89 
khisht-i kham, [P], 93 
khisht-i yukhta, [P], 94 
khisht-i zan, [P], 97 
khilla, [A], 92 
khum, [P], 101 
khurt, [A], 97 
khutwa, [A], 78 
kibrft-i a~mar, [Ottoman A], 102 
kilar, [T], 102 
kiler, [T], 85 
kilfd, [P, T], 57, 92, 96 
kils, [A], 93 
kfmya altum, [T], 102 
kin ad, [A], 92 
kined, [T], 92 
!cinkin, [A], 100 

kirec, [T], 92, 93 
kire~~i, [T], 96, 97 
kire~ tafz, [T], 93 
kireved, [T], 85 
kirz" [T], 92 
kirif gediigi, [T], 94 
kinnanf, [P, T], 101 
kinnaniyy, [A], 101 
!einnid, [A], 94 
kiryas, [A], 89 
!ei~ac, [T], 96, 99 
!ezf odasz, [T], 85, 87 
!civam, [A], 93 
k,z,l ya!eut, [T], 71 
!eol, [T], 78, 98 
!eona!e, [T], 79 
!eonu!e odasl, [T], 87 
kapri, [T], 92, 95, 107 
koprii, [T], 22, 23, 48 
kojk, [T], 23, 48, 85 
kay, [T], 85, 91 
kub, [T], 101 
!eubba, [A], 85, 89 
!eubba-i usrubiyya, [Ottoman A], 87 
!cub be, [T], 84, 85 
kucha-i tang, [P], 92 
!eujl, [A, P], 96 
kukh, [A], 87 
!eula~, [T], 17,24,77,78, 79 
kuland, [P], 100 
kulkhan, [P], 89 
!eullab, [A, T], 95 
!cullabf reze, [T], 92 
kulunk, [P], 98 
kunbad-i surub-pushida, [P], 87 
kungura, [P], 85 
kunj, [P], 93 
kunja, [P], 98 
kunja-i char-su, [P], 98 
kunja-i kushada, [P], 99 
kunja-i tfz, [P], 99 
kunna, [A], 86 
!cur, [T], 50, 92 
kura, [A], 91 
kurd-bagrz menneri, [T], 72 
!eurna, [P, T], 85, 89 
kursf, [A, P], 85 
!eurfun, [T], 96, 101 
!curfunlu !cub be, [T], 87 
kiisha, [P], 93 
kushk, [P], 86 
kustardanf, [P], 95 
!cufa!c, [T], 92, 94 
kUfe, [T], 93 
kuwa, [A], 88 
kuy, [P], 91 
kiibbelii oda, [T], 87 
kii~iik iy, [T], 98 
kiifeke tafl, [T], 93 
kiilban, [T], 85, 89 
kiiliink, [T], 98 



kiinbed, [T], 89 
kiink, [T], 96, 100, 101 
kiirsf, [T], 84, 85 

i 
labban, [A], 97 
laghm, [A], 100 
laghm-kan, [P], 100 
laglmct, [T], 100 
lagm, [T], 96 
lagm ~azlcl, [T], 100 
laMm, [A], 101 
lajiverd, [T], 71 
lacl, [A, P, T], 71 
lat-i dar, [P], 95 
lawb, [A], 94 
lawlab, [A], 95 
lebfm, [T], 96, 101 
libna, [A], 93 
liMm, [A], 101 
lisan al-bajarayn, [A], 92 
lokiin, [T], 96, 101 
lubna, [A], 93 
lujayn, [A], 101 
lula, [P], 89, 101 
Iii Ie , [T], 85, 89, 96, 101 

ma), [A], 100 
madrasa, [A], 85 
maghsal, [A], 89 
maha, [P], 98 
maballa, [A], 91 
maballe, [T], 85 
mabfil, [A, T], 84, 85, 89 
mahir, [A, T], 96, 97 
mahiye, [T], 92, 94 
ma!;zen, [T], 85, 107 
majala, [ A], 100 
majlis, [A], 89 
majra al-ma), [A], 100 
ma~ara, [T], 96, 99 
ma~a$, [A, T], 92, 94 
makhbaca, [A], 87 
makhzan, [A], 87 
maMiib, [T], 96, 98 
mala, [T], 96 
mala-i ajand, [P], 100 
mala-i andiin, [P], 100 
mala.t, [A], 93, 100 
malikf mermen', [T], 72 
ma'miir idici, [T], 31, 96 
manara, [A], 85 
manczll~, [T], 96 
mandai, [T], 92, 96 
manjanf~, [A], 99 
man-?ara, [A], 88 
manzil, [A], 79, 89 
manzil-gah, [P], 79 
maraj, [A, P], 79 
marM, [A], 90 
marbala, [A], 79 
maristan, [P], 88 
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marmar, [P], 72 
Marmara mermeri, [T], 72 
marr, [A], 100 
martaba, [A], 95 
marw, [A], 93 
marwa, [A], 72 
mas, [A], 71 
masafa, [A], 79 
masa.t.tah, [A], 94 
mashtira, [A, P], 79, 90 
mashrafiyy, [A], 101 
mashriiba, [A], 87 
masFd, [A], 85 
maskan, [A], 89 
maslakh, [A], 89 
masnad, [A], 93 
ma$niica, [A], 100 
ma$taba, [A], 90 
ma)tam, [A], 89 
malars, [P], 96 
ma.tba!;, [T], 85 
ma.tbakh, [A], 87 
matban, [A], 90 
matinna, [A], 96 
matkab, [T], 96, 98 
mazgit, [P], 85 
mazgit-i a~fna, [P, T], 85 
mazraca, [A], 90 
mazu, [P, T], 92, 94 
meclis, [T], 85 
medrese, [T], 84 
memfa, [P, T], 89 
menare, [T], 84, 85 
mengene, [T], 96 
menzil, [T], 78, 79, 85 
menzil-yeri, [T], 79 
mercan, [T], 71 
merdiven, [T], 95 
meremmet, [T], 85 
merbale, [T], 78 
mermer, [T], 69, 72, 92, 93 
mermer-i malikf, [T], 71 
mermer-i $qm, [T], 72 
mermer-i Uskiidar, [T], 72 
mertek, [T], 92, 94 
mesije, [T], 78 
mescid, [T], 22, 23, 48, 84, 85, 107 
mesken, [T], 85 
mezgit, [T], 85 
mezraca, [T], 85 
micbala, [A], 94 
mibrad, [A], 98 
mibrat, [A], 98 
mibzal, [A], 89, 101 
miftab, [A, T], 92, 96 
mighla~, [A], 96 
MiMlic mermerz', [T], 72 
mibfor, [A], 100 
mihman-khtina, [P], 87 
mibrab, [A, T], 84, 85 
m~kaca, [A], 99 

mi~ba(ia, [A], 98 
mfkh, [P], 94 
mikhda c, [A], 89 
mfkh-i chiipfn, [P], 94 
mfkh-i kiib, [P], 99 
mikh-i kiip, [P], 92 
mi~lad, [A], 96 
miMad, [A], 96 
miMtd, [A], 96 
ml#al, [A], 98 
mtl, [A, P, T], 17, 24, 59, 78, 83, 84 
micla~, [A], 96 
mila.t, [A], 93, 100 
milban, [A], 100 
mil~am, [A], 95 
milva.t, [A], 100 
milwa, [A], 98 
milzam, [A], 98 
micmar, [A, T], 23, 31, 96 

. micmar aga, [T], 23 
micmar bafl, [T], 41, 53 
micmar-I Mdim al-barameyn, [T], 18 
micmarilk, [T], 17 
minbar, [A], 85 
minber, [P, T], 84 
minMt, [A], 98 
minbat, [A], 98 
min~ab, [A], 98 
min~ar, [A], 98 
min~ar, [A], 98 
minshtir, [A], 98 
min.ta~a, [A], 94 
miCraj, [A], 95 
mfrf saray, [T], 107 
mirtot, [A], 95 
mis, [P], 101 
mistifir-!;ane, [T], 87 
misaba, [A, T], 83 
misfan, [A], 98 
misbal, [A], 98 
mi)shtir, [A], 98 
mishktit, [A], 88 
mil~ab, [T], 96 
mll~ab demiiri, [T], 96, 98 
mi.I~b UCI, [T], 98 
mi$~la, [A], 100 
mismar, [A], 94 
mi$rac, [A], 95 
mi$rf, [T], 100 
mi$taba, [A], 90 
misyaCa, [A], 100 
mi'tada, [A], 92, 99 
mi'tada, [A], 98 
mithCab, [A], 94 
mith~b, [A], 98 
mftfn, [P], 98 
mi/marr, [A], 99 
mi/ra~a, [A], 99 
mitras, [A], 96 
mitres, [T], 92, 96 
micwal, [A], 98 
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miyan-band, [P], 94 
mfzab, [A, P, T], 94 
mfzan, [A], 99 
mizlaj, [A], 96 
moloz, [T], 92, 93 
mucallim, [A], 31 
mu caNerat, [T], 31 
mubaddin, [A], 97 
mudhahhab, [A], 102 
mufa#at}, [A], 102 
mubammesat, [T], 31 
muhandis, [A], 96 
muhandiz, [A], 96 
mubawwata, [A], 86 
mubawwata-i dakhiliyya, [Ottoman A], 

86 
mubawwata-i khariJiyya, [Ottoman A], 

86 
miihendis, [T], 96 
miihendiz, [T], 96 
muhra-i khana, [P], 94 
mubtarif, [A], 96 
mubterif, [T], 96 
mu~annf, [ A], 100 
mukhtarif, [A], 31 
mulabbin, [A], 97 
miilk, [T], 90 
murabbCat, [T], 31 
murrabbaca, [A], 92 
mura$$ac tabt, [T], 85, 89 
miin-, [PI, 101 
mU$alla, [A, T], 84, 85 
mU$andara, [T], 85, 88 
mUlemmenat, [T], 31 
mushabbak, [A], 88 
musht al-lawbayn, [A], 92 
mU$lz~, [T], 96, 101 
mustabamm, [A], 89 
mustarab, [A], 89 
miisebbeCat, [T], 31 
miiseddesat, [T], 31 
mUfebbek pencere, [T], 85 
mutacallim, [A], 31 
mu.tallf, [A], 97 
mu!arra, [A], 98 
mutawll.?ta), [A], 89 
mutbab, [T], 107 
miiteseCat, [T], 31 
mu.tla~ tabt, [T], 85 

naca~, [T], 97 
nar;lr, [A], 101 
nafa~, [A], 87 
najfra, [A], 88 
najjar, [A], 31, 97 
najran, [A], 95 
namiiz-gah, [P], 85 
narduban, [P], 95 
nashafa, [A], 93 
nQ$l, [A], 98 
navdan, [PI, 94 

nayiJa, [PI, 89, 101 
natar-gah, [P], 85, 88 
natzr-z ab, [T], 41 
neccar, [T], 24, 96 
neccariar tezgahz, [T], 96 
nerdiiban, [T], 92 
nerdiiban ayagz, [T], 92, 95 
ne;efe, [T], 72 
nC/fmene, [T], 90 
nir;lar, [A], 101 
nihan-khana, [PI, 87 
nfk-nama, [PI, 86 
ni$ab, [A], 97, 98 
nishan, [PI, 78, 80, 99 
nishan-i jay-i saray, [PI, 92 
nishan-i tfr, [PI, 78 
mjan, [T], 17, 24, 79, 80, 81, 82 
nita~, [A], 94 
nudar, [A], 101 
nuhas, [A], 101 
nu~ra, [A], 101 

oba, [T], 85, 89 
oro~ [T], 85, 87, 89 
oda, [T], 85, 87 
od la;z, [T], 93 
oglan, [T], 31 
o~ atzmz, [T], 17, 24, 78 
o~ ni;am, [T], 78 
olu~, [T], 94 
onarma~, [T], 91 
onurga, [T], 92, 94 
oranlama~, [T], 30 
ordt, [T], 92 
orta ~u;a~, [T], 94 
ota, [T], 86 
ota~, [T], 85, 89 

ogredici, [T], 31 
ogrenci, [T], 31 
Okfe, [T], 92, 95 

. okfe deli1gi, [T], 92, 95 
olfmek, [T], 30 
iirgiiclii oda, [T], 85, 87 

pahlii, [PI, 94 
palvaza, [P], 94 
panjara, [PI, 88 
parda-i dar, [PI, 89 
pardii, [T], 94 
pargal, [P], 99 
pargar, [PI, 99 
parma~, [T], 17 
parvaza-i khana, [PI, 88 
parvaz-i ta~, [PI, 88 
pashina-i dar, [PI, 95 
pashkulla, [P], 96 . 
pas kunanda, [PI, 93 
pay, [PI, 78 
paya, [P], 95 
paycha-i dar, [PI, 95 

paygiila, [PI, 93 
paykan-i khana, [P], 94 
pazar, [P, T], 92 
pek tOf, [T], 93 
pelviiJe mertekleri, [T], 92 
pencere, [T], 58, 85 
pen cere agacz, [T], 88 
penfere demiirleri, [T], 47 
perde, [T], 85 
pergel, [T], 96, 99 
pC/e, [T], 31, 96 
pe;eker, [T], 96 
pframan, [PI, 85 
pfriize, [P, T], 71 
pfsha, [PI, 31, 96 
pfshavar, [PI, 31 
pishtar-i bunya~, [PI, 92 
pfshvar, [PI, 96 
pf;e, [T], 96 
pitk, [P], 99 
pul, [PI, 95 
Piil, [P], 95 
Piilad, [PI, 94, 101 
piilaz, [PI, 101 
pushtfban, [PI, 93 

rab" [T], 78, 79 
rabita, [A], 95 
ralf, [A, T], 85, 88 
rah, [PI, 92 
raM, [A], 90 
rah-i ab, [PI, 100 
rakhna-i dfvar, [PI, 93 
rakhna-i zih, [PI, 94 
ra#da, [A], 94 
rakiid, [A], 101 
randa, [PI, 98 
ra$af, [A], 95 
rasan, [PI, 99 
ra~~, [A], 101 
rasm, [A], 91 
ra$$~, [A], 97 
rasta, [PI, 90, 92 
ravshan, [P], 88 
ravzan, [PI, 88 
rawa~, [A], 86 
rawshan, [A],88 
rawzana, [A], 88 
raz, [PI, 90 
raza-i chankal, [P], 95 
raza-i mara, [PI, 95 
raza-i nar, [PI, 95 
raza-i zivar, [PI, 95 
razda~, [A], 90 
razza, [A], 95 
rende, [T], 96, 98 
rende demiin', [T], 96 
resm, [T], 30 
reste, [T], 85 
reze, [P, T], 92, 95 
ricama, [A], 93 



raM, [A], 90 
rijl, [A], 78 
n}l al-bab, [A], 95 
ritaj, [A], 95 
riwa~, [A], 86 
rukham, [A], 72, 93 
rukn, [A], 93 
rustay, [PI, 91 
ruwa~, [A], 86 
ruy, [PI, 101 
rusum, [T], 54 

$ab, [T], 96, 97, 98 
sabab, [A], 99 
sabat, [A], 90 
$ab delUgi, [T], 96, 97 
sabZka, [A], 101 
sabil-khiina, [P], 100 
sadd, [A], 93 
sadda, [A], 93 
safa, [A], 50, 92 
$afa, [A, T], 73, 93 
safan, [A], 98 
saff-z wahid, [Ottoman A], 50 
$afi~a, [A, T], 72, 93 
$afvan, [T], 72 
$afwan, [A], 93 
sahm, [A], 94 
$abra, [T], 72 
sahric, [T], 89 
$ahrij, [A], 89 
siiJa, [A], 94 
sajda-gah, [PI, 85 
$a~ab, [A], 93 
$a~b, [A], 93 
say, [A, T], 24, 94 
$akhra, [A], 92 
sa~ifa, [A], 88 
sakk, [A], 94 
sakki, [A], 94 
$a#aytcz, [T], 93 
sakna, [PI, 98 
sakna-i buzurg, [PI, 98 
sakna-i kiichak, [P], 98 
$akur, [A], 98 
$ald, [A, T], 72, 93 
$amanhk, [T], 85, 90 
samarkand, [P], 96 
samur, [A], 70 
sanad, [PI, 93 
$anCat, [A, T], 31, 96, 97 
$anCat ehii, [T], 31 
sanca~, [T], 91 
sang, [PI, 92 
sang-i atash, [P], 93 
sang-i gaj, [P], 93 
sang-i khiira, [P], 93 
sang-i kird, [PI, 93 
sang-i lagzan, [PI, 93 
sang-i pahn, [PI, 93 
sang-i pashina, [PI, 93 
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sang-i riza, [P], 93 
sang-i sabz, [P], 72 
sang-i sakht, [PI, 93 
sang-i sapid, [PI, 72 
sang-i tirash, [P], 31, 97 
sang-i yashm, [PI, 72 
$anic, [A, T], 31, 96 
sanjal;, [PI, 85 
sara, [P], 85 
sarab, [A], 87 
sara-parda, [P], 89 
saray, [P, T], 23, 24, 48, 84, 86 
farbUn, [T], 90 
sardab, [PI, 87 
far~, [A], 86 
fan ya~ut, [T], 71 
sar-i angusht, [PI, 76 
sar-i maha, [P], 98 
sarir, [A], 88 
sariya, [A], 93 
saruj, [PI, 101 
faruj, [A], 93, 101 
sa.t~, [T], 24 
sacur, [A], 87 
$avmaca, [T], 84 
$awmaca, [A], 85 
saya-biin, [P, T], 86, 90 
$ay~ala, [A], 99 
sed, [T], 90 
$edefkariler kar-banesi, [T], 28 
fedefkarlt~, [T], 17 
seki, [T], 90 
selamlt~, [T], 85, 87 
sera-perde, [T], 85 
serfe-gozi mermeri, [T], 72 
sergen, [T], 88 
serir, [P], 88 
stylan, [T], 71 
shabah, [A], 101 
shabbaka, [A], 88 
shagird, [P], 97 
shahr, [PI, 91 
shiih-rah, [PI, 92 
shiihul, [PI, 99 
sha'ir, [A], 80, 83, 84 
shakird, [P], 31 
shii~ul, [A], 99 
shiina-i du takhta, [P], 92 
shiiri', [A], 92 
shatan, [A], 99 
shiiz-ravan, [PI, 100 
shibah, [A], 101 
shibr, [A], 78 
shid, [A], 93 
shikiif-i dar, [P], 95 
shurafa, [A], 85 
$inaCat, [T], 96 
$wa balpgt, [T], 92, 93 
$wacz, [T], 96 
$wa malan, [T], 100 
$waytCt, [T], 97 

sicim, [T], 99 
si~aya, [A], 100 
silsila, [A], 96 
sim, [PI, 101 
simin, [PI, 102 
$inaCat , [A], 31, 96 
fir al-bab, [A], 95 
sirdab, [A, T], 85 
$irj, [A], 101 
sita" [A], 93 
sitara, [A], 89 
siyac, [A], 93 
foffa, [T], 24, 85, 86 
soM~, [T], 85, 92 
soma~i, [T], 71, 72 
soma~i mermeri, [T], 72 
save, [T], 95 
$U, [T], 100 
$U p~ngt, [T], 96 
sudda, [A], 86 
$U degirmeni, [T], 85, 91 
fU dolabz, [T], 96, 100 
sufar, [P], 94 
$uffa, [A, PI, 86, 88 
$uffa-i chupin, [PI, 88 
$ufr, [A], 101 
suhiin, [PI, 98 
su~, [A], 92 
$U ~uyusz, [T], 96, 100 
$ulb, [A], 94 
sullam, [A], 95 
$U nattn, [T], 23 
$unbur, [A], 101 
fundurma, [T], 85, 86 
sur, [A], 90 
suriidil;, [A], 89 
surakh-i pashina-i dar, [P], 95 
surakh-i tabar, [P], 97 
sutun, [PI, 88, 93 
$uyoh, [T], 96, 100 
$U yoh kemeri, [T], 107 
sUdde, [T], 85 
surme mandai, [T], 96 
sutun, [T], 57 

fahil, [T], 99 
fah-nifin, [T], 86 
fakird, [T], 31, 96, 97 
fa~ul, [T], 96 
Sam mermeri, [T], 72 
favil, [T], 99 
faz-revan, [T], 96, 100 
fehir, [T], 91 
fenledici, [T], 31 
ferefe, [T], 84, 85 
fU refe , [T], 67 

taban, [P, T], 92 
tabar, [PI, 97 
tabar-i du sari, [PI, 97 
tafarij, [A], 88 
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tabmm, [T], 30, 96 
tabt, [T], 88 
tab/ al-~alca, [T], 85, 90 
tabta, [T], 92, 94 
tabta ~lS{iZTaeagt, [T], 98 
tab/a-p iiI , [T], 85 
tabta ~offa, [T], 85 
tabta lara~t, [T], 92 
la~iina, [A], 91 
la~, [A], 86, 94 
takhmln, [A], 30, 96 
takht, [P], 88 
takhta, [P], 79, 94 
takhta-jama, [P], 98 
takhta-piish, [P], 86 
takhta-i zamln, [P], 79 
takht-i aTasta, [P], 88, 89 
lalal, [A], 91 
lam, [T], 94 
lanaj, [A], 87 
tanniir, [P], 87 
taraea, [T], 95 
tarazii, [P], 99 
larbiiziin, [T], 85, 88 
tar-i cankebiit, [T], 84 
larl,k, [A], 92 
tan"ma, [A], 86 
tarkaz, [P, T], 90 
tarla, [T], 90 
tasMr, [P], 88 
ta~mln, [T], 30 
lal, [T], 92 
lalP, [T], 31 
lalra ~avlt, [T], 85, 86 
lalra hiyatt, [T], 88 
la! yiiniiei, [T], 31, 97 
lavan, [T], 94 
!avanlt oda, [T], 85 
!ayyan, [P], 97 
tekye, [T], 19, 24, 32, 85 
ternel, [T], 50, 92 
ternel dii!ernesi, [T], 92 
tenej, [T], 99 
ten n iir, [T], 85, 87 
terazii, [T], 96 
terezi, [T], 99 
tezgah, [T], 31 
thulma, [A], 93 
tibr, [A], 102 
t;g, [T], 96, 98 
tlgh, [P], 98 
Ii~ana, [A], 91 
tilmldh, [A~, 31, 97 
timar lJiine. [T], 88 
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timar-khiina, [P], 88 
!In, [A], 93 
tir-i khana, [P], 94 
tlsha, [P], 97, 98 
to~a, [T], 96 
to~ma~, [T], 92, 96, 99 
tiib, [A], 94 
tiie, [T], 96, 101 
tugla, [T], 92, 94 
liil, [A], 83 
tunub, [A], 99 
turr, [A], 99 
!utaea~, [T], 31 
!iitam, [T], 83 
tiirbe, [T], 25, 107 

cu~da, [A], 77 
cullab, [A], 101 
urgan, [T], 96, 99 
uTsub, [A], 101 
ursuj, [A], 101 
uskuffa, [A], 86, 95 
usta, [T], 31, 97 
ustad, [A, P], 31, 97 
ustadh, [A], 97 
usluvane, [A], 93 
uva~ la!, [1], 93 

Uskiidar mermeri, [T], 72 
iistad, [T], 96 
iist qigi, [T], 86 
iist qik, [T], 95 
iist reze, [T], 92, 95 

valad-i yak rasta, [P], 50 
varin, [P], 78 
varya, [P], 99 
vazn, [A], 78 
verye, [T], 96, 99 
veter, [T], 57 
vilayet, [T], 91 

wadd, [A], 94 
watar, [A], 94 
watid, [A], 92, 94 
watfs, [A], 87 
wisada, [A], 93 

yad alfa's, [A], 97 
yag-i tlr partav, [P], 78 
yak-dasta, [P], 98 
ya~iit-i a~mar, [Ottoman A], 71 
ya~iit-i aifar, [Ottoman A], 71 
ya~iit-i aZTa~, [Ottoman A], 71 
ya~iit-i kabiid, [P], 71 

ya~iit-i surkh, [P], 71 
ya~iit-i zaTd, [P], 71 
yaldtz altum, [T], 102 
yan, [T], 94 
yapuet, [T], 97 
y~a~, [A], 72 
ya~b, [A], 72 
ya~dt~, [T], 92, 93 
yashb, [A], 72 
yashm, [A], 72 
yam fa!, [T], 93 
yaz odast, [T], 85, 87 
yekdeste, [T], 96, 98 
ye!em, [T], 71 
yelem mermeri, [T], 72 
yir eerlbt, [T], 79 
yol, [T], 92 
yumla~ demiir, [T], 101 

ziijira, [A], 95 
za'igha, [A], 91 
zang-i dar, [P], 96 
zanjlr-i dar, [P], 96 
zar, [P], 101, 102 
zar-i khurda, [P], 102 
zar-i klmya, [P], 102 
zar-i pak, [P], 101 
zar-i rusta, [P], 102 
zar-i sav, [P], 102 
zar-i lila', [P], 102 
zarrln, [P], 102 
zaviye, [T], 84, 85 
zawiya, [A], 85, 93, 98 
zawiya-i Mdda, [Ottoman A], 99 
zawiya-i kii'ima, [Ottoman A], 98 
zawiya-i munjariJa, [Ottoman A], 99 
zenat, [T], 31 
zerbereed, [T], 71 
zih, [T], 56 
zih-i khiina, [P], 94 
ziJ, [A], 99 
Zile mermen, [T], 72 
giraC, [T], 24, 58, 59, 77, 78, 80, 81, 

82, 83, 84 
zirjin, [A], 95 
zlr-i zamln, [P], 87 
zlT-i zemln, [T], 85, 87 
zujana, [P], 92 
zuM~, [A], 92 
zukhruj, [A], 102 
?ulla, [A], 86 
zumurrud, [A], 71 
zuvana, [P, T], 92 
ziimiirriid, [T], 71 

.. ziivane agacz, [T], 95 
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Abraham, saint of stoneworkers, 29 
Abu cAli ibn AbI aI-Raja, Seljuk architect, 
Abu Hanifa, Arab jurist and theologian: as paradigm of 

• generosity, 44-46 
Adam, 29; and God's founding of the Kacba, 51; his 

pilgrimage to the Kacba, 49, 51 
administrative units: technical terms for, 91-92 
Ab.med I, Ottoman sultan: his genealogy, 64; in praise of, 

65-67; prayers for, 106; his protocols, 22; his restoration 
of the Kacba, 56-58 

Ab.med DalgIc Pasha, Ottoman architect, 2, 12, 15,37, 108 
altun olu[c, 23, 47. See also Golden Gutter 
amir-i micmar, 1. See also Clerk of works 
Architects: terms describing, 31 

Behcet al- Tevarih, of ~iikrullah ibn ~ihab al-Din Ab.med, 29 
Beyt al-Macmur, 29, 48 
Bihzad, Persian painter, 66 
bina' emini, 1. See also Clerk of works 
Building materials: technical terms relating to, 24, 92-94 
Building trades: names of and terms for craftsmen, 31 
Building types: names of, 85-90 

Cacfer Efendi, 3, 22; his father, Shaikh Behram, 5, 42; his 
identity, 5-6; his journey to Istanbul to study, 5, 43; 

'Meb.med Aga's generosity toward, 5, 42, 43, 69; his visit 
to the Sultan Ab.med Mosque, 68-69 

Chief Imperial Architects: sources for study of, 2. See also 
ba~~a-z mi'maran agasz; b~~a mi'mar-batz; mi'mar-bafz; ser
mi'maran-z bana 

Clerk of works: function of and epigraphic records for, 1 
Colors: relationships between, 70; terms relating to, 70 
Corps of Imperial Architects (b~~a micmiirlarz ocagz), 2 
Craftsmen: technical terms relating to, 96-100 

David, the prophet, 30 
Davud Aga, Ottoman architect, 2, 8, 10, 37, 107 

Enoch, systematizer of the sciences of arithmetic and 
astronomy, 30 

Geometry: terms relating to, 30; importance for art of 
mother-of-pearl working, 31 

Geometric forms: the circle, 30; polygons, 31; triangles, 30 
Golden Gutter, of the Kacba: Meb.med Aga's restoration of, 

47, 57-58. See also altun olu[c 

Hadi,kat al-Cevamic, of I:Iaflz Hiiseyin al-Ayvansarayi, 2, 12 
b~~a-z mi'maran agasz, 22. See also Chief Imperial Architect 
b~~a micmar-bafz, 2, 15. See also Chief Imperial Architect 
b~~a mi'marlarz ocagz, 2, 6, 15. See also Corps of Imperial 

Architects 
ljusrev Pasha, governor of Diyarbaklr and Damascus, 9-10, 

39-41 

Ibn Mu~la, Arab calligrapher and vizier, 36 
Islamic architects: status and function, 1; training, 

JamiC al-$aghfr, of Jalal aI-DIn Abu al-Fac.il al-Suyuti, 62-63 
Jewels: types of, 70-71 

Kacba, 11, 17; cAbd Allah ibn Zubayr's violation of, 54; 
baraka associated with, 49; early history, 23, 49, 50, 51, 
52; as goal of pilgrimage, 50; Golden Gutter (altun olu!c) 
of, 23, 47; names for, 48; praise of, 59-60; restorations 
of, 23, 51, 56-58; as sanctuary, 50, 58-59; Sinan's 
examination and plans for restoration of, 53-54; ~unc 
Allah's examination of, 56. See also Beyt al-Macmur; 
Zurah 

Kaluk ibn' cAbd Allah, Seljuk architect, 1 
Kaluyan al-~unawI, Seljuk architect, 1 
al-Kashshiifcan !fa!ca'i!c al- TanzZl, of Abu al-~asim Mab.mud 

al-Zamakhshari, 49, 50 
~asim Aga, Ottoman architect, 2, 8, 10 
Kayseri'li Meb.med Aga, Ottoman architect, 2, 15 
~ur'an: 11:117, 19; 11:125-126, 58; 11:127, 50; 11:144, 52; 

11:195,46; 111:59, 19; 111:96-97, 48, 49, 50; XXIV:26, 
46; LI:56, 19; LIX:21, 53 

Ma~am Ibrahim, 11, 47, 49; Meb.med Aga's minbar for, 57, 
58 

ManI, the prophet, 66 
Marble: musical qualities of, 68; types of, 71-72 
Measurement, units of: linear, 17, 24, 76-79, 83-84, 111-112; 

surface area, 17, 79-83, 111-112 
Mecca: the baram, 48; holy shrines in, 4; the Kacba, 11, 17, 

23, 47; Ma~am IbrahIm, 11, 13, 23, 47; names for, 48 
Medina: holy shrines, 4; ruler of the world, 62; as sanctuary, 

60, 61, 62; Tomb of the Prophet in, 11, 17, 23, 48 
Meb.med Aga (Mub.ammad ibn cAbd al-MuCin): appointed 

!capucz, 9, 23, 35; appointed mubizr bafz, 9, 23, 36; 
appointed ser-mi'maran-z b~~a, 6, 10, 41; appointed ~u 
na?ZTZ, 6, 10, 41; architectural works, 8, 11, 12, 13, 17, 
22, 23, 47, 48, 56-58, 64-69; building of the Sultan 
Ahmed Mosque, 11, 17, 32, 64-69; character, 14, 17, 
23, 37, 42-44; conscription as devfirme, 7, 23, 24; death, 
11; entry into b~~ bagfe, 25; generosity to Cacfer Efendi, 
42, 69; gifts to Murad III, 9, 23, 34, 35, 38; musical 
training, 25-33, 68; origins and date of birth, 7; prayers 
for, 108; restorations in Mecca and Medina, 11,56-58; 
service under lj usrev Pasha, 9, 23, 39-41; skill in arts of 
architecture and working of mother-of-pearl, 33-34; 
training in architecture and working of mother-of-pearl, 
7, 17, 23, 32-33, 38; travels in Egypt, Syria, Anatolia 
and the Balkans, 9, 23, 38; works in mother-of-pearl, 9, 
13, 23, 34, 35, 36, 38 

Meb.med Tab.ir Aga, Ottoman architect, 2, 15 
Metals: technical terms relating to, 101-102 
micmar-bafz, 41. See also Chief Imperial Architect 
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Mishkiit al-M~iibZh, of Wali aI-Din Mu}:lammad aI-Khatib al-
Tabrizi, 60, 61, 62 

Mu}:lammad ibn cAbd aI-Mucin, 7. See also Me}:lmed Aga 
Mu~~t al-Lughiit, of Kemal Pa~a-zade, 83 
Mukhtiir al-SiM~, ofTaj aI-Din Mu}:lammad ibn Abu Bakr al

Razi, 30. See also Mukhtiir-i SiM~ 
Mukhtiir-i SiM~, of Taj al-Din Mu}:lammad ibn Abu Bakr al

Razi, 78, 79. See also Mukhtiir al-SiM~ 
Murad III, Ottoman sultan, 9, 13; his intention to restore the 

Kacba, 53; Me}:lmed Aga's gifts to, 34-36, 38 
Musical instruments: names of, 102-103; their geometric 

forms, 24, 103-104; types, 26 
Musical science (Cilm-i miisi!cZ): modes, 26-27; sinfulness of, 

28; technical terms relating to, 26; types of musical in
struments, 102-103 

Mu~tafii Aga, Ottoman architect, 2 

Na~~a~ Saci Mu~tafii Qelebi, 2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 23 
NiCmet Alliih Liigati, 30, 79 
Noah, saint of carpenters, 29, 108 
Nuzhat al-cU~iil, of cAli ibn A}:lmad al-jundi, 83, 84 

Ottoman architects: their organization and training, 2 

Pythagoras: his compilation of books on mathematics and 
geometry, 30; his systematizing of the science of music, 
27 

Risiile-i Mi'miiriyye: its author, 5; character of, 6; composition 
of, 23; its content, 6-7, 11, 17-18, 23-24; its copyist, 5; 
description ofYY 339,3,5; manuscripts of, 5; published 
excerpts from, 3-5; published references to, 3-4; rela
tionship to Tuhfet al-Mi'miiriin and Te;kiret al-Ebniye of 
Na~~a~ Saci Mu~tafii Qelebi, 5, 6 

~iiMb al-mabiini, 1. See also Clerk of works 
Saints: of carpenters, 23, 29; of stoneworkers, 23, 29 
Siimi fi al-Asiimi of Abu al-Fac.il A}:lmad al-Maydani al

Nishaburi, 30 
ser-mi'miiriin-t bii$~a: career patterns of, 14-15. See also Chief 

Imperial Architect 
Seth, saint of stoneworkers, 29, 108 
Seyahiitniime, of Evliya Qelebi, 2 
shiidd al-Camii)ir, 1. See also Clerk of works 
Shaikh (J:lamd Allah), Ottoman calligrapher, 36 
Shaikh Vi~ne Me}:lmed Efendi, ljalveti shaikh, 7, 28 
Sinan, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 23, 34, 37; life and 

works, 107; plans for the restoration of the Kacba, 53-54 

Solomon, the prophet, 30 
Stone: names of common types of, 69-70, 72, 92-93 
Structure: technical terms relating to, 86-90, 92-96 
Sultan A}:lmed Mosque, 4, 11, 17, 23, 64; Cacfer Efendi's 

visit to, 68; date of its foundation, 65; its dome, 65; its 
minarets, 67; mother-of-pearl inlaid doors and window 
shutters, 13; its plan, 65; poem in praise of, 73-76 

Sunc Allah Efendi, Ottoman feyh al-isliim, 38; his examination 
of the Kacba, 56 

Superintendant of buildings, 1. See also Clerk of works 
Surveying: units of linear measurement used in, 17, 24, 

76-79,83-84,111-112; units of surface measurement us
ed in, 17,24,79-83, 111-112 

Surveyors of antiquity, 84 
Siileymaniye Mosque, 7 

Tafsir al-Jaliilayn, of jalal aI-Din Mu}:lammad al-Ma}:lalli and 
jalal al-Din Abu al-Fac.il cAbd al-Ra}:lman al-Suyuti, 49 

Technical terms: related to administrative units, 91-92; 
related to craftsmen, 96-100; related to geometry, 30; 
related to materials, 24, 92-94; related to linear 
measurement, 24, 76-79, 83-84; related to metals, 
101-102; related to music, 26, 68-69; related to structure 
and construction, 86-90, 92-94; related to surface 
measurement, 79-83; related to tools, 18, 24, 96-100; 
related to types of buildings, 17-18, 24, 85-90; related to 
water architecture, 100-101 

Temple of jerusalem: built after the Kacba, 52 
Te;kiret al-Ebniye of Na~~a~ Saci Mu~tafii Qelebi, 2, 5, 6, 8, 

11, 23 
Tomb of the Prophet in Medina, 11, 17; Me}:lmed Aga's gold 

locks for, 47,57,58; Me}:lmed Aga's iron window grills 
for, 47 

Tools: technical terms relating to, 24, 96-100 
Traditions (hadith), 32, 52, 53, 54, 62, 69; related by Abu 

Hurayra, 61; related by CAli, 60; related by Ibn cAbbas, 
29; related by Ibn Sacid, 62; related by Ibn cVmar, 
62-63; related by Sacd ibn Abi Wa~as, 61, 62 

Tuhfet al-Mi'miiriin of Na~~a~ Saci Mu~tafii Qelebi, 6, 11, 23 

Ustad Mu}:lammad, master craftsman in mother-of-pearl, 8, 
13, 34 

Water architecture: technical terms relating to, 100-101 

Ya~ut (al-MustaC~imi), Arab calligrapher, 36 

Zura}:l, 49, 51 
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